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Abtract 

This study represents a cuiturany sensitive foreign policy analysis (FPA) by focusing 

on specific Russian theoreticai thuiking regarding national intetests and security 

dilemmas. The study focused on the discursive part of Russian political space in order 

to trace and comprehend changes in Russian foreign policy in the 1990-1999 period 

Many authoa throughout the 1 990s noted visible changes in Russian foreign policy 

from its position as a western ally in 1991-92 toward its more assertive position in 

1995-96 and its flexiile isolationist position in 1998-99. The shifts in Russian foreign 

policy behavior that occurred driring this pend were braced through the changes in 

the foreign policy debate regarding the examples of unfolcihg events in "near a b r d w  

and the former Yugoslavia The basic departing point of the inquiry was built on 

Philip Lawrence's approach to the unity between and debate. This 

approach was implemented with teference to the issue of how the change in reality- 

defining assumptions could be found in the existing political elite discounes - text 

and speech. The use of discourse anaiysis allowed the incorporation of the cuiturally 

specific foundatious of Russian foreign and security policy into a systematic method 

for evaiuation that opens up space for understanding of cultlrr~politics dyniimics The 

thesis addressed the Link between ideas and institutions by presenting how ideas 

af5ected Rusian foreign policy, or7 more specificaily, how these ideas were 

iastitutionalued In order to trace the Iùik between ideas and institutions specific 

attention was placed on the analysis of R&an sec* discourse through the debate 

thaî took place ammg the various "schools of thought" In the case of Russia the 

category of"schoo1s of thought" has a twofold ontological nature - combining ideas 

and instituti~ns~ "Schools of thought" represent the most influentikil social movements 



that shape institutional public policies while at the same t h e  they represent cultural 

traits and sets of ideas that shape the thinkuig of those movements. A specid emphesis 

in this thesis was placed on the Russian 19& century heritage of ideas due to its pamal 

negiect in contemporary analysis of Russian foreign plicy. Dixourse malysis 

indicaîed that ideas put forward by the 19' cenhiry "schools of  thought" had a strong 

influence on the foreign poky debate and security thinking and public policy choices 

in contemporary Russia The core issues of Russian sec- discourse debated in the 

1990s were as those in the 19" century: the a h  to situate Russian identity on an East- 

West scale; the aim to situate the security paradigm on an isolation-htegration sale 

vis-à-vis the West; and the aim to situate prosperity on an individual-collective scaie. 

Thus, the monitoring ofuschools of thought. as indicated in the works of Andrei 

Tsygankov, proved to be a Mer  indicator of competing concepts of Ruaian national 

interest and security concerns than focusing solely on the state institutions or major 

political parties. 
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Transliteration note 

For Russian sources was used Library of Congress transliteration style. Exceptions 
were made to ;ilready accwtomed transliterations of persmal names (Yeltsin instead 
of El'- etc.). 



The Foreign Poiicy Debate in Russia of the 199ûs: An Andysis ofRwsinn Security 

Discourse 

('Pm. thesis) 

- Nebojsa Bjelakovic - 

INTRODUCTION 

One of the most intriguing questions of modem international relations is how to 

understand the foreign policy changes of -tes. To that end, analytical tools have usually 

focused either on domestic institutional heworks  and elite struggie, or on the character 

of the international regime or the role that the state in question performs in the 

international system. Foreign policy anaiysis of the Soviet state represented one of the 

most attractive case studies for research in the last few demies. Mer the break-up of the 

Soviet Union a newly emerged Russian Federation remaîned to be the object of scholars' 

and policy makers' close attention.' Various authors addressed Russian foreign and 

' For an anaiysis of Russian politicai systcm and post-comrnuuist politics see Joan DeBardeleben, Russian 
P o l b  rir Tramifion, 2d cd (Bostotx Hotlghton Mifilin Company, 1997) and Siephen White, Rwio's 
navpoiitics: the management of apaptcomnndrt sucikty (New York: Cambridge University Ress, 1999). 
For an anaiysis of changes m Russian -ety sec Wayne Menmuorth, The Russion Question; NrttiollQIhz, 
M m 0 4  and Pmt-Comm~rSt Rtcrsie, (New York: Rowman & Littlefîeld Pobiishers, 1998), and Leo 
Cooper, Rrtirsia and the Wod& New State-af-pI4y on the Internononal S e  (London MaCrniIlan Press, 
1999). Very insightfbi ovtmiew of the regionai îssues was offered in Mehdi Mo- ed, secI1.y 
Poli th bt llre C o m m o ~ t h  ~f 1- Srnie; Thc Whern  B& rnnQnr Macmillan Rcss, 1997). 
In thïs book an exceIlent hshxtïond -sis offomigu Mtnistry's acthiiies was o f f i  m the article by 
k Tiouht, "Rtl~~t*anDipIomacy the Robiems of Ttansition." Regional se- was also covered m Lena 
Jonson and C h e  Archer, eds, Peacekeeping andthe RoIe of Russia in Ewaia, (BouIder, Colorado: 



secirrity policies but two main methods of anaIysÎs dorninated their scholanhip: 

presentation of Russian foreign policy in a chronological way and presentation of 

geographicai directions of Russian foreign poiicy activity? Despite the occasionally 

descriptive nature of inquiry, the goal of this scholarship remained the same: how to 

understand Russian foreign policy changes. Many authors throughout the 1990s noted 

visible changes in Russian foreign poücy fkom its position as a western aily in 1991-92 

toward its more assertive position in 1995-96 and its fi exible isolationist position in 

1998-993 

Tn seeking an understanding of those changes, 1 will argue, in this thesis, that an 

inquiry about ideas and debates that were taking place among Russian foreign policy 

agents represents usefiil avenue because the ideas exempw a natuai foundation for 

poiicy concepts and worldviews. That is, in words of Celeste A. Wailander, "ideas are 

dso likely to affect poiicies most iiwfar as they serve as stable focal points in an 

environment of unstable politicai c~mpetition,'~ The validity of the research into the link 

between ideas and foreign policy was already estabfished in the work of Goldstein and 

Westview Pres, 1996) and the articles of partr-cular devance for this thesis were: Aiexander A. Pikayev, 
The Russian Domestic Oebaîe on PoIicy ToWaCC1S the 'Wear Abroad," and Pave1 Baev, The Infiuence of 
the Baikan Crisis on Russia's Peacekeeping in its Wear Abroad." For an assessrnent of Russian foreign 
poticy m the early 1990s see Teresa PeIton Johnson aad Steven E. JMïIler, eds., Rusian Skwîty ajkr the 
Cofd War; &en Viewsjiom Micow, (Washington: Brasscy's (US), 1994) and Victor A. Knmmyuk, 
ConjTicts Ui antiarOWtdRtllpsia; Natronal-building rir D@%dt Tmes, (Westport, Connectiecticut Grecnwood 
Press, 1994). 
See hzek Bnsyaski, Rt(ssI0n Foreign Pol& der the Cold Wm, (Westport, Connecticut Raeger, 

1996); Mike Bowker, Rz~ppim Foreign Poli9 d t h e  End of the Cafd Wm, (Aitiershot, UK= Dartmoath, 
1997); Robert H. DonaIdson and Joseph L. Noget, Tise Foreign Policy of Iarssia; C h g i g  S)cstems, 
E h h g  Interests, (Armonk, N-Y.: ME- Sharpe, 1998). 

See Rbger E Kanet and Alexander V. Kozhd- eds, Tk Fom-ign Poliey of the ~~ Fedwatio~ 
(London: MacmilIan Pnss, 1997); Kubicek, P., "Russian Foreign Poticy and the West," PoZitical&ience 
Qwrferb, 1 1 4  4 (Wmter L999) 547-568; Neil Malcolm, Aiex Ravda, Roy Alisoa and Margot Ligb 
IniemaI Facrors in Russiun Fweign Poiiiy, (mord: Royal Iastitate of Intemational Affiiüs, 1996). 
' See Cekte X. Wdiaiïder, cd., Tk S m e s  of b s ù m  Fore@n PoIicy @ e ~  the Cold WOT, (Bouider, 
Colorado: Wtstview Ptess, 1996), 213. 



~eohane? Wailauder applied rrsearch into the link between ideas and foreign policy to 

the Russian case in her book, but the selection of idees xrds the a m  where my thesis is 

Mering. Waümder's book emphasized the influence that nationalism and Soviet era 

ideas had on contempoq Russian foreign policy while my thesis will shüt the focus on 

1 9 ~  century theoretical thinking in order to ptesent fouudatiofls of current foreign policy 

thuiking. The reason for such a choice is to bring to fore the entirety of Russian culture of 

which the 19' centwy scholarship is the most denning element Judith Devlin oEered a 

very relevant book on modem Russia by focusing on the link between 19' century ideas 

and contemporary Russian plitics! But her book emphasized only one portion of 19" 

century thinking, namely Slavophiles, tying it with contemporary political figures on 

Russian politicai scene, primarily those h m  reform-communist and nationalist ranks. In 

contrast my study will offer a somewhat different view. i wodd argue that rather the 

entire Russian 19* century theoretical heritage inauenced contemporary Russian politics, 

than that seiected- Russian hentage Muenced selected segments of Russian politics. The 

scholarship that is closest to what I intend to do in my thesis is an effort by Henrikki 

Heürka to understand Russian foreign policy through the appücation of discourse 

d y s i s ?  This rich and insightful article is applying Lam's psychodysis to a 

discourse anaiysis of Sergei Kortmov's, Russian psident's aide for international issues, 

texts and speeches in order to understand changes in Russian foreign policy util 1996. 

My study will cornpiement Heikka's on thne accounts: 1 wilI focas not only on one 

"se Judith Goldstein and R O M  O. Keohane, eds, 1 '  mi Foreign Pdicyr Bol&, Iwnm'80m, and 
Polirtcd Change, (Ithaca* Cornell University Ress, 1993). 
See Judith Devlia, ShophiI' and Cornmiriruus; bwties of Democ~ptcy in Modern RvPoU, (London: 

Macmillan Press, t 999). 
' Scc HcnriWn He- "Beyond Nwrralism and Constructivism: Des& Id-, and Russian Fomgn 
Poticy," U i t O n d i j l p  of Russimr Foreign Poky, cd Ted Hopf (Oniversity Park, Pwnsy1vax.k The 
Pemsylvania Statt University Press, 1999) 57-109, 



person's discourse but on the inteliigentsia7s foreign poücy debate; my thesis will cover 

larger period (1991-2000); also my discourse analysis will not rely on psychodysis 

approach but on the link between culture and poiitics, ideas and institutions. 

To gain a better understanding, one must inquire how ideas afliected Rwian 

fonign policy, or, more specincally, how these ideas were institutionaiizd In order to 

trace the link between ideas and institutions specinc attention wiU be placed on the 

analysis of Russian secwity discourse through the debate that took place arnong the 

various cbschools of thought." This thesis will focus on the discursive part of Russian 

political space in order to trace and comprehend changes in Russian foreign policy in the 

19904999 period. 

The foreign policy debate will be defined as a dominant discourse on concepts 

(such as national interests, security objectives and worldviews) and events withh one 

state. The secondary goal of this paper is to seek for the origins and foundations of the 

debate of ideas among the Russian foreign policy cbschools of thought" that have recentiy 

emerged. These "schools" represented theoreticai traditions of Russian political and 

philosophicai thought while at the same tirne c'schools of thought" were mediums for 

political He (Le., expression and participation). In the 19& century Russian politics did 

not exist as a public &air, so the cultural sphere became a sunogate medium for the 

expression of different poIiticai concepts and ideas. The informal debates as welI as 

p u b W g  activity of the intelligentsia that developed around cultural j o d s  gave rise 

to different "schools of thought." In Iate 2 0 ~  century Russia, politicai parcies were not 

based very much on specific platforms or programs but on the resurrected use of culture 

and ideas. The main avenue of their activity was debate, such that discourse emerged as 



the main indicator of the predominant ideas that could consequently ifluence state 

institutions and result in a change of foreign poiicy behaviour. Thus, in the case of Russia 

the category of "schools of thought" has a twofold ontologicai nature - combining idees 

and institutions. "Schools of thought" represent the most iduentiai social movements 

that shape institutional public policies whiie at the same tune they represent culturai traits 

and sets of ideas that shape the thinking of those movements. The core issues of Russian 

security discourse debated in the '90s were as those in the 19' century: the aim to situate 

Russian identity on an East-West scaie; the a h  to situate the security p d g m  on an 

isolation-integration scde vis-à-vis the West; and the aim to siniate prospCnty on an 

individtxai-collective scale. What also seemed to link the old "schools of thought" with 

those of the 20" century was the search for a policy solution that would reconcile the 

impact of rnodernity/globaiization with the maintenance of the identity and strength of 

the nation (state). 

The Iink between cbschools of thought" and Russian foreign policy could be 

explained as the relationship between society's cultural currents and public policy 

choices. Cultural aspects, hm represented as the cultural currents of rivalling "schools of 

thought," play a signincant role in determinhg the foreign policy of every state. Anaiysis 

of Russian foreign policy codd be more enrîched if attention is placed e@y on the 

instihrtiond and cultinal side of how policy choices were aggregated. Specifïc to Russia 

was that the sociaiization was achieved more through the shared and transmitted country- 

specific cultural heritage and sets of ideas than through the often-changing institutional 

features, political ideologies or civil society participation. Thus, this thesis wiU address 



the link between specifïc national dhne and public policy choices by focusing on 

foreign policy debate in Russia. 

The shifts in Russian foreign policy behavior that occurred during this period wiiI 

be traced through the changes in the forcign policy debate regadhg the examples of 

unfolding events in "near abroadn and the former Yugoslavia. The choice of these two 

focus arwis is based on their relevance for and impact on the Russian foreign policy 

debate of the '90s. These two issues were the most influentid events that shaped Russian 

security discourse and contnaued, as reference points, to the creation of the reality- 

denning assumptions or worldviews among the Russian intelligentsia The wars in the 

"near abroad" gmerated debates on how to deal with instabiliv in the postsoviet 

counmes as weIi as on how to manage ethnic conflicts on Russian soil. Thus, they &ped 

the debate on the issues of Russian security and identity. The war in the former 

Yugoslavia generated a debate on the 'new world odef and Russia's d e  in the 

intemational systern. Both focus areas were more instrumentai in shaping perceptions 

about Russia's relationship with the West than were Russia's participation either in 

multi1ateral h e w o r k s  of UN and OSCE or bilateral relations with the US or EU. At the 

same time both focus areas were indicating better thm any other internatiod issut what 

were the limits of Russia's implemented or desired power projections in its interaction 

with Western couritries. 

The thesis' question is how to understand and explain these changes in Russian 

foreign poiicy behavior. The changes represented a move fiom a position of 

unconditiond cornpliance with the Weds standards, expressed by the slogan 

"Cooperation with the West", toward the position of assertion and occasionaI c o d o n  



vis-&-vis the West, with an emphasis on Russian needs, expssed by the slogan "Russia 

first,'' and then foIlowed by the subsequent hgmentation of '%ssia ntst" and the 

emergence of "reluctant realism" and their policies of flexibIe isolation by the end of 

1990s. 

The explanation for this shift offend by traditional foreign policy anaiysis (FPA) 

is Limited to the argument that concessions by the Russian President to pressures made by 

the nationalist political parties made this shifk possible. In that case the focus is centered 

on a pure decision-mahg mechaaism and the belief system of the top foreign policy 

bureaumts. The traditional FPA explanation wodd truiy accouat for the result but this 

would not help us to understand the m o n  and nature of this change and its dynamic, 

since institutions and not ideas would be seen as the primary mechanism. The relevance 

of my thesis is in its attempt to reach beyond this explanation by offering the culture- 

sensitive understanding of how the change occurred. M y  tentative conclusion is that 

changed foreign policy assumptions and worldviews r d t e d  in changing policy 

prescriptions. Furthemore, I argued that the change of reality defining assumptiom could 

be searched for in the existing politicai elite discourses - text and speech. Once the 

changed discursive content bewne predombmt, it consequently inauenced the state 

institutions by becoming a discourse of instihrtions and resuIted in the change of foreign 

poiicy behavior. The methodologid relevance ofthis study is in its innovative approach. 

This approach represents the link between behaviorist scholarship (in attriiuting the role 

ofagency to the elite - in Russian case to the intelligentsia) and pst-modem scholarship 

(in using the discome as medium of change and discourse analysis as research method). 

1 wiU argue that by the w of discotuse analysis, and d y s i s  of ideas represented in the 



debate, an understanding ofthe &if€ in Russian foreign policy codd be attained. 

Graphidy, this process had the following trajectory: 

Events=>Debates=>Redefition of national inte->Change in foreign policy behavior 

This graph represents aiready estabiished fidings of behaviourist FPA about the 

causal mechanism of foreign policy chauges. The conmiution of my thesis is in the focus 

on the phase of Debates where the d y t i c a l  lenses wiiI be placed on the cultine sensitive 

theory of ideas that govem the cornpethg elite worldviews. While for many other 

countries it would rnake more sense to analyse the phase of Debates through institutional 

analysis of foreign policy consensus making or bureaucratie elite surveys, in the case of 

Russia the focus on ideas would be more beneficial. In the case of Russia, as opposed to 

other coutries, ideas instead of institutions or social aspects were the most inauential 

factor in shaping dinerent elite worldviews. Thus, this study will demonstrate that the 

focus on the second stage of this process, namely on the phase of Debates, couId help our 

undexstanding of domestic reasoning for and proposed aitematives of desired foreign 

policy changes. 

The study will have an introduction, five chapters and a conclusion. The first 

chapter will be composed of a review of the relevant literatue, and theoreticai and 

methodologicai h e w o r k  for this study. The second chapter wiU introduce the principal 

lgh centrny Russian "schoo1s ofthought." This chapter wiIl also situate these schools 

within the main politicai and histo9cai events of that period. The third chapter will 

present the 1990-96 foreign policy debate in Russia îhrough the discourse among the 

main "schools of political thought" The shift of politid alliances will be presented on 

tht basis of the changes in the discourse fmm the "Cooperation with the West" agenda 



toward the c X ~ & t  nrst" agenda. The fourth chaptet WU present the 199698 foreign 

policy debate and the fdure of Wussia fi&' to i n s t i t u t i o d  its ideas. The nffh 

chapter will present the 1998-2000 foreign policy debate and the initiai fhgmentation of 

the 'Uussia first" agenda into the ''~Iuctaat realists" and the "advocates of brinkmmhip 

and finmess." The conclusion wiii represent a section in which fîndings will be 

elaborated fiom the perspective of a theoretical framework laid out in the nrst chapter. 

The theoretical goal is to show the ut%@ of discourse anaiysis in the FPA. The research 

goal is to understaad changes in Russian politics and to make seme of them in a manner 

that couid open the possibiiity for classifÏcation and prediction of Russian foreign 

politics. 

A pertinent isye of area studies is whether one's object of study is specific or 

universal. FO; that matter the question caa be made about the specific or universal 

character of uiis inquiry on Russia This is a cpestion of an ontological nature and it 

demands an answer that wodd explain what method of inquiry shodd be implemented: 

some Russia-specific method or more univemal methods of the social sciences. As this 

question can be successfully debated fimm both viewpoints, I wodd rather present my 

view, and position that I am taking in this study, without any desire to make a nnal 

philosophy of science judgement. 

1 find the scholarship of the Russian Ianguage theorist Mikhaü Bakhtin very 

relevant to this issue and some refl ectiom on the afoxementioned ontology-epistemology 

question could be made at this partidar point Let me staa with an episode h m  the first 

conference on Bakhtin that was attended by both Western and Soviet scholars in 

Manchester in 199 1. An account f h n  this meeting reveais an initial clash of 



perspectives: Soviet scholars and Western Slavists considemi that the Western 

Baktitinians were c'doomed to rnisapprehend and misrepresent both Bakhtin and his 

thought." 00 the other hand Soviet scholars and Western Slavists "were at l o s  to 

understand how co~ections could be made between their compatriot and the 

discreditable discourses of such outlandish, beyond-the-pale movements as M a x i m  or 

femins~n."~ Interestingly, this episode recalls of Bakhtin's main concept of dialogism or 

"üving rnix of varied and opposing voices" (ramorechivost) and also of his own concept 

of "mutuai outsideness" (vnenakhodimost 3. In this case, the opposition is to be expected 

since a language, as the primary bearer of cul- and history, fiuictions as a dialogue 

cornposeci of opposing views and voices. The concept of dialogism indicates that various 

voices (some overlapping, some in opposition, etc.) c m  coexist and this thesis wiIi offer 

a more complex view of the foreign policy debate in Russia by keeping these d i f f i g  

voices side by side. As my goal is to present Russian foreign policy through Russian 

debate and primary sources who would be more appropriate in outlining the merger of 

universal and specifîc in an inquiry based on speech and text ifnot this Russian author. 

Bakhtin so successfully bndged his scholarship about a Linle known 16' century French 

writer Ramblais by evoking Russia-specific cultural paraUeIs and expressing himseif 

excIusiveIy in Russian so that he achieved international relevance and worldwide 

application in a number of social sciences. That makes me believe that the division 

among disciplines couid be avoided through the d y s i s  of the truiy universal medium of 

our existence - language. From this diaiopid approach derives my atlswer to the 

question of whether Russia shodd be researched with Russîa-Spennc methods or not 

See David Shepherd, "(Mii)Repmsenthg Baichth," Bakhtùr Cmnhd and Orirsr Subjecl~, eti. David 
Shepherd (Amsterdam-Atlanta, GA: Rodopi, 1993) xvii. 
9 David Shepherd, xvü. 



through the attempt to implement the interdÎsciplinary approach of inm. More 

precisdy, discourse d y s i s  wili aUow me to incorporate the cuitinally specinc 

foundatiom of Russiin f o ~ i g n  and seciirity policy into a systematic method for 

evaiuation that opens up space for understanding of culture-politics dynamics. By doing 

so divisiveness between specifïc and universal could be bridged in the same manner as  

the discourse analysis of this Russian author was univemaily and interdisciplùiary 

applied Or as one Western author argued "dialogisrn appears more and more to be a 

humanistic contribuioti to the nfonnulation of the disciplinary allegiances ongoing in 

this latter half of the century: it confhnts us with a cosmology in which nature and 

culture converge, share the same continuum without king difuted one into the ~ther."'~ 

-- 

'O Sec Fmcësco Loriggio, 'UBid as Didoguc The BaLhtin C h i e  and Ragmatist Psychology," M ' f  
Bcukiirh mrdthe Epktemology of DrSc-e, ed. Clive Thomson, (Amsterdam-Atlanta, Ok' Roüopi, 1990). 



1. Theoretical Frimework for Anaïyzing the Foreign Poüq Debate in Russia of the 

1990s 

1.1 Introduction 

Following the disinteption of the USSR in 199 1, Russia emerged again as an 

independent state. One of the nrst questions that such a new state had to deal with was 

fomiulating and implementing its foreign poiicy. However, this tirne the characteristics of 

the Russian state and Russian society, as weli as the international conte% were different 

h m  those of 19 1 7. Therefore, acting on the basis of historical andogy to pursue czarist 

policy couid not benefit the new Moscow decision makers. At the same thne continuation 

of the old Soviet foreign policy was rejected by Whially ail political actors in Russia It 

was observed that the formulation of Russian foreign poiicy could no longer hcî ion as 

an exclusive domain of the Ktemlin leadership's instiMional monopolies but was now 

open to debate and influences by other political actors." 

During the years of the USSR, the CPSU Politbuto was, bt i tu t iody,  the body 

that had the £inal Say in fomdatkg and implementing fore@ policy, although it shodd 

be noted that state ministries such as Foreign A f f '  and Defense had Sgnificaut 

leverage in the elaboration of Soviet fore@ policy. In contemporary Russia foreign 

policy concems have proliferafed so that the scene of foreign policy actors looks 

'' Ad& Dawishaand Karen hvisha,eds, ThoMakiiigofForeignPoI&àrRursiadlheNovSt~~of 
Ew4ptà, (Annonk, New York, London, England: M E  Sharpe. 1995) 53. 



significantly difEerent than diiring the era of the USSR These actors cm be grouped into 

state and non-state agents. The Ptesident of Russian federation with his administration, 

the Russian govemment, and the Ministry of Foreign AfEairs are heading the executiw 

side of the political spectnim in temis of the articulation and implementation of foreign 

policy. Ministries such as Defense, Foreign Economic Relations and Tradc, and the 

National Bank and the Federal Secret SeMces are dso important state agents from the 

executive branch. State agents on the legislative side are both the upper and lower houses 

of the Russian parliament (the Duma, and the Federation Corncil respectively) as weil as 

their cornmittees and the different politicai parties represented in Parliament The Russian 

regions ( a 8 9  federal units) and the cities may dso be grouped as state agents since they 

also have the right to sign international agreements and conduct foreign relations. Non- 

state actors include major joint-stock companies, usuaity producers and exporters of raw 

materiai like LUKoil, Gasprom, Norilsk Nickel, as weli as producers and exporters of 

finished products such Rosvoomheniye for arms, and large finruicial groups such as 

Oneksimbadc, Menatep, and Most. Additional non-state actors are the Church, media and 

inteIiectuais. Al1 of these actors seek to realize their particdm interests with foreign 

partners, and their intetests are neither M y  synchronized nor do they necessarily 

coincide with those of the Russian Ministry of Foreign ~ f f a i r s . ' ~  

Therefore. in 1991 the question was what was to be the Russian foreign policy, 
* .  - - 

both with respect to the process of making foreign policy and its actual substance. ALI the 

domestic actors fiom the R d a n  poiiticai spectntm demomtrated a desire and an interest 

in participating in the debate on Russiars ww foreign policy. However, the domestic 

As was the case during the negotiatlons for the W o n  ofthe oiI sector in Cappian Sca whcit Russian oil 
companïes sided with Arnerican cornphes against the proposais of the Russian goverment, 



policy reaiity of being a country without an elaborated and consezlsus-based foreign 

policy platfonn made it more difficult for Russia to participate in an active way in the 

intemational co~~munity. The international d t y  was that Russia, as the biggest and 

most important Soviet successor state, had to answer to pressing foreign poky 

challenges fiom day one of its existence." Therefore, the Moscow leadership could not 

wait for the emergence of a consensus on a variety of foreign policy dilemmas, and it 

p m e d  certain policies on its own. 

13 The concept of Uschools of thought" 

The initial policy that Moscow pursued was desrnid in the slogan "Coopetation 

with the West." However, thete was graduaily a change in Russian foreign policy and by 

the end of 1995 it was most coherently exprrssed in the slogan "Russia fks~"'~ 

The origins of the politid bloc that promoted the slogan "Cooperatïon with the 

West" can be traced back to the stmggies ofRussian democrats against communism and 

Soviet f e d d  structures in 1990 and I W .  This bloc of politid forces can be temed the 

~emocratic/orces.'~ However, the name Dentowoticjbrces originates more in how this 

group labeled themselves vis-&vis hard-he commimists, and how they were perceived 

in the West, than in any coherent democratic policy prescription advocated by the various 

mernkrs of this group. ûriginally, the Democraticforces contained such various groups 

as reform commmùsts, liberals, Russian n a t i o n . ,  religious groups, ecologists, humart 

Rea, by mheriting the USSR seat as a parnanent manber ofthe UN Secucity Cotmcü, had to deai with 
a of international hues h m  the very first day of independence. 
" Pe&r Tnisrott, R&a Fim; BrecrkUIg wrlh the Wa, (London, NOV York 1. B. Tau& Ribiishers, 1997). " See klukin ,  "Predstavlenie wdemoktaticheskihw gupp O vneshnem mire", ('Demwatic' Gmups' 
Perception about the WorId] UEMO, 8 (1 995) 1û4-114. 



rights groups, regional groups oppresed ethaic groups, veterans, etc. The Unity of the 

Democrotcfirces Iasted no longer than the old Soviet system. In August 1991, once 

Russia was practicaliy estabfished as  an independent state and the old commiIilist sy&m 

was dismadeci, the Democraticforces starîed to fhgment hto a variety of political 

parties with dinerent agendas. However, in the initiai period of Russian independence 

Moscow's foreign policy was mainly a product of the Democmtzic forces way of t)iinking. 

Therefore, in 199 1-92 the foreign policy of Russia was based on the arguments 

Democraricforces had made in the 1989-90 period. The agenda "Cooperation with the 

West" was based on the assumption that in the post cold war era the relations between 

Russia and the US wiil be rad idy  different h m  the USSR-US relations. This 

assumption formedvthe basis for the expectations of how the West - primarily the US - 
should act vis-à-vis Russia These expectations of Western roles were related to large 

humanitarian and technical assistance; the participation of big Western companies in 

large projects in Russia; help to the private sector; and faciltaîhg Russian export. 

Therefore, on the basis of these perceptions the foreign policy agenda was expresed in 

the slogan "Cooperation with the West" 

As these expectations fded to materiaiize the replacement of the "Cooperation 

with the West" foreign poiicy agenda became reality at the end of 1995. Foreign Minister 

Kozyrev and the politicai bloc ofthe AtImtici's, who were the dominant force behind 

the agenda "Partnenhip with the Wea" had lost public suppoa to continue with their 

platfiorm. The Russian commtmkts, headed by Genadj Zyuganov, natiodkts headed by 

Vladimir Zhyrinovskü, and the Neu-E-' headed by Duma's Foreign Co& 

chairman Lukin were rmited in accusing Kozyrev of king naive and idealistic in dealing 



with the West. This was especidy tme after the international community imposed 

punitive measures on Russia in response to the war in Chechnya Kozyrev's removal in 

December 1995 represented a finai victory for the already dominant perception of 

Russian national interest as well as the institutionaiization of the "Russia first'' agenda. 

'Inis tirne the emphasis, domesticdy, was placed on strengthening the eroded state 

powers, and, uitemationally, on the dominant d e  of the Russian state in the region and 

on the protection of Russians in the "near abmadtt. Koyrev was replaced with Evgeniï 

Prirnakov, fomierly head of Fedeml Secret Services. Rimakov was a long the  proponent 

of graduai reforrn, state interventionism, revitaîization of CIS bonds and assertive foreign 

policy vis-à-vis the West. His nomination was unanimously approved across the Russian 

politicai spectrum. 

However, between 1992 and 1996 nothing chaoged significantly in the way 

Russian foreign policy operateci institutionaliy, and this SM may not be explained by 

entirely institutionalist explanations. Although President Yeltsin was m g ,  on two 

occasions, to rnake the Ministry of Foreign Affairs a supreme foreign policy coordinating 

body, his attempts remained a dead letter. These attempts failed pRmarily because 

granting more power to this Ministry would legaily require a change of the Constitutio~~ 

Moreover, increasing the Ministryts power, for aIi intents and pinposes, wouid have 

practidy diminished the Presidentrs influence in foreign poiicy decision making. 

Therefore, since no legai steps were made in the direction of institutionai changes, the 

question remains how to understand the 1996 agenda change in Russian foreign policy. 

In seeking an understanding, an inquîry about ideas and debates that were taking 

place among Russian foreign policy agents couid repte~ent an usefiil avenue. Thus, th= 



is a need to in-e as to how ideas affécted foreign policy. The phases of the foreign 

policy debate in Russia are deiineated according to the process of the evolution of 

p0Litica.l alliances in the Russian political arena and according to the main politicai 

discourse that characterized that arena, The dyliamic reiationship between various 

opponent factions arguhg for ciiffirent foreign policies was something that characterized 

the Russian political arena 

In my work, foreign policy wiii be understood as  a link between a set of 

ideas and set of institutions that consequently result in a foreign policy behavior. Ideas 

and institutions represent two connected and related sides of the same phenornenon. 

Importance of the Russian case is that a set of ideas and a set of institutions merge in the 

category of "schools of thought" This particuiar Link provides for culturai traits to 

determine public policy choices. Specinc for Russia is that those cultural traits represent 

coherent and sophisticated poütical thought so that ideas act as a filter between societai 

demands and institutionai responses. At the same time cbschools of thought" represent 

social movements that penetrate any poiiticai institution and act as all encompassing 

social institutions. Intelligentsia, as culture buiider in Russia, is rather divided according 

to its belonging to various ccschools ofthought" than to party, professional, religious or 

ethnic aniliation. Thus, specinc to Russia is that "schools of thought' have twofold 

ontologicai nature - combining ideas and institutions. "Schools of thought' represent the 

most innuential social movements that shape institutional public policies wMe at the 

same t h e  they represent cultural traits and sets of ideas that shape the thinking of those 

movements. It will not be possible to understand foreign poiicy behavior if these two 

sides are Iefl divided. Since there were no radid changes in the institutional h e w o r k  



of Russian foreign policy, we shodd give weight to foreign policy debates in Russia in 

order to understand Russian foreign policy changes. The link between "schools of 

thought" and Russian foreign policy codd be explaineci as the re1ationship between 

society's cultural currents and public policy choices. The pmess of inStitutionali7ation of 

ideas wiii be addressed, as weii as the content of ideas themselves. I will ûy to prove that 

in the last few y e m  the debate among the various schools of thought in Russia has been 

very rich. 

The primary goal of this thesis wiil be to understand shifts in Russian foreign 

policy by anaiyzing this debate. The debate wiii be traceci in reference to Russian foreign 

policy discussions from 1990 to 2000. Tbe foreign policy debate will be understood as a 

process of discussions of vital national intemsts of the country and of its security 

diiemrnas in the new post-cold war envimunent Debate wiii be dehed as a dominant 

discourse on concepts (such as national interests, objectives and worldviews) and events 

within one state. 

The secondary goal of thih thesis is to seek the origins and foundations of the 

debate of ideas among the Russian foreign policy '6~hools of thought" that have recentiy 

emerged. These "schools" represent different theoreticai traditions of Russian poiïtical 

and philosophicai thought. 

Iri my thesis 1 will follow the work of Andrei Tsygankov on Russian 

contemporafy foreign policy "schools of th~ught."'~ He developed the concept of 

"schooIs of thought" on the basis of their dennition of secmity. This way in Russian 

politid space four "schools of thought" were at2iCUIâted, namely, Intemtional 

l6 See Andrei P. Tsygankov, "From intemaiionai Institutionakm to EtevoIutionary Expansionism: The 
Foreign Policy Discoune of Contempomy Rrissia". Mersiion I'ernanoondSMes Review, 41 (1991) 247- 
268. 



Iltstt0tutionallisrs, Defnsive Realiss, A~ggressnte Redists and R e v o l u t i o ~  

Expcuzsz0onistsS Even. though the author considered these "schools of thought" as 

intcllectuai rather than as political movements, it was obvious that he put an emphasis on 

the geopolitical thinkùig of these schools. In my undetstanding the schools of thought 

will be considered more broadly and not ody in geopolitical teïms, nameIy, as coherent 

ways of thinking expressed by debate participants on issues concerning foreign policy. 

Conseqyenty, the mapping of Russian schools of thought in this shidy is going to m e r  

significantiy. However, I will keep the descriptive and comparative method of Tsygankov 

in searchg "for theù ["schools of thoughtl intektuai mots and realitydefining 

assumptions as well as for their policy prescriPtio~."'7 The implementation of such a 

method wiil be done through a content analysis of main Russian jounüils, sidar to what 

Tsygaakov had attempted in both of his articles. 

These reality-defing assumptions and policy prescriptions will be considered as 

ideas that shaped behavior of Russian institutions. Since ideas and discourse porûayed by 

various schools of thought were often overlapping, they will be presented as related to 

each other rather than as separate entities with clear borders. The basic assumption is that 

g e n d  ideas and '-schools of thought" do not arise in a vacuum, rather they represent an 

amalgam of history and new experiences in every society.18 ui tracing this debite, the 

focus will rest on the perceptions of the debate participants about concepts, and on the 

re1ations between the new and the old "schools of thought" 

" See Andrei P. Tsygankov, Ward-1ine Eurasïanism aud Russiak contendhg Geopriticai perspectivesn, 
Errsf Ewopem Quarterly, 32,3 (FaII 1998) 3 16, '' '..,by generai ideas we refer in effect to ktiefq aühdes, and mentai and anetional habii s o w  of 
which are vague and undefineci, o h  of which have becorne aynalliPd hto icligious, legai, or pütical 
systems, moral doctrines, social outIooks, psychologid dispositions, and so forkW, Marc Raeff; Raskm 
I~en6~tual H&oty; an Anthofogy, (New York: Hatcourt, Bmce & WorId, hc, 1966) 4. 



The old or traditiond Russian "scfioois of thought" related to the ideas of Russia 

will be refemd to as: Slavophiles, Westerners, Pan-SIm'sts, E w d m  and Rz~ssiùn 

Natiodists (the doctrine of official nationality of Nicholas I), d originating fiom the 

19* century- An in-dept' andysis of these traditionai "schools of thought" WU be offered 

in II chapter. 

SlmpMism was an anti-rational approach in its epistemology, an anti- 

individudistic approach in its social thinking, and an antitiWestern approach in its 

national thinking. Its "founding fathet' was ~ani levsk~ , '~  white Odoevsky, ~hom~akoS*  

and ~ o l o v i e ~ '  represented later foliowers who developed new streams of this school of 

thought? 

Among the founding fathers of the Westerners were ~haadaev,~~ ~ e l i n s ~ ~  and 

~erzen? This school was based on rationaiism and on the project of rnodemity. The 

Social Democrat and Socialist parties emerged from this school of thought 

Pan-SIavism was a romantic reaction to processes of national-awakening in 

Europe and was most often described as the Slanc movement for political union? Pan- 

Slavism was perceived in diffant ways by Austria, Russia and the smaiier Slav nations. 

Austria perceived it as a counterbaiance to Russian expansion, due to the fact that the 

movement, for a long time, wanted to create an A h a n  Federation, that is, to revitrilize 

See Nikolai Iakovlevich Danilevsky, R&ia i Ewopa [Pussia and Eumpe] (New Yorlc Johuson Reprint 
Corp. 1966)- 
PD Sce Nikola Berdiaev, rllekei Stepanmich KAomia,ikov (1911 reprint, Westmead, hg.: Gregg. 1971). 
" See Vladimir Sergeevich SoIoviev, DuAhowzye oslloyy zhbi [Spiritual fomdatioa of üfel (New York 
Russian Center, Fordham U. t 958). 

See Juiius F. Hecker, Russian Socioogy; A CoMibviom to the Hhtoty of Sociofogicaf Thmght md 
Theoy (New York, 19 15) 
Se+ Pm Iakovlevich Chaadaev, Stat'i ipirka [Articles and Letters] (MOSCOWK Sovremennik, 1987). 
See V i i o n  Grigoryevich Belinsky, Pofnoe sobrmk sochinenii [CoUeaed Works] (Moscow: 1953). 

* See Aieksandr Hercen. From the o t k  shore -..ad Th+ Riosimi peopIe andsocüùkm an o p  letter to 
Mes MicheIet [S togo berega] (London: WeidenfeId, 1956). " See John Enckson, Parniavin, (London: Historicai Association, 1964). 





throne was forced to respond with some cornter measures to this tevolutionary threat'? 

The concept of 'official nationaiity' was baseci on the trinity of orthodoxy, autocrscy, and 

nationaIity/ethnicity. The category of orthodoxy was perceived as a chmh controlled by 

the state; the category of autocracy was perceived as the category in which legitimacy 

derives from the natunl latv (divine law) of a sovemign, wMe nationaiity was perceived 

as king in the service of at~tocrac~? 

Thq founders of the Grrmiunim schooi were N.S. ~rubetzko~:~ PN. Savitskii, 

G.V. ~lorovskii.'h~. i~ernadskii~~ and P.P. Swchinskü in 1920-30. Eurasians argued for 

the emergence of an Eunsian federation and the adoption of dual identities principle. In 

the case of Russia it would mean the Rusian and Mongolian cultural identity or Russian 

and Asian civilization identity. Otherwise, they argued, Russia would face colonization 

by the West. The on1 y way to avoid this perceived colonization by the West would be to 

join the destiny of the common stniggie of the Asian states against coloniaüsm and 

Empean civilization. Trubetzkoy perceived that the best agent for this change is the state 

itself. In the filed of historical debates this "school of thought" took "anti-Peter the Great" 

position. Eurasians argued açainst mythologizing Russian opening toward the West by 

insisting that Russia has dual Slavic-Asian identity. 

The conteniponry participants of the 1990s debate will be refemd to as 

Dernomutic Forces. Atlanticists, Natiotl~lIists, Neo-Ew&ans and a vague alliance of the 

See Cynthia Whittïker, The Originr of modém Ruu- &ution; an ùrtefIecnral6iogrrrphy of Cotutl 
Sèrgei Uvwov, 1786- TI?5j (DeKalb, 111.: Northern Illinois U. P, 1984). 
" See Nicolas Bergy iiev. The Rtmian Idea (London: The Centenary Press, 1947). '' S c  Nikolai Sergeevich frubeukoi, kuiq Z%e Legrrcy of Gengius md orhor essqys on Rarnicrk 
idem@ (Am Ahor. Mich,: Mich. Slavic Pub, 1991)- " See Georgi Vasil'evich Flomvski, Bible chrpck trohin'on= mr Eimern Oriiiodcxx vfov (Belmon& MasS.: 
Notdland, 1973,). 

Sec George Vernadsky, Ancient Rtcspiu (Nem ffiven: Yale U. P, 1943); Gwrge Vemadsky, The ~ngirts 
of Rwia (Oxford: Clarendon P., 1959). 



Natiunalists and Neo-Ewasians termeci National-Patrr*ots. An in-depth analysis of these 

contemporary "Schools of thought" will be offered in chapters III-V. 

The Democraric Forces was a vague alliance of groups with various political 

orientations. The common denominator of their thinking was a belief in the supremacy of 

international Iaw and international institutions. They argued for the opening-up of Soviet 

society towards integration and cooperation with the world. Society was their main focus 

and they argued that the common good and common inte~sts shodd be main objectives 

of any policy. 

Atlanticists were a more elaborate and homogeneous sub-group of the Democratic 

Forces. First Russian Prime Minister Egor Gaydar and Foreign Minister Andrey Kozyrev 

most visibly represented Atlanticists. The foundation for the international position of this 

"schooi" was again in international law, while the main prescription for Russian behavior 

was cooperation with the world especidy with members of the Atlantic commun@. 

Their main focus was on citizens and their benefits. 

N'tionaiists were more visibly represented by politically outspoken leaders such 

as the leader of the Liberal Democratic Party, Vladimir Zhirinovsky, and the Duma 

Deputy speaker and leader of the People's Power Party, Sergei Baburin. This school 

perceived the world as based on a balance of power rdationship and argued not for a 

cooperation, but rather rivahy with the e x t e r d  world. Thei. main focus was on 

categorïes of state and nationality which were paceived as being in symbiosis. 

Neo-Eurasians sought to build upon Eurasianist scholarship fiom the '20s and 

'30s. However, they shodd be regarded as a new strpam and not as a continuation of the 

teachings of prince Tmbetzkoy. Histotian Lev Gumiiev (son of Ana Ahmatova) was the 



founding father of ~t'eo-Ew~cnts and the most important author who. throughout the 

'60s and '70s, kept aiive among history scholars the "anti-Peter the Great" position and 

have introduced the specific ethnic d y s i s  approach (ethnogenez) built upon history, 

geography and biology?' The most visible contemporary advocate of Neo-Eurarirmï was 

the Chairman of the h a ' s  foreign relations Cornmittee, A.Lukin. Neo-Eurusiam, 

believed that state power was a main element of international relations. They argued for 

Moscow's cautiow cooperation with the West since an mestricted opening-up codd 

make Russia more dependent and less powerful. Their understanding of the state was Iess 

organic compared to that of the Nationalists, since the state was perceived as an 

institution and not an ethnic category. 

The NationaLPatriots emerged as a mixture of Nutionalists and Neo-Eurarians. 

with the most visible exponents represented by politicians such as Genadii Zyuganov and 

Governor of Krasnoyarsk and former General and Commander ofthe 14th Amy in the 

Tfatlsdniestria, Aieksander Lebed. National-Pahiots perceived international relations in 

ternis of eternal comptition ammg states. in their view, the best scenario for Russia was 

to enter into cautious cooperation with the extenial world with the aim of avoiding 

interdependence since it wouid make Russia more vulnerable. The main category they 

sought to protect was the state rather than the ethnic group or the individual. 

The debate of the 1990s involved participants fioom various segments of Russian 

society. The most influentid ones came &om the legislative (Parliament) and the 

executive (Govenunent) branches of Russian political arena, but participants from the 

" Sec Lev Gimiüev, Emogemz i bitwjiera zemfi 2* eb [Ethnogenesis and the Eanh's Biosphere] 
(Leningrad: [zdaseistvo Leningradskogo Univem-teta, 1989); Lev Gumilev, Ot Rusi k Rassii: ocherki 
etnicheshi ktorii [from Rus' to -a: Rem& on Etbnic History] (Moscow: Ekoprogress, 1992); Lev 
GtmUlev, ûrevnaia Rus ' i vefihia step ' [Ancient Rus' and G m d  Steppe] (Moscow: Mys t', 1989). 



academic field, the ranks of the inteiligentsia, the chmh and the aew entrepreneurid elite 

also played quite an important r o ~ e ? ~  In following the participants of this debate, 1 will 

adopt P. Lawrence's approach on unity between participants and debate. Lawrence argues 

that "the political signincance of intellectuals is not medy a matter of individuais 

iduencing policy; it concerns the construction of modes of discourse which legitimize 

aspects of state poiicy ... Thus the power of inteilectuals must be seen as  more than a 

question of institutional location. It resides partly in the creation of discourse which 

comtitutes the syrnbolic reality of political arg~mentation."~~ 

The reai uniting point of Russiart 19" centwy "schools of thought" was in their 

desire to 'change' Russia The fiutration with Russian di t ies ,  which was most 

pronounced within the intelligentsia, who were f d e s t  Eom these realities, represented 

the basis for the cal1 for 'change'. But 'changer had dBerent meanings. For some this was 

a cal1 for a change in the political system (Slmophiles, Westemers, Ezuasians), while for 

others it presented only a cal1 for a change of the borden (Rursim Natimiists, Pun- 

Slavists). The inappropriate orientation of Russia's development was identifîed as  the 

prllnary issue underlying the need for change. For some, this wrong direction was 

manifested in Russia losing its real nature (Slovophifes, Russiun Norionalis~s, Pan- 

SIPvsts). Others, such as the Westemers and Eurasium, ;ilgued that Russials nahue did 

'' 00 contemporary Russian inteiJigentiia sec A L  Studenücin, cd., Idigentsiia v &oviiiph 
obshchesiverroi nesrabifnmti Fteiiigentsia ditring the period of Sosiai Instabüiîy] (Moscow: Editoriai 
URSS, 1 996); A, 1. Studenikin, IrtleIIigentsiia i vlm ' [Intelligentsia and Powed (Moscow: ORSS, 1999); 
Evgenii Evgea'evich Degtiarev, VX. Egorov, Idligentriia i VI- fenomen rmibkoï inteliigentsii i 
probfemy mimootnushii inteIIigenl~ii i VI'. [.iteUigentsia and Power; The Phenornenon of Russian 
Iuteiiigentsia and the InteUigentsia-Power ReIationshipI (Moscow: Novaia sloboda, 1993); V.S. Memetov, 
ed., Inteliggeniia Rwii-1r0dorrR i novatsii [Pussian Intelligentsia - Tradition and Change] (rvauovo: 
Ivanovskii gosudarstvenu universitet, 1997); VOSo Memtov, ed,  hzeIIigerilsiia Rassik wo&i ktorii i 
sowemennast' mussian InteiiÏgentsia: Histoncai Lessons and the RMnt] (Ivanovo: IvGU, 1994). 

PhiIip K Lawrence. "Shategy. Hegemony and Ideology the Role of Inteifectuals," Potitical Srudies 44.1 
(1996) 44. 



not aid her development. Therefore, they ail had a difEerent defhition of Russian nature, 

refl ecting the different philosophical ongins of each of these schools, and consequently a 

different prescription of what had to be done. 

A very sixniiar process appeared in pst-communist Russia In the 1990s, 

f'nistration with Russian reaiity emerged, and again the intelligentsia - the group most 

nustrated by this reality - was the most vocal and articulated. This tirne the intelligentsia 

was much Iarger and professionaiiy-orïented, but remained dependent on the mite and 

market forces for its social standards, and so it varied signincan& Eorn the intelligentsia 

of the 19' cenhiry. The new "schools of thought" aiso differed among themselves 

regarding how to 'change' Russia so that the post-communist period was chmcterized by 

the debates between various policy alternatives and reality assessments. These debates 

pmcticdly brought to the fore the issues of continuity and change in Russia and 

"adaptations of politicai actoa to theù internai and extemal environment."' In my thesis 

the argument goes that this process of adaptations in Russia was built, more than in any 

other East European country, on cdturai and historicd heritage. Thus, the d y s i s  of 

continuîty with the 19' century "schools ofthought" wiIi contribute our understanding of 

proposed policy aitematives. 

My primary interest in this project is in the contemporary debate regarding 

participants' perception of the world of today and the rote of Russia in it. Under this 

perception the dominant view of the debate participants regarding the Russian past, 

Russian identity and Russian national Ïnterests in the new international environment wiil 

be investigated. The thesis' conm%ution wÏU be in presenting the emergence of the 

" Andmv C. Ianos, "Contmuity and Change ùi Eastern Europe: Strategies of Post-Communkt Poütics," 
East Etpopean Pufitim dSocieties 8, t wmter i 994) 3. 



competing concepts of Russian national interest and the reasons why the concept of 

"Russia nrst" won the consensus of the debate participants in late 1995 and how it 

consequently hgmented. "Russia first" represented a poücy prescription built upon the 

new security perception of multi-polar world The At2untici~~l.s poficy pprescription of the 

"Cooperation with the West" agenda was built upon the security perception of one world. 

The perception of one world argued about the interdependence of global threats and 

interests and assumed the mutuaiiy beneficial global cooperation in dealing with those 

tbreats. Negative experiences of Russian pst-commrmist domestic and international 

developments shaped new security perception. The ftuictioning of one-world 

interdependence processes was perceived as advantageous for the West and detrimental 

for Russia due to the uni-polar nature of international system. It was assumed that 

Russian interests would be better protected in a multi-polar world system. In order to 

shape Russian sphere of interests a more assertive "Russia fim" policy was advocated. 

Thus, as sec* perception has changed toward the multi-polar world vision so the 

policy prescription took the form of "Russia first." 

In order to understand the Iink between those phenornena the study's emphasis 

w i U  be on the participants' perception of the Russian national interest and its components 

of security, prosperity and identityP2 The national interest wiii be undentood in terms of 

behavionst concepts. The working definition of national interest is that the state shouid 

base its perception of the partidm interests of that nation as defined by its decision 

makers. Realization of that defhed, or perceived, national interest is a goal of a state's 

behavior. The importance of the categories of seClIlTity, prosperity and identity in the 

William O.Chitri&, KeÎth RBiUhgsley, Rick Travis, "A ~ D Ï m e m i o n a l  Mode1 of American 
Foreign PoIicy BeiiefSI" Inrernotional Shrdia @mer&, 3. (1 995): 3 13-33 1. 



foreign policy debate is based on the work of W'iam 0-Chittick, Keith RBiUingsley, 

and Rick Travis. The authors argue that identity, sec-, and prosperity are the pilIars of 

a workable mode1 of foreign policy beliefs. The authors' starting assumption is that "the 

general public and elite groups use fairly simple organizing beliefs when viewing the 

conduct of foreign policy.'d3 This happens primarily because the public and elites are 

asking the same questions of how to comprehend relationship between the society, the 

state and its international environment. The authors have used public surveys and data 

collection about eütes in order to test foreign policy beliefs. Despite the fact that the 

authors Iater used factor analysis in operating and processing theu data, the significance 

of these three belief pillars, 1 would argue, holds true for other approaches as well. 

Consequently, in my thesis the public surveys will be w d  as the contributing point for 

claims about the existence or lack of existence of certain beliefs. However, the dominant 

discourse will also be traced in order to foilow the emergence and transformation of 

competing ideas about foreign policy. In addition to Tsygankov's definition of 

differences among the 'bschooIs of thought" based only on their perception of security 

issues, the perceptions of prosperity and identity will dso be used as defining elements 

between various schools of thought. Therefore, the Chittick's, Biilingsley's and Travis' 

clearly behaviorist approach, based on positivist methodology of data collection, is going 

to be used in my paper as a complement to Tsygankov's discourse analysis. It is fiom 

these three beliefs which are at the same tirne the three main goals of the foreign policy 

that differences in the foreign policy debate are going to be traced. 

The debate, which will be foliowed through the dominant discourse in Russia, is 

perceived as an aggregate of already existing concepts and ideas, and also of new events 

WiIliam 0-Chittick, Kea6 R..BihgsleyT Rick Travïs, 3 14. 



taking place in the international and domestic contexts. The debate has both structurai 

and agency qualities, since the ideas and events share a dialectical connection, 

influencing each other through the discourse. 

During the '90s there were four groups of events that decisively influenced 

political discourse. These new key events were: the economic crisis in Russia; the 

assistance of the West; wars in the "near abroadn, and the war in the former Yugoslavia 

This selection of events is bas& on their presence in the debate and on their use as 

reference points in the texts examined The economic crisis in Russia generated a debate 

on possible refonn paths and on the models around which the economy shodd be 

organized. This debate also included different visions as tu how and why the Soviet 

economic system collapsed and, consequentiy, what shodd be the best economic policy 

for govemment to pursue. The partisanship in this debate oscillated between those who 

supported radical' pnvatization and envisioned the role of the state primarily through 

monetarist interventions, and those who argued for gradual refom and an active and 

protectionist role of the state in d l  sphe~s  of economy. The role of the state was debated 

by those who advocated that the state has only economic iùnctions, and by those who 

claimed that the state has economic and social kctions, 

The help of the West generated debate as to how much R w i a  should rely on, and 

trust in, Western hancial institutions, international organhtions and countries. The 

arguments raised in this debate oscaated between the position of genuine support for a 

large influx of Western aici, to the position of great nispicion based on the assumption 

that any help is conditioaal on poiiticd concessi011~ by Russia The main dividing point 

in this debate was the perception of the West, and the range ofviews among debate 



participants which oscillated between perception of a benevolent partner to the one that 

portrayed the West as a shrewd rival. 

Based upon content d y s i s  of Russian media 1 argue that the wars in the "near 

abroad" and the former Yugoslavia represented the most influential events that shaped 

Russim security discoune and contributed, as reference points, to the creation of the 

redity-defining assumptions or worldviews among Russian intelligentsia Both focus 

areas were more instrumental in shaping perceptions about the world and Russia's 

relationship with the West than were Russia's participation either in mdtüateral 

frameworks of UN and OSCE or bilaterai relations with US or EU. Both focus areas were 

constantiy present in Russian press and broadcast so that they overwhelmingly dominated 

mass media space. These areas were the only places where Russian troops were deployed 

and where Russian lives where in danger. Russian diplornatic activity related to the "near 

abroad" and the former Yugoslavia was far more fiequent, intensive and high-profile than 

in any other area over the Iast ten years. Declarations and discussions in Russian 

parliament (including committees' work and parliamentary visits) indicate that these two 

focus areas were the most debated international issue in Russian legklature." 

The wars in the "near abroad" shaped a debate on how to ded with iastability in 

pst-Soviet coutria as weii as how to manage ethnic conflicts on Russian soil. The 

expectations of harmonious and democratic developrnents in the pst-Soviet world was 

confronted with the bitter reality of civil wars and ethnic conflicts in Tajikistaa, Armenia, 

Azerbaijan, Georgia and Moldova. Seved millions of Russians living in the "near 

abroad" faced severe Ioss of ethnic and civil rights or became refbgees. This deveIopment 

See for Duma h o p Y h ~ ~ . d ~ m d h f g d m f F G D m  and for Fedetatioa Comcil 
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was accompanied by a rise in ethnic tensions in some Russian regions, and even 

secessionist claims, such as was case in Chechnya. The main dividing point in this debate 

concerned the proper policy toward these hot spots, and the range of views among debate 

participants ranged h m  reliance on international noms and muitiiateral institutions in 

deaihg with the corntries in question, to the position of those who advocated unilateral 

military and politicai intenrentionist measures. 

The war in the former Yugoslavia shaped a debate on the 'new world order' and 

Russia's role in international crises. Civil war in the former Yugoslavia held a three-fold 

signincance for Russia. First, it was the only international crisis where Russia took a 

significant and sometimes even detemilliing role as mediator and arbitrator. Second, this 

war was perceived in Moscow as a test ground for how the West would manage future 

international conflicts, and in that sense, was a sort of a precedent for the 'new world 

order'. Third, it confionted Russia, in quite practical terms, with the issue of NATO 

expansion, since the Atlantic military alliance instailed its troops for the first tirne outside 

the area of its mernber-states. The main point of departure in this debate involved 

responses to American-led policies in the Balkan region, and the range of views among 

debate participants ranged from proposais for alliance-like integration into US regionai 

policies, to the position of those opposing just about any Amencan foreign poiicy 

measure. 

These key events generated debates that redefhed national interest categories 

such as identity, prosperîty, and security. Consequentiy, the discome itself became an 

ernpincd reaiity since it began to innuence a change in foreign policy behavior. nius  the 

Link beîween ideas and institutions came to be operationakd. This operationdization 



was due to the Russia-specific nature of ccschools of thought." In the case of Russia the 

category of "schools of thought" has twofold ontological nature - cornblliiog ideas and 

btituti011~. "Schools of thought" represent the most influentid social movements that 

shape institutional public poIicies while at the same tirne they represent cultural traits and 

sets of ideas that shape the thinking of those movements. 

1.3 Object ofstudy 

The object of study will be Russian foreign policy debate in the '90s. More 

precisely, the SB in the Russian foreign policy behavior that occurred during this 

period will be traced through the changes in foreign policy debate on the examples of 

"near abroad" and the former Yugoslavia The link between "schools of thought" and 

Russian foreign policy codd be explained as the relationship betweea society's cultural 

cucfents and public policy choices. This focus on cultural currents, expressed in Russia- 

specific political thought, represents contribution to the FPA scholarship. 

1.4 M a t  is the question 

The question is how to understand and expIah these changes in Russian foreiga 

poiicy behavior. The changes represented a move from a position of unconditional 

cornpliance with the West's standards, expressed in the slogan "Cooperation with the 

West", toward the position of assertion and occasional coefcion, 6th an emphasis on 



Russian needs, expressed in the slogan "Russia fbt," and subsequent fragmentation of 

"Russia first" aad the miergence of "reluctant d m "  by the end of 1990s. 

1.5 Tentative answer to the question 

The understanding of the shifk offered by the traditionai foreign poiicy analysis 

(FPA) would be limited to the following: concessions of the Russian Resident to 

pressures made by the nationalist poiitical parties made this shift possible. In that case the 

focus will be on a pure decision-making mechanism and beiief system of the 

bureaucracy. Therefore, the traditional FPA explmation wodd t d y  account for the result 

but this would not help us to understand the reason and nature of this change and its 

dynamic since institutions and not ideas would be seen as the primary mechanism. 

Relevance of my thesis is in its atternpt to reach beyond this explmation by o f f e ~ g  the 

dnire-sensitive understanding of how the change occumd. 

i will argue that the change occuned as a result of the i n t e d o n  of the domestic 

debate on foreign poiicy and domestic and international events refiected in this debate. 1 

wiii argue that by the use of discourse d y s i s ,  and d y s i s  of ideas represented in the 

debate, one can reach an understanding of the shift in Russian foreign policy. Graphically 

this process had the foilowing trajectory: 

Even~>Debate~=>Redefinition of national Uaere~Xhange in foreign poiicy behavior 

It shouid be noted that this graph represents &ady estabfished findings of 

behaviolirist FPA about the causal mechanism of foreign policy changes. The 

contn'bution of my thesis is in the focus on the phase of Debates where the andytical 



lenses wiil be pIaced on the culture sensitive theory of ideas that govern the competing 

eiite worldviews. While for many other countries it wodd make more sense to analyze 

the phase of Debates through institutionai analysis of foreign policy consensus making or 

bureaucratie eiite sweys, in the case of Russia the focus on ideas would be more 

beneficial. In the case of Russia, as opposed to other countries, ideas instead of 

institutions or social aspects were the most influentid factor in shaping dBerent elite 

worldviews. Thus, this study wiil demonstrate that the focus on the second stage of this 

process, namely on the phase of Debates, could help out understanding of domestic 

reasoning for and proposed alternatives of desired foreign poücy changes. The 

methodologicai relevance of this study is in its hovative approach. This approach 

represents the Illik between behaviorist scholarship (in attributhg the role of agency to 

the elite - in Russian case to the intelligentsia) and post-modem scholmhip (in using the 

discourse as medium of change and discourse analysis as research rnethod). 

1.6 Literature review 

The scholarship on FPA acknowledges a link between agen~mstitutions and 

ideas and beiief systems, but devotes much more attention to the institutionai side of 

foreign policy. On the other hand, contemporary Russian scholarship on the period of the 

'90s was more interested in the fomdatiions of social processes, understood as the 

agency/structure relationship, than in ideas. 

Russian authors expressed varying accotrnts of Russian foreign poficy between 

199 I and 19%. The common denominator of these accounts is their non-modernist 



nature. Thus, they focused on the role of agency as respom%le for changes in society 

and, consequently, changes in foreign policy. For example, by g l o r w g  nationalism and 

being anti-international, almost isolationist, Zhirinovsky advocated more codkontational 

relations vis-à-vis certain countnes? His prescription for foreign policy was to 

implement more antagonistic policies. He was placing the responsibiiity for 

contemporary Russian ptoblems on political leaderships, on agency, therefore, and not on 

structure. On the opposite normative and political position, but the same theoretical one, 

stood, for example, Aleksandr Yanov in arguing against the emergence of a fascist state 

in ~ u s s i a ? ~  He also placed the ontologicd importance on political elites, therefore 

agency, in outlining how Russia codd easily follow the path of pre-Hitler Gemany and 

slide toward fascism. He understands foreign policy to be a minor of domestic policy. 

His  argument, consequently, predicts that evennially a Russian n~n~democratic domestic 

regime would trîgger an expansionist war, and so the way to have a peace-oriented 

foreign policy is to have a dernomatic domestic regime. 

The same agent approach is used as an explmatory mechanism even in texts with 

a politicai economy content. For example, Leonid Abalkin argued that the govemment's 

hexperience and lack of expertise, especially in insisting on monetarism, caused the 

economic crisis in Russia between 1992 and 1994:~ To hirn foreign policy wiU be 

a reflection of the domestic economic processes. 

- -- . - 
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On the other band, there existed a historical cycIe explanatory scholarship that 

Linked the Russian domestic crisis to the world cycle of c ~ i s i s . ~ ~  Authors of this 

scholarship portrayed this crisis as a global phenomenon of a crisis in Euro-Amencan 

civilization. According to this argument, the end of the cold war was situated in the larger 

historieai ftamework and was just another manifestation of the same global phenomenon. 

There exists a more politically charged and nation-specinc approach that argues for the 

same cyclical crisis explanations of changes in contemporary Russia One of its main 

proponents is Aieksandr Lebed with his focus on the performances of the Russian state in 

history, where people and history mate an agent/sûuccture symbiosis, aimost as in 

To1stoyrs discussion, in "War and Peace," of the driving forces of history? 

On the more precise matter of foreign poiicy andysis, contemporary Russian 

scholarship demonsüated several approaches. For example, some authon argued for the 

need to reject "agency-only explanations", and for a more balanced stnicn~e/agency 

re la t ion~hi~ .~~ Others were in favor of more institutionalkt agendas in terms of research, 

placing exclusive emphasis on the state and its bureaucratic mechanisms? In the Russian 

scholarship dealing with foreign policy issues, the emergence of a clear behaviorist 

approach could also be seen in the growth of survey resemh targeting the Russian 

- 
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deusion m a h g  and intellectual elite? On a more methodo1ogkaI level, serious attempts 

were made to re-think the methodological instnimentarium when it cornes to Russian 

policy.n 

This brief o v e ~ e w  suggests that positions taken and questions raised withh the 

foreign policy debate in Russia were far fiom being in unison. These dif5erent theoretical 

foundations have produced Merent visions of what happened in Russia and, 

consequently, what Russia should do. While some Western authors expected the 'post- 

communist vacuum of ideas' this variety of approaches and prescriptions went against 

those predictions. 

I wiil argue that the notion of a post-comrnunist vacuum appeared to be more a 

Logocentnc thinking than a view based on the understanding of the history of ideas." On 

the other han& the variety of ideas that were involved in the foreign policy debate should 

have its origins somewhere. Since no society offers Iimitless choices, 1 wil1 attempt in my 

study to link the new schools of thought on Russian foreign policy with those in the past, 

with the emphasis on the 19' century. The goal is to demonstrate that there was no 

vacuum in Russia's intellectual debate, and that the plenum is a better explanatory 

rnechani~m.~* 

It seems more useful to trace the origins of the plurality of ideas in the admittedly 

eclectic debate, and to examine the transfomation and development of Russian po titical 

discourse, than to insist on the static expianation of how the Russian pst-communia 

See "Vneshnaia politika Rossii - 1993 A n d i  politütov i ekspatov, " Bussian Foreign Poücy m 1993; 
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polity faced a vacuum of ideas. Even if Russian schools ofthought may appear to be 

more poetic than scientific, more literary than academic, more eclectic than coherent, 

more di-encompassing than parsimonious, they stiiI create a reality that should be taken 

and analyzed as such and not rejected as 'different' or 'wrong' (since it does not fit some 

Western patterns) or only to be deconstnicted in a pst-modemist fashion and left without 

a possibility to account for its dynamics and predict its futiire developments. 

For such a task the FPA seems to be the most mitable academic tool. FPA 

scholarship, despite the fact that it is generally perceived as  a sub-discipline of 

international relations (IR), offers an opportunity to bridge the fields of international 

relations and comparative politics. In order to account for the changes in the international 

sphere, the FPA looks to the domestic policy of each country. This way the FPA can be 

used to account for changes, their ongins and meaning, something that IR was accused of 

not king able to fultill due to its most disturbing example of not being able to predict the 

end of the cold war. 

My literature review is more illustrathe than comprehensive since the FPA 

scholarship is so large that it cannot be surveyed here in its entirety. In this literature 

review my main task is to outiine the advantages that FPA offers as a disciplinary 

Wework  that c m  be used for better understanding the foreign poIicy debate in Russia 

as weii as to point out how the Link baween ideas and institutions was made in the 

existing FPA Literahire. 



The pre-theory period of the FPA started practically with James Rosenau and his 

work in the early '60s." More traditionai FPA primarily included two approaches, and 

both of them fobwed the main IR debates? 

The fhst approach was based on the systemic level of analysis. In this approach, 

the national aad sub-national specincs were ignored at the expense of the main unit of 

analysis - the international system? At this point the link between IR and FPA was stiU 

very strong. That way the predominance of reaiists and neo-reaiists practicaily forced 

those interested in foreign policy to focus on poiicy making as a process based on agents 

and their perceptions in a given t h e  and place fiom more structurai power based 

explmations offered by IR. At that t h e  (the 1970s), the predominant IR perception of 

the international system was one that based the reality on the "black box" principle when 

it comes to the state and on the "billiard bail" concept when it comes to the international 

system fiuictioning. With the structure of the international system the main categories 

were hierarchy, power and national interest. These assumed categories were used as 

explicandum for the state's behavior in the determined/dete&ant anarchical 

international system." A rationai-choice nature was attributed to the state and such a state 

was aiways airning for balance of power in its intemationai affairs. 

In the 1980s and 1990s realist and neo-reaiist scholmhip departed toward 

questions of the reciprocd Muence of the externai environment and the foreign policy of 

- 
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states. There were attempts to link the intemational systern of states and states' behavior 

through the claims of transnationafism and the existence of interdependence between the 

systern (international relations) and the system's uaits (s ta te~) .~  Less systemic and more 

modemist oriented was the approach that emphasized globaiization as a world wide 

process and its repercussions on the foreign policies of individuai states? 

During the 1970s, scholars interested in foreign policy, often labeled as a first 

generation, laid the groundwork for the three main areas of interest within the FPA, 

namely: comparative foreign policy; foreign policy decision making; and foreign policy 

context (with emphasis on either individual characteristics or national and societal 

charactecistics)." The Stream that was more comparative-oriented in its attempt to 

provide a scientifïc and universal explanation athibuted the existence of diEerent foreign 

policy outcomes to the country's size, economic output, political systern, etc? This 

rnapping of foreign policy of diierent countries was developed in order to list factors that 

caused different policy outcomes and to make them predictable, despite the fact that the 

whole approach was not testable. The main point was that methodologically, foreign 

policy is a dependent variable, and this characterized al1 subsequent streams of FPA 

analy sis. 

Within this Stream, the link between ideas and institutions, in terms of foreign 

policy processes, was not elaborated in a way that is helpful for my work. At the same 

60 See Joseph Nye and Robert Keohane, Power ond Iwer&pe&me, 2d e d  (Glenview, III.: HarperCollUis, 
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tirne, this stream also does not correspond to the contemporary Russian Iiterature. As 

mentioned earlier, Russian literature was highly nation-oriented and with very few 

comparative cross-national references. 

The second approach in traditional FPA was based on structurai-fiinctionaiism 

and the focus was aimost exclusively on decision makers and decision-making process.M 

This approach emerged in order to deai with the question of testability. This approach 

introduced behaviorism into the international relations theory? For a long tirne, 

emphasis was placed on the state institutions that were perceived through the prism of 

communication theory and phases of foreign poücy decision making such as the 

aggregation of interests, formulation of policy options, the decision making phase, and 

implementation and feedback. Although this stream could aiso be subdivided on the basis 

of the bureaucratie politics modeld6 and poüticai process model? however, tension 

remained between the rational choice approach," with its emphasis on institutions, and 

challenges coming fiom psychological research and its focus on humans as decision 

makers. This tension emerged as a result of the overlap between authors interested in the 

foreign policy decision making and those interested in foreign policy context. Authors 

interested in the institutional side of foreign policy conaibuted significantly to the 

knowledge of IR, but this did not satisfy authors coming fiom the thVd stream of FPA 
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(foreign policy context), who focused on individuai or societd characteristicS. Authors 

interested in context dso offered a significant contribution to the IR by unveiling the 

possibility of decision making mors, something that was inconceivable in realist IR 

rational choice poütics. Scholars more interested in psychology argued that humans when 

working mder stress and pressure are more inclined toward making enors? According 

to these authors, any creation of ideai types and models for foreign policy decision 

making is subject to revision and demamls caution in their implementation. This is where 

fhitfiil foundations can be laid for the inqujr as to the Link between ideas and 

institutions in Russian foreign policy debate. At the same the, Russian contemporary 

authors themselves focus either on the foreign policy decision making mechanism or the 

foreign policy context and, in that way, they present a scholarship that is compatible with 

these two streams of FPA. This compatibility is even more easily understood if we recall 

the points where different Russian schools of thought have placed their focus, namely, on 

definitions of national character and on the characteristics of agency. Outlinhg how these 

understandings have changed in over time will be possible through discome analysis as a 

bridge between these two strems of the FPA. 

On the other hanci, FPA did not provide a straightforward solution for the overlap 

between these two streams, despite the existence of a few attempts to do so. One of the 

best attempts to combine them was in the works of loe Hagan who focused on the role of 

opposition and its influence on changes of foreign policy?o However, his rnethod was 

exclrisively behaviorist and Les respowive to examine ideas. More contempomy debate 
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on this tension (between the foreign poiicy decision making mechauism and the foreign 

poücy context) 1eans towards reconciliation of ideai types and psychological scholarship 

through the introduction of the evolutionary model?' The evolutionary model is based on 

the assumption that the growing innuence of decision makas, who offered good 

solutions in the past, wiU in some future crisis situations diminish the importance of 

decision makers whose policy proposais were not s u c c e d  in the 

There was also a quite recent attempt to revitabe mail-group analysis in policy- 

making settings by developing a broader research agenda based on social psychology and 

management theory and arguing for a multi-level approach.n Although useful as a 

methodological tool, the evolutionary mode1 does not seem to be a proper device for 

understanding the Russian foreign policy debate and the subsequent changes in Russian 

foreign policy. This tool would stand well either in accounting for the institutionai side of 

the foreign policy process or in reflecting on the victorious side of the debate, but will not 

be able to account for the complexity of competing ideas and perceptions. Therefore, the 

problem of finding a supplementing methodological feature, able to account for the 

diversities of foreign policy discourse, remains. 

On the IR gde of the problem of this overlap between foreign policy decision 

making and the foreign policy context, and more as a continuity of neoreaiism, the 

concept of national role emerged. This concept was based on the assumption that 

corntries, after the international order/system had change& re -de~e  their identities and, 

71 See Andmw Fatkas* "Evolutiooary Modeis in Foreign Poiicy Andysy" Ihie~14tiod S ' i e s  Qtrarterfy, 
40,3, (1 996) 343-363. 

Fatkas, 358. " Se+ Pau1 't Hast, Eric K. Stern, and Bengt Suadetius, eds- Beyond GrmpthinR- Poiiticd Gmup qytmnia 
and Foreign Pafi~making (AM Arbor The University of Michigan Ress, 1997). 



consequently the role they play in international relations." However, it shouid be noted 

that FPA scholarship that seeks to account for changes in foreign policy emerged much 

eariier than in IR, as was the example in KaI Holsti's book on "foreign policy 

restructirring" Wntten in the mid-80s." AIthough Holsti argued that the origin for changes 

in a country's foreign policy is primady the "growing interdependence" in international 

relations, he remained within the realist framework of power based relations. However, 

he descnbed the link between foreign and domestic policy as a much more dynamic web 

than traditional realists used to do. 

This is basically where the traditional FPA stops and w h m  it would be useful to 

supplement this scholarship with some methodological feattues fiom the post-modem IR 

scholarship. The teason to supplement the traditional FPA method with a more heuristic 

discourse d y s i s  is related to the outiined overlap of the two FPA streams which leaves 

ground for offering a combined methodological tool for the obviously existing cornbined 

object of study. This proposed tool shouid originate in poamodem IR, since traditionai 

iR proved largely unable to accomt for, and make sense of, changes in foreign policy, 

especially when these changes were not a consequence of the international crisis or pre- 

conflict situation and were not happening in the bipolar international environment? The 

traditional IR reliance on binary opposition in ternis ofdiaiectic logic (when the 

nlationship is bctionally divided into good and bad outcorne or behavior) shouid be 

74 Sc+ Philippe G. Le Presîre, ed., Rule Quests rii the Par-CoId Wm Era; Foreign Policies m Trmpiion, 
(Montreal & K'mgston, London, Buffdo: McGiU-Queen's University Ress, 1997). 
'' See KJ. HOM with Miguel Montericbard, ibrshm Msabaha, Thomas W. Robinson, ïïmothy Shaw, and 
Jacques Zylbabn& IYhy Nations Reafign: Foreign Poliky Resmcturing in the Pmrwtu Wor~d(London, 
Boston, Sydney: George AUen & Un+ 1982). Aithough, Kal HOM had an even eadier work with the 
simikir content See KaI Hom "National RoIe Conceptions in the Snidy of Foreign Poiicy," International 
Shrdies QuarterS, 14 (I970): 233-309 
76 Though not entirc1y i fwe keep in mhd works of ModeLici. Se+ George Modeidci, Expluring long cycles 
(Boulder, Colo,: Riemer, 1987). 



supplemented with discourse analysis.n Discourse represents a medium where change is 

possible to locate due to the coexisting competing voiceslpositions - expressed in speech 

or text The role and applicability of discourse analysis will be outiined in the fouowhg 

section in wtiich 1 will be dealing with my conceptual h e w o r k .  

My study contributes the FPA scholarship on several accounts. First, by looking 

simultaneously at the relationship between ideas and institutions where discourse acts as 

the interface between ideas and institutions. The iïnk between ideas and institutions could 

be achieved due to the dual ontologicai nahire of Russian "schools of thought." "Schools 

of thought" act at the same time as cultural currents and as social movements, and the 

intellechial allegiance of the Russian intelligentsia is stronger to the "schools of thought" 

than to any other political, social, ethnic or religious affiliation. Second, this search for 

understanding of public policy choices by the analysis of cultural traits is in harmony 

with the relationship between culture and politics. Culture is larger phenornenon than 

politics so the= is also a justification to inquire not only the level of change in Russian 

security debate but dso the level of continuty by revoking the 1 9 ~  century bbsciiooIs of 

thought9' (and searching for their innuence on the contemporary bbschooIs of thought). 

Thirâ, the epistemologid contn'bution of my thesis is in using discourse analysis as a 

tool of inquiry (whüe the discourse is aiso considered as the ontofogical medium of 

- 

* "The oppositions posited as fimctional in a given anaiysis ignore quakathe distmctions which are not 
ftuictionaI - but nevertheiess real - and for this reason blnary analysis o b  operates on a tevei of 
misleadhg abstndons h m  the way m which phenornena present themseives to us.", Mario J. Vaides, 
"Bmary opposition," E.ycIopedin of Contemporary Literary Theory; App'ooches, Schofm,Ternrs eb, 
üena R Makaryk (Toronto, BdWo, London: University of Toronto Press, 1993), 51 1. 



change) and by that tryïng to buüd the bridge between behaviorist and pst-positivist 

scholarships. Focus on elite represents d a n c e  on behaviorist scholarship but it will be 

compIemented with pst-positivists tool of discourse analysis. My thesis will attempt to 

combine behaviorist scholarship and post-modem approach to foreign policy malysis 

(FPA). The reason for this attempt lies in the previously-mentioned characteristic that 

traditional FPA has not M y  accomplished the need to make sense and provide an 

understanding of changes in foreign poiicy as the result of the web of ideas and 

institutions. Therefore, if an anderstanding of changes in Russian foreign policy is the 

goal, an alternative method should be used. 

These omissions of traditional FPA approaches, cded  "the first generation", were 

very well outiined in the book edited by Neack, Hey and ~ a n e ~ . "  The authors were 

especially keen to point out limitations impsed by positivist scientSc method so 

dominant in the "fust generation"; however, they did not try to discredit and reject this 

method. "This disposition toward positivist theory-building required that scholars 

assemble "data" on the foreign policy behavior of states, oAen in the fom of eveat 

counts, and explore sources of foreign poiicy behaviors through discrete, separate levels 

of analysis. The explmations produced in thîs pursuit were intended to be generai (even 

generic) in nature, stresshg ideal nation-types, societai characteristics, and behavioral 

modes, hcluding' those Iinked to systematic decision-making models."" Therefore, the 

goal of these critics was not to reject the positivist scholmhip of this "fht generation" 

but to mate space for the more innovative research agendas of the "second generationtt. 

These innovative research agendas proposed a mumire of quantitative and qualitative 

" See Laura Neaek Icaane A K  Hey and Patrick I. Haney, eds., Foreign PoiQ Am&sk; Contimity md 
C h g e  ih fis &und Geraeration, (New Jersey: Rentice Haii, 1995). 

Lam Neack, Jeanne A K  Hey and Patrick I. Haney, 3. 



methods, as they opposed a central monolithic methodology and any grand theory 

p m d i p .  These agendas were open to comparative poiitics accounts of domestic 

political processes and Mages  between domestic and international context.*' 

Consequenfly, the approach in my thesis wiIl be to foliow the demand of the 

"second generation" that space be opened up for new approaches while retaining 

foundations of more traditional FPA as an integral part of our academic heritage. The iink 

between ideas and institutions in foreign policy wiii be addressed as a combination of two 

main FPA streams: decision making and foreign policy context. By doing that the 

Russian case can be understood, not only hstitutionally in terms of cornpetition among 

various govemment and non-govemment actors in the arena of foreign piicy decision 

making, but also, on a discursive level in the debate between various schools of thought 

on the dilemmas of Russian foreign policy. This approach, then, afEords an understanding 

of how govenunental and non-govemmental actors have changed their views, and, 

consequently, Russian foreign policy . 

From the epistemologicai perspective both traditionai IR approaches mentioned in 

the Literature Review section relied on the inductive and the deductive method However, 

the reaiist approaches were primarily descriptive in nature whiie behaviorist approaches 

were empiricai aad testable despite the fact that behaviorist approaches belonged to the 

d s t  paradigm. The traditionai FPA has k e n  deveioped on the bais  of a strong 

behaviorist legacy and fiom withia the reaIist paradigm. Precisely because of the 

empiricist nature of the traditionai FPA, 1 am not arguing for its replacement and 

rejection. I rrtain this scholarship in my methodology, recogninng that whiie empincism 

provides explanations, heuristic approaches fiom pst-modemist scholarship provide 

80 Laura Neack, Jeanne AX, Hcy and Patrick J. b e y ,  1 1- 12. 



understanding. Fusion of the two approaches is suggested because totdy rejecting the 

traditional FPA and replacing it with deconstructivist approaches would ultimately lead to 

relativist conclusions and e~p1anations8~ Therefore, the merger with pst-modernist 

scholarship is advocated precisely to account for and make sense of changes in foreign 

policy since these two scientSc approaches put together could do that 

From the ontological standpoint the two haditional IR approaches do not use the 

same unit of analysis. For realist approaches the unit of analysis is the state, while in neo- 

realism the unit of analysis is the international system (but, represented as an anarchical 

society of states). In behaviorist scholarship, which is the rnost common FPA approach, 

the unit of andysis is the political system (although it could be a group or individual). 

The non-traditionalist IR approaches challenged the foundationalist nature of the mits of 

analysis used in these traditionalist IR approaches. The challenge was made on severai 

levels. Mainly it questioned the notion of the state and the state's assumecl or imaguied 

border with society. These critics came fiom what is often cailed "refiectionist" IR 

scholarship, namely, the international system approach, development theory, critical 

theory, international political economy, feminist and post-colonialist theory. 

For example, in the international system approach the borders between the 

domestic and international were challenged as well as the failure of realist IR to account 

81 "Rn diffmnty, instead of an attempt to h d  the fmal fiontier of rome mie rcality, postmodernism 

f i  on "social and linguistic construcîion of a perspectfvd d i t y "  and the ways in w6ich globai 
elecîmnic media m m e  our aposure to "a muItipiicity ofperspectives, underminhg any kiief in one 
objectM reality." S i e m w  KvaIe, ^Posmiodem Poyehology A Contradiction in Tm?" The Hiununist 
PsyrhoIoogLrt I8,1(1990) quoteci in Malinda S. Smith, "Globürattion and hternaîional relations Theory," 
CriticaI Concepts: An Intr&tion to Politic, ed., lanine Bmdie, (Scarborough, O a W :  Prentice Hal1 
Ailyn and Bacon Canada, 1999), 381. 



for the existence of non-state ac tor~ .~  In this criticism, factors such as power and national 

interest were tentgtively decooshucted in a pst-structui'alist faShion, In te- of 

behaviorist scholarship, and consecpently FPA, its attempt to copy na& sciences by 

introducing the all-encompassing research category such as the political system was the 

prime cornplaint of pst-modern &tics. Critics argued that despite the existence of such a 

large unit of analysis, such as the political systern, it was only its firnctional part, a 

decision making process, that was used as focus in the FPA, and the challenge from the 

post-rnodeniist critics was that by following such a limited focus the historicai and 

cultural context is neglected as well as the influence of other actors. The~fore, the 

institutional and psychological dimension of decision making was largely 

overemphasized by FPA scholars. The critics, especiaily from the field of international 

politicai economy and critical theory, argued that this represented an imposition of 

politics over economy when it comes to the analyns of social phenornena Consequently, 

they argued, it represents only a partial nality and not its totality.* 

My goal will be to introduce some of the epistemologica1 elernents of these 

"reflectionist" scholanhips into the FPA. The bltming of the border between the state and 

society as the main unit of d y s i s  wouid dlow me to use discourse analysis not only 

among Russian state bureaucrats but aiso among other relevant actors coming h m  

society and, in that way, I wiU be more able to account for the relationships between 

instinitions and ideas. In my thesis the link between ideas and instinitions is established 

through the use of "schools of thought-" In Russia "schools of thought" ontoIogicaliy 

See Immanuel Wdersteia, The M h  worfd system (New York: AcademK P, 1974) and Immanuel 
WaiIerstein, The Politics of the workononry:  the stutes. the movemenfs, rmd the ciirifPations 
(Cambridge, Cambridgeshire, U. P., 1984). 

See R Cox, "Social Forces, States and World Mers: Beyoad International Relations Theory," 
Neoreafh a d  ifs critics ed., Robert O. Keohane (New Y o k  Columbia University Ress, 1986), 204-254. 



represent both, society, by acting as cultural currents and nation-specifÏc sets of ideas, 

and the state, by acting as social movements so that institutions intellechially operate as 

the social constructs of cbschools ofthought." The medium of expression of and 

interrelation between "schools of thought" is discourse itself. Discourse analysis will be 

used to account for the change of dominant foreign policy perceptions and the emergence 

of new policy proposais. This inductive tool is culture sensitive but falsifiable at the same 

time so that it can help u s  to understand how ideas (culture) intluenced institutions 

(politics). Falsifiable nature of inquiry is possible to maintain if discourse is 

contextualized and contnisted with conespondhg policy actions of the Russian state. 

Therefore, there are two main arguments raised against traditional FPA that 

shouid be reconciled if the aim is the symbiosis betwen behaviorist and post-modern 

scholarship in the FPA. Thefirst argument is the concept of the state and its primatily 

ontoiogical nature, while the second one is in the applicability of the discourse analysis 

and its primarily epistemological nature. Since in my thesis the state is going to figure as 

a main promoter of foreign policy activity, the working concept of the state should be 

outiined here, 

1 would argue for a more innovative concept of the state that could be 

operationaiized through equal use of empirical evîdences and theoretical examination. 

and not eithedor as it was so far the case. This approach would link domestic and foreign 

poiicy and, it wodd Iuik the state aad society. It wouid represent a certain "re-analysis" 

of a concept since pre-exïsting approaches insisted on divisions.84 The link between the 

domestic and foreign wouid account for the influence of domestic debates based on the 

See Trmothy Mitcheii, The Lhi ts  of the State: Beyond Statist Appmaches and Their Critîcs," Americon 
Political Science Review 85, 1 (199 1): 77-96. 



inteiIechÿil, historical and culturai heritage of Russia and foreign events that iafluenced 

Russia as weli as actions undertaken by the Russian state or other international agents. By 

the same token, the state and society link would provide for an understanding of the 

origin of these various concepts and ideas for state actions and how state actions, 

consequently, iduence society and represent a focal point of discussions about new ideas 

and concepts. In that sense my paper wilI try to go one step farthet fiom the most ment 

accounts of Russian foreign policy changes made by Alexander Kozhemiakin and Andrei 

~ s ~ ~ a n k o v . ~ ~  Kozhemiakin implemented a development theory on the R w i a n  example 

but placed the focus on institutions. He has raised vaiuable points on how democracies in 

transition face difficulties and could more easily resort to a confiontational foreign 

policy, but he did not touch upon ideas that underlie foreign policy actions. Tsygankov's 

work is much closer to my approach. He examined Russian foreign policy discourse in 

the post-199 1 years. Despite the fact that he discerned the existence of four different 

schools of thought in Russia (International I~tutionaiists, Aggressive Realists, 

Defiruive Realists, Revoiufionmy Expmonists), he did not attempt to make a link with 

the previously existing Russian schools of thought This occurred because Tsygankov 

used Martin Wighrs typology of international relations traditions rather than a typdogy 

of Russian origin. 1 wouid argue that what is necessary is a more Russian-specific 

examination of schools of thought, and an investigation of their discursive link with the 

most significant post-199 1 events. 

* See Alexander V. Kozhemialiia, "Democratiration and foreign policy change: the case of the Russian 
fcdention," Review of ~ n t ~ o R Q I  Snrdies 23 (1997): 49-44, and Andrei P. Tsyganfcov, "Fmm 
intemaiionai Inditutiondlism to Revohitionary Expamionimc The Foreign Poticy Discoune of 
Cantemporary Russia," Mershon Intent~nOIfOl Siudies Review 4 1 (1 997): 247-268. 



It is important to mention that 1 intend to bridge the imposed disciphary 

merences between comparative poiitics and international relations. 1 will do that by 

looking at Russian Society, primarily, but 1 will also examine the international 

environment and actions taken by the Russian state. That way there will be no division of 

the fureign and domestic but rather an interactive web of the two. 

The secondproblem is the appiicability of discourse d y s i s  and therefore, the 

issue of epistemology. In order to operationalize discome analysis, the works of Henrik 

Larsen, David Campbell and Jutta Weldes wiD be used as scholarship to follow? 1 will 

argue that a working mode1 of discourse analysis can be made on the basis of the works 

of these three authors. 

Regarding the working definitions of the main categories, 1 shodd outhe  that the 

discourse analysis wiil be understood more as a category of post-positivism than as a part 

of the cognitive psychology approach developed in behaviorist models? There might be 

a space to argue that there is a tension between behaviorism and post-positivism, with 

behaviorism predominantly interested in the creation of ideal types and post-positivism 

ofien driven toward relativism. 1 am not interested in using or creating any ideal types to 

resolve that tension. For that purpose 1 wouid use, predominandy, content analysis of 

texts and public surveys as feahtres of behavionst scholarship and supplement it with 

discourse analysis. On a more ontologicai level, discourse analysis WU figure as a 

phenornenon with a stnichtral position (such as the economic structure and social 

86 Henrik Larsen, Foreign P o l e  anà DLrcourse A d j s i s ;  France, Brituin und Europe (London and New 

York Routiedge, 1997); Jutra Weldes, "Constructing National Interem," Europem Jaowl of 
fntentotiond Rehtioas 2.3 (1996): 275-3 19; David Campbell. "Global inscription: How Foreign Policy 
Constitutes the United States," A I f e e s  t 5,3, (Summer 1990) 263-286. 
" See Vaierie M. Hudson, ed, A m a i  lnreligence and lntermtionuï Politiiu (Boulder, San Francisco, 
Oxford= Wemïew Press, 199 1). 



structure) but with the capacity to change the reality as weII. Therefo~? it wiU have dso 

agency qualities.'8 In that sense discourse andysis wiIl represent both structure and 

agency. Henrik Larsen offers the most appropriate understanding of the discourse 

practice, that 1 will use in my papa. "Discursive pmctice is here understood as the way in 

which the discourse is projected onto society, its social reincation. That is, its effects in 

the social world such as the arguments of social actors (for example, political parties) or 

the actions or beliefs emanating from societd iastit~tions."~~ Nonetheless, the impulses, 

or events, arising fiom the international environment are basicaiiy "tmnslated intemaily 

via the discourse" and this is the link where domestic and foreign are bounded? In my 

case, this is where two most influentid events (situation in the "near abroad", and the war 

in the former Yugodavia) would be used as reference points around which the discourse 

is created. 

The pradcd question arises as to whose discourse to follow. 1 wodd argue 

against a discourse analysis strictly related to the bufeaucratic elite. In the Russian case it 

wodd mean that I wili not follow ody goverment representatives but also other non- 

govenimental participants of the debate. It is m g  to link politicai discourse exclusively 

to the poiitical elite since the discourse is characterized in terms of structure and 

~Iatioaship, not in ternis of location, that is, the Ianguage of discourse cannot be siniated 

strictly with one social group. Those who express themselves through the political 

discourse are using written and ord fom. The Russian case offers in its intelligentna the 

"Because the political discourse is not htadametstaüy an mstitutional concep, but a structure of meanmg, 
t bridges sevaal Ievelo. It encompases m a sense both structure and agency. It breaks d o m  the stnictrne- 
p n c y  distinction"-Henrik Larsen, 26. 

Henrik Larsen, 16. 
HetltZk Larsen. 22. 



most speific but representative group to foIlow due to its historicd and cultural fact that 

Russian intelligentsia generates culture and discourse. 

Therefore, sources of discourse analysis are not "radicaUy diffmnt fiom source 

material used in more traditionai anaiysis. The main ciifference is that whereas traditional 

analysis would tend to focus on relatively w o w  politicai conte- (e-g. debates in 

parliament, speeches by ministers, party programs and reports firom selected committees), 

the discourse approach does not restrict itseIf to these contexts. The discome approach 

couid, for example, draw on reports h m  think-tanks related to a politicai Party, the 

editorials of newspapers, academic writings or fiction because these could be considered 

part of the debate in the politicai sphere and in a wider sense part of a discome or a rival 

discourse. The assumption behind using this broader kind of source material is not that it 

is representative in any narrow sense but that the political language is not restricted to a 

narrowly political conte~t."~' Therefore, the texts and language are the main sources of 

analysis? For that matter "texts, however, c m  ody be understood in their immediate and 

wider contexts of occurrence. Texts are communicative uni@ embedded in social and 

cultural practices, shaping a d  being shaped by them."" On the this basis, the discourse 

andysis in my thesis is not going to be used as a critical tool for deconstruction of 

existing scholarship but as an understanding-building tool. 

Weldes adopted a W a r  approach in an attempt to srniate the category of 

national interest fusing pst-modemism and post-posÏtivism-w In this approach, the 

9t Kenrik Larsen, 28. 
Language is h m  undentood in a Foucault-ian way as a relationShip. as opposed to a posltivist 

understanding of a language as neutral Mstntment of communidon. 
" Alexandra Georgakopouiou and Dionysis Goutsos, DiScme Anaiysir; An Introduction (Edinbwgh: 
Edmburgh University press, 1997). ix- 
Y See lutia WeIdes, "Consüucting National interests," Ewopean Jauwl of Ihtermtionol Relatiom 2,3 
(September 1996) 2-3 19. 



author argues that the category of national interest is a social construction. However, the 

author's deconstructivist approach was not aimed at predatory deconstructivism and 

relativism but at re-conceptuaikation and continuity of use of this category. WeIdes held 

that national interests was a concept of sipnincance and cannot be ignorecl, since while 

being socidy constructed, it refiects reaüty. My intention in using the discourse analysis 

would be the same. 

However, discourse analysis itself may be empiricai as Campbell's study shows?' 

Therefom, by discourse anaiysis it is possible to achieve a r e c o n c e p ~ t i o n  of foreign 

policy and to be ernpirical and not only theoretical. Especially as foreign policy is not 

only a product of extemai Unpulses but aiso of "domestic social order". The questions of 

identity and narrative then corne to the forefiont, and this is precisely where the imposed 

dichotomy between idedtheory and practice cm be reconciled since idedtheory are 

practice?6 ui the case of Russia, it wodd represent a link between ideas and institutions, 

or how ideas became uistitutionalized, 

Fhally, on a more theoretical note, 1 am opposed to the dichotomy imposed on 

&ta-based research and research based on theory and logic when it cornes to philosophy 

of science?' By trying to combine behaviorist and post-positivist approaches I am trying 

to avoid such a dichotomy and to search for their eventuaI complementarity. 

1 will argue that an exploration of the foreign poticy discourse codd be used as an 

explanatory method for better understanding the foreign policy. Therefore, by keeping the 

9s See David Campbeil, "Globai Inscn*ption: How Foreign Pol@ CotlStittites the United States," 
Altmtntes t S,3 (Sumer t 990) 263-286. 
% Campkll, 269. 

ûn this constnieted dichotomy see John A. Vascpez, The Post-PositMn Debate: Reconstnictmg 
ScientifTc tncluiry and International Relations Theory Mer EnIightenment's Fa&" Infernmod Relations 
Theory T d y  cds, Kca Booth and Stem Smith (University Park, Pennsylvania= The PenasyIvania State 
University Ress, 1999,217-24 t . 



primarily behaviorist approaches of the FPA as a useful starting point, and supplementiag 

them with a more hetuistic approach in discourse analysis, a better understanding of 

poiitical phenomena could be achieved. My understanding of politicai phenomena 

converges with de notion and nature of reality put forward by Jirn George. "...reaüty is 

never a complete, entirdy coherent "thing", accessible to universalized, essentiaiist, or 

totalized understandings of i t  Nor can the question of reality be exhausted by reference to 

the facts of the world or any simple aggregation of them, because reaiity is always 

characterized by ambiguity, disufllty, discrepancy, contradiction, and d ~ e r e n c e . " ~ ~  On 

that basis, the attempt to depict reaüty as something given and static in t h e  and space 

and, consequently, measurable, wiii be rejected. Mead, reaiity wiii be analyzed as 

constantly changing and subject to change. Therefore, 1 wiiI attempt to me- political 

phenomena while acknowledging the existing diaiectical link between actors and 

structures in a specific time and space. 

In the Russian case this will mean that the key events that generated foreign 

policy debate will be observed as debate refmnce points. The discourse that evoIved 

touched upon the most vital elements of Russian national interest such as identity, 

prosperity, and security. Consequently, the discourse itself became empiricai reality since 

it started iduencing changes in foreign poiicy behavior. This is how the link between 

ideas and btitutions was operationalized aiid the foreign policy behavior changed. 

* See lim George, DiScmes of Globcù Polirics: A Ckiticol (Re)Introhuctioion to I~ermtionai Re!atiom 
(Boulder, Coforado: Lynne Riemer Publishers, 1994), 1 1. 



1.8 MethodologicaI concept 

The thesis wili be a case study of Russian foreign policy debate in the 1990s. This 

thesis will also have a comparative element as it will pIace the principal 1 9 ~  century 

Russian ''schoo1s of thought" into perspective with contemporary "schools of thought" in 

Russia. 

Drawing on more traditional FPA, the method of content analysis will be used. 

The sources wiil be official documents, speeches, academic texts and studies, as well as 

public sunreys and opinion poles. These sources wiil be systematically monitored. On- 

iine publications in Russian and theu English translations such as OMRI (Iastitute for 

Joumalism in Transition), Radio Free Europe, Foreign Broadcast Information Sentice and 

the Current Digest of the Post-Soviet Press will be the main sources for this part of the 

research. These sources basicaiiy cover the main Russian cidies and weekiies such as 

Nezavissimma gazeta, Inestu, Prmda, Sevodnia, Zmtra, Kommersunt, etc. Many other 

Russian sources are also available on-he, including governrnent statements and 

parIiamentary debates. Public surveys monitored were regulariy reported either in 

Rusian rnainstream &*es or by the three principal sociological joumals Politicheskie 

issledovmia (Polis), Sociologicheskie issledwmia, and Monitoring O bshestvennogo 

mnenia. 

Unilaterai, bilateral and multilatd actions of the Russian state will serve as 

indicators for Russian foreign policy change. 



A methodologÎcal tool of non-traditional FPA that will be used is discourse 

d y s i s .  Discourse d y s i s  will be understood as empirid since it wodd be based on 

readinghterpreting texts and interpreting actions. 

The litemture in Russian, especidy editorials, i n t e ~ e w s  atd comments fkom the 

daily press, wül have a precedence as  a source for the discourse analysis. The search for 

most prominent opinion leader's viewpoints, discursive categories, and debate themes 

WU be performed systematicdy and chronologicdy. Texts of more academic nature 

will be used especially in the part deaIing with contemporary Russian schools of thought. 

For the purpose of outlining discursive trends and worldviews a bi-annuai survey of the 

most influentid academic joumals will be of fad  in chapters Ili-V. For this purpose will 

be used Russian academic periodicals such as ï,nternational Affairs (Moscow), Mitovuia 

ekonomika 1 mezhdwuaodnie otnoshenia (MEMO), Svobodnaia Mysl ', Nash 

Sovremennik, Voprosy FiIosoPi, etc. Academic and more literary and philosophical books 

in Engiish and Russian will be used to present the principal lgm century Russian schools 

of thought in the chapter II. 



2. The 19" centnry Russiaa Uschoolp of thought" 

2.1 Introduction 

The objective of this chapter is to chronologicdly and thernatically introduce the 

main research category: c'schools of thought". The god of this chapter is to delineate and 

anaiyze the theoretical and discursive basics of 19' centuy Russian cbschools of thoughty' 

in order to present hem as histoncal and theoretical fouadations of the contemporary 

"schools of thoughtn This chapter will also introduce the iïnk between culture and 

politics by advocatùig that in the contemporary R w i a  this link was much more direct 

than in 19' century due to the public nature of the post-communist Russian poiitics. The 

issues of continuity and change will be addresseci in the conclusion with an ultimate goal 

of this chapter to present important concepts and categories fiom the 19" century 

b'schools of thought" that resonated into the security discourse of the 1990s as weil as to 

problematize some of the accounts that couid be perceived as  stereotypes. 

2 3  ''Schools of thought" and intelligentsia 

In order to trace the fomdations and origias of the debate over contemporary 

foreign poiicy in Russia, an inquiry into the history of Russian social and politicai 



thought is necessary. There are four main reasons for focusing such an inquiry on the 

lgm century Russian thinkers and public debates. 

First, the 1 9 ~  century saw the emergence of social thought that was more 

elaborate and coherent than anything Russia had yet seen. In the history of Russian social 

thought, the 19' century represented a period in which, for the nrst the,  emerged 

concepts and organized systems of ideas advanced not by individuaI thinkers, but by 

informal groups. These groups were interrelated and embedded within their historical 

context. Their thlliking therefore emerged in the fonn of debate and discourse, and not 

through the 'ivory towef world contemplation of individuai scholars. From this point on 

the intellectual and politicai socialization of Russian inteIiigentsia occuzred primarily 

through participation in or dlegiance to vanous "schools of thought." 

Second, this period in Russian social thought saw the establishment of original 

and cornplex philosophical and social worldviews, matching in their sophistication 

German idealism or English rationalism. Despite the fact that Russian thinken relied 

upon Germa, French and Engiish philosophical writings, they were able to generate an 

oripinaiIy Russian social thought The Luik of contùiuity between 19' and 20" centuries 

"schools of thought" codd be detected in the debated core secunty issues. The core 

issues of Russian security discourse debated in the '90s were as  those in the 19" centmy: 

the a h  tu situate its identity on the East-West scaie; the airn to situate a security 

paradigrn on the isolation-integratioa scde vis-à-vis the West; the aim to situate 

prosperity on an individuai-coiieaive scaie. What aIso seemed to iînk the oId "schools of 

* For synthesùed gened o v e ~ e w  of Rusian political thought see S.V. Uteehin, Russian Poliricul 
Rougghr; A Concise Hbtory (Londm: JM. Dent & Som Ltd, 1963). and A Docwnentary Hiktov of 
Rtlrsian Though; F m  die Edighrement ru Miamr'inn, trans. and eci W. L Leatherbanriw and D. C. 
Mord (Am Arbor, Michigan: Ardis Pubüshers, 1987). 



thought" with those of the 20' century was the search for the policy solution of how the 

great impact of modernityiglobaiization is enough to maintain the identity and strength of 

the nation (state). 

Thirci, during the 19& centrny we can trace the emergence of "schools of thinking" 

as a politicai and not only cdturd phenomenon. During this p e n d  politid action was 

strictly prohibited by the Russian authoritarian potitical regime but thhkhg and debating, 

at least in informal circles or in press (primarily in adturd j o d s ) ,  was possiile. 

Therefore, fiom the point of view of public discourse, the absence of political parties was 

replaced by the existence of "schools of thinking". 

Finally, "schools of thought" as specifically Russian social phenomenon possess 

dual ontological nature - as cultural currents and political institutions. "Schools of 

thought" represent the most influentid social movements that shape institutional public 

policies while at the same the they represent cultural traits and sets of ideas that shape 

the thinking of those movements. Due to such ontological naaire they are capable of 

inhencing public policy through discourse canied by intelligentsia. The link between 

"'schoo1s of thought" and Russian foreign policy could be explained as the relationship 

baween society's cultural cunents and public policy choices. The thesis wil i  focus 

precisely at this Iink since cbschools of thought" represented reference points for Russian 

policy makers. 

Traditiody, RuSsia9s intelligentsia was the foremost promoter of coherent 

thinking.'O0 The ideas about Russian identity, pmsperit, and s e c e  were coheredy 

See NA. Tomhv @am* redaktor) Kul'twa i inteffi@nfsiiu RWR v e p o h  rnoubtriatsii (XVlB-XX 
W.): materia& Vtotoi vser(~r~irSkoi nauchnoi konjièmntrii [Cube  and InteIIigentsia during the Modernity 
Perid (1 8* - 2 0 ~  centuries] (Omslc Omskü gossudarstweniy mivmitet, Sibirsl<ü filid RozsllzLogo 



elaborated and debated by this new class which emerged in Russian society during the 

19' cent~r~. '~ '  Socidiy, Russia's intelligentsia was a product of Westernization aiid 

education of the arist~crac~.'" Therefore, contraPting with the Peter the Great period 

when the social structure was quite organic and homogeneous, 1 9 ~  century Russian 

society generated social division on at least tkree detached groups. namely, the people 

(seifs), the authorities (the state), and the intelligentsia'o3 "These features in tum created 

a specific psychologicai atmosphere for Russian thought: the intelligentsia's oppositionist 

spirit and negative attitude to the authorities were synthesized with the seme of being 

persecuted and not wanted, which was ofien transformed into its opposite, viz, into a 

feeling of the inteUigentsiats mission of suffering, belief in its special calling, and 

messianism. That, too, colored Russian philosophy with clear tones of moralism and 

prophetism, evolving its social radicalism or, at the opposite pole, its mysticism and 

apocalypticism."'M The philosophical origins of Russian intelligentsia were located in 

rationalism and the Enlightenment project.'os The second source of Russian 

intelligentsia's thinking was theological, namely the Russian ûrthodox christianity.'" 

instituts kulTtwo1ogii, t 995); Iosif Ivanovich Kablits, InteiIigen~siia i m o d  v obshchestvennoi Rossii 
[Intelligentsia and PeopIe in Rusian socieq] 1886. 
'O' Set Vem Leikina-Svirskaia, Inieligen~sia v R w i  vo vtoroipol0yineXLXveka [Russian Intelligentsia in 
ûhe second haü of 19' century] (Moscow: Mysl', 1971). 
lm Set VB- Ustviantsev (otv. redaktor) lnrelligenisiia i l i b w d h  v Ravii  mtelügentsia and Russian 
I tkra l i i  (Saratov: Saratovskii gosudarstvd tekhaichesku anivenitet, 1995). 
lm See Vaiery A- Kwakin, ed, A HMory of Rm*m Phibsophy; From the Tench through the Twentieth 
Centrcries Vol. 1 (BufThio: Prometheus Books, t994), 14. '" Vaiery Kmrakm, 14. 

See Richard Pipes, "The Historicai Evolutio~ ofthe Russian InteUigentsia," 7Re Ruuim Intdligentsie, 
ed. Richard Pipes (Nem York: Columbia University Ress, 1961). 
'06 See Antonha NikoIaena Lazartva, InteligentsiÏa i religik k kt~ncheshonni 0smysIeniiu pro6lematiki 
"Vekh" Dteoligentsia and Religion: Toward the histotical conceptuaii;Otion ofthe Vekhn issues] 
(Moscowr [FRAN, 1996). 



23 Foundatious for the emergence of dinerent %chools of thought" 

The 18& century represents the beghhg of Russian scientinc and academic 

~ i fe . '~  At this t h e ,  the Enüghtenment project's precmors was Mikhail Lomonosov 

dong with many other scientists and professors predominantly associated with Moscow 

or St. Petersburg ~niversities.'~' In the social sciences, Semen Desnitskii and Dmitrii 

Anichkov fiom Moscow University were arnong the best known. Desnitskii was a 

theoretician of law whose writings bore a close relationship to John ~ocke."~ Anichkov 

wrote on philosophical and theologicai subjects but fiom a clearly anticlerical position."0 

fistonan Pafnuty Baturin and philosopher Yakov Kozelsky were not closely related to 

the universities but were quite influentid in their writings. The most sophisticated thinker 

of the era was Aleksandr ~adishchev.' '' uinuenced by Spinoza and by materialism of 

Lomonosov, he developed an interesthg ontological position when talking about the 

substance and essence by perceiving them as a synthesis of sensualism and rati~nalism."~ 

This is maybe one of the first coherent attempts for what will later on be the fiequent 

Although, the rrlevance of the 17' century Croat priest Iurii Wanich's book Polifika writen during 
his stay m Russia was acknowledged. Sec John M. Letiche and Basil Dmybtyshyn, Russian Siatecrajk The 
Politika of Ici Kikhunich (New York: Basil Blackwell, 1989. 
la See Pervyi mskii akaakmik k 2854etik so &ia rmMeniia MikhaiIu Vmil'evicha Lomonmova 
(Bamauly Izdatel'stvo Bamaui'skogo gospeduniversiteta, 1996); G.E. Pavlova, A.S. Orlov, eds., MihiIo 
Lomonmvi zhkneop~anie, kbronnye hYby, vqpominaniia s a ~ e m e n n ~ ,  suzhdeniia pofomkov, stikhi i 
praza O nem ~ a i i o  Lomonoso~ Biography, Selected Works, Mernories of his C~nternpora~es, 
fudgments of his Descendants, Prase and Poeûy on (Moscow: Somennik, 1989). 
109 See Semen Efhovich DesniOkiÏ, S h o  O primom i bl~haishern sparobie k nmcheniiu iurispmriéntsii 
racts on Duect and Nearest Ingenuity of Understandmg Jirrisprudencel (Moscow: Maskovskii 
univenitet, 1768); Semen Efimovich Desnitski& iUridichesfoe r~pslphaknie o nachcrie iproiîM0zhcienii 
n%,rtahestva [Juridicai Tracs on B e g h h g  and Ongin of Mamage] 1775. 
" Set Dmiaü Sergeevich Anidcov, S h o  O m o r I s ~ ~ p ~ ' i i z  cheIoviechesAago Bracts on 
Characteristics of Huma. Cognition] f 770. 
II1 Aleksandr Nilmlaevich Radishchev, PoInue iobrme soehinuiii [Coflected Works] 1907; Radirhchev's 
relevance for the development of RPssian potiticai dought was emphasized in Soviet scholarship, ~t 

Gratsianzkii P.S, PoIin'cksAaia Iprmovaia mysi' Rassir wtoroy poIovinyXn[i v e k  [Political and 
Irrridical Thought m R u s h  during the second half of 1 8 ~  cenmryl (Moscow: Nauka, 1984). 
IL2 Vaicry Kuvakin, 96. 



quest of Russian scholars and thinkers: establishment of a synthetic worldview. A 

synthetic worldview memt the acknowledgment of contradictory nature of king and 

philosophy of history, thus an atternpt was made of complementing seemingly different 

categories and creating a synthesis as an explanation. On the more social side of his 

thinking, Radishchev, as a materiaiist and modemist, argued for the emancipation of man 

thus, for the end of sefidom in ~ussia"' 

As Russian political systern was based on the a a i s  absolutism, the public 

involvement of the intelligentsia presented activity of its leisure time because politics was 

not public or professional flair. Russiais industridization created pressure on the 

intelligentsia to become professional and to enter the state services. But even that did not 

change the "tendency of self-preoccupation" as writers were always trying to m e r  on 

questions about Russia and  uss si ans."^ By the beginning of the 19" century? the 

intelligentsia's thinking was founded upon dissatisfaction with the nature of Russian 

systern, namely with its automtic nature, and upon admiration for Western h i d i s m .  

Western liberalisrn arrived in Russîa as a wave of European romanticism. It gave rise to 

the perception of a possible "way outn fiom Russian absolutist reality through the notion 

of a "third ~ a ~ " . " ~  As the czarist way of Russian poiitics was not perceived as beneficiai, 

and as it was impossible ta expect anythuig simiIar to European parliamentmian 

democracy processes emerging in Russia, the notion of the need for somahùig eise, "the 

third way", carne to dominate the intelligentsia's debate. 

"' Aleksandr Nikolaevich Radishchev, Puteshamie iz Pderburga v M m h  m v e l  h m  Peterburgh to 
Moscw (Leningrad: Khudozhestvenaia fiteratara, t 969). 
"' Marc Raeff; 8. 
I f s  ûn the notion of I he  mird wayN see Adam B. Ulam. I&ologïes and iZlavionr; Revoitltionmy Though 

Fom Hmen to SoWienitqm (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1976). 



Indeed, at the beginning of 1 9 ~  century two politid movements emerged in 

relation to the "third way" debate. These movements, namely the Decembrists and 

Masomy, represented the debate's revolutionafy and collse~ative sides r e~~ec t ive l~ .~  l6 

The Decembrists were primarily composed of miîitary officers that faiied to carry 

a military coup in 1825. The plotters, inspired by the French RevoIution, were demanding 

sipnincant social and political changes, including abolition of serfdom and establishment 

of republic."' The Decembrists were not a homogeneous movement and they had at least 

two streams, the mon moderate one represented by Nikita Muroviev, and the radical one 

represented by Pavel Pestev. Afte~ their coup attempt fded the leaders were executed 

and majority of plotters incar~erated."~ 

The Masonry movement emerged as a consemative response to the "third way" 

dilemma and as reaction to the widespread innuence of the French Revolution and 

Western l i i s m ,  peaking at the beginnllig of the 19" century.' l9 "In Russia 

Freemasonry was called upon to become an effective counterweight to the scientific, 

philosophical, and sociopoliticd views of the Enlightenment. SubjectiveIy, for the 

majority of educated people, it was a long-awaited moral and phiIosophical doctrine that 

not ody fked the universal, spirituai fomdations of human existence in theoreticai form, 

but aiso introduced hem, through joint "fiatemai works" in the lodges, into the practice 

t6 See Peter K. ChristofZ The Third Hem; S o m  intelIecluo[-i&ofogicui currem and cross mmn& in 
Rus& 1800-1830 (The Hague: Mouton, 1970). 
Il7 See VA. Fedorov, ed, Dertabristy v vaspominuniuh sowenzenniRov [Decabrists in Mernories of thek 
Contempocaries] (Moscow: lzdatei'rtvo Moskovdcogo univasiteta, 1988); B.S. Meylah, ed., Dekrbr&ty i 
Rwkaia hhm, Deloibrists and Russian CuItu.m] (Leningrad: Nauka, 1975). 
"' See VA. Fedomv, Svoei d b o i  gordirriu aryr s lebie  I d n o d  d d a b ~ t a m i  [Roud of our Destiny: 
Research and Opinions about Dekabrnsts) (Moscow: Mysr, 1988). 
Il9 See Tatiana Bakmrina, Zitameni~e m k i e  mosony; Vofkye hemhchiki Famous Russian Masons; 
F m  Masons] (Moscow: Interbuk, 199 1); Boris Bashiiov, IWia  russkogo rnusollshra [History of Runian 
Masonry] (Moscow: RusIo, 1992); Vasilü Fedomvich Ivanov, Rurshmk ihteIfi*gntsiia i masonrtvo: ot 
Peaa l do noshikh &i [R-an Inaiügentsia and Maso- h m  Peter I mtil Today] (Moscow: Moskva, 
1997); VJ. Novikov, Masonsnto irtlssikai;O M k a  wascituy and Russian Culhue] (Moscow: 
Megakonw 1993). 



of everyday He. Freemasonry cultivated spVituaI "wholeness", and was attractive by its 

attempt to reconciie faith and knowledge, religion and science, and thought, feeihg, and 

wiU to act."120 

Slavophilism repnsented the Russi*an theoretical q o m e  to Western 

liberaü~m.'~' Philosophical fomdation of Slavophilism was built as reaction to the close 

familiarity with Western (Western being synonym for European in 1 9 ~  cenhiry Russia) 

experiences!" It is important to mention that Stavophiles had a very good knowledge of 

the West and admired many things related to Europe. SZmophiles consequently wanted to 

avoid mistakes that the West made h its development, and uot necessarily to reject 

everythkg ~ e s t e r n . ' ~  From that perspective they argued that Russia shodd purnie a 

different developmental path. 

DomesticalIy, Slavophilism represented a response to the faiIed Decembrist 

uprising and an acknowledgment of the impossibiiity of executhg western-style 

revolutionary changes in Russia However, as S2awophiIe.s ' quest for the change was not 

- 

'" Valery KuvaLin, 74. ''' See Pm Ivanovich Lhitdâï, SIuvionojilStvo i liberalkm [Slavophilimi and Liberalh] (1882). As a 
most Însightfhl and comprehCOSiYe study of SIavophilism and its "coiiextive consciousness" see Andrzej 
Waiicki, ï k  SIavophiIe Controyersy; History of a Conservafive Utopia in Nlneteenth-Cenw Russian 
Thmght (Oxford: Claredon Press, 1975). 
lP K o m t i n  Leont'ev, Vartok Rassiiu i SImUlnshro:flImofskaia ipoliticheir~apbIitstStiRa: 
Mtmtmia proza, 1872-I8P I [EasS Russia and ShvopTulh Philosophicai and Politid Writmgs; 
Spnritual Prose, 18724 89 t (Moscow: Respublika, 1996); SIavimoofil'Shro i zapachicheshro: 
konservutimuia i Iibwallnaia utopiia v robot& Adzheià Vditskogo [Siavophilism and Westemism: 
Consenrative and and Li- Utopia in the Works of Anckzej Waiickil (Moscow: Akademüa nauk SSSR, 
Institia nauchnoi iafonnatsii po obshchestvennym naukam, 199 1); ivan Aieksandrovicti Poroshin, A, L 
Gertserr, sIcnrimofi& i zopaclir* [A JI Herzen, Slavophiies nad Westerners] (1 905). " See V.VZmkovJltii Rm*' î%inkers md Europe (Am Arbor, Michigan: LW. Edwards PubMers, 
1953), 48, 



revolutionary there is no ground to c d  them conservatives since they were arguing for 

the socid change enly by otha means. On a more cuituraI note Slavophilism dso 

represented a critical response to the idolatry of the local intelligentsia toward the West. 

The most influentid heritage that Slavophilism left to Russian social thought was 

the system of categones used in lgm century discourse. These categories were "land" 

(zemlia), "state" (denhava), "peoplet' (narod), "org anic togethemess" (sobornost), 

"popuIismtt (narodnichestvo), "soil" (pocha), "uniqueness" (samobytnost). Cornmon 

thing to ail these categories was that they represented synthetic combination of at least 

two sub-categories. "Landtr(zemlia) signified a unity of the concepts of territoriaiity and 

people Living on it. "State" (denhava) was the combination of the state understood as an 

institution with its domestic social relations and people who Iive in such a state. "People" 

(nmod) was dBerent fiom mtionality and meant unity of al1 citizens and not an ethnic 

group. This category was above any social and power divisions in the society. Therefore, 

this terni instead of national@ represented the main identity category. "Organic 

togethemess" (sobomost) was occasiondy aiso traaslated as "conciliarism". "Organic 

togethemess" meant politicai unity of "people" on the basis of ancient Slavic pre-state 

annual decision making conventions (sobor) that had quite dernomtic content and 

mechanisms and becarne a traditional landmark. "ûrganic togethemess" also meant 

spintuaf unity on the basis of Christian ûrthodoxy since word "sobd' also means 

chmh. "Populismtr (nurocimchestvo) indicated the policy advocated and those who 

shodd benefit fiom politicai projects. This category signined not ody that the 

inteiligentsia works to brhg better k g  conditions to people - s d s  in particular - but 

that the way such work wouId be performed wodd be traditional, thus deriving Eom 



people's hentage, and based on people's values. "Soil" (pochva) was sornetimes also 

translated as the "cult of primitive immediacy". ï h e  category of "soil" was the most used 

in Iiterature and it represented the unity between people and lmd.12' This was a 

metaphysical category that signined the cycle of bVth and death on one temtory md the 

right of people to this temtory. "Uniqueness" (smbymost)  was the category that 

signined the relationship between culture and historical development. This category was 

used to outline Russian specifics when compared to Europe and the consequent necessity 

that Russia foilows its own independent developmentai path. 

Slmophilism can be traced in the writings of severai 18" cen- thinken but it 

took a coherent form as a "school of thought" after the Russian army 's defeat of 

Napoleon, blossoming after the 1830s. While Slavophlisni emerged in the third decade of 

the 19' century, the Westerns "school of thought" also emerged after unsuccessnll 

Decembrist coup attemptt2' The 1840s saw the first public debates among these two 

schools of t h ~ u ~ h t . ' ~ ~  The debate centered on the directions of the Russian "third way". 

nie search for "the third way" also entailed the theoreticai West for a balance between 

the extremes ofSlavophiIism and Westernisni. This is why there was the space for other 

"schools of thoughi," most notably the one of W c i d  NationaIism of Nicho~as i. 

in its core and mainStream interpretation, Slavophilim was anti-rational 

(particuiariy in Ivan Kireevskü's epistemology of 'integral knowledge3;'" anti- 

'24 As an example of vitaüty of this eategory sfau& itp use by 20' century Russian cultural icoas such as 
filmmaicers Eisenstem and Tarkovskn and writer Soizhenttsh. " The Weserners "school of thoughC relevame was not oniy m representing the "other'' for Sfmo hiles 
but &O m hfluencing Russian poIitical thought and public poiicy, especiatly toward the end of 19 tr!' 

centirry. " See Tatiana Fedomvna Pirorhkova, Sfmtanofi13kaia zhuntalrsth [Slavophiles Ress] (Moscow: 
izdatePstvo Moskovskogo rmivcfsifeta, 1997). 

See Abbott Glawo,  Ewopean and Muscovite; ban Kireevs&y anù the ori* of Sfavophikn 
(Cambridge Massachusetts: Harvard Univrrsity Press, 197î); LV. Kireevskii, kbramye srmyi [Selected 



individudistic in its social thinking, and anti-Western in its national thking. However, 

the Pace of SI~vophilist arguments was not linear and it could be traced through two main 

chronological perÏods. The nrst phase [I830-601 was characterized by thinkers such as 

Odoevsky, Alexei ~ h o r n ~ a k o v , ' ~ ~  Ivan ~ k s a k o v ' ~  and Yuri ~amarin'~' who represented 

more theologicaYmetaphysical scholarship (negating the division between the man and 

nature). In the second phase [I 860-80s] there were two streams: natiortalistic (Apollon 

Grigor'ev,"' N.N. ~ t r akhov '~~  and Fyodor ~ o s t o ~ e v s k ~ ' ~ ~ )  and more theological 

(Konstantin ~eont~ev'" and Vasiii ~ouuiov '~~) .  There were thinkers such as Vladimir 

~ o l o v i e v ' ~ ~  who ofien oscillated between schools of thought, or those Slavophiles who 

have joined the stream later on articulated in the Oj7cial Nationallism of Nicholas I, based 

on orthodoxy, autocracy and nationalism.'" 

-- -- 
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Tïgrafïa UU Stashievicha, 1 89 1). 

See Julius F H e c k ,  Russian SocioIogy; A Conîribution to the Hktory of SociologrCat Thmght and 
Z?zeoty(New York, 1915), 30-662 



Slavophiles perceived the "thud way" as revolutionary change that shouid not 

necessarily corne in a revolutionary rnanner* This non-revolutionary stand is probably the 

reason why SIavophiles were always negatively portrayed by the Soviet philosophy 

books.'38 Another reason for their negative image throughout Soviet times was that 

Slavophiies were idealists, an apparent deady sin for the reignhg dialectical materialism 

of Soviet era. 

Education and graduai reform were perceived by Slavophiies as mechanisms of 

social change. Their ontology was idealistic and synthetic, negating the rationalkt claim 

about the superiority of a man over nature. Up until 1860 Slavophiles focused on the 

unity of man and nature as weil as on the hannony between the individual and collective. 

They shed to preserve traditional social foms of peasant commdty and to mode1 the 

state on these traditional forms, In their debate with Westerners about the issue of state 

organirration, SZmophiIes rejected the idea of constitution. This dispute was often used to 

undeservedly portray SZavophiles as cornervative anti-consti?\~tionalists. "The 

anticonstitutionalism of the Slnvophiles was primariiy associated with their dream of a 

state system in the "Slavonie spirit" and was not at aiI equivalent to antidemomcy: the 

Russian "Tories" constantiy defended fkedom of speech, fixedom of the press, and 

fieedom of conscience; opposed censorship; and recognized the inevitability of a 

'13 Sec ik iitorii nrsskoifif~~ofiiXV~XTXvekov From the fiistory of Russian Philosophy (1 8'-20~ 
centinies)] (Moscow: izdateistvo Moskovskogo Univeniteta, 1952); A.A. GaIaktionov and P E  Nikandrov, 
Russkaiafilmo~uXZ-XUYvekuv [Rusian Philosophy (1 1'19' centunces)] (Lenmgrad: Na& 1970); T. F. 
PUozhkova, RevoIitr~sionery-Ciiomokraty o slavianofil 'me I sfavianofif Moi zhmf i s t i k  [Revofutionary- 
dernocrats on Stavophiiîî and Slavophii Press] (Moscow: IzdateI'stvo Moskovskogo UniverPtma, 1984). 
Although some exceptions emerged daring the "perestroika" penod, See NI, Tsimbaiiev, SlmianofiIShto; 
iz istoriii n d o i  obshesntenno-polin'chesAoi mysIiXZX Y& ~Iwophiiism; From the History of R - a  
1 9 ~  century Social and Politicai Thou&] (MOSCOW: izàateIstvo Moskovskogo Univerziteta, 1986). For an 
innovative prospective, havmg as a fonis SIavophiles' [iterature see Litertztumiê yzgIu& I worciresnto 
sfmianofiI0v I83U-1850 gohy [Literary Views and Writings of Slavophiles (1830-1850)I (Moscow: Nauka, 
1978). and V.1- Kdeshov, Slmianofify I Rtlsskaia literrrtura [Slavophiles and Russian Literature] (Moscow: 
Hudozhestvenaia üteratura, 1976). 



developrnent of elected representative institutions in ~uss ia" '~~  Therefore, the traditional 

Western c l d c a t i o n  of politid and theoreticai movements uito conservative and 

liberal ones did not present a workable model for the lgm cen- Russia 

It was noteworthy that on the issue of continuity and change relationship 

Slavophiles maintained a constant divide between tradition ("old things") and modernity 

("new things") in their social anaIysis. They were not negating modernity but rather 

pointing out its negative consequences. This approach would place Slmophiles in a post- 

colonial rather than staunch fundamentalkt position at the 2 0 ~  century's close. 

Slmophiles thus foreshadow a resistance to globahation discourse performed by the 

1990s post-positivkts. 

Rejection of Kant's notion of the Age of Reason and advocacy for the unit, of 

man and nature w e ~  the main ethical claims of Slmophiles. They advocated existence of 

absolute values, autonomous ideas, and claimed, therefore, îhat exists a nannal Iimit to 

human k n ~ w l e d ~ e . ' ~  On this basis emerged SImophi1i;rrn. As they betieved in a naturai 

limit to human knowledge they did not believe in a power of reason. 

Slmophiles argued that the West does not share the historical path that Russia is 

following. It was argued that Russian people "...p referred the "road of inner tntth" 

(Christian moral organization of We within the fimework of the peasant community) to 

the "exterd trutb" (a political and legal o r g d t i o n  of society of a Western type)." 14' 

Precisely due to these differences SImophiles did not see the world as one but as divided. 

Therefore, Russia was not part of Europe (at that t h e  it was a synonym for the West), 

but contraposed to it This positioning of Russia was based on older theological concept 

Valay Kuvalriri, 140. 
'40 Richard Pipes, 55. 
"' Vday Kuvakîn, 152. 



of Russia as a "tW ~ome".'" In this concept Russia was perceived as the only trdy 

Christian state, the heïr of Jemdem, Rome and ~ o n s t a n t i n o ~ l . ' ~ ~  Slavophiles thought 

that this gap between Russia and the West existed due to different spiritual principles. 

Accorchg to them these principles were patterns of having a society and history metent 

from the westYs.'" Russian principles were perceived as better and Russia would 

eventually reconstruct the West for the benefit of al l  mankind. Therefon, Russia as a 

society was perceived to have the messianic role of saving the rnankind. 

Russia's defeat in the 1856 Crimean war changed the societal mood such that 

more radical and sec& orientation in social thought came to dominate the political 

scene. Defeat had a sobering effect on social thought, resuIting in a demand for realisrn 

and exactness in science.14' But this resingence of Westernism epitornized by figures such 

as Nicholay ~ h e m ~ s h e v s k i ' ~ ~  and Peter ~avrov'~'  was foilowed up by the SZavophiles 

response at the beginning of the 1860s.'~~ 

This second phase of SZmophilim represented a clear anti-secdar response. 

Initiaily NichoIas Pirogov and Leo Tolstoy introduced the inner religious concept of 

"God-man". Two streams of Slmophiih derived fiom their thought. The first was more 

"It was with the marrhge of Ivan ln with Zoe PaIeoIogus, the niece of the last emperor of 
Constantinople, on lune 1, I472, Chat Muscovy begm to thmk of itseifas the ody m e  heu of Byzautium." 
Michael Born Petrovich, The Emergence of R w i a n  PmImkm 1856I870 (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 1956),5. 
'O This image was stmng rince the Ottoman C o m p M  of Byzantine m e  and deciine of Papal state. 
IU Nicholas V.Riasanovsky, Rusia  and the West in the teachmg of the SImophiies; a study of romantic 
ideologjr (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1952). 
V.V. Zenkovsky, 322. 

" See NikoIay Gavrilovich Chemyshevsky, Selectedphilarophicd essays (Westport, Ct,: Hyperion RrJs, 
f 981). 
ta See Peter Lavmv, Ocherki voprarovprakticheskoifirasofii [Essays on Questions of  Practicat 
Philosophy] (1 860). 
ta In the 1860s as an oSshut of Westanism emergcd NihÏlism whose "fottndmg Wer" was üenarch 
Vvedenski, dthough the term was mtmiuceci by Ivan Turgneyev's Fahem and Som. To Niàilist aestethic 
criticisrn often adhed Chemyshevsky, Nicholas Dobrotyubov and Dmitry Pisarev. 



nationalistic, represented by Grigor'ev, Strakhov and Dostoyevsky. The second Stream 

was more theological, represented by Leontyev and Rozanov. 

The nationalistic Stream also haà to m e r  to the nation-state processes in Europe 

and it was done by slightly refocusing the SIavophiIes ' ontology fiom the people-church 

category to the category of people-land "pocha" (soil). Tberefore, this Stream was ofien 

called "pochveniki". "The concept of the "soil" embraces the people in their past and 

present, and in their daily life and metaphysical depths. Thus, the concept of "closeness to 

the soii" merged here with the idea of nationality. it was a peculiar sort of nligious 

nationali~m."'~~ Gngor'ev was among the first thinken to address the issue of the "soil" 

as a historiosophical concept, something that bonded categories of Russian nationatity, 

Russian state and territoriality with the discipline of philosophy of history.'" The 

argument for Russian independence and onginality was M e r  strengthened by Nicholas 

~trakhov.'" One of the most influenthl authors h m  this Slavophiles ' Stream was 

Fyodor Dostoyevsky. Initidy he was attempted to reconcile SIavophilim with 

Westemim by insishg on authmpocentnsrn and by clallnuig that the centre of history is 

man and not God. However, in his later works Dostoyevsky increasingiy came to dwell 

on the complexities of human nature, specifically upon the diiemma of good and evil 

therein. In so doing he became anti-secular and negative about everything that was 

associated with the West "The dark vision of Petersburg in Dostoevskü's Iater work 

derives firom Dostoevskii's Srnophile-Pochvenik agenda, with its rejection of much of 

Peter's legacy and its revulsion at the a s  of the modern rnetropoüs. For Dostoevskii, 

'" V.V. Zenkovskü, R w i m  ThUikn md Europe, 14 1, 
Sec Apollon AIekPardrovich Grigor'ev, Suchinenna [Works] (S--Peterburg: Izdates'stvo N. N. 

StrakIiova, 1876) 
V.V. Zenkovsky, A Aistory of R w b  Philosophy, 409. 



Petersburg is a city of dismal, dirty, cramped slums, ravaged by unemployment, 

aicoholism, and crime - a new Babylon, a window through which western evil continues 

to enter and poison the Russian land."'R Dostoyevski identified individualisrn as the 

greatest evil, and opposed it with the idea of universai service for humankind 

It is worth noting that Dostoyevsky and Tolstoy had bigger inauence on 20' 

century Russian social thought than did many 19' century phüosophers and social 

thinken. This is due to the selective publishing of history and philosophicaI texts during 

the Soviet era. Soviet era censorship was quite harsh toward SZavophiZes but through the 

Literature of Dostoyevsky and Tolstoy which was pubiished in its entirety, the ideas of 

t'pochvenishtvo" and negative and complex human nature became widespread. 

The theological Stream of Shophilisn was presented by Leontyev and Rozanov. 

This stream attempted to effect a synthesis between ûrthodox Christianity and a belief in 

nature as an ail-encompassing ontological category. Leontyev was very original author 

who was nrst to emphasize Eurasian ideas. He argued that Russia was not oniy Slavic but 

Slav-Oriental civiIization. On the basis of mch an mique cuituraI and psychological 

pattern, he argued, Russia shouid be regarded as more universa! than Europe and couid 

offer more than the decaying West. 

In between SZmophilism and Westemim as extreme poles of Russian debate, 

space remaiaed for the establishment of other schools of thought. Due to the emergence 

" See Gary RosenshieId, "The Bronze Horsmian and The DoubIe: The hpoe$&ion of the Myth of 
Petersburg in the Young Dostoevsku," Slavic Rewiew 55,2 (Summer 1996): 403. 



of nation-states and nation& movements in Europe which pursued anti-monarchist and 

repubüctn agendas the Russian throne was forced to respond with some counter 

measures to this 'revolutionaty threatl. In 1833 Nicholas I prornoted the docîrine of 

'officiai natiodty' based on orthodoxy, autocracy, and nati~nsility.'~ This was a basis 

for the school of "Russim Nationalists". Philosophidy, this school was based on the 

works of theists. Theism "...ûied to mite religion and philosophical idealism in order to 

renew traditional Orthodox conceptions, and to subordhate philosophy and science to 

theology. Theistic philosophy was contraposed to rationalism and especiaily to 

rnateriaiism, tried to substantiate the unity ofreasoa and faith, and spoke of the 

powerlessness of the human mind to cognize tnith without the "illuminating light" of 

revelation." '" Prùicipal theist authon were Fyodor Golubinsky, Fyodor Sidonsky, 

Vassily Karpov and Archimandrite Gavril. 

Sergei Uvarov was the main exponent of the Russian Nationaïists school. Uvarov 

was a Minister of Education in charge of the public education curriculum but also (and 

perhaps more importantly) very inauentiai in dkcting censorship poli~y.1S5 He was 

ûyhg to integrate the loyalty to rnonarch with feelings of religiosity as the Russian 

peoples' dominant identity mat& The leadhg theorists of this school of thought were 

Mikhail Pogodin and Stepan ~ h e v ~ r e v . ' ~  Pogodin relied on Shelhg's ideaüst 

philosophy and was a staimch opponent of materialism, Darwinisrn and positivism. When 

it came to the philosophy of history, he argued for the circuiarity of history and for the 

'" Ibid, V.V. Zenkovsb 
'" Valexy Kuvakjit, 170. 
Ur ibid, Cynthia Whïttaker 
See Mikhail Peaovich PogodBi, Bevniaia m s k a i .  &orna, do mongolikago iga [Ancient Russian 

History tmtii Mongol Conquest] (Moscow: Vypusheno Synd'noi @gr&, 1871); Mikhail Petrovich 
Pogodni, Vapominunie o Stepane Petmviche Shqreve Mernories on Stepan Petrovich Shevynv] (S.- 
Petehutg: Pechatnia V- GoIovina, 1869). 



presence of God's design in everything.'" The goal, therefore, r@is to justify the 

monarchPs policies. 

In Rusian Ncrronalists ' school of thought the category of orthodoxy was 

perceived as a church controlied by the state. Autocracy was perceived as the category 

above all other which derived its legitimacy h m  the naturai law of a sovereign, while 

nationality was perceived as a uniting identity in the senrice of autocracy. The path 

towards Europe's salvation was perceived not as a way of 'third Rome' but as a way 

toward the New Jerusaiem, and was a c W y  a state expansion agenda. Therefore, the 

way toward Europe was not gohg to be one of ideas but of territoriaiity - ~ o i l . ' ~ ~  The 

word "soil" is a translation of word "pochva" which has a metaphoncal meaning, and it 

presented an organic syathesis of people and land. But due to the patrimonial nature of 

Russian state, where eveqtbhg belonged to the czar, the czar's sudden devotion io 

SlmphiZes' "soü" category codd be interpreted as his desire to publicly justify state 

expansionism.'" The 1853 Crimean war and subsequent Russia's defeat proved that 

temtoriai expansion was not easy to achieve and that it was very costly. 

Siavophiies were not apologetic towards the govemment while arguing against the 

concept of "Russian Nationaiism," as they perceived it as an attempt to enlarge 

authontarianism. Needless to Say that Westerners, who were harshly pmecuted by the 

authontarian regime, dso argued against the Rwsim N a t i o ~ k t s  ' school of thought. 

- - -- 

" Valery Kuvakin, 164. 
Nicolas Bergyaev, The Russian I i h  (London: Geoffiey BIes, The Centenary Press, 1947). 

'" On the concept of patrhaniai state see Richard Pipes, RwJio (Inder the Old Regùne (New York 
Sm'bneis, 1974)- 



The "school of thought" that was closely connected to Russian foreign policy was 

Pan-SZuvtism. History of this school demonstrated that ideas and culture could influence 

public policy to the extent that state institutions adopt discourse, worldvitws and policy 

proposals inaugurated by "schools of thought." Russian foreign policy, especially during 

the 1856-78 period, advocated PanSlavism 's policy proposals toward the Balka;; and 

Austro-Hungarian Slav-popttiated provinces. On some accounts the aggregation and 

implementation of those policy proposals difEered fkom the politicai practices in 

contemporary Russia due to the authoritarian nature of 19& century Russian politics. This 

difference was centered on the capability of Russian czarism to conduct foreign policy 

without much accountability to its domestic constituency so that in final analysis Pan- 

SZaviisn resulted in Pan-Russism. Nevertheless, the heritage of idea and culture based 

policy proposais nrnained as vital legacy for contemporary !?msia due to the two facts: 

the throne responded to social movements pressures indicating the relevance of "schools 

of thought"; sociaiization of intelligentsia and civil servants was achieved through the 

appeal and argumentation of "schools of thought" and not state apparatus. Another iink 

with contemporary Russian cbschools of thought" codd be also established by analyzing 

the importance of influentid events such as Crimean War and 1875-1 878 wars in the 

Balkans. These wars represented perception-shaping events for Russian inteiiigentsia to 

the same extent that unfolding crisis in "near abroad" and the former Yugodavia 

innuenced thinking of contemporary Russian "schools of thought." 



Pan-SIavim emerged at the beginning of 1 9 ~  century as a romantic reaction to 

the national-awakening process in Europe. G e n d y ,  PanSIaViSlll was desaiaed as the 

Slavic movement for political This movement was based on the Eiadings from 

the fieid of iiterature and linguistic about Slavic ccmmon language. It was an attempt to 

found for the Slavs of h i a ,  Austro-Hungary, Ottoman Empire and Russian Empire 

some new fom of political existence. Philosophicdy it was based on romanticism and 

on Herder's conception of the Slav Me style and character as better than those ofthe 

west.16' The movement had its missionary attnïutes in i n g  for universal monarchy. 

These attributes were based on religious, rational, and romantic grounds. The reiigious 

attribute was moted in their belief in the mord Mity of a Slav community and in the 

necessity of its regeneration. The rationai attribute was rooted in Hegel's philosophy, 

especiaiiy in the notion of universalism, and the romantic one in belief in glorious past of 

Slavs and in shining future to corne. However, it is important to know that "Pan1S;Iauism 

did not originate as an impenalist movement with the Russians sponsoring it. Russian 

expansion in the eighteenth and early nineteenth century was motivated by the czar's 

interpretabion of Great Russian demands and drives and by the ideology of the Orthodox 

religion, not by any feeling of Slav community. It was the non-Russian Slav world in its 

nationai awakeniag which felt the need or closer c ~ o ~ e r a t i o n ~ " ~ ~ ~  The non-Russian SIavs 

were dnven by ideas such as liberty, equality and fiatemity. Therefore, the movement 

reflected the 1789 French Revolution and the national awakening process that erupted ail 

'" John Erichn, Punsiuubn (London: Historiai Association, 1964), 3. 
16' Ham Kahn, P d I u n t L n ;  [lu Kirtory md l&gy (Nom Dame: University of Notre Dame ResS 
1953). 
lQ Hans Kohn, 5. 



over Western and Central Europe in 1848 , '~~  Consequently, the Russian court was at odds 

with any idea of emancipatiou and republicanism and viewed the Pan-SZavism with 

suspicion and hosity until defeat in the Crimean war in 1856.'" 

Pan-Slavism c m  be divided in five periods: before 1848; between 1848 and 1856; 

between 1856 and 1878; between 1878 and 1905; between 1905 and 1 9 1 4 . ' ~ ~  This 

penodizsition is made according to the development of Slav-unity ideas among non- 

Russian and Russian PmSlovikts, and accordhg to the Russian state's hplementation of 

various foreign policy concepts. 

The first two penods were characterized by the general absence of Russian 

contniutions to ~ a n ~ l ~ s m . ' ~ ~  Dirring that t h e  in Russia was developing the debate 

between Westemirers and Slmtophiles. The Russian state was pursuing the Nicholas' I 

concept of O#iciul Nationaliism and in its foreign policy was Uiterested in maintaining a 

status quo in Europe. Practicdy, Pan-SIuvim did not exist in Russia as an tdculated 

public discourse and movement until the end of the Crimean war and the beginniog of 

Alexander's II reign.16' Therefore, it was non-Russian Slavs who initiated the Pm-SZmic 

debate and railied around this idea either in the form of public movements and initiatives 

or in the form of articdated philosophicai and political worldviews. 

'" VA. D'iakov. ed., Sloyi~~t~àaiu ide& ktorfia i s m e m e n n ~  ; [Slavic Idex History and Present] 
(Moscow: Rossiiskaia akaderniia nauk, insht  slavianovedeniia, 1998); G-V, Roicina, U n  Koll" i Rossiia: 
bturiia idei s l c z y i ~ ~ ~ ~ k o i  vzahnmti v rosit3kom obshchesnte pervoi polawiny XZX v [Ian KoUar and R d a :  
History of the Idea of SIavic lnmconnection h the Rusian society at the fint half of 19& centwy] (1998). 
'" The throtle bauned Russiau participants ofaüending Rague Congress. 
'" GA. Bogatova, A.N. Goriainov, a., SImÈartskoe db~henieXLY-XXveùuv: s'ézày, kongressy, 
suveshchiie mczn~es& obraphcheniia [Slavic Movemmt m 19~-20& ceahtries: Meetings, Coagresses, 
CoLlSUItations, Manifésis, Addresses1 (Moscow: M&dunar. assotsiatsiia pisateIei batdistov i marinistov, 
1998). 

Aithough, Faciner argueci that cohacnt Pan-Siavic th8iking and poLitiCat aEtivism existed in Russia eveu 
before 1848. See Frank Fadner? Seventy Years of PQlESIavh h Russia; Km& tu DmiIevskii 1800-1870 
(Washington, DC: Georgetown University Press, 1962), 73-147, 
'" Michel Bor0 Petrovich, 3. 



SIovak philologist Jan Herkel invented the term PanImauim in 1826. He used 

this t em in his work on common Slavic linguistic rootd6* Other prominent Pan-STmè 

advocates fiom the non-Russian countries were, as was Herkel, primarily pets, writers, 

and professors. This indicated that the culture and Ianguage were rallying points for the 

articulation of Westem Slav national awakening projects!69 Most prominent Pan-SImic 

figures among the Western SIavs were Jan KolIar and Pavel Safarik among Slovaks, 

Frantisek Paiacky and Karel Havlicek among Czechs, Stanislav Staszict Josef Marie 

Hoene-Wronski, Bronislaw Trentowski and Joachim Lelewel among Poles. Southem 

Slav intellectuals, such as Serbs Vuk Karadzic, Djura Danicic, Janko Safarik, Croat 

Ljudent Gaj, and Slovenes, Stanko Vraz, Anton Zalek and Jernej Kopitar were ais0 

enh ias t i c  about PanSlavism while nurtunng alternative Illirian and Yugoslav concepts 

of South Slavic culturd and political cohe~ion."~ 

The public perception and appeal of PanSZclviSm in Serbia and Montenegro - 
besides Russia the ody two independent Slavic countnes - was mixed. Here the idea of 

Slavic unity was highly praised and Russia was perceived as a protector of Balkan Slavs 

and as an eventud liberator of the remaining Onoman temtones inhabited by Serbs and 

Bulgarians. On the other hand as much as Serbian and Montenegrin rulem, respectively 

Michael Obrenovic III of Serbia and Prince Nicholas 1 of Montenegro, were in favor of 

Pan-SImic ideas and even hancially sponsored the 1867 Slavonic Ethnographie 

Exhibition and Moscow Slavic Congress, they also pursueci national hieration concepts 

'a It is iiiiemshg to note that his work was d e n  in a noPSlavic languagt (Latin) and pubiished in a 
non-Slavic place (Budapest). See Michael Born Petrovich, 3, 
'" "PanSIaWm in the ûrst halfof the nineteenth century was a movement ofthe Westem Slavs bom out 
oftheir cultural awakening and their political weakness." See Hans Kobn, Pm-SI'inn; 1t.r Hktory md 
Iddogy  (Notre Dame, Indiana= University ofNotre Dame Rws, 1953), 99. 
'70 See Ivan Bozic, Sima Cirkovic, MiIorad Ekemcic, Wacbir  Dedijer, Istor@u Jkgoshzvije, &go iIdoje 
[2." ed. IIinory of Yugodavia] (Belgrade: Rosveta, 1973); Barbara lelanch, HrSto~ of the Bdkarts: 
Eighreemh andMnereenfh Chturies vol. I (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1983) 



with the aims of national sovereignty and i~de~endence.'~' On several occasions, this 

pursuit conflicted with the uiterests of Russian Empire and resulted in Russiau throne 

m a b g  secret agreements with Austro-Hungarian Empire at the expense of Serbs, Croats 

and ~ontene~r ins . '~  

Pan-,SIavr*c ideas among non-Russian Slavs were based on the national awakening 

process characteristic of post-Napoleonic Europe. The content of these ideas was that 

Slavs share the same language and have a distinct culture. Consequently, on the basis of 

specific Slavic identity, the argument went toward claims for the political Mion of Slavs. 

Therefore, until 1848, in the nrst phase of PmSlmism,  the generat perception was that 

acknowledging cultural simiIânties should bring Slavic people closer and that after such a 

rapprochement, political union would be possible.1n Such a policy prescription 

demonstrated the strong link between culture and politics in the activity of Pan4Imism. 

At the same tirne, the philosophicd foundations of Pm-SZavism were established. 

Philosophicdy Pan-SIavism was based on the works of Germa, idealist thinkers such as 

Hegel, Herder and Schelling. The understanding of concepts nich as history and change 

was borrowed from Hegel and his history of the Idea. Therefore, Pan-SIavists did not 

adhere to social-Darwinism or claims about the superiority of one race over an other.'" 

On contrary, when tallung about nations, PanSIuvistts claimed that different historie- 

'" Frank Fdnncr, 259. 
In Se+ B K  Sumner, Rwia mrd the B d k  I8ïW88O (London: Archon Kooks, 1962); Andrew Robsos, 
Rmsia cacd the Balkans: Inter-Balkan rivalries and Russirnt foreign policy 1908-19M (Toronto: University 
of Toronto Press, 198 t), and Charles lelavich, Tsar& k i u  m r d B d h  NotionaIh; Rtrrsim irifluerace in 
the U l r d  #ah of Buigczrict rurdSkrbi4 18794886 (Los Angek: University of California press, 1962). 

Michael Bno Petrovich, 24 1. 
'" There were authors who did not ernpbasize on this philosophicai foundation and hiteid aüriôuted a 
iacist and "ami-Eumpean* nature to Ehn-SIavism. Although, the argument caa be made t6at t6if type of 
judgment couid be atîriiuted to cold war hype. See Wadaw Lednicki, "Paiislavkm," Ewopean I&~lo~es;  
A S w q  @th Chmy Politicaf I&m, ed. FeIiks Gross (New Yodc Philosop6ical Library, I948), 805- 
913. 



cultural types exist and that there should not be any political subordination among 

them.'" Consequently, Pan-SIawists argued for the culhrral and political independence of 

the Slavic nation. The concept of 'nation' was relaying on Herder's metaphysics of 

nationdity. " m a t  may be cded  Herder's metaphysics of nationality postdates 

nationalities or Volker as integrai realities objectively existing as cultud organisrns with 

souls, supra-personal beings, independent of the fiee WU of the human beings who go to 

make them up. Every such organism has within itseif the nom of its own perfection, 

independent of cornparison with any 0 t h  such racial coilectives. Accordingly the 

development of the nationaiity with its individuaiity is an end in itself."'" 

Aside fiom the liberal principles of the French revolution the political foundations 

of Pan-Slavism were located in political culture of Habsburg Monarchy where Slavs 

enjoyed some collective rights of politicai representation. The traditions of Habsburg 

politid culture and Slavic rights in the Monarchy represented the starthg point for the 

elaboration of new claims in 1848. On the basis of these foundations, Slavic claims were 

expressed in a form of a non-vioient political stmggle. 

"The sIowly maturing harvest of the seeds sown by the French revolution and by 

German phiiosophy and scholarship among the Slavs ripened quickly in the stormy 

s p ~ g  of 1848? These ideas culminated in the 1848 Prague Congress. The Congress 

represented the nrst large scde public demoastration of Pan-Slavic ideas and their 

pubtical elaboration. The Prague Congnss was orgauized in response to the 1848 

German Parliament's meeting in F m M h t  at which was proposeci the creation of a 

Greater Germany which wodd iacïude some Slavic lands - Bohmia, Moravia, Slovenia 



and Croatia. Therefore, the banner under which the Prague Congress was convened was 

not only to express the Slavic national revival but dso to quest for cultural distinctiveness 

and politicai solidarïty against possible g e r m ~ t i o n .  "The Slavs did not want to change 

the established political and administrative borders; their aspirations were mostiy directed 

to the enbancement of their constitutional rights and to the fkedom of intellectual 

p ~ t . t v 1 7 8  The Congress itself stirred-up Slavic national enthusiasm and dernonstrated 

how strong, if united, the group could be. The Congress delegates did not, however, 

demand national independence but rather the Austrian Monarchy's reorgaahtion into a 

federation. Pursuit of this goal had to be achieved peacefully within the Hapsburg 

Empire's democratic institutions - through the parliament and universal suffrage - which 

is why the project came to be cailed AustroSlavism. Intemal hgmentation among 

AuStrian Slavs emerged as soon as Coagress working groups started designing these 

feded units' eventual borders. At this point enthusiasrn for Slavic UILity waned and 

national temtonal aspirations emerged causing movement's intemal hgmentation. 

Extemal hgmentation, among non-Russian Pm-SI~viisrs and Russia, ernerged over 

whether the absolutist monarchy shouid be njected and over demands for the 

acknowledgment of the national rights of non-Russian Slavs such as Poles, ükrainians, 

Ruthenians, within the Russian empire. Therefore, it is of Iittle surprise that c m  Nicholas 

I banned Russian delegates' participation at the Prague Congress and in the wime year, 

militady helped the Habsburg crown to cmsh the Hungarian revolution. It was obvious 

that rnaintaining the European geostnitegic statu quo and suppressing revolutionary 

movements, which demanded the establishment of elected repubIics, were Russia's 

See Jelena MiloJlcovic-Djuric? P~ll~ImUrn mdN4tionol Identity in Rtrpsa md irr the BaIAarrs 1830- 
1880: Images of the Sclfmi Others (New Yodc Columbia University Rss, t994), 32- 



primary concems, stronger than any Slavic unity appeals. At that time Pm-SIavism did 

not have any visible discursive presence in Russia. The impact of Pan-Sl~vism on 

Austcian foreign policy was quite visible on three issues. First, Vienna extended its 

financial assistance and trade preferentials to Serbia thus driving Belgrade away fiom 

possible dependency on Russia This policy also aimed at making Belgrade less interested 

in politically supporting Slavic, especidy Serb, aiuse in the monarchy. Such a policy 

appeased Serbia until 1903 when a military coup in Belgrade brought back to power 

Karadjordjevic dynasty, a traditional pro-Russian ally. Second, Habsburg throne 

attempted to play a leading role in German world in order to expand its borden to non- 

Slavic lands and citize~ry and counterweight its dominant Slavic population. This policy 

coIlapsed with Hapsburg's defeat in the Austro-h ian  war in 1866. Third, Vienna 

nurtured fnendly relationship with Russia, which included Russia's help in cnishing 1848 

Hungarian revolution and Austnan neutrality in Crimean war. Russia's throne support to 

Pan-Slavism was practically directed ody at Ottoman Empire Slavs and not to Austrian 

Slavs. The discursive reasoning for nich a discrepmcy indicated shiff in focus fiom 

ethnic and linguistic closeness to common ûrthodox Christian faith that Russians share 

with Balkan peop1es.'7g 

Empean reaction to the emergence of Pan-SI&ism was quite negative - most 

perceived it as a Russian expansionist project. Russia, meanwhile, perceived Pan-SIcNiSm 

as a dangernus revolutionary fashion and imprisuned Mikhd Bakunin, one of the most 

vocal advocates of revolutionary change, and the only Russian participant at the Prague 

Congress. 

179 See Vhdimir Petrovich Potemkin, Istorirà diplomah'r: 3 vois.[DipIomatic History] (Moscow: 
Gossudarstvennoe sotsiaI'nolekonomicheskoe ildatél'stvo, 1945). 



The 1848-56 period saw a continuity of Pan-SIavic culturai awakening projects 

among non-Russian Slavs, rnostly in Iiterature, etbnography and music. Meanwhile in 

Russia, Pan-SIuvi'sm had few proponents. However, Russia's defeat in the Crimean War 

gave Ose to an aimost complete reversal. Mer the defeat, the Russian throne realized that 

it had no allies in Europe. Henceforth, PmSIavm came to be officidy encornaged, as 

non-Russian Slavs were perceived as potentid allies against the Ottoman and Hapsburg 

~m~ires. '" The Russian intelligentsia became disillusioned with Westernism and 

Euopean models after the fded 1848 revolutions.'*' Many former Westerners became 

reticent toward the ideas of citizen social contract and adopted nation-state based 

concepts of democracy instead. 

The 1856-78 period thus encompassed a fI ourishing years of Rusaan PanSZuvists 

thinkers whose activity, moreover, was largely supported by the Russian state. This 

support is the main reason that Pun-SIavism emerged into the movement as opposite to 

earlier Russian schools of thought. Russian Pan-Slavists emerged fiom the debates 

between Westerners and Slmophiles but with the focus oftheir discourse primarily 

centered to foreign world and not Russia itseK The shift away fiom religion (ûrthodoxy) 

to ethnicity (Slavic) as the identity principle constituted another signincant change. 

Russian PanSIavists were enthmiastic about Alexander's II reign, which oEered the 

hope for social and politicai change in Russi-a. Ivan Aksakov, one of the most prominent 

p us si a. ~an-~~avists, '"  who represented a bridge "between the SIcnophiIe philosophy of 

'a Michaei Born PetrovÏch, 29. 
"' See Alexander TchoubarÏn, The European 1 '  ih HUlay in the Nineteenth unà ï'iventierl, Cenhaies: A 
Yi'fiom M i c w  (Portland, Oregon: Frank Cass, I994), 72. 
'O On early Russian PanSIavists see NL. Brod&& Ranyie SIrrvionofirv; AS' HomùrAov, L Y. K h s h i S  
KS ARFakov ZS. A h a b  Slavophils: AS- Homiakov, I N .  Kgevskü, KS. Aksakov and LS. 
Aksakov] (Moscow: i s t ~ r i k o - l i t e ~ a  biblioteka, t WU). 



the forties and the PanSImic program of the sixties and seventies," was also an advocate 

of domestic reforms, such as the "emancipation of the serfs, land reform, abolition of 

censorship, judicial refonns, and other edightened domestic improvements".ia m e r  

prominent Russian Pan-SZavists were Michael Pogodin, Iurii Samain, Vladimir 

~amanskii, '" Aleksandr ~il ' ferdin~, las and Nikolai ~anilevskii. '86 

No one more than Nikolai Danilevskii iduenced Russian Pan-SImist 's 

philosophy.'" He expandeci Herder's notion of nations as cultural-historical types or 

'local civilizati~us'.'~~ Daniievskü argwd, infiuenced by positivism, that these 'local 

civiiizations' go, as do Live organisms, thtough evolutionary phases in their development. 

The m e r  argument was that the Slavic civilkition had stül to reach its high phase, 

unlike some other civilizations, such as the European, which were already in decline. in 

Ddwsküls final argument the division of the world dong civilization lines would be on 

Europe, America and Slavdom. This main advocate of Pan-SIavism did not therefore, 

seek world dominance and its theocratic justifications (as was the case with many 

Slavophiles) but mtended the division of spheres of interest and balance of power 

politics.'89 Thus, in terms of 20" centiiry international relations theory, Russian Pan- 

SIavbm resembled a realist rather than an ideaiist approach. 

.- - 

IL3 Michael Bor0 Petrovich, 6263. 
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PmSIaviSm ceased to be confïned to Russia's debating circles and began to be 

expressed pubiicly, through the organ.izatiion of societies, committees and joumals. This 

would not have been possibIe without state approval. In 1858 the Slavonic Benevolent 

Cornmittee was founded in Moscow. Its goal was to help Slavic churches and schools 

abroad by sending LiNrgical maîerials, teachers and books. Until1870 there were similar 

committees working in St. Petersburg, Kiev and  dess sa'^ However, the chuches and 

schools that received this help were primarily in the Baikans. This Rwiaa-backed Slavic 

national revival was deployed as a counterweight to Greek P h d o t s  influence on the 

Balkans, especiaily on ~ul~arians. '~ '  

M g  the 1 860s and 1870s a vast array of articles propagating the Slavic cause 

in the Balkans appeared in Russia's press.1g2 Travel reports, patriotic poetry and often 

gloriQbg reports about Serbian and Bdgarian uprisings against Turks were featured on a 

regular basis in a variety of  uss si an  journal^.'^^ But the most catalytic event for the Pan- 

Slavic cause at this tirne was the 1867 Austro-Hungarian agreement Even though Slavs 

in the Habsburg Monarchy represented a majority of the population they were entirely 

excluded fiom the duai monarchy arrangement between Vienna and Budapest. It 

appeared that parliamentary political StniggIe would not remit in an improvement of 

Austnan Slavs' lot. AImost at the same tirne, Gemany and some parts of Itaiy achieved 

national Mincation after victorious military campaigns. These events created the 

'" Sec SA. NikitmT SImiarxskie bmitep v R d i  v 18% 1876 g& [Slavie Cornminees m Russia (1 858- 
1876)J (Moscow: Iuiatet'stvo Moskovskogo Univedeta, t 960). 
"' Frank Faduer. 243. 
lg2 See Ro~u~akova, L.1, Borba Itphnrh SIiwia zzz svob& i narkuiu piodicheshia pechcitr (50-7O-e 
gody XW v&) [South-Stavs' Liberation Struggle and Russian Periodicai Press (1 850s-1870s) J (Lechgrad- 
Nauka, 1986). 
'* For the documented account of the impact RussrCan pms had on the tbrone K+ KareI Durman, The 
of the Thuncderer M . 1  Ketkov. Russirnt Nationakt Ejraemism and the Failwe of the Bismarckicm 
System. 2871-1887 (Boulder, Colarado: East Eutopean Monograpiis, 1988). 



perception among Panamiss that a more active policy would be required. Therefore, 

embittered A d a n  Slavs and more &% Russian Pan4Iavists organized a Moscow 

Slav Congress in 1867. 

Despite existing ciiffierences among delegates, the Congress represented the 

emergence of a new view on the PanlrZavic issue. In contrast with the 1848 view, this 

time it was argued "...that only through politicai unincation could the Slavs effectively 

"restore" the unity of their  culture^)''^^ However, there was no agreement among delegates 

on the scope of such a politicai unification. For Austrian Slavs, the tem unification had 

several meanings. The mal1 Slav nations saw in this movement a chance for national 

Iiberation, but their expectations were divided dong the three projects. Each nation's 

intelligentsia was divided as tc which of the projects wouid best suit theù specific 

circumstances. The projects ranged h m  caiis for full national sovereignty, to more pro- 

Russian oriented compromises, to those who advocated the creation of an independent 

Slavic federati~n.'~' 

Pan-SIantism had distinct meanings for Austria, Russia and smali Slav nations. 

Austria saw it as a counterbaiance to Russian expansion, due to the fact that the 

movement, for a long tirne, aimed to create an Auskian Federation, therefore to revitalize 

Austria and not to destroy it. 

Diiring Nicholas' 1 d e ,  Russia located a pretext for expansion within the 

rnovement, but was hesitant to support it publicly, feathg a diplornatic backlash. There 

were two streams in the Russian approach to P an-StQviSm. The fht  variation (supported 

by the czar) encouraged the movement in accordance with the Russian Nationalists ' 

- - -  - 

" Michael Boro Petmvich, 241. 
'* For one case mtdy sa Jelena MiloJlrovic-Djunc. 



expansion, and advocated creatuig an autocratic state. The second variation (spomored by 

the Decembrist movement) envisiocsi the more genuine project of a federation of 

"United Slavs" based on a l i b d  political ~ ~ s t e r n . ' ~ ~  Lef't-wing support for PanSIavr3m - 

especiaiiy Eoom Bakunin and Herzen - existed si~nultaneousl~.'" "Thus up to 1870 there 

was a dennite Pm-SZav thread in the revolutiomry Bakuninls thought and activity. The 

politid reaiization of the Pan-SIav ideal was always treated by him as a means, nrst to 

the estabIishment of 'democracy' in a united Slavdom, and finally as a possible means to 

the establishment of world-wide so~ialism."'~~ 

However, the 1 830-3 1 Polish uprising, which was severel y nrppressed by 

autocratic Russia, demonstrated the red nature of Russian state interests. "Polish-Russian 

relations were a source of constant embanassment for sincere Pan-Siavists in ~wia" '" 
Southern Slavs, Serbs especialiy, were prone to cal1 to open warfare to liberate their 

feIlows Eom the Austnan and Ottoman Empires. Al1 of the above projects were 

predicated on an assumption that the Russian Empire would offer its assistance to but that 

it would not expand over likrated Slavic lands. 

Increasingly, Russian PanSiavists demanded their country's military involvement 

to achieve their goals. "Just as Fadeev and Danilevskïi reversed the Pm41mic 

philosophy by claiming that a physical Slavic union was not the uitimate aim of a cdtural 

unification but a prerequisite for the latter, so they reversed Pan-SIdc political policy by 

maintahhg not that Slavic solidarity was the best way of avoiding war but that war was 

'% See Frank Fadan, Sevenfy Yems of PanSIav&nz h R w h ;  Kirrazin to DaniIevsRii 1800-1870 
(Wasb'mgton, DC: Georgetown University Press, 1962)- 
" Set Mikhaii Ba-, PisœmaM A Baùzarina k A. I. G ~ u ~ M  iN. L Ogmevu [Bakunms Letten to M. 
Gertsen and NJ. Ogarev] (1906)- 
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the only way of obtaining Slavic ~olidarity."~~ Many European authors and obsewers 

considered this change in Pm-SZClVjSts ' unification agenda to be a war mocking and 

"conflicting conception"o1 It was labeled as such, consequently, in European discourse - 

without regard for the fact that Pan-SImiss were reacting to 1860s events in Austria, 

Gemiany and Italy and demmding the same national rights for themselves. European 

reactions to the 1867 Moscow Congres were negative. "Those who warned most 

persistently against the Russian Pun-Slav danger were socialists and liber al^."^^ They 

mostiy focused on Russia's political conservatism and on its expansionist foreign policy. 

in this, not only was the non-Russian Pm3SZm'sts component neglected but the Russian 

PanShists side was wrongiy perceived as unanimous. The Russian Pan-Slavists side 

was neither oniy conservative nor hiberal nor fixed solely on state expansion. Rather, 

these three Stream coexisted and mutually infiuenced each other. 

Russian advocates of miütary interventionkt policy, most notably the retired 

generals Rostislav Andreevich Fadieev and MikhaiI Grïgonevich Chemiaev, were 

strongly infiuenced by Rwian army victories in Caucasus and Centrai Asiaa 

campaign~?~~ The two generais, believed that the ûttomaa Empire was loosing its 

strength and that decisive Rusian military action was needed - a view shared by many 

other miIitary offices. Many Russian Pan-SImists supported their belief since it 

coincided with patriotic reporting in the Russian press on the Tinkish oppression of 

Ottoman SIavs; a ciïmate reinforced by Serbian and BuIgarian appeais for Russian help. 

The general perception was that the Ottoman Empire's colIapse was near. However, 

Michad Boro Petmich, 268. 
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consequent discourse offered by this Russian Pan-SImSts group did not elaborate on 

what would happen when Russia would Liierate these regions This ambiguity left space 

for the emergence of various alliances among Russian Pm-SIavist~~ Therefore, Russian 

PanSIavikts agreed only on the issue of Slavic lands' hiration but not on how it should 

be done or on what the status of the newly liberated Slavic lands should be. This 

mahtream agreement on the necessity of Liberating of Slavic lands resonated widely 

among Russian intelligentsia and became the banner of its sociaiization and part of its 

normative credo. This element of Pon-SIavr*c politicai discourse created strong social base 

that could support fittue Russian foreign policy activities on the East European and 

Balkan directions, as far as those policies declared liberation of Slavs. MainStream 

agreement on the necessity of liberating of Slavic lands within public discourse was 

reinforced by the Russian state as well. Russian politics was still more determined by the 

thmne's interventions and less by public demands so that "schools of thought" could less 

influence state institutions. Practicdy, it was a period of domination of politics over 

culture, with the state and not socieîy dictating what are the politicai mies. 

As of 1856, the Russian state adamantiy supported the Pan-SZavic cause. The 

Russian Empire's post-1856 activity indicated its strategic interest in the Eastern 

Question and Balkan Slavs. One of the most vocal advocates, on the govemmentai side, 

of the Pm-SIm'c cause was Russian Ambassador to Constantinopol Nikolai Pavlovich 

@ w i e ~ . ~  "Ignatiev maintained that Russian foreign poiiq must be directed toward the 

destruction of the Onoman Empire as  a solely Slavonic project."205 However, Ignatiev did 

not promote granting independence to liberated South Slavs but argued Russia should 

See Nikolai Pavlovich Ignatiev, Sm Slefm ((19 16). 
Frank Fa-, 294. 



expand over these temtories. This project of Pan-SIavh could be cded Pan-Russism. 

The RusSan govemment was trying to capitalize on Pan-Slavic feehgs at home by 

gradt~aily penetrating Slavic organhtions. 

The 1875 Hercegovina rebeiiion against Turks, the subsequent 1876 Serbo- 

Turkish war and the uprising in Bulgaria fmented patriotic Slavic feelings among 

Russians. Hundreds of Russians went to fi@ as vol~teers  alongside Serbs and immense 

charity donations were collected to support the South Slavic rebellions. The Commander 

in Chief of the Serb amiy was retired General Chemiayev, while the Bulgarian -y's 

first eight Commaaders in Chief were Russians. It cornes as no surprise that the Russian 

government sought to coordinate these activities. in 1877, the Moscow Slavonic 

Benevolent Cornmittee ended up virtuaily controlled by the Asiatic Department (in 

charge of the Bakans) in the Miistry of Foreign A f f k  and by the Ministry of Public 

 ducati ion?^ 

The 1876.78 Russo-Turkish war represented the peak of ~an-~ussism?~' The 

Russian army waged a Mctorious Baikan war against Turkey and almost reached Bosfor. 

The 1878 San Stefaao peace agreement reflected Russian aspirations for the regionai 

domination. However, the concert of European powers anntdfed this Russian dictate to 

defeated Turkey and o r g e d  the Bertin Congres for Iater that same year. The Berlin 

Congres effectively halted Russian state expansion into the Balkans, gnuited 

independence to smali Balkan states and retunied some territones to Ottoman Empire. 

This event signincaotly influenced the Pcm-Si?mkts movement, Among Austro Slavs it 

ms Frank Fadner, 256. 
'OT It is notewonhy that pmmuient Rem PanSlavists percehi Russian military actions as directeci 
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connmied suspicions that the Russian state was less interested in liberating non-Russian 

Slavs than in controllhg them. South Slavs, Serbs especidy, were disappointed by 

Russia's disinterest in the Slavic national agenda and by the throne's exclusive focus on 

strate& military expansion?08 For that matter, Russian preferences were for Bulgarians, 

which triggered rivalry between s m d  Slavic nations in Balkans, and resulted in the 

Serbian Kuigdom abandoning Pan-SIavism and gearing itself toward a rapprochement 

with Austro-Hmgary. Russia refocused its miiitarily sights on the Far East, partially due 

to the emergence of a formidable challenger in Japan, and increased its military and 

diplornatic activity toward China and the Pacinc, practically abandoning the Slavic cause 

in Europe. This foreign policy refocusing indicated that the state d l 1  had the dominant 

position over society and that it codd neglect some discourses. However, the heritage of 

"schools of thought," such as Pan-Slavtism, in creating an intellectual and normative base 

for intelligentsia's upbringing resulted in fiiture fertile revivals of Slavic oriented foreign 

poIicies. These friture revivds indicated that Russian society generated strong social base 

for fbture foreign policy options as far as those options codd accommodate basic 

discourse of "schools of thought." "Schools of thought" acted as social movements able 

to influence state institutions. As it will be argued in chapters III-V this idtuence was 

more powerful as politicai life adopted more democratic featurrs. ui contemporary Russia 

politics is public &kir9 as different fiom the czarist Russia, and society detennines 

political des. This way in contemporary R@a culture performs social roie that is larger 

tha. politics so that state institutions respond to culture and c'schools of thought" through 

mtelligentsia's discourse as a medium. 

" See David MacKenP~ The Sds anci Russian PonSIm~ 18754878 (Ithaca, New Y o k  ComeiI 
University Press, 1967). 



From 1878 until1905 Russia was effectively absent fiom Pan-Slavravrc activity in 

Europe. Pan-SZavim was increasingIy oriented toward national projects aud, as a 

movement and a discourse, lost its politicai appeal. Nevertheless, it retained its culturaI 

importance and offered cooperation in this field by organizing gymnastic organiirations 

for youth: "Sokol". From 1882 uatü 19 12 six congresses of "SokoP' were organized in 

different European cities. Sporting events were accompanied by exhibitions and culturaI 

manifestations. Slav Congress was convened in Prague in 1908 to mark the 60th 

anniversary of the first Slavic Congress. In order to dissociate themselves from the old 

Pan-Slavism ami eventual Russian influences, delegates used a new tcmi: Neo- 

~ i a v i s d ~ ~  

Russia's defeat by Japan in 1905 saw the end of Russian expansion in Asia. The 

Russian throne once again re-oriented its foreign policy toward the Baikans and the 

straits. DomesticaIIy, after the 1903 RevoIution and Stolypin's reforms, Russia oEered 

much more European feahnes such as parliament, fkedom of expression and politicai 

organizatiodl* Therefore, there was a potentiai that Russia's image among non-Russian 

Slavs could be improved and some Pun-SZivic rhetoric rejwenated. However, 

rapprochement did not happen with Austtian Slavs paaially because on the Russian side 

there were no signiscant Pm-Slavic figures and movements. On the other side, among 

the Balkan Slavs, Russia had a much more favorable historicai record of cooperation and 

new circumstances in her favor. The 1903 coup d'etat in Serbia restored the 

Karadjordjevic dynasty which somewhat bolstered Russian influence in South SIav 

m> Se+ Paul Vymy, NeOshikm and the Ckechs 189&1914 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1977), and Edvard Baies, fiahy o sfm~llstyi: HImi p r 0 6 l q  slovansk poliri@ [Tracts on SIavism: 
Main Probiems of SIavîc PoIitics] (Prague: Cin, 1947), 134-199, 
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&airs. However, as the following events, such as  the 1912-13 Balkan wars and WW 1 

have proven, it was no longer presented as Pan-SlavrSm, but as s poiicy of Yugoslavism 

on the Serbian side - with which Rea fiequently disagreed. Pun-SIavism f last 

incarnation occurred under Stalin during WW II, when the creation of Slavic Committees 

was encouraged as another rnobilization effort in the anti-fascist stniggle?' 

Another school of thought on Russia and Russian destiny anerged in the 1920s 

namely Eurusianism. The reason why this 20" century school of thought is included in a 

review of 19' century schools is twofold. Finf Eutmiam philosophicdly onginate in the 

late 1 9Lh century and represent a continuation of the S b o p h i h  and Wes~erniism debate 

- if not their symbiosis. Second, the importance of trachg the origias of this school 

became evident once their discourse re-emerged in Russian poiiticai debates of the 1990s. 

Ewariam*sm was an intellectual movement of Russian émigrés in Western 

Europe. The focmders of the Ewusianinn were prince N.S. Tmbetzkoy, PN. Savîtskii, 

G.V. Florovskü and Pl?. Swchinskii in 1920-21. Aithough it can be argwd that the 

fomding father of this worldview was one of 19'" century SImophiles, Konstantin 

~eontyev?" 

"' For an assessment of Pan-SIavism by Soviet histonography see Vasyl Hryshko, Punsiavkrn uswie~skoi 
isioriograjii f poiitici Pan-SIavimi În Soviet Hiaonogmphy and PoiiiH (Munich: uistmne for the Study 
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Ewasrasrans argued for the emergence of a E t a o s h  federation and for the adoption 

of dual identities?" This school of thought has its philosophical ongins in the German 

idealism, although not in Kantian one, since they were against cosmopolitanism, but 

specincally on a Hegelian ideaiism which advocates the concept of idea goveming state. 

In this view, as emphasized by economist Savitskii, the state shouid be an economically 

autarkic region. Since it is autarkic it does no hann to others, and, in presenting no threat, 

is defined not by its borders but by its body. This argument about the state's body 

originates from the findings of linguistic and cultural inter-connectedness ail over the 

Eumisian continent. The postulated state, therefore, will be that bigger identity because it 

encompasses several sets of ties among Eurasiun nations, as different to the projects of 

Pun-SIavism and Pan-Turkism which link people dong only one (linguistic) or two 

(Ianguage and religion) ties. The smaller identity within the EwasrCIn state will be the one 

of each individual nation. The Eurasiicns ' negation of the vaiidity of Western modes of 

development was not based on a perception as Europe's decay (as was the case with the 

Sirnophiles), but rather on Europe's hostiIe and aggressive behavior toward non- 

~ u r o ~ e a n s ? ~  

The Eurarians did not beiieve in possiiility of having one dominant cuiture 

because their concept of belongings originates fiom a belief in common origin or 

departhg point For this reason they disagreed with the Westerns  who wanted to 

organhe RUSSia as modem European state, or nation-state. Prince Trubetzkoy, in 

2U As one ofthe rare tex& ofthe Ewasiim transiami in English set NikoIai Sergeevich Tmbeîzkoy, he 
Legacy of Genghis Khon and O t k  Essays on Rwia's  Iiahtdy ( A m  Arbor. Michigan SIavic Pubiicatioas, 
199 1), 
2" The pomt o f  disagreement with the S / . o p k f ~ ~  was ais0 in the mdersmding of the state. The 
Slmophik w m  more anti-state oriented wbüe the Eurashm were not Also, the Slmophiila doctrine wss 
more based on the history and past, whiie the E u r ~ ~ ~ z ù m  deait with the CUI- which was perceived as an 
orgauic and c b g i n g  entity- See Aiah OJLondres, "Geopolitics and the aatioaalistic Opposition and 
intelligentsia t 992-95; M A  Essay, CarIeton University, =ttawa, 1995,65. 



piirticular, claimed it would be impossible because there is no single conscience of 

belonging to nich a state. As single conscience did not exkt except dong the hes of 

belonging to Eutasianm, he concluded, "the unity and uniqueness of the muitiethnic 

Eurasian nation is o d y  ~olution"?'~ Therefore, Russian ~ation~iism's agenda could be 

conceived as separatism because it wodd cause the hgmentation of Eurasia in order to 

make fiom Russians the "rear ~uro~eans"?~ 

The strong component of thinking of this school presented its critique of the West. 

The Eurusians were against communist govemment in the USSR but they were also 

against the policy that the West was pursuing. Their critique of the West was not based 

on a disappointment with the invasion of youag Soviet state by the world powers, having 

this 'intervention' look more as an imperid race for conquest then as a fight against 

communism, but on the pattem of such behavior. in his essay "The Russian Problem", 

Trubetzkoy elaborated this position, saying that the West was ody interested in 

subordinating aud exploithg Russia. Consequently, he claimed, the West would not 

confkont communism but wodd help Russia become more like the  est.'" The West 

wodd try to colonize Russia by offering her aid and by supporthg her govemment mtil 

thÏs govemment reforms Russia according to Western patterns. The same critique says 

that the intelligentsia will heip the West due to intelligentsia's perception that Russia has 

"much to leam fiom ~uro~e"?"  By doing this Russia wodd Ioose its tme nature and 

independence. The oniy way tu avoid this perceived colonization by the West wodd be to 

follow the destiny of common struggie of Asian states against coloniaüsm and European 



civi l i~t ion?~~ But, according to Trubetzkoy, this would be possible only when a radical 

shift in Russian consciousness, as a whole society, occ~15.*~ The perception was that the 

best agent for this change is the state itseK Dliring the coid war rivalzy sorne Westem 

scholars perceived Eutmianist theory of state in equd totalitarian ternis as they perceived 

the Stalinist m ~ d e l . ~ '  But it could be also argwd that Tmbetzkoy's criticism approaches 

20' centtxy postcolonial scholarship - except that he offers a solution/prescription rather 

than deconstntctivist methodology. Revisited fiom the 1990s point of view, E&ianism 

appeared quite ahead of its tirne. However, Ezuasianim remained confined to Russian 

émigré circles and, by the end of the 1930s, had lost its visibility. 

The state agent school of thinking with much longer tradition in Russian history 

of thought was the Westerners. They emerged at the beginning of the 19& century as a 

reflection of French Revolution and Napoleonic wars. It should not be a surprise that 

many Russian army officers who were by the nature of their service exposed to the West 

during the Napoleonic wars admired liberaiism and were followers of Enlightenment and 

romanticism. Most visible political manifestation of Westenism was Decembrists coup 

attempt in 1825. 

The philosophicd origins of Westerners were in rationaüsm, the notion of 

modemization and a faith in progress. Their goal was to mode& Russia dong the h e s  

His und-diug of Eivüization codd be syntheth'id as a ~lations6ip of powa md dependency 
among diffkrent nations with the goal to impose patterns of social Mric on the "othersn. 

N.S.Tmbetzkoy, 1 I 1- 
Boris Ishboldin, 70. 



ofother European states. However, when it cornes to the understanding of the state 

Westemers adopted a Hegeüan approach. The state was perceived, in keeping with 

Hegel's formulation, as a rational form as oppsite to a Liberal Lockean approach. On the 

other hand Westerners, were well acquainted with hdùigs of natural sciences and 

cooseqyentiy positivistic in their social sciences thinkùig. Therefore, Westerners ' 

philosophicai foundation demonstrated the existence of combination of Hegel's idealism 

and positivism. This is why very often Westemers used in their discourse some 

SIavophile categones - such as orgaaic togethemess (sobomost) and populism 

(nmodnichestvo). 

One of the Westerners ' fomding fathers was Petr ~ h a a d a e v . ~  His main interest 

was in the philosophicai interpretation of history and consequently in Russia's nature. 

Even though he was critically oriented toward Russian political system he did not argw 

for a total adoption of Western standards. In the later phase of his Iife, Chaadaev 

perceived Russia as being in a more advantageous position than the West. This advantage 

is in possibility of not repeating some Western mistakes. Therefore, fiom their very 

beginnllig Westerners did not reject everything Russian just as they did not glom 

everythhg European. ûther Westemers were Vissarion ~e lu i sk i i ,~  Michael Bakunin, 

Aiexandte ~ e r z e n , ~ ~ ~  Nicholas Chernyshevski, Nikolai MiWiailovski and NichoIas 

~tankevich.  Westemers shared a belief in need for radid social change and argued for 

political activism. 

Se+ Petr IAkovIwich Chaadaev, Polnoe sobranie sochinenii i irbrunnye pirina [Collecetd Works and 
Selected Lettes] (Moscow: Nauka, 199 1). 

S a  V ï o n  Gngor'cvich BeiÏnskïi, SeIected worh (Tatar* SaiIaruualar. 1946). 
" Sec Henon I Zqpad [ H m  and the Wat] (Moscow: Nauka, 1985). 
225 S a  N. Prmmova, B. Itenberg, and V. Antonov, R w i o  mrd the WW~: 19* Cenhoy (Moscow: Rogress 
PubMers, 1990). 



Westerners' political involvement was based on reqests for Liberalism and 

secdarism. However, the kind of secularism they were arguing for was quite specinc. 

Westerners were arguing for separation of Christianity and the Church since they 

believed in "inner Christianity". A majority of Westerners were believers due to their 

reiigious upbringing. Some thinken such as Bakunin and Belinskii were declared atheists 

but they represented a muiority. 

In ternis of its thinking about political systems Russia was perceived as a 

backward Eastern despotic state which should reject the czar's despotism and develop a 

parliamentarian poMcd system with civil rights. While Slmophiles glorifieci the past, 

Westerners negkcted it - not as a philosophical category but as an empiricd one. This 

position was based on an understancihg that the Byzantium state was compt and that the 

Russian czar and Sluvophiles were trying to copy it as a model for the fbture. The 

founding fathers of this stream include Chadaev, Belinskii and Herzen. Belhki i  and 

Herzen were foremers of the quest for social justice as a prerequisite for the 

emancipation of the individual. Mer the 1848 revolutions in Europe, Herzen made 

another rapprochement with Slavophilism. Mer being disappointed with the failure of 

liberal ide& in 1848 revolutions in Europe Herzen became an advocate, such as 

Slatophiles of village commune (obshchina) concept. This appreciation of village 

commune concept created a prerecpisite for later Westerners to embrace the concept of 

populim. Russia's defeat in the Crimean war changed the mood in society: a more 

radcd orientation in social thought started dominating the political scene. 

During the 1860s there was a signincant orientation with Bakimin and 

Chemishevsky toward populim. This h e  popuüsrn was imderstood as a 

mi V.V. Zenkovsky, A Hiktov of Russian Phümophy, 269. 



democratization process based on tadical action taken by citizens. "In the han& of the 

fidi-fledged "nmodniki", or Popuiists3 of the seventies and after, it became a M y  explicit 

and coherent social philosophy stressing the Wtues of the peasantry, the evils of 

capitalism, and the possibility ofavoiding capitalism in Russia by the direct revolutionary 

establishment of a more or l e s  anarchistic sociaüst order based on the "obschina"."" 

However, as none of the previous schools of thought represented a homogeneous 

and unanimous group of thinkers, the same is valid for Westemers. EspecialIy after the 

1860s within the Westemers school emerged at least three streams: the rnahtwm 

populism and its two extremes of anarchism and nihiiism. The anarchist stream originated 

fiom Bakunin and later on involved Nechaev and Peter Kropotkin, ending in socialist 

anarchimi? The Nihiiist Stream, primarily characteristic of the l86Os, started with 

~hernishevskF and had its most notable representatives in Nicholai ~obroliuboS)~ and 

Dmitrii ~isarev.~ '  More mainStream populism was represented by Peter Lavrov and 

Müchailovsky and had its heyday during the 1870s. During the 1890s this mainstream 

group later became known through Michaiiovsky and Plekhanov as Social Democratic 

and with the creation of the party under the same name represented political 

instihaionalization of Westerner's ideas. "The development of capitalism in Russia, 

which was gaiaing momentun after the abolition of serfdom in 1861, inevitably put an 

end to the discussion in which the radical democrats and the SIavophies had been 

- - -  

Sn James M. Edie? James P. S d a n ,  Mary-Brubara Zeldin eds., with the coUaboration of George L. 
KIme R f ~ l ~ ~ i a n  Phihsophy? vol. 2 (Knoxvüb: The University of Tennessee Press, 1976), 1 12. 
Se+ Peter Kropotkin, A m & m  (CorBi& Vt: BIack Mountain Press, 1971). 

" Set N.G. Chemkhevskii, Cho clelot '; K rccskov O nmyh [ridiah [What to do; Fmm W s  on New 
Man] (Moscow: Hudozheshrennaia literatarie, 1963). 

See Nikolai Ateksauhw'ch Dobmtiubov, So6rmie sochinenii v hekh tomakh [Coiiected W o k  in rhm 
VolumesI (Moscow: Khudozhestvwaia literatura, 1986-1987)- 

See Dmitrü Ivanovich Fisan?vL tstorichessfie eskiy: ïzbr~llu~ye sm'i [Historical Excoses; Selected 
Wotks] (Moscow:Pravda, 1989). 



engaged for several decades. Mer trends of social thought took the place of 

Slavophilism and Westemim, among them popuüsm, ManBsm, and Liberaüsm of the 

constitutional demo~rats ."~~ 

The Socialist-Leninist school had the most signifïcant political impact on Russia. 

This school was close to the Westerners, thanks to the fact that communist ideas originate 

from the West and are not a genuinely Russian product of thinking on Russian nature. As 

the dinerence fiom the Westmers the Socialists pursued structudist approach which 

was based on historical materidism. Regardless of this theoreticd ciifference Socialists 

were using the state as the promoter of structural changes which was within the 

modernization paradigm. It made them simüar to many other schools of thought. 

However, this school changed Russian reaiiw more than any other school by guiding the 

communist political movement with its modernist socid and economic agenda through 

the m e n  decades of the USSR. The fact that this school had elaborated and implemented 

its economic agenda makes it different fiom other Russian schools of thought. Another 

thing that makes Sociaiist school clearly different fiom other schools of thought is that 

drrring the communist period it had a culturai s o c i ~ t i o n  monopoly over several 

generations of Russian citizens, including the ment political elite. During the 19& 

century in Russin very simüar cuitmal sociaiïion rnonopoly existed in the religious 

upbringing of Russian intelligentsia Despite the fact that Socialists under the guidance of 

revoiutionaries such as Lenin and Trotsky have managed to change Russian political 

system and establish socialist government for more than seven decades it couid be argued 

that they represented continuity with Westerners rather than shift toward some radidy 

new visions of world nature and Russia's mie in it Signifïcant portion of Western 



scholarship had ratha treated the Soviet Union foreign policy as change fÎom the 

traditional Russian patterns than as continuity with one of the pre-existing schools of 

thought In this scholarship it was atn'buted that the Soviet Union decision rnakers were 

under the perception of constant presence of foreign threats." At the same tirne it was 

atributed that Mm& ideology by advocating the worId proletanan revolution is directhg 

Soviet Union toward expansionkt foreign policy.m As the main evidence for those 

claims were used Lenin's writuigs on the nature of hperialism, Komintern's propaganda 

and advocacy, and pmctid foreign policy measures, which were often selectively chosen 

out of Soviet military engagements. 

1 would rather argue that even if socialists/communists duriag and after Lenin's 

years perceived world as an arena of conflicting States, the West as an imposing entity 

and Russia as isolated and vulnerable this did not represent radicaiIy new visions in t e m  

of the 19' centtuy "schools of thoughty7 thinking, especialIy the one offered by 

Westerners. The practicd aplications of Socialists' foreign policy measures, as hein of 

Westemers, coresponded to a larger extent to international circumstances, available 

power resources and international d e s  of the game of the time, than to Mantistneninist 

ideological prescriptions or Respectively, I wodd argue that, if Soviet foreign 

policy was not ideologicaly Marxist/Leninist motivated it nevertheless maintained the 

link with other patterns of "schools of thought," primarely the Westemers one? An 

andysis of Soviet foreign policy actions could indicate that despite changes the 

Jonathan Mord, m e  Sovia Union- S e m  Policies ancf Comtrari>tll (New York, 1985). 
Zbigicw Bnam&i, The S'iet B k  Uni@ mtd Conjlict, 3d e b  (Cambridge, Mars., 197 1). 
Margot Light. Tne Swiet ï k o t y  of t ~ e c 7 1 ~ t i o d  Relations, (New York, Martin's Rm: 1988). " Some authors mdicateâ the presence of the rame trend but f m e d  more an sar r i t y  dt?emma 

explaaations, see Soviet Foreign Policy; hrav Dynmniks, New Themes, Car1 G. Jacobsen, ed (London, 
Macmillan: 1989). 



continuity that existed was ünked predominantly to Westerners end-goals: to make from 

Russia a modem society which wodd become the part of an interdependent world by 

which wouid be finally solved Moscow's identity, developmental and security dillemas. 

An h i d e  into the Soviet sectmity policy offered by Craig Nation points at the 

existance of several, more or less, distinct periods of Soviet foreign poli~y.U7 Fkst phase, 

'the age of world molution" (19 17-1 921) was often portrayed as king the most 

ideological and MarxismlLeninism dnven than it was the case in other periods of Soviet 

foreign policy. However, Craig Nation offers more balanced analysis by pointhg at 

substantial basis of non-Marxist patterns in Soviet foreign policy conduct. Second phase, 

the one of bcaccommodation and retreat" (1 92 1-1 928) was transitory period for the third 

phase of '%om collective security to separate peace" (1928-1 939. The phases of ''the 

Great FatherIand Wai' (1941 -1 945) and "la guerre rnanquee" (1 945- 1953) were the 

introduction for the "coexistence" phase (19% 1964). What is interesthg was that dirring 

this period the use of tactic was similar to the one presmid by the Westerners with the 

same endgoai in sight - to maximize Russian chances of modernization. The phases of 

"détente" (1964-1 982) and "new thinking" (1982- 199 1) represented an even bigger 

reliance on non-Mantist thought. The phase of "new thinking" for that matter embodied 

various assumptions, predominantly Westerners, so that it became the main source of 

Atlanticists worldviews. This ünk of Atlanticists and Gorbachev's "new thinking" will be 

outlined in chapter III. 

I do beiieve that it wouid be benefitial to make a study having a specinc focus on 

the Soviet foreign policy debates. Such a stuciy would most like1y reved the existance of 

R Craig Nation, B k k  Earth, RedStm; A Hisrory of Soviet Sectln'îy Poky, 1917-1991 (Ithaca and 
London: Corne11 University Press, 1992). 



competing worldviews even among seemingly unauimous Socialists but the question is 

how firadamentally différent these worldviews wodd be fiom the Rlistemers ccschool of 

thought? 

The real uniting point of the 1 9 ~  century schools of thought, Socialists included, 

is in their desire ta 'change' Russia The fhstration with Russian realities, which was the 

most present withui the intelligentsia, who dinered so much fiom these realities, 

presented the basis for the call for 'change'. But the 'change' had different meanings. For 

some this was a call for the change of the political system (Slmrophiles, Westemers, 

Ewasians), while for others it presented only a call for the change of borders (Russian 

Nationulists, Pan-SImiss). The reason for 'change' was rnainly perceived as  a 

consequence of the wrong direction of Russian developrnent While some were h & a g  a 

reason of this wrong direction in the daim that Russia was loosing its real nature 

(Slavophiies, Russian Nationalists, PanSIm'sts), others were arguing that it was because 

Russia was keeping the wrong nature (Westemers, Ewasians)). But they al1 had Merent 

definitions of RuSsian nature, and it depended on dBerent philosophicd origins of each 

of these schools. 

2 9  Conclusion: 19" and 2oth century9s linkages 

Findings fiom this chapter indicate that lgm centlny "schools of thought," except 

P anSlm*m, did not signincantiy influence Russian foreign policy. This limited impact 

was due to the authoritarim nature ofRussian political system and modest role that 

society codd exercise over public policy choices. On the 0 t h  haud poiitica1 system of 



such a repressive nature made culture, as the society's only liberal domain, crucial in 

s o c i ~ t i o a  of Russian inteiiigentsia The fiindamental importance of ccschooIs of 

thought" was outlined in their metamorphosis into social movements that created 

inteiiectual and social base for future public policy prescriptions. "Schools of thought" 

were able to trammit social demands iuto public poIicy prwcriptions when the 

domination of politics over society ended This happened in the pst-communist period 

when the Russian society progressively more modeled Russian politics. In the post- 

communist Russia ccschools of thought" politicdy re-emerged on the basis of created 

social base and through this inteliectual degiance and discourse were able to influence 

state institutions. 

In order to argue that significant connections between 19" and 20" century 

ccschooIs of thought" existed scrutiny between complexity and stereotyping should be 

established. This should be done in order to avid possible misperceptions.~8 For example 

the perception of Russian schools' unanimity would end up as exaggerated since no 

unanimity within any of the lgh century bbschools of thought" ever existed. A similar 

c l a h  can be made for the contemporary 'cschools of thought" on Rwian security 

discourse durhg the 1990s. However, due to the character of politics as a public &air, in 

the Russia of the 1990s, it was able to achieve discursive consensus among different 

cbschools of thought" To go back on the issue of whether or not there was unanimity 

between the "schools of thought" and the state, it shouid be stressed that, occasiondly, 

SigniIicant links between some cbschools of thought" and the Russian state existed during 

. . 

LU 011 predommant Wesîem perceptions of the W< centnry Russia see Lany Wolff. Imrenting Eastern 
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the 19' centq. This could be explained less as an influence of public discourse on the 

state and much more as czars' deliberate 'ideoiopid bomwing' due to demands of 

strategic cdcuiations. The argument wül be made, in foilowing chapters, that security 

discourse had much more influence over Russian foreign poücy, thus over institutions, in 

the 1990s due to the change of Russian state and society. 

An additional potential omission would be to negiect the shift in identity focus 

and the character of "othd' between the 19" and 20' century Russian "schools of 

thought." The issue of identity or perceptions of the "other" varied in Russian history. 

Russian 1 9 ~  century "schools of thought" perceived their "othef' in Europe, as a 

synonym for the West, in te= of ideas and philosophical concepts. Russian 2 0 ~  cenniry 

"schools of thought" perceived the West in terms of politics. Therefore, the state and 

public &airs rrplaced philosophy. However, significant phiiosophical foundations and 

categories fiom 19* century resonated as the foundations of the 20& century cbschooIs' of 

thought" wor1dviews and discourse. 

Simüar theoretical omission that could be made at the expense of Russian 19' 

cenhny "schools of thought" would be the inability to situate them more clearly within 

the framework of modemity/tradition debate. Furthemore, the representation of 

polarizations among the Russian cbschools of thought" dong this issue could make an 

impression as they were cleariy against each other. For example, it could be misperceived 

that Westerners were unconditionai supporters of modemization and that they rejected 

everything Russian and giorined everything European. SimiIarIy it couid be misperceived 

thaî Slavophiles were unconditional opponents of modernization and that they rejected 

everything Emopean and gIorified everythuig Russian. The sophistication of debates 



within each of Russian 1 9 ~  century ccschoois of thought" and among them indicates to 

contrary conclusion: Russian 19' century "schools of thought" were much more 

interlinked and in final anaiysis ahost  always argued for the specüic "third way" of 

Russian development Correspondingly, one more lgUL century concept that resonated in 

contemporary Russia was the poiuting at negative consequences of globali7ation (in the 

lgm century discourse the contesting issue was modernization) but not the negation of the 

globaiization (modernkition) as such. The dilemma of 2 0 ~  century "schools of thought" 

was: what policy solution to implement vis-à-vis globalhtion in order to maintain the 

identity and strength of the nation (state). The continuity with the 19' century cbschools of 

thought" on this issue was the search for ï h e  third way" - the solution that will change 

Russia within the hnework of its distinctiveness. Thus, the Slavophiles notion that 

Russia cannot be changed dong the Western blueprints resonated in the 20" century 

c'schools of thought." Furthmore, it could be argued that contemporary Russian security 

discourse resembled to Western pst-positivist critical assesment of g1obali;ration 

consequences especiaiiy making them close to the cntical political economy scholmhip. 

On the other hand Western security discourse mainstrram primarily represented 

advocates of benefits of globaiization. It dl be argwd in following chapters that this 

clash of visions over giobabîtion consequences was translated into the proposed Russian 

s e t y  proposais of muiti-polar world and isolation king negatively perceived by 

Western poky makers. 

Another argument will be raised in following chaptas: that these potentiai 

paradoxes wax tninslated into how the "schools of thought" of the 1990s were perceived 

- focusing only on their divisions and not on complementarities. Conse~uently, by 



focusing on divisions the observers were unable to provide an explmation for the 

emerging alliances and consemus situations among security discourse participants during 

the 1990s. For example, among 20" century cbschools of thought" conseasus was reached 

on globalbation issue and shared woridviews and discursive categories were quite 

instrumentai in reaching such a consensus. 

There were severai important concepts and categories fiom the 19' century 

"schools of thought" that resonated hto the security discourse of the contemporary 

"schools of thought". In contemporary Russia sipnincantiy resonated the concept about 

the character of intelligentsia Inteliigentsia kept its ~e~perception of being the main 

debating body in charge of outlinhg sûategies of Russian development. Despite the 

proliferation of other political actors in contemporary Russian state the intelligentsia was 

still perceived by the public as the main promoter of politicai discourse. Thus even as 

Russian public was l e s  supportive of certain s d t y  initiatives during the '90s, such as 

the war in Chechnya, the support of Bosnian Sabs, the anti-NATO and anti-US feelings, 

the intelligentsia was able to promote those issues through the sec* d i s c o ~ r s e . ~ ~  

Another concept that resonated in contemporary Russia was the notion of synthetic 

worldview inaugurated by Alexander Radishchev. This was an attempt of reconciling 

contradicting natures of human being and history, as weii as between matexïaiism and 

idealism, substance and essence and mtionaüsm and seiisualism. Consequently, this 

*' On the split between the popular rejection of the war and the e h  bellaose advocacy see lurü Leva&, 
Narod 1 voina: bol's-o protn,," IZytzstiiz, 23 December 1994. Smir7ariy. on the intelligentsia's portrayai 
of NATO enlargement see Lammce BI& RzasUI fwer NATO  ion- bearing&r or beming ennr? 
(Lanham, Md,: Rowman and Littiefield hbiiiers, 1999). On the split between ovewhelming public 
condemnation of NATO bombmg of YugosIavia and minima1 (12%) support for sendmg Russian 
voImteers to Serbia see Oksana Boctiarova and Natal'ia Kim, "Rossk 1 Zapad: obshnost' iii 
otchuzhdenie?" [Russt*a and the W e ~ t  togethemess or dienation] Monitoring obsheshtennogo mneniia 
l(2000) 41-45. On the deerra~e of popular support for backing ofthe Serbs m the Bmnian conaict to oniy 
19% see Vera Nikitma, "Gad za godom: 1994" Wear by Ycar: 19941 Monitoring obshesntemrogo mneniiiz 
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Russian specinc philosophica1 tradition was very often perceived in the West as 

intentional eclecticism, due to the difncuity of logical positivism to penetrae this quite 

sophisticated viewpoint. It will be argwd in foliowing chapters that this synthetic 

worldview represented sipnincant feature of contemporary Russian security discourse. 

Another 1 9 ~  centlny concept that resomted in contemporary Russia was the 

system of synthetic categories initiated by SIavophiles and adopted by the Westerners. 

The continwd use of those categories, composed fiom at least two sukategories, made 

for foreign observers quite incomprehensible referent point. The situation with the 20" 

century "schools of thought" reveds that they keep referring to some of the same 

categories, especidy "people" and "state". Difficulty for an analysis emerged when those 

categories were tentatively merged in order to j u s t i  materialistic poücy objectives of 

poütical realism. Their domestication with Western noms and political practices will 

remain to be a contested analytical issue. This issue of analysis can be related to another 

concept that monated in contemporary Russia - the influence of German idedistic 

philosophy. The fowdation of German idealistic phiiosophy, as an ontologicaI basis, and 

stiU vibrant communist heritage of dialectics, as an epistemological basis, made 

contemporary Russian social and political thinking different fkom positivist and quite 

closer to post-positivist Western scholarship. This does not preclude that behaviorist 

social science scholarship was not present in quite a visible way in contemporary Russia, 

but that there is a quite substantiai and infhential 'non-typical' scholarship. 

The overlap between consemative and h i  was another important concept that 

resonated m contemporary Russia Russia's specinc was that Western classification on 

IikraIs and conservatives was not always workable mode1 of d y s i s  since Russian 



conservatives were also proponents of change and respect of &doms and pariiamentary 

principles, and, on occasions, advocates of socially-oriented economic principles. nius, 

the division on iiberals and conservatives in the 1990s should not be situated in the 

perestroika context of political rivaùy between reform-minded and hard-line communists 

but shouid be perceived as substantialIy new debate. 

Another 19& century concept that resonated in contempomry Russia was the 

perception that Russia was more miversal than the West. Russia was perceived as 

multiethnic and mdticultural state while the Europe was perceived as composed of 

nation-states; Russia was perceived as the foilower of original Christianity while the 

Europe abandoned and modified the original Chnstianity; Russia was perceived at the 

beginnllig of its developmentai path while the Europe was perceived at decaying 

developmentai phase. This perception was linked to the methodologicai issue of what is 

the agency for Russian social thinkers and to the issue of how change happens in 

philosophy of history. On the issue of agency the prevalence among contemporary 

Russian thinkers got the notion of nations as cultural-histoncai types - the concept being 

mostiy developed by the 19" century Pan1SIavtSt thinker Nicholas Daniievsky. This 

understanding was trandated into the contemporary Russian sectuity discome's notion 

on Russian distinctiveness. On the issue of philosophy of history the prevalence achieved 

the concept ofevolutionary phases of development This made perfect sense for ail those 

in Russia who crîticized negative effects of globali;ration, whiie it also &ted weIi the 

dialectic's hentape. It will be argued in the following chapters that the ernergence of 

similar schoIarship in the West, particdady the one by Huntington on clashes of 

civiIizations and by Fukuyama on cyclicai development and the end ofhistory resdtcd in 



reinforcing these elements of Russian security discourse. During the 1990s the echo of 

this Russian security discourse, which argued about Russia's specifïc place in the world 

resonated as conflicM to Western policy makers. Thus the 19" centrny Pan-Sloviss 

claim that different historic-culturai types exist and that there shodd not be any political 

subordination among them but the division of spheres of interest and establishment of 

balance of power resonated to Western policy makers in the same way as Soviet-style 

opposition to capitalkt counûies. 

Consequently, this revokes Slavophiles notion of a "divided world" redting in an 

opposite claim to the giobalization paradigm of "one world." This positionhg of Russia 

outside of Europe made Link with the 20' century policy options that argued for isolation 

and orientation toward Asia Furthemore, the 1 9 ~  century Eurasianist argument by 

Leontyev about Russia's dual identity as a Slav-Oriental civilization is in harmony with 

the notion of "divided world" and the 2om century agenda of mdti-polar world, 

"alternative alliances" and partnership-search in Asia. The 1 9 ~  century Ewasian 

argument for the state autarky in economy as the best prescription for the maintenance of 

its identity and secirrity resonated in the 2 6  century security discourse as the temporary 

isolationist prescription for Russia's deveiopmental challenges. 

F W y ,  what links the 19" century Rtissian "schools of though" to the 

contemporary ones was the context of political crisis and the que* of refom, In the 

1990s ernerged a fiutration with Russian reality, and again most vocal and articdated 

was the group most fhstrated by this reaiity, the intelligentsia This time the intelligentsia 

was much larger and professional orienteci, but state dependent in te- of its social 

standard, therefore it sipnincantiy varied fiom the 1 9 ~  cenhtry one. As an analogy, it 



codd be argued that as the fded 1848 revolutions provoked disillusionment among 

Westerners and their orientation fiom citizen-oriented social contract based society 

toward nation-state concept in the similar way the bitter expenences of the 199 1 

economic refomi in Russia, and multipiication of crisis in "near abroad" and NATO 

interventions in Bosnia and Kosovo t??ough the 1991-1999 period oriented Russian 

intelligentsia's discourse toward foreign policy and security issues. In the foilowing 

chapter (chapter DI) 1 wiIl try to foliow the argumentation of these new "schools of 

thought" on the example of the foreign policy debate especiaily around the issue of 

Russian national interest in the 199 1-95 penod. 



3. The uew Uschoois of thought" on Russian diiemmw (1990-1996) 

3.1 Introduction 

The goal of this chapter is to present the process of emergence of contemporary 

Russian c'schools of thought" by focusing on the 1990-1 996 period. This emergence 

appeared as a heritage of 19' century "schools of thought." The objective of this chapter 

is to provide an understanding of how ideas influenced institutions, or more specifically 

of how specific national culture influenced public policy choices. The focus of such an 

inqujr will be on foreign policy debate in Russia This debate was manifested in growing 

intelligentsia's opposition to foreign policy irnplernented by Andrei Kozyrev, Minister of 

Foreign Anairs. The method w d  in this and in foiiowing two chapters is combination of 

historical and thematic analysis. The advantage of such a method is twofold. This method 

will d o w  an inside into the chronologicai evolution of the post-communist diance 

politics in Russian society as well as into the discome and ideas presented by "schools of 

thought." The discourse (text and speech) wiIi be d y z e d  dong the lines of policy 

proposais and worldviews expressed by the contemporary "schools of thought" on the 

core foreign policy beüefs of: identity, secirrity and prosperity. 



3.2 Perestroika legacy 

During the late 1980s. the approaching end of cornmunikt party monopoly and the 

emergence of kedom of speech set the conditions for the re-emergence of plurality in 

political expression in Russia The initiai impetus for political opening-up provided by 

Gorbachev in the USSR was foiiowed by Yeltsin's even more radical changes in Russia. 

By the end of 1980s political organhtions, NGOs, mass media, academic conferences 

and, most visibly, the sessions of the Congress of People's Deputies were actors and 

avenues for the expression and articulation of different views and assessments of the 

Russian past, present and friture?' At that point (1988-1991) the relationship between 

continuity and change indicated that continuity of perestroika legacy was dominant 

feature of Russian politics, especially political thought Perestroika discourse imposed 

certain fnimework on debate participants. This framework implied, despite the allowed 

&dom of speech and politicai expression, that Soviet crisis could be halted by more 

creative implementation of lenin's and Mm's thinking, preserving the federal state and 

federal communist Party. During the 1990-91 period the content of Russian political 

thought and discourse graduaiiy departed fiom the perestmika fh~nework?~' This 

change is evident in any overvîew of infIuentia1 Russian academic journais (senhg as 

indicatoa of intelligentsia's discourse). For example, although the periodical Voprosy 

Filosofii debated social and theoreticai issues rdated to perestroika bughout the 1990- 

240 On politicai debates m Soviet Russia see YMak M. Bnrdny, RemYenting Ruuio; RuuMn Natiodisrn 

and the S ' e t  Stple, 2953-1991 (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harwd University Press, 1998). 
"' On deveIopmem~ in Soviet phiIosophy chring the 1980s s e t  Evert Van Der Zweerde, "Recent 
Developmmts m Soviet Historiography of Philosophy? Siudies in Soviet Thmght 39, 1(1989), 1 -55. 



91 period, it also introduced a variety of articles on Russian culture and traditional 

Russian phiiosophers focused on re-evaiuating their heritage. Dining the same period, 

almost exclusively, N d  Sowemennik, the influentid periodical of the writers' 

association, offered articles that were cntical of Soviet practices, and presented an open 

forum for former dissidents' views. The same periodical was the ntSt to introduce to 

Russian post-communist discourse the ideas of Russian rebirth and the debate between 

Westerners and ~ u ~ o ~ h i i e s ~ ~ ~  On the other han& Svobodnaya Mysl ', an academic 

journal of refom muided scholars, focused primarily on comparative d y s i s  of the 

international experience in transition with only a few traditional RUS&.. themes. This 

variety of theoretical viewpoints on the Russian past and present and, above ali, on the 

future Russian developmental path created a qualitatively different situation fiom that of 

perestroika discourse. As the perestroika discourse represented a plurdity within the 

sociaüst framework, the M e r  fragmentation in the field of ideas created a substantially 

new situation by the end of the 1990-91 period. However, this hgmentation of Russian 

discursive space and the flodshing of new ideas and worldvkws did not create an 

anarchical, open-ended number of approaches. It could be argued that rather few, more or 

les, coherent b'schools of thought" emerged to replace perestroika discourse. These new 

"schools of thought" had their foundations in the Russian traditional 1 9 ~  century cbschooIs 

of thought". However, despite the richness of the new cbschools' of thought" of poIiticai 

thinking, the focus of this analysis will only be on the foreign policy debate and security 

discourse emerging fiom this debate. Dinmg the 1 %W-L996 perîod severai contendhg 

" See Mikaü Nazarov, "Zapadaiki I pochvenïki, üi rassechmie dntglavogo orla,," pestemers and 
Pochvermikhs, or dividing the two-head Eagie] Nark S0yrernemï&, 9 (1990): 133- 143. 



c'schooIs of thought" participatecl in the security discourse: Dernomatic forces, 

Atlanticists, Nationalists, Neu-Eurasrasrans, National-Panios. 

Ail the new "schools of thought" across the Russian political spectnmi 

demonstrated a desire and interest in participahg in the debate on the new Rusaan 

foreign policy. Therefore, the foreign policy debate was a process of discussions 

regarding the vital national interests of the country and its security dilemmas in the new 

post-cold war environment. In the foIIowing chapter the focus of anaiysis wiIl be centered 

on the period during which Andrey Kozyrev headed the Ministry of Foreign A€f'airs, that 

is, from 1990 to 1996. The three phases of emerging discourses of the various "schools of 

thought" in Russian foreign policy that were current during this period wiiI be outiined 

and anaiyzed. 

3.3 Phase one: Unconditional coopention with the West (1990-1992) 

Russien foreign policy in this nrst period foliowing perestroika largely had its 

origins in the perceptions and values of the winners who emerged fkom the USSR's 

politicai struggles in 1990 and 199 1 ?43 These confîicts were essentidy the struggle of 

Russian "democrats" against communism and Soviet federal structures. As will be 

explaiaed later, many Russian groups with different political orientation, or without any 

articulated politicai orientations, stayed together throughout these conflicts. The 

culmination of these stniggies agahm commmist and federal structures occurred during 

243 011 the more profouad foreign poky perceptions of the Soviet era, sec YS. Borisov, AV. Golubev, 
MM. Kudnkina, VA. Nevahin, e d r  Rwia and the We~t: The &velopment of foreign policy stereogpes 
in the conrciousness of the Rtlssim society of thefirst holf of 2@ cenmy (Queenston, Ontario: The Edwin 
MeIlen Press, f 999). 



the Moscow coup in August 1991. The military coup, with its intentions of presenhg 

socialist poiitical system and revifalin'ng the federation, presented a catalyst which 

helped to unite ail  the anti-Communist and anti-federal forces together in one bloc?45 

This bloc of poIitical forces can be called ~ernocrui'icforees? However, it should be 

mentioned that the name Democratic forces onginates more fiom how they labeled 

themseives vis-à-vis hard-he communists, and how they were perceived on the West, 

than by any cohennce in the dernomtic content ofthis group. Originally, these forces 

contained such various groups as refonn communists, liberais, Russian nationalists, 

religious groups, ecologists, human rights groups, regional groups, oppressed ethnic 

groups, veteram, etc, to the extent that many of them wodd hardiy agree on how to 

define or irnplernent, for example, a Liberalist (plttraiist) notion of derno~rac~?~' 

However, there were some cornmon feanires in the world-view of this bloc. 

The Democratic forces saw the world as divided between two poles: the 

democratic world and the totaiitarian world. This reductionist polarization is evident in 

the perception of the Dernomatic forces that Russia was developing in the wrong 

direction because it adhered to a flawed domestic politicai system. In the view of the 

Democratic forces, the nature of the domestic political system d e t d e d  whether Russia 

was included in the democratic world, or the totahrian world. This school was based on 

S u  Mintin Sixmith, MOSCOW C'p; 7k Dearh of the Soviet Sysren (London: Simon & Schuster, 
t 99 1). 
For prmoup arguments see the book by the USSR's former PrÏme MUiister Valentin Pavlov, 

Gorbachev-pch; Avgtrst r'zmcn.i [Gorbachev-coup; August h m  within] (Moscow Business Worfd, f 993). 
For agabst-coup arguments see Purch; hronikcr trevuzhph hi [Coup; Chmnicle of Tmubling Days] 
(Moscow: Progress, 1991). 
246 See in A.L&, "PrrdslavIenie "demokraticheskihw p p p  O vnesbnan mire (1985-199 1): 
['Democratic' Gmups' Perceptions about the Worldj MEMO 8 (1995): 104-1 14. 
t" Reform commmiists wouid object to Dahi's modei ofpIuraiÏsm for one mason, whiie, for other m u s ,  
it wodd k objected'to by reügious groups or by groops îhat were commg h m  cML society, or by R u s s i  
nationaiii See, RobcR Po&archy; participanoon mid apparition (New Haven: Yaie U. P. 1971) and 
Robert Dahl Demucracy and i& mitics (New Haven: Yaie U. P. 1989). 



the notion of change in society arising fiom its modernization, and as  a part of the same 

modemkation paradigm it advocated that Russia has to k o m e  dem~cratic?~' Therefore, 

according to the Democratic forces, the USSR, due to its totalitarian domestic system, 

belonged to the group of couutries with a totalitarian foreign policy. Consequently, 

according to the same argument, the new Russia, as a democratic state, should by 

definition adopt a democratic foreign policy. The discursive practice of the Democratic 

forces represented some degree of continuity with pexestroika The categones of the 

common good and common interest found in the vocabulary of this "school of thought" 

were more or less borrowed fkom Gorbachev's "new thinking" The category of 

common interest was based on legdist and ecologist approaches to international relations. 

The Democratic forces' understanding of Iegalist arguments was in ternis of advocacy for 

the d e  of law, but not necessarily for the creation of world government. The 

understanding of ecologist arguments of this 'bschool of thought" was based on the 

concept that ody mdtilateral action could prevent the degradation of environment. 

Therefore, it was more reductionist than Gorbachev's original "new diinkiag" proposal 

that sought to challenge aü reaiist state-oriented approaches to world poiïtics. The 

category of cornmon good employed in the foreign poIicy thinking of the Democratic 

forces was based on the plus-sum game theory (&.a win-win scenario) of international 

relations. This theory advocates the possibüity of having benefits of interaction for both 

participants, as opposed to the zero-sum games s c e d o  where one participant's gain 

- - - -- 

" But haviag m mind di heterogeneity of the "democratic foxest( Ï t  is rnaybe better to say tbat it was clmr 
what should be point of rejectioa and departure hm, but much I e s  was cl= what for aii its members 
resented pomt of desire or arrivai. 

g9 Sce Mikhail Sergeevich Gofiachev Pe.mtroik global chaneenge: oto e o m m o n ~ e  (Nottingham, 
England: Spokesman, 1988); Mkhaii Sergeevich Gorbachev Perestroïka I novw myshlenie dia mhei 
s a q  i &Ur vsego mira [perestroika and new thinking for our coutltry and for the whole workïJ (Moscow: 
Izdatel'stvo poiiticheskoi litefattiry, 1987)- 



represents a loss for the other participant. The dominant assumption was that, after a long 

period of dienation, two super powers are entering a new era "Relations should be 

without ideological dogmas, miritary-stmtegic and geopoiitical rivaky, as opposite to 

Soviet-Arnerican  relation^."^^ This sssumption was a basis for the expectation of what 

the West brimarily the USA) shouid do with ~ussia?' For example, Koyrev boldly 

caiied the West to offer 6~orthodox" helP? These expectations of the West's role were 

related to: large humanitarian and technical assistance; the participation of major Western 

companies in large projects in Russia; aid to the private sector; the facilitation of Russian 

exPorts." Therefore, on the basis of such perceptions, the foreign policy agenda was 

expressed in the slogan "Partnership with the Westn. 

However, the unity of the Democratic forces lasted no longer than the old Soviet 

system. In August 1991, once Russia was established as an independent state and the old 

"communist" system was dismantled, the Dernomatic forces started to fiagrnent into a 

variety of potitical parties with ciiffirent agendas. The group that institutionally 

inhented the niluig position were the Atlanticists. The most prominent figures of this 

"school of thought' were Andrei Kozyrev, Minister of Foreign M'airs, Egor Gaidar, 

Russian Prime Minister, and economist Evgenii Yavlinskü, the leader of YABLOKO 

politicai Party. The most vocal opponents of the Atlantictsts were the Nationalists- The 

Nationalis~s represented a broad, often internally irreconciiable, spectnun of political 

Spandarian VB., "Rossiisk~amerikanskie ekonomicheskie sviazî: neotiozhnie zadachi," mussian- 
American Ecoaomic Relations: Urgent Tasks] SM: E;konomh, Pofitika: Ideofogio 6 (1992): 3. 
lS' Russian diplomat Sergei Kortunov aprrwd these expectahCons by predictkg that ugrow~g economic 
htdependence and an objective nad to =ive global pmblems of world development by joint effom are 
becomhg powerfûi poIiticat inteptîon fimors for both couutries." Se+ Sergei Korttmov, 'Toward a new 
p8- 0fStrat@c ~h . .onsh@,~  ~.W?WAkd Afl& (MOSCOW) 10 (1 99 1): 2 1. " Se+ A n h i  Koqmv, r(unia- A chance for dva i , "  F o r e l ,  AflaiBs 2 (Spring 1992): 1- t 7. 
VB. S~andarin.. 3-9- 
l'hou& the olci communist system was in constant change since 1985. 



forces with a communist and labor orientation and a signifiant number of popdist and 

patriotic movements and parties as weU. The most prominent figures with this discursive 

orientation were Genadiy Zyuganov, chaUman of the Communist Party successor KPRF; 

Sergei Baburin, leader of the "Russia's Path" movement; Vladimir Zhirinovsky, leader of 

the LDPR; Alexander Prokhanov, editor of the daily Zùvtra; Alexander Dugin, leader of 

the "PamiatY' movement; and Eduard Limonov, leader of the "National Bolshevik 

~ r o n t " . ~ ~  

However, in the initial period of Russian independence, Moscow's foreign poiicy 

was mainly a product of the Democratic forces way of thinking. Therefore, the foreign 

policy of Russia in 1991-92 institutiondy implemented by the Atlmticists was based on 

the arguments Democratic forces made in the 1989-90 period. These arguments had the 

goal of discrediting the old bureaucratic-commWlj,st structures of the USSR It is 

interesting that during the 199 1-1992 penod the Dernocrutic forces did not make a case 

against the policy of "aew thinking" intmduced by Gorbachev and Shevemadze. 

Other categories of interest for foreign policy conduct that the Democratic forces 

employed originated with the theory of convergence. These categories negated balance of 

power and confikt as determinants of international He. Therefore, the Dernocrutic forces 

favored the harmonious development of inter-state relations on the basis of the mutual 

b e n e h  of such mperation. Consequently, they sought to put the individuai in the place 

of the state as supreme actor in international relations. This was directiy linked to the 

orientation of the Democrriric forces vis-à-vis domestic policy. The goal in domestic 

policy was to place the state under the contrd of the individuai and in the senrice of the 

individual. This goal was a response to long-tenn nustration with the totalitarim system 

Alain OJ. Londa, L8-40. 



ofthe USSR. However, by demanding discontinuity in domestic poiicy with the old 

regime, the Dernocruticforces sought a change in the old regirne's foreign policy as welI. 

FinaUy, at the end of 1991, once they were in power, rejection of Soviet foreign policy 

was one of the £kt measures they implemented 

When the Democratic forces came to power in August 1991, they began to 

m e n t  into more articulated and contraposed poiitical groups. Regarding the issue of 

foreign policy, these groups were defined by some authors as: Westerners, Russian 

Nationalists and ~urmians? 1 would argue that confusion is created by the use of these 

names, as these 2 0 ~  century ccschools of thought" were not the same as their 19' century 

predecesson. In order to avoid this coofusion, 1 will continue to use a typology that 

dinerenîiates îhose groups into Atlanticists, Natiunaiists, Neo-Eurasianr, and, in the case 

of a broad coalition of the Iast two groups, the National-Patriots. Atlimtici&s is a better 

term than Westerners, since the reference point were Atlantic security and economic 

partners and integration fnimeworks, as weii as Anglo-saxon liberal democnicy traditions 

and economic fiee market prescriptions. Nationahts is a better term than Russian 

nationalists, since there was more of an orientation on Uiclusiveness based on culture, 

language and common citizenship instead of exclusiveness based on ethnicity that the 

name Russian nationaiisfs would imply. Neo-Eurasians is a better term than Euzasrasranr 

since there was a positive view on E m p e  as opposed to the origind lgm centusy 

Eurasianim 's rejection of everything Western. 

In Russioa in I991-9î, the understandmg of security was almost excfusively reiated 

to stratepic seCitnty and to the global issues. It was notable that much more attention was 

k Lukin, p 105 and Francok Thom, "Eurasiaaism: a aew Russian foreign poiicy?" (imclptive MUdF 
(Summer 1994): 65-79. 



related to the START-2 issues than to the imminent threats emerging fiom the wars in the 

'near abr~ad.'~'' This fiict could be a t û i i e d  to the inertia of the old Soviet way of 

thinking which dealt with security ouiy in giobai strategic tams. On the other h d  it 

could be also attributed to the outward attention of foreign policy debate participants. 

They believed, optimisticaiiy, that the change of the domestic political system had 

resolved once and for all the links and taisions between domestic and foreign policy. It 

was oniy in the later part of 1992 that the uuderstanding of sec- shifled graduaiîy 

fiom a global to a national security. 

This change originated ftom a re-evaiuation of the nature of the 'new world 

o rde r ' .  The emphasis on re-evaluation was on the nature of the aew international 

system and on the nature of Russia. Therefore, the initial perception of the Democratic 

forces regarding the division of the worId dong dernomtic and totalitarian lines and the 

primacy of the common good in international relations was given serious reconsideration. 

An examination of Russian emerging security discourse couid shed light on the nature of 

this change in approach. 

in 199 1-1992 editonals in the revïew Intermionai AfaVs (Moscow) deaihg with globai issues, and in 
pdcuiar with START-2, hprrssivcly outnumbered  article^ dcaling with Russian national security and 
wars m the 'near abmacl'. This was probabIy due CO îhe predominant view of the authors fiivotxing the 
mdependence of the former Soviet repubk as events in the 'near abroad' Ied in that direction. The 
Democronc forces did not anticipate collision of mterests ofR~us*m minonty living in the hear abmad' 
with the emergence of mdependent post-Soviet qubtics. 
2% Initiaiiy, the tam %ew worid order', comed by the US W d e n t  George Bush, was used as synonym 
for the "post-cold war order". However. t6is Bush's tam. despite the kct that Americarr adminisEration did 
not proceed to use R fitrther since its nsemblance of Hitler's rhetork, kept an t&ïendiy aad pejoratîve 
echo in Ruda, behg primarüy uudefsfood as synonym for Am&- dictate. 



33.1 Rival discourses emerge: Strnkevich - Kozyrev Debate 

The nrst sÏgn of merences and coming disputes over Russim foreign policy 

came in summer 1992 in the polemic between Russian Foreign Minister Andrey Kozyrev 

(representing the Atlanticists viewpoint) and Presidential adviser Sergei stankevichug 

(representing an emerging National-Patriotic ~ i e w p i n t ) ~ ~ ~  that was described in a 

I&iz newspaper article on the Moldovan crisis?* The Moldovan crisis empted in 

199 1-92 as a conflict between the nationalist Moldovan militia and the Russian-speaking 

population on the lefi bank of Dniestr river." The 14th Soviet Amy stationed in this 

region intervened to support the Russian-speaking minority. 

In this polemic, Kozyrev argued for a peaceful means of crisis resolution in 

Moldova. He supporteci a dialogue between the conflicting sides instead of sanctions and 

punishment of the presumed culprit The argument he raised posited that, in ethnic 

waffare, civilians are v i c h s  and the armed are the culprits, while Stankevich argued that 

one side in the connict is the victim and the other side is the aggressor. Koyrev, in his 

speeches, for the fïrst the, used the category 'war ptrty' which he later used often in the 

Yugoslav crisis to depict discursive groups in Russia that were proponents of a military 

solution in solving ethnic confiicts? Koyra- stressed that the legacy of the Soviet 

259 Stankevich's &le "Denhava v poiskah sebia," N é z m h h ~ u  gazefa 28 March 1992, was the £kit to 
O aly probIematize Aflanticist ' foreign policy assu~llptions. 
zSince Stankewich did oot belong eithcr io tûe NiztioonIrStsr or Neo-Et(r0sicuts ' discourses, I would argue 
that he represented a predecessor of em-g Nationaf-Pmuts woridviews. 
%' S a  AKozyrev "Partiia voiny aastupaet," hestiia 30 Jtme 1992, and S.Stankevich, "Poka nikomo ne 
udavalos' poinostiu iskiuchit' d u  ii arsenala p o ~ "  IZvestikr 7 Jdy 1992. 
~2 Se+ Moldova: CbonoIogy of Ewno Jwre 1940 - Fdnuay 1993 (Oaawa: immigration aud Refogee 
Board, April 1993); Wada Tkach, uMoldova and Tramhiestria: Pamful Past, Deadidcd Presem, 
Uncertain Fuhue," Ewopean S;ecwir'ry 8,2 (Summer 1999) 130- 160, " This way fie managed to establish the &cursÎve practl-ce that was d e p i d g  dualisb'c nature ofdebate 
participants - those who were for war party') and those who w a t  for peace -ce p m .  



Union left many hot spots in Russia's neighborhood and, if they were going to be 

resolved by the use of force, then continuous warfare would be the Russia's fuanc. 

The counterproductive nature of this approach, argued Kozyrev, was evident in 

the Moldovan case. For the sake of intervention in the Tr iDnies t r  region where 

150,000 Russians lived, Moscow abandoned 450,000 Russians who Live in the rest of 

~ o l d o v a ~ ~  Kozyrev said that his main concerns were the Iives of people and long-term 

relations between Russia and Moldova The prevalence of these two concerns was going 

to be quite visible in the case of the former Yugoslavia where Russian foreign policy, 

formulated mainly by Kozyrev, sternmed fiom the same base. Therefore, concem for 

citizens and emphasis on the long-term benefits of fiiendly relations for the Russian state 

became stmng elements in Russian foreign policy. Consequently it couid be argued that 

Koyrev's discourse became operationdized and implemented as the state policy. 

The opposing discoune in this polemic over Moldova, articuiated by Stankevich, 

argued for the use of both force and negotiations at the same tirne. He believed that 

150,000 Russian on the left bank of Dniestr river should not be sacrificed for the weii- 

being of 450,000 Russians who lived in the rest of Moldova This proposal could be 

labeled the "two-track policy", sirnilar to the approach used by NATO in deaihg with 

Yugoslavia durhg the Kosovo crisis in 19990  It is noteworthy that Staakevich did not 

see corntries as equal partners but argued that some couid have 'special interests' and 

'histoncal Bghts' to interfere in the &kirs of others. He replaced the category of 

sovereignty kt Iegd tems with a category of sovereignty in tenns of power. 

ûn the pre- and post-war ethnic situation m Moldova see Mofdbvor I'mI Flight AIternarNes (Ottawa: 
Immigration and Refbgee Board, Juiy 1993). 

îhe %O track poücy" rep-ted the continuation of diplornatic efforts whik the military efforts, 
hchidBig the w of force, were perfomed agamst the aon-compliant state- 



ConsequentIy, ifa state is unable to demonstrate power, there is no intemationai Iaw to 

protect its rights? Stankevich also argued that ideological categones such "pride", 

"dignity" and "respect" are more important than legal categories such as "sovereignty", 

and "non-interference in domestic affairs". Therefore, he argued, categories of "pride", 

"digrtity" and "respect" are Iinked to the me's  abiiïty to exercise power whenever it was 

necessary. Therefore, according to Stankevich, Russia had to start with d t a r y  

interventions in the "near abroad". However, the relevance of these categories for Russian 

citizens is a question Stankevich did not m e r ,  though it could be presumed that, his 

stance king based on neo-realimi, perhaps he beiieved that benefits for Russian citizens 

would eventually be obtained as a result of inmased state power. 

In nationdistic &are, Koyrev argued, the process develops according to a 

spiraling formula of action-reaction, reaction to reaction etc., while Stankevich perceived 

the same event as an emergence of a challenger to the regional stability. Consequently, 

Kozyrev argued for peaceful resolution through negotiations while Stankevich argued for 

the restoration of secunty and order through the use of militafy arbitrage and victory by 

the use of force. While for Koyrev it was important not to start with hostilities, for 

Stankevich what was important was who initiated the hostilities. While Koyrev argued 

that it is important not to allow emotions to Iead political processes, Stankevich 

practicaiiy argued for the use of emotions under the formula of "intervention to save 

face'" thinking, primarily arpuing of a possible "domino effect" caused by faiIure to 

oppose a rival? By using motions in political judgment, Stankevich, practicdy 

speaking, was forced to place responsibility for hostiiities on the 'other' side. This use of 

' "Power, of course, will never replace diplomacy and law, but unfortunately, nobody bas yet been abte to 
chinate power h m  the instruments ofstateto-state relmtons." -S. Stankevich, hestia 7 Jdy 1992. 

S.Stankevich, Irwriia 7 IuIy 1992. 



emotions opened up the space for the introduction ofcultrnally specifk categories into 

the foreign policy discourse and strongly underlined the importance of  prompt, visible 

and skillful communication with the It appeared that the AtIanticists messages 

did not resonate a s  weii with Russian public as did those of the National-Pahiots. Several 

Western scholars noted this debate, describing it as a clash between "Atlmticists and 

EWQS~QI~S'"?~ The points that were noted, such as the inclusion of cdtwe and tradition 

into the security discourse, the clearly democratic nature of the National-Pahiots, and 

ünkages to lgUL century Russian scholarship, attributed major significance to this 

dialogue?7o It was noteworthy that the National-Patriots were present in state institutions 

and the academic commhty to the same extent as the Atlarilicists but their discourse was 

not dominant. Besides Stankevich, who was, at the tirne, Yeltsin's top policy adviser, 

other prominent opponents of the A tlanticists viewpoint were Russian S tate Secretary, 

Gennadii Barbulis, and scholars such as Aleksei Malashenko, Sergei Goncharov, Aieksei 

Vasil'ev, Aleksei Bogaturov and MikhaiI Kozhokin. 

In the upcoming politicai discourse of 19924993, cultural heritage as well as 

political interests started resonating as motivations for foreign policy action. It could be 

argued that this effort 'to Save face' resulted in a qualitative change in foreign poiicy 

debate in years to corne. This debate between K o z p v  and Stankevich represented the 

main diBirences between the Atlanticists and Nutionaf-Patriots on the issue of foreign 

2U in an in te~nv  with the U.S. TV netsvork PBS (2400. 3 1 January 2000), Yegor Gaidar, the fïrst Rusian  
post-communist PM, admitted that one of the main mistakes of tiis team, Kozyrw mcluded, was that they 
were uot politicians but technmts. fn his view this fact attriiuted to their inability to cornmuniCate in an 
acceptabIe and efficient way their policies to public and other domestic poiiticaf partners. 
See Alexander Rahr, "Atianticists' versus 'Eufas~*ans* in Russian Foreign Policy," RFURt Resecvch 

Report 1,22 (29 May 1992) 17-23. 
Alutander Rahr. 20-2 1. 



poiicy. These differences were going to be more and more clearly articulated as political 

space became better organized folIowing the pariiamentanan elections in 1993. 

In the second part of 1992, the nature of the international system was perceived, 

by Russian security discourse participants, more and more as a multi-polar system rather 

than a system divided between democratic and totaiitarian states. The benefiting role of 

the 'new centers of power in the multi-polar world was defïned on the realist theory 

premises. The perception that the key to Russia's becomiag one of the new centers of 

power Iay in meeting Russia's main sec* interests, which were within the CIS 

(Commonwealth of Independent States) was gaining g.round?' Outspoken propownts of 

this viewpoint were Vice-President Aieksandr ~utskoi:~ Parliamentary Speaker Ruslan 

Khasbulatov," and Yevgeny Ambartsumov, the Chainnan of the Parliament's 

Committee on International Affairs and Foreign Economic Relations. 

It could be argued that the Atlanticists were initially quite disinterested in CIS 

region to the extent that in eady 1992 Yeltsin even asked for CIS troops withdrawai from 

Nagomo Karabakh and the subsequent deployrnent of NATO troops in this war-ridden 

ara" The Atlonrcists were under colistant domestic pressure over the CIS issues to the 

extent th* only one year later, Kozyrev proposed that the UN sanction Russi*an troops 

ni See Rogov SM.. "Rossia I SShA v mnogopotiarnom mire," wussia and the US m the Multi-polar 
Woria Sm; finom@ Politik I&uiogia IO (1992): 3-15. 
* See Akksandr Rutskoi, Obretenie vory [Converring Faitù] (Moscow: 1995). 
* See Rusian Khasbulatov, Yybor sud'by; s td  % vptupleniiai, Merv'i. [Choice of DestMy; Grtrkles, 
Adcfresses, fntem*ewsI (Moscow: Respubiika, 1993); Ylan. rmmyslIIdtrr spiikera @?ower; Speaker's 
Refi cctiotlsl (Moscow. Tsentr delovoi mformatsii, 1992); Veiikuip rarriW.kaÎà pagedia [Great Russian 
Tragedy] (Moscom TOO SMS, 1994). 
n4 Alexander Rab, 19. 



peacekeeping in this region as a '%lue helmets" mission? This changc in foreign policy 

could be attniuted to the evolution of ideas fiom security discoune into the state 

institutions. 

At the same t h e ,  a parailel, and cornplementary rather than contradictory, 

perception emerged in Russia regarding the nature of the 'new world order'. This order 

was perceived as a division of the world between the center and the piphery? Russia, 

as a producer of raw materials, was perceived as belonging to periphery? But, if Russia 

wanted to be ùi the center, it could ody achieve this by relying on her own forces since 

the transition h m  the periphery to the center wouid not be supported by the center. This 

lhe of the argumentation was based on the Western and Latin Amcrican dependency 

theory but the specific Russian contribution was the geo-strategic angie of analysis: 

strategic power replaced capitalist economy as ontological unit of analysis. The argument 

here was in connected protection of common economic and strategic "space" 

@rostr~~t~tvo), that Russia should perform with other Soviet republic~."~ Therefore, 

rehtions berneen the center and periphery are conflictual and based on the domination of 

the more powerful. These two perceptions (the mulripolur world and the center- 

See Susaane Crow, "Rwia Seeks Leadership in Regional Peacekeeping. RFURt Raawch Report 2, 
15 (9 ApriI 1993): 28-33. 
n6 As a p t  mview of debate on this issue see, Tarasov A A ,  Tsymburskü V.L., "Rossia: na puti k 
doktrMe natsionainoi bezopasnosti," [Russia: Toward Nationai Security Doctrine] SM; Ekonomik 
PoIitiAa, I&uiogia 12 (19!92): 23-33. It is interesthg to mention that the authors predicted a revivaî of 
egocentriSm and isolationkm rather then 'rnessianic expansion' (impecialism) as the paradigrn of Russian 
foreign policy in fii~m. 
The argument about dangers of Russian "Kuwaitisation" was raised by several economists, most notably 

by AIeksandr VladisIavIev. This argument advocated for stop in industrial production dedine otherwise 
Russia wodd end as mono sector country - exporter of oü. This wouid replicate socid structure of Kuwak 
huge social division among small group ~Ia ted  to oil production and the pauperized rest ofsociety. in 
political terms it wouid profie Russia's fimne dong Mexico, Venezuela and Peru experiences. See 
Aieksmdr Vtadislavlev, Nezavishaya grnela 1 t Juiy 1992: 4. 

See A i e k e i  Bogattuov & Mihail Kozhokin, Namir&qa gazeta 26 Mmh 1992: 4. This ergmnmt 
was Iaîer fuüy developed by Neo-Etvusi41~~. See N.P. Gusakov & N A  Zotova, Nrrtsionui'nye interesy I 
vneshneehnomickùaia bosopmost' Rauii patioad Interem and Foreign Econoaiic SeCUlifY] 
(MOSCOK Eutaziiskii region, 1998). 



periphery world) definiteiy replaced the old perception that saw the world as inevitabiy 

onented toward muhilateral cooperation based on the predomuiance of cornmon interestS. 

However, it is noteworthy that two emerging perceptions were not contraposed to each 

other but clearly opposed the "Atlanticists7" image of the world dMded between 

democratic and totalitariun states. The political alliance of the proponents of two former 

worldviews was more or l a s  annouuced in the pages of Sovetskaia Rossiia in September 

1992 when "A Political Dedaration of the Left and Right Opposition" was pubLished?" 

At the same time, another discursive category, the question of the nature of 

Russia, was king re-examined by foreign poiicy debate participants, rendering obsolete 

and unsophisticated the dominant 1990-9 1 understanding that Russia was essentially 

democratic. During 1992-93 the category of nature of Russia was addressed from two 

different standpoints? Fint, the meta-historical view represented the national character 

of Russia as somethhg static in t h e  and space and irreconcilable with the west?' 

Therefore, the conclusion was that Russia is a world onto its own and that she should 

have a special statu in international relations. Proponents of this viewpoint were 

primarily Solzhenpin-style dissidents, representatives of the academic, artistic, and 

clerical commutlifies. 

The second position problematized the evolution of Russian identity in its post- 

Soviet phase?82 Two main concepts were offered regarding to the dilemma of how 

rr, A. Loades, 32 The use ofterms 'Left and Right Opposition" should practicaily mean "the entire 
ogpos5n.'' 

This identity category was often referred to as the 'Russiau idea', and it encompassed the search for the 
best bIueprint to 'change' Russia towards desired development Due to its strategic poticy presctiptive 
content, this category bad a clear -ty mipticatio~~, 

Lapitsku ML, "Dva foudora - dva kharaldnq" F w o  Foik Cuitures -Two CharaFiers] SM; 
EAonomits PoIitik r&ohgh IO (1992): 15-27, offered a very mereshg cornparison of îhe "Russian 
seul" and "American pragmatism." 

Therefote, îhe accent was on its dynmic nanm in time and F e .  



Russian identity is expressed: nationhood and statehood? The concept of nationhood 

or integmtive Russian oationalism ('rusbst) was supported by: the liberal-populists 

(Zhirinovsky); the communist party nomenclature and new entrepreneurs related to local 

communist party branches; senior army officiais and young officers; and patriotic 

organizations, such as "Pamiat". The concept of statehood ('denhavnosf") was based on 

the adoption of the US state-centered mode1 of national identity. and the AtIanticists of 

the Dernomatic forces supported it? This concept argued for a citizenship-based 

identity. However, it could be argued that these two concepts were not that irreconcilable 

since they both argued for the respect of human rights and minorities' rights. The niain 

diEerence was that the nationhood one was more based on Ianguage, historical mernory, 

cuIture and the state while the statehood one was based on the d e  of law protected by 

the state. The prominent role attnbuted to the state agency in both concepts would be an 

important element for the eventual merger of the two concepts in consensual discourse a 

few years later. 

Despite this division in the identity creation of political space, a new foreign 

policy concept did oot appear to be that vital for Russian politicians during 1992. There 

were several reasons for the Iack of coherent initiatives for a new foreign policy concept. 

During 1992 Russia had distinctive relations with the "near abroad". These relations were 

based more on traditional Soviet domestic policy - the inertia principle - than on some 

new foreign poiicy principles. A new foreiga poiicy program was not deemed necessary. 

Another m o n  for the Iack of coherent initiatives for a new foreign policy concept was 

For the close association between beiief, national@, and the nate in Russian histoty see Stephen White, 
Political Cu/nue andsoviet Politiks (London: nie MacmtIIan Press, 1979). 39. 
* As an exaiient review of this debate se, Bogaturov A-D, Kozhokm MM., Pleshakov ICV, 
"Vneshnaia potitika Ross&" Foreign Poky of Russial SShA; &nom* PoIitika, I&oiogtO LO (1992): 
27-42. 



that, durhg 1992, Russia did not have sigaisant problems or intensive relations with the 

world beyond the CIS. Therefore, professional diplornatic activity was conducted without 

requiring previous elaboration in the form of a precise Thus Russian foreign 

policy remained the exclusive domain of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs with the focus 

on the "near a b r ~ a d " ? ~ ~  ui Koyrev's own assessment, this phase was based on three 

initiatives: to define Russia's international role; to avoid m e r  disintegration and a 

"Yugoslav-type" scenario; to mate partnershipstyle relationships with Western 

de~nocracies?~' Consequentiy, in this phase, the security discourse ideas did not 

decisively uûluence the main foreign poiicy institution - the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. 

However, there were institutiod and political changes that terminated the foreign 

policy monopoly of Ministry of Foreign AffairS. Institutionally, this monopoly over 

foreign policy was counterbalanced by the Security Couocii, later created under the 

secretary Yuri ~kokov :~~  and by the more prominent role of the Ministry of Defense (led 

by General Pave1 Grachev) and Foreign Intelligence Services (headed by Evgeny 

nMakov). Creation of the Sec* Council represented nesident's attempt to have a 

more visible role in foreign poticy decision making as weli as to have more transparent 

policy aggregation process by incorporating into Security Council representatives fiom 

several federai ministries and agencies. &'The Security Council was designed to be a 

codtat ive body that would make recommendations and proposais, and prepme 

decisions for the President of the Russian Federation on secuiity matters.. .The Council 

" This expianation was offmd by V.SogrBS "Novaya ideologiya düa Rossii: drama iz sommenoy 
i~totii,~ wew ïdeobgy for Russia; A Drama h m  Contemporary History] MEMO 10 (1993): 5- 17. 
M6 AAbrarnov, "Rossîa: nacionalniaya bempamost v 9 k  gody," UEMO 7 (1994): IO. " See Andrey Kozyrev, Preobrmhenie [Tdomation3 (Moscow: Mezhduaarodnk otnoshenia, 1995), 
53-54. 
2m The Security Cauacü war acsted by the RcsidentiaI decree No. 547 on lune 3,1992. For the 
chronology of the Security Council see h t ~ ~ I / w w w ~ g o v . n r / .  



contains both a Foreign Policy Commission and a Defense Security Commission. The 

d e  of these commissions is to oversee foreign poiicy and security decisions, including 

the right to recommend policy 'improvements."s8g Politically, this situation changed 

after the December 1993 pariiamentary elections, when newly elected political forces 

began to focus on Russian foreign policy much more. At that thne the Dernomatic forces 

completely disintegrated into politicd parties and electoral blocs. But, the ground for a 

clear division of perceptions on national interest was, as show earlier, prepared in the 

second part of 1992. 

Throughout L 993 the Atlmtricists maintained institutionai power by holding 

cruciai govemental offices but constituted an electoral minority, and had no possibility 

of creating a workable parliamentary alliance with other poIitical forces. The Nationulists 

and Neo-Ezu-asiam fomed a vocal and powerful opposition. These two groups could be 

called a National-Patriotic bloc due to their common effort to challenge the govemment's 

position in the field of foreign policy. In general, the main argument the opposition used 

agaimt the goverment was the critical stage of the national economy and the negative 

consequmces on ail of society of Yelstinls r e f o m .  From that fact emerged the debate 

on the nature of prosperity, and on the way to achieve i t  The NutionuZ-Patriotic bloc put 

the state, and not the individu& at center stage. The state was perceived as a provider of 

the common good, and, at the same tirne, as protector of the common interest. This 

approach miderstood the state as an agent of change. It was Werent fiom the 

AtIanticists ' understanding of common interest that was not agent-centered but oriented 

toward the definition of *the d e s  of the game'. In this respect, the Atlantickts differ h m  

See Rosemary Yefermeferman, URwia's reldions with CISs t~es  in the conrext of NATO ~ i u n  199 I- 
1998: A cornpl~~: relations ctppro~ch, " MA, thesis, Carleton University, Ottawa, 1999,96-97. 
" ALondes, 41. 



dl the 19* century Russian ccschools of thought". However, thÏs agent-centered view of 

the state had an impact on the understanding of other categories such as sectïrity. 

Therefore, the argument based on such an understanding was that the k a t  to the 

sec* of individuals arises when the state is in danger- The National-Pam*otic bloc 

argued that the individual's interests are best safeguarded when the interest of the state is 

protected."l Implicitly, the state codd oniy effectively provide for the welfare of its 

citizens if the state is strong? Thus the concept of statehood (denhavnost) of 

Atlanticists identity discourse was appropriated and integrated into the prosperity 

discourse of the NationalP~t~ots. Consequently, the statehood category content 

developed by the Atlmticists was replaced with the nationhood content of the National- 

Paîriots identity discourse. In the National-Patriots' discourse? the state was presented as 

a nation, and the nation was presented as the dominant ethnic group. Unlike the USSR, in 

modem Russia a predominance of one ethnic group existed. More than 85% of Russian 

citizens are ethnic Russians, and presumably more than 90% of Russian citizens are of 

the Orthodox Christian However, these figures and the perceptions surroundhg 

Aimost along the Imes of Barry Buzaa, People, States andfiur; un agendafor iinernotionaf se-@ 
sh<di in the p ~ t ~ ~ f d  mir sra 2" e d  (Boulder, Colo,: Rimer 199 1). 
rn Wab nieh a determinMc reading ofthe state's mie, the c d  for sacrifices by individuais for the benefit 
of the state could emerge. ïhis collectMst notion was typieal for national-socialism and commrmimi. in 
these cegima the violence ofthe nate o v a  individuah wia js tEed on the premise that the citizen is 
subordmate to the state. 
8, The assumption of these figures is that there are no atheists m Russia It was primady the "National- 
patnotic" bIoc that used these figures m order to contrapose Orthodoxy to o k  retigious fkiths. Some 
socioIogicai suweys mdicated that oaiy 44% of respondents were beiievers, while 27% were non-believers, 
See AIeksandr GoIov, "Obf8shenie k t ego znachenie v segodaiashnei zhimi mssiiart,'' 
~esponsiveness to Religion and itF manhg  in the H e  of Ccmtemporary Russians] Monitoring 
obshestuennogo rnneniia 1 (1998): 38-39. There was aIso sme established correIation between believers 
and voting patterns, as ûrthodox bellevers tend to vote more for the commrmist candidates. See Boris 
hibia, "Reügiomaia vexa v R d  904h godov," D(eligious faiih m the Russia of the 1990~1 Monitoring 
o b s ~ e n n o g o  mneniia 1 ( 1  999): 3 1-39. 



them did aot push National-Patriots towards systeznatic and organized nationalist and 

chauvinist rhetonc or behavior against other ethnic groups k g  in ~ussia? 

Another discursive ciifference between the Nati~nal~Pa~otic bloc and the 

Atlmticists that iduenced their security thinking emerged over the contraposed 

perceptions of the end of the Soviet union? While the Atlmticists perceived the break- 

up of the Soviet Union as a Russian political victory against the communist and non- 

dernomtic nature of the USSR, the National-Patriotic bloc saw it as a geo-strategic 

defeat and a retreat by Russia from its 'naturai borders'. On this issue, the National- 

fatriotic bloc began defining itself as 'realists', and at the same t h e  they cded the 

Atlanticists 'idealists'. But this is a distinction that ody makes sense within Russia. In the 

West it could be wrongly perceived as a philosophicai distinction between followers of 

Woodrow Wilson and Hans Morgenthau, or something simiiar. In the Russian context 

this distinction is dong expectations of the futuR and meam more a distinction between 

realist and optimists. Discursively this was an attempt to pejoratively define Atlmticists 

thinkiag and policy prescriptions and to portray them as naive and incompetent public 

policy planers. This creation of negative "other" signined that, on the other hanci, 

NationaLPartotic bloc perceived itseif as sober, rational and competent "school of 

thought" that merits to hold pubüc office with the oniy goal of rnaxhkhg Russia's 

interests. The selection of the word 'reaiist' as epitome of such a positive ~e~perception 

For example, tbmughout the 1990s the Russian pubüc demoastrated constant tolemce and affinaative 
perception toward Jewish Russians, see Lev Gudkov, "Parametry antwmitiPna Otnoshenie k evreiam v 
Rossi ï, 1990-1997. [Parameters of Anti-Sémiasm. Attitudes toward Iews m Russia, 1990-I99n 
Monitorzhg obshestvennogo lluteniia 2 (1998): 34-44. However, Mme authors mdicated at the dangers of 
chawinistic elite incitmg authsemitic fèehgs, see Robert B r b ,  Russkü antWmitiPn," pussian Aati- 
Semitism] Monitoring obshestvennogo mnenir4 3 ( 1  999): 43-97. 
ws This definition of the p s t  was a b  an important element for diistinca'on mong the 'old sehools'. 

The Natr'od-patnots perccivcd the break-up ofthe USSR as a l o s  ofRusian hisbrîc territory. "bey 
disputed the Iegal basis for the emergence of independent SIavic (Belam and Ukraine) and Centrai &an 
states on the histoncai basis that these states did not exist before, 



was in the nature of Russian Iinguistic and cultural matrix. The Nationd-PatrrCotic bloc 

claimed that it foiiowed the geopoliticd realism school of thought. "The 'realists' 

formulate Russia's foreign policy pnotities in terms of power and the exertion of 

~ i n u e n c e . " ~  According to 'realists' "Russia would become al1 the more important in 

world politics the greater the extent to which she adopts the power capacities of the 

former Soviet  nio on."^* On the other side the Atlanticists were proponents of the d e s  of 

international law and supremacy of the collective security system. They advocated a 

bigger role for international organizations and for the respect of individual nghts in the 

intemationai community. Therefore, the discrepancy between these two concepts of 

foreign policy was very profound, not because they were starting from the same 

denominator and fînishing with different policy prescriptions, but because they did not 

have a common denominator. 

This discrepancy was partiy caused by changing perceptions on the economic 

crisis in Russia The Atlanticisrs expected that the introduction of Gaidar's shock therapy 

would solve domestic economic problems? The bitter experiences of drop in social 

standard and production, high unemployment and job insecwity, high inflation, and 

vanishing of savhgs created the perception that moderate economic reform wouid be 

more opportune and suitable to Russian reality. On the economic issue the National- 

Putriotic bloc had the same common denominator with Atlmticists since both groups 

were interested in establishment of market economy in Rus& They differed from one 

01s AIexandrova, Pivugent Russian Foreign Policy Concepc Aussen P o l a  4 (1993): 368. 
2-98 OIga Aiexandrova, 368. 

Gaydars viewpcht on the issue of reform was o f f i  in his book DniporuzhenQ Ipubed [Days of 
Defeat a d  Victory] ~ o s c o w :  Vagrius, 1996). 



another on the proposed speed and depth of reform, since the National-Patriotic bloc 

advocated more gradualjst and modemte reform. 

At the same tirne, the perception of the role the West played and the help it 

offered to Russia changed more and mon. Russia did not receive dl the promi-sed 

hanciai help, and became more and more indebted. At the same tirne, there were no 

signiscant investments and tfansfers of technology to Russia and Russian exports faced 

many barriers to Western markets. Frustration and dissatisfaction with the West's poiicy 

in general emerged, and the West ceased to be tnisted and perceived as a genuine 

~ e n d ? ~  

In addition, the experiences aad images of the wars in the 'near abroad' and the 

former Yugoslavia decisively changed perceptions of Russia's international role and the 

nature of the 'new world order'. The staa of 1993 began with traditional 'year in review' 

pubiic m e y s  of the most important events of the previous year"' These surveys could 

be used as an indicator of how much foreign policy and security issues were resonating in 

the memory of average Russian cituem. In the List of the ten most important events of 

1992, the ranking of events was as foilows: 

1) LiberaIization of prices (considered important by 46% of people); 

2) PM Egor Gaidar's dismissal (30%); 

3) Introduction of privatization voucher's (20%); 

4) Yeltsin's decree on wage indexing (19%); 

Hem is important to biow that tben w m  exaggaaad expeetatons on the Russian side about the 
economic help that the West is gomg to offer. Whaîever was the reason of M o n  for the unfùifined 
expemtions, the fact of the existence ofthe widespread and deep nrustraaon and dissatisfaction in Russia 
with the West's economic heip remaius mcbanged 
'O' See Vera NikitMa, "Gd ta godom: 1992," Wear by Year: 19921 Monitohg o b s ~ m o g g o  rnneniia 
(1998): 55-58. 



5)  Armed conaicts in the Noahem Caucasus (14%); 

6) TV serial 'The rich cry too" (13%); 

7) Pedssion of street markets (13%); 

8) Amienia-Azerbaijan war (1 2%); 

9) War in Moldova (9%); 

10) Signing of the CIS agreements in Ahna Ata and Bishkek (9%). 

It was obvious that domestic economic and social events such as introduction of 

market economy drew the most attentÏon fkom citizens. However, several foreign policy 

issues starting with the wars in the 'near abroad' demonstrated the public's high 

sensibility to sec* concerns. Images of Russian refugees from the 'near abroad', the 

maltreatment of the Russian-speaking minonty in the Baltic, civil wars and separaîist 

warfare in Moldova, Georgia, Tajajüustan and Azerbaijan changed the previous content as 

to the nature of Russia. The perception of the nature of Russia was no longer related to 

the existence of the democratic political system and set " d e s  of the game," but to the 

acquisition and exercise of state power. The perception emerged that oniy by using state 

power could Russia protect her vital interests in the 'near abroad'?02 Thenefore, the need 

for action was perceived as beneficial since it was perceived that Russian foreign policy 

inaction jeopardized Russian interests and regionai stability. Furthmore, the civil war in 

the former Yugoslavia decisively influenced criticai perception of the US-proposed 'new 

world order."'" Mistnist in mttitiiateral institutions and legal norms were tnggered by, 

in the same pubiic nrrvey the tespondeas mdicated that among the dimgs that made them bina durhg 
1992 were: price hikes and social standard's fiil1 (considml bitter by 62% respondents); Russia's los  of 
pnvious hterantiaai standing (3 1%); break-up of USSR (23%); hacase of tensions among the Soviet 
successor states (23%), etc. Vera N W h ,  58, 

For the hecai assessment ofthe post-cold war western pdces see Cari Jacobsen, The new wwld 
order k &inhg crises: the ckrrh ofpromise andessence (Aiciershot, England: Dartmouth Publisbmg, 
1996). 



fiom the Russian prospective, Western dominance over UN and European instituti~ns.'~ 

MI these fivaling discourses and growing dissatisfactions indicated that the thne for Ml- 

scaie institutionai foreign policy changes was fast approaching. 

3.4 Phase two: Growing discontent with Russia's foreign policy (1992-1994) 

An o v e ~ e w  of Russian influentid academic j o d s  published in the 1992-94 

penod indicated a shift in targeted themes, which, consequently can attribute to 

understanding changes in security discourse. The prestigious academic journal Voprosy 

Filosofii focused primariiy on Russian themes and Russian authors in the majority of its 

published articles. Issues such as "Russia as a major society", "Eurasianism", "Russia and 

the West", "Russian rnodernization," Bakhtin, theologicai and Christian tradition 

outnumbered other issues significantiy. The semi-official but leading international 

relations review, International Affair~~ also changed the profile of articles and started 

very intensively examining Russian foreign poiicy capabilities and regional issues. 

During this period, the most oflen observed issues were: foreign poiicy concept; foreign 

policy goals; regionai issues and regionai conflicts; Russian regions; link between 

Russian foreign poiicy and dornestic issues; and secinity and rniiitary issues. Another 

international ref ations review, Mîrovvoia ekonomüa I rnezlirunarodnie otnosheniia 

(MEMO), with a primarily economic focus, began devoting more attention to Russian 

forPign policy issues and regional and CIS issues. The experience of Russian economic 

reform was often analyzed and compared with the lessons of economic transition in 

T6is is how the Yogoslav civil war was portrayeci by the main Ieftist da@ Prm& and by the main 
nationakt newspaper Zinrtra. 



Eastern Europe. It was noteworthy that Russia's geo-strategic position emerged as a 

relevant topic, more or less to the same extent as issues of Russian economic cooperation 

and economic refonn. The journal of the Russian writers' association, Nash Sovremennik, 

maintained a critical tone on the outcome of Russian refurrn, depichg Rwia as 

destmyed country. This was the journal that nrst introduced and constantly maintained a 

debate on geopoiitics. Equally visible were debates on Russian nationalism, Eurasianism 

and very favorable comments on Russian WW II engagement, Orthodoxy, and the 

Bosnian Serbs. The independent, and most Atimticist, of the journals monitored, 

Svobodnaio Mysi ', kept its focus on issues of public policy and transition with an 

emerging focus on the characteristics of the Russian political system, but it dso offered a 

constant debate on Eumsïmism. What was noteworthy in dl the above jounids was their 

quick responsiveness to Samuel Huntington's article "Clash of Civilizationsn, which 

provoked quite negative reactions and criticism, and thek protracted criticisrn of Francis 

Fukuyama's article 'The End of History". These two articles were comprehended in a 

two-fold marner. First, the shared perception about these two articles was that they 

approve the existence of cyciical historid devdopment and the identities that were not 

citizen or individtiaiiy based. Russian authors fiom the National-Pohiots "school of 

thought" agreed with Huntington and Fukuyama on these accounts. It is noteworthy that 

War partial acceptance of this side of Huntington's argument codd also be detected 

among Islamic fundamentaiists and post-communist extreme nationabsi authors fiom the 

former ~ u ~ o s l a v i a , ~ ~ ~  But what created the strong negative reaction to Huntington and 

Fukuyama's articles was the second efement: these two artides were perceived as 

101 See Dejan Gutiaa, "Yugoslavia's dimitegratïon; an hteqretatt*on," MA. thesis, CarIetoa University, 
Ottawa, 1995. 



presniptive ethical claims for the policy of US world leadership. nius, by being 

perceived as an academic approvai of US hegemonic role in the worId, and by being 

perceived as crucial ideologues of such a US policy, both articles created the mini- 

discourse where Russian authors argued for decisive state counter measures. For the 

Rwian secuity discourse this implied that the US were perceived not as a genuine 

partner but as an expansionkt rival. 

In the second part of 1992, after the introduction of shock therapy, the Atlanticists 

lost their political support. The Russian public, &er the period of high expectations of 

social changes, became more skepticai and willing to follow more moderate and 

conservative political and economic agendas?" Economic refonn in Russia had 

enormous social costs, and as an outcome of such a tramatic experience, a new 

perception emerged - that there is more than one road to the market e c o n ~ r n ~ . ~ ~ ~  

Therefore, the concept of graduai economic reform won the signincant support of about 

66% of Russians who indicated that they were in favor of economic reform, but without 

shock therapy and with better social safety net rneasure~?*~ This represented a pattern for 

politicai conflicts in the Russian parliament between opposition and government al1 

through 1993?" The December 1993 eiections demonstrated that this was not only a 

temporary issue. The new perception about economic reform was codhmed as the 

dominant perception by the electoral victory of the Narionai-Patriots. Thus, by Iosing 

For mindixi and socio-psychologid chate h Russia see Roy Lahi, T h e  Soviet Legacy 1994: Homo 
S~t ie t i~ t~ l~  is Alive if Not Well," European Sècuriy 4,2 (Sumer 1995) 225-24 1. 

A yesr later that a d m i i  evai a refom orimted Lituratumya gmetn 6 A p d  1994: 1 O. 
10 Ibid, Litaratumaya gazeta 10. 
100 Knowing the nature ofthe Russîan m a s  media, it eould be argwd rhat during the pariiamentahm 
debates the media were used to test a certaiu perception hypothesis of the politicai eüte and mtelligentsia in 
public -the testhg baIIoon principle, 



their reputation and monopoly over the economic policies that had been implemented, the 

Atlanticists dso lost theïr policy monopoly over foreign policy issues. 

As the economic reforrn of 1992 proceeded with many hardships, the previously 

dominant over-optimistic expectation that the West would help Russia significantly 

diminished. In 1993 a new dominant perception in Russian public discourse emerged - 
skepticism and disappointment vis-à-vis the West. This perception signified that the 

Russian politicai elite had become more skeptical ofpromises of economic aid and, in 

particdar, sensitive to any conditionality attached to nich aid?1° The sensitivity to 

conditionality was in particular related to the issue of the conversion of military-industrial 

sector. The argument of the National-Patriots that, while Russia had lost her foreign 

rnilitary markets the US was expanhg its am sales, became the view of the majority. 

Therefore, the argument followed, Russia should ignore the West's displeasure and 

continue to export military equipment, her only cornpetitive industrial goods?ll As this 

perception of the West becarne common to various hctions of the National-Patriots, 

agreement on solutions started to be found on other issues as weII?l2 However, it should 

be noted that their "view of the West is not hostile, but it is non-euphoric and "non- 

htemal" tt3 13 . 

"O Andrei Orlov, PeIo O 24 milliardah," [It is about S24 büiion] Dicilog 2 (1993): 60-65. However, the 
Russian public did not dernonstrate the same rate of anti-American feelings as shown in the 1994 ninny 
where 6036 of rcspondents betieved that the US-Rush relations shodd be beendy whiie 37% sunaincd 
that these relations WI dways be bu% upon dismist" - Va& Sazonov, "Zapad: Friend or Foe?" West 
Firend or Fore] Sévorii,ia 6 December 1994. 
'" "Recent saI& of a wide range of weaponry to Chma, the offer to sel1 S 8 0 h  wonh of fighter airnaft to 
Malaysia and, more obviously, the deliwry ofsubmarines and other miütary equipment to han, suggest 
that economic real'nies are dficientiy stark for Runia to ignore Western exp-ons ofdirpleasure." 
S.Nei1 MacFarIane, "Rush, the West and Eumpean Secwity," S&d (Amurmi 1993): 15. 
'IL Ibid S.NeiI MacFarlane 
'13 Mohiaddin Mesbahi, "Rda and the Geopolitics of the M u s b  South," Centrd Asia d t k  C~CCLF~LP 
@er the Soviet Union; Domestic d Intentationcd L?yntunics e&, Mohiaddm Mesbahï, (Gaiacsnlle: 
University Press of FIonda, 1994), 278- 



The resdts of an opinion pou conducted among the Russian fore@ policy elite 

indicated the existence of a division between two camps, but dso suggested the 

possibility of a rapprochement due to some shared visions?14 This s w e y  was conducted 

in the summer of 1993 and it focused on atlswers fiom the top "1 13 representatves of 

various organizations and groups taking part in formulation and implementation of 

9,315 Russian foreign policy . The survey respondents were aimost e q d y  divided about the 

developmental path Russia shouid foilow: 52% advocated that Russia should follow other 

developed countries, while 45% argued that Russia shouid follow a specific 

developmental path. However, despite this division, 6 1 % of respondents advocated the 

observance of international standards in dealing with domestic issues, while only 30% 

advocated the implementation of "Russian-specific d e s  and traditio~is'?'~ Another issue 

that represented a rapprochement between seemingiy polarized visions was the issue of 

Russian international status. On this issue 57% of respondents argued for Russian great 

317 power status while 36% preferred for Russia to be "equai among equals . 

After the violent clash between the Presidency and the Parliament in October 

1993, the debate on the 'Russian character' entend a new phase - the phase of 

rapprochement. Since there were two cornpethg understandings of the 'Russian 

character', nameiy, the concept of nationhood (*ruskost') and the concept of statehood 

('denhavnost~, the logicai attempt to mediate these two concepts was launched within 

the National-Patrfutic political bloc. The mediation attempt originated with the political 

3 14 Se+ N. Popov, "Vneshnaia politika Rossii; a n a h  poütikov 1 ekspertov," [Russian Foreign Poiicy; 

mis of PoIiticians and experts] UEMO 3 (1994): 5260. '" N. Popov, 53. 
316 N. Popov, 58. 
'17 It is noteworthy that this question caused an even split among the Atlmticisb. N. Popov, 59. 



left of the bloc and represented an effort to imite different poiiticai ple~orms amund the 

idea of the 'Russian charactef. 

At the same t h e ,  two already existing concepts of how to In11 the Russian 

ideologicd-politid vacuum' were subjected to a change in name that could have M e r  

confused foreign observers. The nrst concept represents the Atlanticist approach of 

Russia becoming a part of the West ("zpudoblenie"), and the second concept was 

committed to the 'rebirth of Russia' (("vozrorMenie"), and was proposed by the 

nationaüstic wuig of the ~ u t i o n a l - ~ ~ o t s ? ~ ~  Bearing in mind the fact that the 

Atlanticists were still in power, their demand for "change" of Russia was more a matter of 

rhetoric, since Russia had already changed its political system. Therefore, they were more 

interested in consolidation of this "change," in terms of implementing 'the new d e s  of 

the game' for future developments, into the Russian pattem. Regardless of their claims, at 

the Ievel of implementation, they were using the state as an agent of change. On the other 

side, the National-Parriots had an eclectic mixture of visions for "change", willing to 

change both the political estabiishment, here presented as Yeltsin's elite, and borders. 

Paradoxicaly, it could be argued that no one wanted to change the political system, and 

that both concepts were state agent concepts. However, by proposing the ideology of 

renewal f"rh?tovlenie") was b d t  a platfom suitable for both nationaüsts and ex- 

comm~nists.~'~ At that point, cohesion inside the National-Patriots was achieved with 

tegard to the perception of state nationa~ism? Consequently, the attempt at 

"' Vladmi'i Kutyrev, "Mif dia Rosi&" wyth for Rinsia] Didog 3 ( 1993): 57-6 1. 
'" "Renewal d a s  not mean rejection ofsocîalist sohitions m society but thek modifîcation. Renewal does 
uot mcsn destruction of ideas and myths h m  our c u b  but thek refom." V. Kutyrrv, 58. " " R u s h  mtionaiism is justified if it does not have an ethnic but rather a miturai- character and 
when it supports and pmtects those who sirner h m  xenophobic and aggressive nationalii in other 
regions." V. Kutyrev, 60. 



rapprochement for cohesion in foreign policy perceptions arose from the mainStream of 

the Nalional-Pa~rr'otic bloc and, not incidentdy, it made use of the Yugoslav civil war. 

The Narional-Poinots highüghted the Yugoslav crisis as an example of the govemment's 

ill-managed foreign poücy. They demanded changes in Moscow's policy on this issue?*' 

3.4.1 Growiog cohesion among Nott'on~t-P~'o~s' .  Baburin bridghg the gap on the 

'Russian character' issue 

The moment for loud criticism of Moscow's foreign policy coincided with the 

discrepancy of the presentation of the Yugoslav civil war by the Westem and Russian, 

especidly nationalist, mass media In the summer of 1992, the visit of the Duma 

representatives to Serbia provoked subsequent wide-scale dissatisfaction with Kozyrev's 

foreign policy vis-à-vis the fornier ~ u ~ o s ~ a v i a ~ ~  From that time on, the position of the 

NutiunaZ-Putriots shifted fiom dissent h m  Kozyrev's poIicy toward a demand to help 

the Serbs. The argumentation of the most extreme National-Patriots did not present a 

senous challenge to the ~t~anticists' policy?~ However, quite the opposite could be said 

for the argumentation orighating with the mainstream of the NationaLP~~otic bloc. 

On this pomt the Russian public was aiso eager to see some change in Russian policy toward 
Yugosiavia, According to the 1993 public survey only 15% respondents supported M e r  icnplementation 
of  the embargo against Yugodavia whiie 32% demanded return to the pre-embargo levei of cooperation 
(53% respondents were undecided on this issue) - Vera Nikitma, "God za godom: 1993," Wear by Year: 
19931 Monitoring obshesn,ennogo mneniio 2 (1998): 54-58. According to the same m e y ,  the public 
support for the UN sanctions against lraq was higher (19%) and tbe quest for Russia's unilateral withdrawal 
h m  sanctions was lover (2 1%). 

After this visit to Secbia, the hima's delegation claimed that t h e  were ao concentration camps nm by 
the Serbs This was contrary to the daims made by Kozyrev. 
323 For example, the article The Fate of  the Ur& is Bemg Decided m the 8aIkansm m Zavtru (The Cment 
Digest of the Pm-Soykt Press 34 (1995): 28.) says "At this t h e  of perii for the Serbs, when the German 
Zuffwaffe' is shennig radar installations in Bosnia, when fàt and stupid Amerka is ptttting togtuier an 
invasion armada, when Milosevic, who considers h i l f a  Se& is domg nothmg, when 'Bill's and 
KeImut's fnend' Yeitsin is behaviag treacherously as usual, and when the pefidious Cathoiics, the crafty 



Sergei Baburin, a Duma member, and politician widely known for his short 

political platfom summarized in the slogan "Russia is the Soviet Union", was a leader of 

the "Power to the People" bloc, which was a part of "National-patriotic" forces within the 

Russian politicai spectnim. His article, "The Contemporary Serbian Question and 

Russia," was published in the monthly Nmh Sowemennik the official voice of the 

Russian Writers' Society, in the issue dedicated to the 50th anniversary of ~ E i d a ~ ? ~ ~  

This article represented part of the ongoing debate on Russian national interests and 

foreign policy. This article was tremendously relevant, not ody in terms of the author's 

criticisrn of recent govemment policy, but aiso in te= of his proposai's impact on 

foreign policy discourse and the theoreticai and empirical premises he offered for the new 

foreign policy. In this article Baburin used the inductive approach to anaiyze the 

Yugoslav civil wk,  but his main goal was not to m e r  any questions about the origins 

of the war. He tried rather to use the fïndings of his analytical method to draw general 

conclusion h m  this case shidy to explain the international dations of our time - in 

short, to create a g e n d  theory. 

He starteci with the assrimption that aaually, within the Yugoslav crisis, Serbia is 

the testing-ground for the "new world order". m e a d  of explainhg why and how this is 

so, he introduced another assumption, claiming that the destinies of Russia and Serbia are 

intertwined. Thus, his causai mechanism started with another assumption that everythuig 

that happened in Serbia, WOU, within a short the ,  happen in Russia, too. At this point 

Jews and the frenzied M u s b  are throwing dowa the Orthodox Cross m the Ba[kans, one locomipti'ble 
and spIendid Fact shhes its Iight on Russia and Serbia. Your face, brother Radom; your ke, fnend 
Karadzic!" 

Baburiu and other pundits h m  îhe Nurionatl-Patnots bloc prr~ented these views smce 1992 but th& 
parti-cdar article, even though it was published in 1995, represented a very comprehensive and condensed 
essence of tbeir views on the former Yugoslavîa 



he drew the conclusion that Serbia has always been a testing ground for anti-Russian 

Western powers. He actuaily went even m e r  in expanding this conclusion, claiming 

that the West wiii implement these tested mechani- of the 'new world order' in its 

future relations with Russia. 

Baburin did not offer any definition of the categories that he used, and for the 

reader it was rather unclear what he meant by the 'new world order'. His logical 

credibility was cornprornised by the fact that he arrived at his conclusions fiom dubious 

assumptions, without providing any empirical or historical evidence for them. Also, it 

was not made clear to the reader why the West seeks to hurt Russia However, al1 these 

questions arise from standard Western social science analysis, while, from the viewpoint 

of the majority of Russian security discourse participants, the fiow of thought and 

credibility of conclusions were quite logical and cornmonsensical. 

Furthemore, some of the generalizations offered by the author about the 

similarities between the position of Russia inside the USSR and that of Serbia inside 

Yugoslavia do not correspond to historical evidence, but this did not undermine the 

validity of the points Baburin raised, at least in the view of Russian recipients?= 

On the issue of agency, Baburin dealt wÎth two interconnected categories, narnely, 

the nation (in the sense of ethaic group) and the state. He actdly regarded these two 

categones as identical. He used them in an axiomatic way without offtring any 

explanation as to why these agencies were seen as fitudamental categories per se, and 

nr For example, it was perceived that in the of USSR and Yugoslavia Russia and comspondmgly 
Serbia ni&red high human and materid costs. This perception ne- the faa tbat the politicai forces that 
med the USSR were organmd on a s d  and not on a national bask  In 1918 Yugodavia was aeated 
through the agreement of m * o u  national e h  and not by unüamal Serbiaa d o n ,  md t6io is even mer 
of post- 196 Yugodavia Thecefore, it k not clear how Ruda and Serbia fit mto hi. *uegorization as 
bemg identical. 



why they were only appücable in this specinc case. Since he used the terms Russia and 

Serbia to describe both ethos and statehood, B a b d s  "agency" couid be questioned on 

the ground that Russia and Serbia are rnultiethnic societies and not nation-states in the 

European sense. However, due to the Russian XM century "schools of thought" 

argumentation where an organic Linkage was seen between the people and the state, this 

was not perceived as  a discrepancy. 

h the second chapter, the author gave an account of the pre-history of the 

contmiporary conflict in the former Yugoslavia He focused more on the state as the 

main actor, and argued for the unification of the ethnic and state identities. Thus, for 

Baburin, the political representation of a variety of dflerent ethnic identities was the 

cause of the Yugoslav civil war. Again, fiom the perspective of Western scholarship, it 

codd be argued that he entend into a contradiction with his previous statement regarding 

the necessity of people's identincation with the state, since he regarded people's supra- 

national identification as "Yugoslavs" or "Soviets" rather negatively. But in the context of 

lgh century Russian "schools of though", this identification is negative since it was not 

"organic" but was imposed by the communists', and was, therefore, not a naturai 

ideology. 

In the third chapter, Bablnin described Serbia as a Slavic and Orthodox-Christian 

of this Serbian distinctness. Furthemore, this distinctness had clearly geostrategic 

conseqwnces7 which was, again, a favorite academic therne of the Nationai-Patrrios ' 

- -- -- -- 

The 'Serbian question' was defmed as the impossiiiky of uniting ai1 Serbs in one state, due to the fact 
that one-fouab of Serbs [ive outde of Serbia, namely in Croatia and Bosnia and Hungoviria 



the Balkans was of the utmost importance in this respect, However, he did not specify 

why Muslim influence was something bad or dangerous. This appeared to be another 

axiom, a category that was to be accepted per se. Generally, this chapter depicted the 

Yugoslav confIict in ethnic categories, without using political, legal, or socioiogicaI 

methods of interpretation. Thus, ethnic distinctness, together with revisionist historicism 

(based on selective chronology of events), were the main critena w d  by Bab& in his 

andysis of this international problern. It is not surprishg then, that his reading of 

international politics and his fbture p d g m  of international relations foiiowed the same 

ethno-historicd "methodology". However, it should be rnentioned again that, for the 

Russian reader, the issue of "cultural types" and distinctnesst together with the 

geostnitegic challenges, seemed like a quite logical perception of an intemational crisis. 

This was probably why Russian sectnity discourse participants agreed with Bab& that, 

in the face of the complexities of the Bosnian "cauldron", the restoration of the 

multiethnic state was not a feasible option, and deemed the Western proposais to the 

contrary as idealistic and naïve but aiso htentiondy anti-Serb. Therefore, Baburin's 

advocacy that pniw in the Balkans couid only be achieved through temtorial d iv i s io~  

and the removd of international sanctions fiom Serbia was accepted by the majority in 

Russia as just and Iogicd solutions. 

F i d y ,  Baburin presented the Russian-Serbian strategic alliance as a "necessityl'. 

Presumably, the alliance would be in the best interest of these two coutries, due to the 

assumption that these two couutries were bot6 victims of the "new world order". Such an 

alliance codd best protect Russian and Serbian security interests. For Baburin the 

category of security was based on "cold war" categones such as state, power, and balance 



of power. This is probably the reason why Baburin did not criticize the "cold war order" 

in his revisionist historÏQsm but only domestic Soviet policy. Thus, when contrasting 

Russia and the USSR, it is domestic policy that should be change& not foreign policy. 

This appeared to be one of very important merences between his position and that of the 

A tIanticists. 

Baburin did not strictiy defîne the meaning of security, but implicitly it could be 

perceived as the protection of the nation fiom military threats h m  abroad. The author 

had the aspiration to mate  a "grand theory" (to explain the causaiities of world politics), 

but he did not offer an elaborate answer as to what the causal mechanisrn is in secrnity 

studies. The assumption offered as in response was bat ciifferences of civilization and 

culture present a security threat. Thus, the imposition of one's cultural values over those 

of one's neighbors (or simply others) presented the essential sectuity threat. Therefore, 

the nation state was the best protector of cultural and civiIization values and distinctions. 

In this case, Serbia, as a Slavic and ûrthodox-Christian state, should be in the same camp 

of protectors of core SIavic values as Russia Turkey and the Muslim world with its 

expansionist policies, according to the author, were the enemies to engage. The elements 

of this "grand theory" became a common foudation in the foreign policy discourse of the 

National-Pafiots. On the other hand, parts of his explmation based on conspûacy theory 

were ody accepted by hard-liners. 

Babrnin, on occasion, presented conspiracy theory as a driving force of 

international  relation^.'^' The crucial element of his interpretation of conspiracy theory 

rn ' 'Dismte~on of Slavic world is pre-condition for Turkish penewtion and for r e b a  of Pan-Tinkism. 
In the CIS area the maBi obstacle for such a penetration is R u d a  whiie m the Baikans it is Yugoslavia 
Thmfore, the balance of power codd be ehanged oniy through disintegration ofthose iwo states." Sergei 
Baburin, IOt.  



was that Turkey's expansionist poiicy in Central Asia (after the break-up of the USSR) 

was designed by the AtZanticists328 ideas and that it was part of the "new world order". 

Accordhg to him, Turkey was fighting to enlarge its spheres of influence, and for 

Baburin it would change the regional balance of power toward instability and conflicts. 

His prescription was that Russia needed new alliances of a poütical, d h y ,  and 

economic nature in order to cornterbalance this security threat. Therefore, it codd be said 

that Baburia's elaboration proceeded dong the Iines of Cold War logic, and refiected the 

author's desire for the stattcs quo in international relations. The nostalgia for the "cold war 

order" was based on a static vision of international relations. That is probably why 

Baburin preferred borders and strict delineation among international entities. He argued 

that Russia was isolated due to the foreign policy the Moscow govemment pursued 

throughout the 199 1-1 994 period. According to his concept of protecting core values 

against the "expansionist Musiim world", isolation would sigr@ the achievement of 

security for the state?= Thus, behg isolated wodd mean being secure. Or to follow his 

line of reasoaing, it would mean not to fear remaining in the minority or outside of 

integration processes. This element of his reading of seciaity was particularly well 

received and resonated for a long tirne among National-Patriots, especidy on the issue 

of NATO Eastwatd expansion and evennial Russian estrangement fiom this alliance. 

Robably refening to NATO. 
" Bearing m mind the "civilydtionW cornponent of the Rusian ''schools of thought", our emphasis on 
'cold war order' may ce&a Western anal.ytïsal praaica, rather than the mie nature of the ideas held by 
Russian secinity discourse participants, especiespeciaIly those of the NatiomI-Potnutic bloc. 



3.42 Further evoIutÏo~ of the Ndonaf -PafnÔ&' secnrity discourse: the agenda of 

inclusivism 

In 1993, Russia stabilized its domestic politics at the federal level and achieved a 

wotkable agreement with her regions."O These achievements led National-Patriots to 

abandon  the^ fears of the possible disintegration of Russia. However, the sec* of 

Russia remained one of the main concems of the National--Patriots. As they reaiized that 

the nuclear arsenal provided Russia with stnitegic sectnity, the emphasis was put on 

regional threats."' Based on this ptimary concem, the assumption was dram that 

Russian borden were difficult to defend. Ruda was aimost completely surrounded by 

areas of conflict and hostilities. These confiicts appeared just as the Russian army was 

undergohg cornplex structurai changes and was facing a deep hancial, technological 

and morai crisis? Therefore, the National-Pun7'ots argued, the security of Russia was 

challenged more than ever, because the resources to provide security were more limited 

than ever. In this argument, the emphasis was put on the capacity of the state, therefore 

the state was the focus, rather than the individual. However, in the National-Parhios 

understanding, it was ciifficuit to distinguish between the state and the comrnunity. This 

distinction was perhaps not as clear as it is in western schoIarship, and the tendency to 

''O The Russian public also perceived that the domestic affairs were the only relevant politid issues in 
1993. This was the explmation of the Faa that in the end-of-the-year public mrvey they did not include any 
foreign policy issue - Vera Nikitma, 58. 
ni Some of the most rrspeacd Rusian müitary mmds kiieveà tbat ngioaal wars were Ukely to strike the 
Russian peripky and th* cürect action toward setthent of military conflicts should be taken, However, 
this argument aever mipiid that Russia should or wouid aüaunt the West by prrmiing these sennity 
policies. S a  Geu. Makhmut Akbmetovich Gareev, Ifwm cornes tamorrow? n>e COWOUTS o f m e  m e d  
conjtict, mus. (1995; London: Frank Cass, 1998). 

About the aipis m the Russian m*tary and misons it could uot k an agent of change, see David 
MendeIo& "Explainmg Russian Military Quiesceme: The "Paradox ofDisintegrationn and the Myth of a 
MiIiîary Coup," Commtulist and Past-Communrist SMies 27,3 (1 994): 225-247. 



equate concepts such as the state, the people, society and community primarily had its 

origins in the political opportuoism of the National-Putriots agenda, as weil as in the 

Russian 19& century philosophicd and social science tradition. Therefore. the argument 

could be made that this overlap of concepts arose fiom reiiance on the 19' cenhuy 

Russian scholmhip that have treated these concepts in a different way from any Western 

scholarship. The political opportunism rationale behind the mixed presentation and use of 

these concepts stemmed from a desire to buiid a consensu with the electorate vis-à-vis 

Yeltsin's government. The nnal interplay of these concepts reidorced the image with the 

public of having an agenda of inclusivism, that dowed al1 citizens of Russia to belong, 

and not only etbnic Russians. 

In the National-PatRors view, sec* had a primarily mi l i tq  meaning, and their 

approach was very close to neo-realism. However, they were not correspondingiy aeo- 

reaiist - that is politically Liberal or neo-conservative - on the issues of prosperity and 

identity. Therefore, in their political approach as to how to achieve prosperity, they were 

social-democrats since they proposed state-regulated econo~n~."~ In the Atlanticists 

world view, security had a primarily economic meaning. It was argued that the state 

needs more economic and technological power than miiitary power, but the economy 

should be based on Liberal values while the economy should be reguiated by monetatist 

policies. Therefore, this school of thought was legalist in its approach to the sec* 

issue, but liberal in its approach to the prosperity issue. Agaiu, fiom the point of view of 

This policy ofstate ~gulation graduaQ gaineci sipificant popufar support. During the 1989-90 period 
various pubtic surveys hdicated tbat ody 8% of rcspondents supported the introduction of "mong hand" 
nile in Russia However, during the 1993-94 perîod, thk support sîabiiized at 25%. It was noteworthy that 
such a trend could have been mterpceted as maeased mppon for a iotalitanan-type politicai system, whiie 
at the sme t h e  it couid be perceived as the hope h t  this was the bat way to enmm the end of comption 
and the mtroduaion ofthe d e  of Iaw. See GJ. Vamshtein, "Rost avtoricarnyh nastmenü 1 fkhistskaia 
opsmot' v sovremenoi Ross&" mcrease of Auîhoritarian Orientations and Danger ofFaseism in 
Contemporary Russial Polk 2 (1995): 39-41. 



Westem schol~~~hip,  it wodd present an inconsistency, but h m  the point of view of 

Russian schools ofthinking it presented the continuation of the discourse on how to 

'change' Russia 

As for the National-Patriots, the security threat was W e d  to the threat to 

territorial or political sovereignty of the state; for the AtZanticists the main security threat 

Iay in economic decline and environmental degradation? According to the National- 

Patriots, without the ability to militarily counterpoise emerging security threats, Russia 

couid be marpinaiized and isolated from the international c~mmunity?~~ Therefore, the 

National-Patriots were not isolationists in their policy prescription even though they 

attributed some benefits to the situation of Russia being temporarily isolated? They 

argued that by efficient military responses to her security threats, Russia could find a 

more privileged place in the world community and avoid isolation. Consequently, it 

rneant the adoption of a policy of assertiveness and intervention with the purpose of 

greater accommodation of Russian interests vis-à-vis the  est?" The policy of 

assertiveness should be exercised against aiI actors and trends that tried to marginalize 

Russia The Narionul-Patriots argued that Moscow shotdd start this process of 

assertiveness anywhere where Russia 'stiil has some influence' as in the former 

~ u ~ o s l a v i a ~ ~ ~  This attnbuted strategic relevance to Yugoslavia was why the debate over 

" See Kolikov N, "Rossia v kontekste giobal'nyh pereauen," [Russia in the context of Global Changes] 
Svobociitria A&/' 2-3 (1 994): 7. 
*' ParticuiarIy m ternis of h a  claim m gmat power statu. " Konstantin Sorokin argued agaoin entering hto the Westcm 'geopliticai entities'. Instead, according to 
Sorokin, Russt-a shouid foiiow the poticy of "baiancing wdistance" with the West with occasionaI 
"tiIting-the-balance" mtewentionism dong the national interest hes. See Konstantin Sorokm, "Rnssia and 
Multipolarity: a Thne to Embrace, and a Time to R e m  h m  Embracing"," Polis i (1994): 7-33- 

It could be argued chat hem resoaead the vocabulary of Stankevich on "pride" and "dignity"" a s  
important avenues for achieving international power. " interview of V L W  (hfmseifone of Neo-Eu~c~simzs}, Chairman of the Stan b a t s  Cornmittee on 
International AnaBs Neuntisimqm guzeta, Thc C m  D g e n  of the P ~ ~ r S o v i e t  Proy 1 1 (1995): 25. 



the former Yugoslavia could be used as an indicator of Russian security discome. The 

Arlmticists bdieved that, in an emerging multi-polar world Russia cannot be an 

independent center of power?39 They also believed that Russia couid not be easily 

incorporated in any ofemergirtg regionai coalitions. Therefore, Russia should best protect 

her interests in the global collective security fhmework of the UN? On the other side, 

the NationaI-Patriiols thought that Russia could benefit from being an independent center 

of power in an emergiag muIti-polar world. Their perception came to prevail among the 

ranks of the opposition in particular as a result of the opposition's fear of the eastward 

expansion of NATO, which syrnbolized to them that the West does not want Russia as an 

ally. The predorninance of the National-Patn'ots view that Russia codd benefit from 

being a more indepuident center of power aiso arose h m  the opposition's confidence at 

the consolidation of Russian regional power, for example, within the C I S . ~ '  Therefore, 

the Russian nationalism, presented by this "school of thoughb" appeared to be more 

grolmded to the state's capacities than to spirituai or value concepts.N2 Also, the Russian 

nationdisrn, presented by this "school of thought," demon-ted an ability to evolve 

toward an agenda of inclusivism nom its previous positions. The s e c e  accent was on 

the role of the Russian state in the region and on the protection of Russians in the "nez 

However, the Russian public was still against Rwim o n ~ i d e d  support of the Bosnian Serbs. In the 1994 
end-of-the-year pubtic m e y  only t go!! of cespoudents demanded Rwsia's support of the Bomian Serbs 
whik 40% of rrspondents argued against oueh a support - Vera NikitMa, UGoâ la godom: 1994," [Year by 
Year: 19941 Monitoring obshestvennogo mneniira 3 (1998): 55. 

The understanding of the 'independent center ofpower' was ciiffimat baween these two schoois of 
thought. For the Attanticists it meant a division of h d y  united world and rem into the sceaario of the 
'cold war'. For the Natio~~prrtrioiou it meant an alliance with possible partners in an already divided 
(muit@oIar) woriü, m the world whae king aione m m  behg exploited by other alliances. 
N. K o h v  18. 
VPLukM, Waciondnay~ politilta doizhna byt napmvIena na otstaivanie sobst~nyh intensov, no s 

uchetom htemov partnemv," vational Policy shoald Iean on Defmse ofNationaf IntefeStS, but with 
Respect of Partners' Interests1 SM. Ehnorn*<2 P o l e  I&ologiiu 8-9 (1994): 145-149. 

Consequedy, a aspeeine understandhg of national ccmscÏoustless mierged: the symbiosis of the ethnic 
and the national. Set Vladimir IordPoskü, "Dve g r -  obs6~ennogo somania- ~ ~ c h e s k a i a  I 
natsioaainaia," [Two Branches of Social Cognition: Ethnic and National] MEMO 6 (1 993): 8% 1 O 1. 



abr~ad"?~ By the end of 1994 the R-an public clearly indicated its concems over the 

regional security issues in the end-of-the-year public m e y  of the most important 

politicai events in 1994.~ Conflict in Chechnya, hot spots in Abkhazia, Tajikistan and 

Russian troops puil out from Germany and the Baltic region clearly indicated popular 

concerns over security issues but with clearly regional scope. This is how the "Russia 

fint" agenda was articulated and initiated. 

This could also be analyzed in the context of Iangpage. The word 'mskii'and 

'rossisRir were both translated into Engiish as 'Russian', but they do not have the same 

meaning because the latter refers to the state 'Rossia' and the former to the ethnicity 'Rus'. 

The National-Mots were using the tem 'rossisMir with statehood in mind, and it 

encompasses not only members of the Russian ethnie group but all  citizens of Russia and 

those who look upon Russia for personal securïty, mch as, for example, the Russian- 

speakhg minority fiom the 'near abroad' and some mistreated ethnic groups that would 

rather be a part of Federai Russia then of some CIS nation-states. However, it was 

noteworthy that Russian public opinion was d e r  divided on this issue and did not 

deniand Russian actions toward unification with Russian-inbabited territories in the 

CIS?~ But inclusMsm was provided on the basis of culture rather than on the basis of 

language, ethnicity or religion. All-Russian survey redts indicated that the Russian 

public believed that the Russian federation should be built upon traditional Russian 

values (46% of respondents) or Soviet values (16% of respondents) while ody 4% of 

1Q S a  James WMocrison, YlodinrP ZhVinovskiy: An mesment of a Russian Ultra-Niztiodlir< WcNair 
Pqer30, INSS, 1994),38. 

Vera Nikitina, 3 (1998), 56. 
Y in early 1995,33% respondents prefrrrrd chiJ policy wMe 46% rejected k S a  IM. Kliamkm and V.V. 
Lapkin, "Russkii vopm v Rossü," [Russian Question in Russia] Polis 5 (1 995): 78-97. 



respondents preferred Western valuesN This way the secdty, prosperity and identity 

could have been built on the shared patterns that many in the CIS could idente with. 

Therefore, the 'Xussia fast" agenda was more inclusive but, again, in terms of the state 

and culture. Conseqyentiy, there was no desire for a messianic role abroad on redigious or 

ethnic grounds. 

These intentions of the National-Patriots for intewentionism but not 

expansionism, which entaüed not a desire to conquer and de, but rather to discipline and 

eventually subordhate, were accompanied by the more balanced viewupoints of the Neo- 

Ew~urns. V. Lukin, Chairman of the State Durna's Cornmittee on International Affairs 

emerged as the leading figure of this school. This school attracted many academics and 

public servants who did not want to be in the same environment with Zhirinovsky and 

Zyuganov (NdionaIists) and who left the ranks of the Atlanticists due to disillusionment 

with Yeltsin's policy. 

The Neo-Ezuasim were not as vocal on the issue of the Yugoslav civil war as 

they were on the issue of foreign policy principles and priorities. They wanted these 

priorities to serve the newly-defked domestic goals. The definition of these goals 

difFered fiom that of the Atlanticists. Discursively, the Neo-Eurusians did not argue for 

''further economic reform" but rather for '?he end of ecoaornic crisis." They consïdered 

the economic reform implemented by the AtIanticrSts as a contriiutor to economic crisis. 

Aiso, as opposed to the Aîlanticists, they did uot argue for the "strengthening of 



democratic institutions in Russia" but for "domestic politicai ~tabibty. '~'  Therefore, as 

the main foreign policy priorities, the Neo-Ezuasians tisted the CIS countries; second, Far 

East, the Middle East and Eastern Europe; and third, the  est?' This was a platforni 

upon which the rapprochement within the National-Pafriots was achieved on the question 

of foreign policy priorities. The dominant perception within the National-Patriotic bloc 

was that the main focus of Russian interests shodd be in the 'near abroad' and in relations 

with its Asian neighbors. The Neo-Ewasiam argued that once Russia regains its 

economic power, Moscow wodd retuni to European &airs to participate in the creation 

of the partnership agenda with the  est.^^ This viewpoint was quite simiiar to the 

Nationalists ' debate on the benefits of cuihnal isolationism and it ended up as a shared 

vision of the NationuLPahiots secwity prescription. At the end of 1993, the military 

doctrine and report by the Russian Foreign Sec* Agency (FSA) on NATO 

enlargement outlined two crucial state security documents?s0 It was noteworthy that both 

documents originated fiom 'non-At[anticists ' state institutions, namely the FSA and the 

Ministry of Defense, and both argued tiom the self-diance standpoint for a more 

coercive and cautious approach to security issues. The most important point was the 

introduction of policy of seKdiance and the constant emphasis on Russian national 

uiterests and their eventuai collision with the policies of Western corntries. The 

resoundhg argument of these documents was that, since Russia was not incorporated into 

Western structures, the West wouid defhitely challenge the reatization of Moscow's 

See Inwrg The C m  Digest of the Pm14oviet P n u  1 (1995): 24. 
ibid., Lvestia 

349 See NArbatova, "tkoki Yugoslavü dia Rossü 1 Zapada," wugosiav Lesons for Rusia and the Westl 

MEMO 2 (1 995): 45-58, 
" See "Osnomie poloieaia voennoi dokOmy Rossiiskoi Fecieratsü,* Fasic Rmciples of Military 
Docîrine of Russian Fedemtion] bertià 18 Novmber 1993: 1,4; aad "ûpravdano iÏ rashitenie NATO?," 
F NATO Enlargement Jastified?] Neravkimuya grne& 26 November 1993: 1,3, 



national interests. Therefore, it offered almost the same woddview as that of the 

N'tionaZ-Pafiots. On this example it was visible how some of the crucial foreign policy 

making institutions adopted dominant ideas from the Russian security discourse. 

However, it was noteworthy that the Neo-Euraiunism was a two sided 

phenornenon. While this "school of thought" c d e d  for the protection of cultural specincs 

and the deheation of political and strategic spaces vis-à-vis the West, with regard to the 

CIS it argued for integrative policies and the respect of democratic and human rights 

n o m  as well as market economy principles. Some authors argued that Russia, by 

conducting an Atlanticists policy of "open political space and de-ideologization" in "near 

abroad" while confronthg geopolitics with a globaiization project in its relations with the 

West - was echoing the 19" century modernity/tradtion debate?' The existence of this 

double-sided feature of Neo-Ewasiam might explain the coming eventual changes in 

security discourse when one of these tendencies become dominant over the other. At the 

same time, this duality within the same "school of thought" follows the 19" centmy 

tradition of a system of synthetic categories. 

3.4.4 Neo-Eurusianbm by Arbatova 

The comprehensive and condensed viewpuint of the Neo-Ewasim and their 

argumentation can be traced to an article by  ofe essor ~ A r b z t t o v a . ~ ~  The devance of 

this article was in its focus on one of Moscow's most important strategic issws: the 

*' See L.G. Ionin, Rassieskie nxetomorcfoly: itul'tunt~rà aCMSf~rrnplsPNII IsorsUri'nyie rinieneniia [Russian 
Metamorphosis Cultural Transformahn and Saeiai Changes] (LewÏston, Queenstou, Lampeta. The 
Edwm MeIIen Press, 1999) 248,262. 
* %id, NArbatOva, "Umki YugosIavii diia ROSSE I Zapada," [Yugoslav L e m a s  for Rusia and the Wm] 
MEMO 2 (1 995): 45-58. 



Yugoslav crisis. Arbatova argued that the relevance of the Yugoslav crisis for Russian 

poiitics was based on the Moscow government's perception of the Yugoslav civil war. 

This perception, she argued, was based on the Logic of the precedent. Therefore, events in 

the former Yugoslavia were, in advance, qualifïed as something that could take place in 

Russia itself. Arbatova questions the possiaility of such a scenario on the grounds that no 

causal Link had been hitherto identined. The author presents the initial understanding of 

the Yugoslav crisis in a diEerent light fiom that of the mainstream Nationalrîrs. Her 

perception was that the unitary poiicy of the former Yugoslav and Soviet federations did 

not pay respect to the nationalistic pretensions of their respective federal units. Due to 

this "totalitarian" element, these two countries faced the prospect of disintegration. 

Therefore, disintegration was equal to iiberation. In the case of the USSR, Russia led this 

dishtegration. But, Russia was the cataiytic factor for the peaceful outcome of this 

disintegnition as weii. In the Yugoslav case, domestic actors did not have an agreement 

on disintegration and they did not have any catalytic force to provide a fom of 'velvet 

divorce' scenario. Therefore, for Arbatova, the role of Russia innde the USSR had more 

in commoa with the role Croatia piayed in the former Yugoslavia. Arbatova charactexized 

Serbia as a keeper of the old communia federd unitarian and that was the reason, 

according to her, that Russia followed the policy of Western countries during the crisis 

management in 1992 and 1993. Thus, it was a different assesment fiom that of Baburin 

or the other Nationalists. There were no references to Slavic historicai reievance or 

cdturaI Sigriifïcance, nor did Arbatova imply any ünks to the West's intentional tailorhg 

of the 'new world order' in the case of the former YugosIavia 



However, the author was criticai of the role the West played in the former 

Yugoslavia According to Arbatova, the West perceived this conflict as something of 

secondary relevance. In the view of Arbatova, and the rnajority of the Neo-Ewasim, the 

s e c e  interests of the West were not chdenged by this war. Therefore, she concluded, 

the West did not intervene in 1989-90 when it wodd have been easy to control the crisis. 

But, Arbatova argue& the role of the West rernained the only possible pacifyllig factor in 

the former Yugoslavia. Later on, as this aïsis escalated, the West demonstrated an 

absolute lack of crisis management will and capacity. Therefore, by behaving without a 

plan, according to Arbatova, the West launched counterproductive measures and helped 

to escalate the &sis even M e r .  By imposing and insisting on vague principles of 

"democracy," the West failed to understand the essence of the crisis fiom the very 

beginning. Arbatova said that the common characteristic of the Yugoslav and Soviet 

repubiics was their multiethnic composition. m e r  the disintegration of these States, this 

characteristic caused the national minority issue to emerge. The national minority issue 

was not only related to questions of "democracy" and "human rights," but also to the 

question of temtorid secession and statehood, because national minorities questioned not 

only the fnunework of the domestic political system, but aiso the borders of the state and 

its territorial integrity. This movement for secession was very often mpported by a 

'mother country' of the national minority in question. Therefore, the author considered the 

Serbs mainly respomible for the Yugoslav civil war. But, Arbatova did not argue that the 

Serbs should be punished since they were not solely responsible, and she concluded that 

nothing wouid be achieved by pmishing them except to stimuiate other nationalists 

groups to take advantage of the situation. On the contrary, Russia shodd have 



disassociateci itseiffbm the West whenever the latter wanted to take punitive, anti-Serb 

mea~ufes. Failing to do so at the proper moment, Arbatova argued, was the main error of 

Russian foreign policy. This point represented another bridge between the NationuZists 

and the Neo-Ezuasians. Therefore, as with the issue of isolation, the policy prescription, 

and not the rationale for the policy prescription, was the main unifying point between the 

Natiomlists and the Neo-Ewmans. 

Arbatova said that, in the later phase of this crisis, Russia changed its foreign 

policy, to some extent, toward a more independent policy. These changes in Russian 

foreign policy regarding the Yugoslav issue were motivated by several factors. Primarïly, 

according to Arbatova, it was a reaction to the anti-Serbian behavior of the Western 

powers. By not following the policy of the West on this issue, Russia signded that she 

did not want to be responsible for the negative consequences of such a policy. This 

caution against foiIowing the West's policy was dso based on a desire to have a more 

independent foreign policy, one that was not tied to, and conditioned by, the promise of 

Western financiai and technical aid. The author aiso emphasized, as a very important 

psychologicai factor in Russian decision-making, the strong sentiment, throughout aii  

levels of Russian society, of national h d a t i ~ n ? ~  

Arbatova's perception, based on the experience of this crisis, was that the West 

did not want to accept Russia as an equal partner. However, for Russia. the question 

remained as to what to do in the former Yugoslavia A policy of confrontation with the 

West over the former YugosIavia was not perceived as benefkid for Russia. At the same 

thne, Moscow's policy of continriity with the Tartnership with the West" agenda, 

pursaed by Kozyrev, was &O seen as wrong. TO Arbatova, continuity wodd mean 

30 N. Arbatova, 55. 



conducting poiicy in accordance with an uneven partnership with the West rather than on 

the basis of Russian national interests. In order to change Russian policy, she argued, 

Moscow should pay attention to two things. F i a  was bat any Arnerican-led 'peace- 

enforcement' in the former Yugoslavia couid present a precedent for hard liners in Russia 

to do the same thing in the 'near abroad'. Therefore, if some local government started to 

treat a Russian-speaking minori@ b d y ,  Moscow could use air strikes against that 

govemment. That wouid lead to a 'clash of civilizationst scenario, the one preferred by the 

hard liners in Russia and the US. The second dilemma facing Russia was in the long- 

delayed answer fiom the West about the character of relations with MOSCOW- The West 

should decide whether it was going to deal with Moscow as a partnet or as an adversary. 

The prescription h m  Arbatova was that in the meantime Moscow should pursue a 

parnile1 poliry. This meant that Moscow should pursue an independent foreign policy 

that will not be against but parailel with the West Accordhg to this prescription the main 

focus of Russian interests should be in the 'ne= abroad' and in relations with its Asian 

neighbors. Once Russia regains its economic power, Moscow couid r e m  to European 

affairs to participate in the creation of the partnership agenda with the West. Therefore, 

bearing in mind the discursive elernents of Russian foreign policy debate, Arbatova's 

critique of Kozyrev's foreign policy could be placed, in what emerged after the 

rapprochement of NutionuIÎst and Neo-E&ans, in the centrist space of the National- 

Patriots bloc. What this rapprochement actuaiiy meant was that all the opponents of 

Kozyrev's foreign policy were e t e d  on the question as to what direction, in policy- 

prescription te=, Russia shouid take. This direction has switched h m  the West toward 

the East. This switch also repmented a desire to foUow more gradmikt and state- 



sponsored ways of implementation of market refonns with the coexistence of private and 

social sectorsY as was the case in China At the same t h e ,  this direction did not argue for 

the cohntation with the West. 

The accent of the NationaZ-Patrrbts was based on the security dilemmas of these 

proposed directions. If the direction of integration with Europe impiied, as a 

consequence, that Russia had to sa&ce something, or to change its nature, then, 

according to the National-Patrïotsy it was much more appealing to adopt an orientation 

towards Asia The National-Pafriots fkquently credited Asia for the fact that countries 

with various poütical and economic systerns coexist and cooperate side by side?" It was 

assumed that in this region there were no imposed d e s  for cooperation, or standards to 

follow. This was probably the most important reason that the National-Pahiors perceived 

this direction as the one dlowing Russia more freedorn of action ("parailel policy") and 

one that would not threaten Russia's national identity (cbcdtural isolation"). If economic 

cooperation with the West was conditioned by some politicai 'readjustments and 

codûnents ' ,  this was not the case in cooperation with ~sia''' In Asia, economic 

cooperation was not Iinked with political issues. Therefore, the opposition managed to 

change the discourse in Russia. The discourse was no longer about democratic and 

totaütarian world politics, but rather about distinctiveness and how to preserve i t  The cal1 

to retain Russia's distinctiveness by i n d g  state power grew iouder and louder. This 

change gmduaIIy resonated in public as weIi, and deprived Kozyrev and the At~wzticists 

ofeiectoral support in both the 1993 and 1995 elections. This change more or Iess 

brought a coherent worldview into existence that was expressed in the slogan "Russia 

The Neo-EwosUmiF wen the moa vocai among them. ''' See David Kerr, The New Eurasianism: The R k  of Geopolin'cs m Russis's Fonign Poücy," Europe- 
Asia Studies 47, (1995): 977-989. 



W. It could be argued that throughout 1995 this slogan nrst existed as a discursive 

category with b l m d  content, but by the end of 1995 had evolved fiom discursive 

category into a perception composed of four worldviews: maintenance of Russian cultural 

specincs were more important than adoption of universalimi principles; an increase in 

state power was the best guanuitor of security, prosperity and identity for everyone in 

Russia; the Russian state should have a more active and prominent role in the CIS region; 

protection of the Russian-speaking minority in "near abroad" should be one of the 

imperatives of the Russian state. As these perceptions became predominant worldviews 

held by the majosity of Russian foreign policy debate participants, it could be also argued 

that "Russia first" almost emerged as a separate 6bschool of thought" by the beginning of 

1996, 

3.5 Phase three: Assertion toward the West irticulated through uRussia fmtw 

(1995-1996) 

An overview of Russian innuentiai academic joumals pubüshed in the 1995-96 

period hdicated an erosion of AfIanticists themes and worldviews and an increase in 

"Russia Grst" rhetoric and views. Nash Sovreniennik led the trend with the glorification 

of Russian military achievements in WW II on the occasion of the 5 0 ~  anniversary of VE 

Day. This journal maintained a constant focus on topics of Russian national intexest, 

bringing them close to the emerging issue of %e idea of national crossroad and 

renewal". Support for the notion of the Specinc ovet the universal was so overwhelming 

that it created wide interest in the emergence of the specinc Russian school - meaning a 



'non-globalkation' path ofthinking and teaching. The prestigious philosophicai journal 

VoprosyfiZosofii continued to devote substantiai space to traditional Russian 

philosophers. The issues of civibtion paradigms and Eurasianism were debated in- 

depth whüe the main question of 'what is Russia' dominated the scene. Violence in pst- 

totalitarian societies and the conditions of Russia's strategic instability often moved the 

authors to argue for "Russia nrst" policy prescriPti~m?56 Even the semi-official 

International Affairs departed fiom AtIanticist notions by debating the issues of 

civilization paradigms and Russia's security. Significant re-thinking occurred on issues 

such as US-Russia relations, NATO enlargement, Russia-Iraa relations and relations with 

the West in gened. The trend of presenting Russian regions continued and other articles 

accentuated the role of the Duma and Russian political parties in creating Russian foreign 

policy. This indicated the institutional shift toward the "Russia fint" agenda. A key 

aspect of this agenda was that the Ministry of Foreign A f f '  should not be sole architect 

of Russian foreign policy and interpreter of Russia's security interests. MEMO conthued 

to focus on the lessons of prîvatization and economic reform. However, the bittemess of 

these lessons created arguments that more and more advocated economic, rather than 

democratic, development On issues of economic s e c w ,  cornparisons were made with 

the Scandinavian countries and the achievements of their state-dominated economies. 

Thus the desiTed model became the state controhed market economy rather than the 

L Ï i i s t  market economy. The problems of federalism were prominentiy debated and, 

within the perspective of CIS conflicts, often argued that a viable mechanism of conflict 

prevention was needed. Therefore, a stronger role for the state was perceived to be the 

" However, there was an impressive arternpt to reach the synthesis of mivasal and culture-specific in the 
article by V.G. Fedotov, "Sud'ba Rossn v z d d e  rnetodoIogii," [Destmy of Russia in the mirror of 
Methodology] VoprosyfiIasofi t 2 (1995): 2 1-35, 



guarantor for peace which comsponded e x d y  with the "Russia first" line. Svobodnaia 

Md', in the meantirne, became a joumat of the Gorbachev Foudation and as such 

expressed more social-democratic views. Despite its focus on Russian economic and 

poMcaI transition and the ideologicd issues related to it, this journal also featured a 

significant increase in articles related to Russian history and Russian specifics. Therefore, 

it aborted its once unconditional support of Atlanticist worldviews and themes such as the 

belief in the linear advantages of giobalization and the necessity of rejecting tradition. 

Russian public opinion indicated strong concems over the domestic sec- issues giving 

a support for the arguments demanding the increase in state intemention and controi. The 

war in Chechnya and tenorist attacks in Budennovsk, Moscow and Vladikavkaz were 

among the top poiiticai events indicated in the end-of-the-year public survey for 1995."' 

Institutiondly, by the end of 1995 the Russian foreign policy became an activity 

pursued not only by Moscow but aiso by the Russian regions. Various international 

activity performed by Russian federal UILits culminated in signing of more than 300 

international agreements, though majority of them behg concluded with the assistance of 

Ministry of Foreign AfFa~s?'' There were three groups of regions that championed 

fiequent and broad international cooperation: regions that were promoters of increased 

sovereignty on the basis of preMous1y achieved etfinic-territorial autonomy such as 

Tatantan, Bashkorostan, Kalmykia, Chechnya; regions bordering foreign couritries, such 

as Karelia, Primorskü Krai; economically and fhmcially developed regions (so called 

See Vera Nikitma, "God za godom: 1995,'' pear by Year 19951 Monitorhg obshesntennogo nrnenia 4 
(1998): 54. 
See Aleksandr Sergunin, "Regiony 1 fimovo-politichalai aisis v Ross2  mezhchmarodnie aspckty," 

[Regions and Fîmancial and Political Cririis in Russrk Internationai Aspects] Cho hotim regzonay Rawii 
[What do RPssian Regions Want] (Moscow: Carnegie Moscow Centre, t 999). 



"surplus regions") such as Nimgorodskaia oblast, Samara, St ~eterbur~?" The local 

elite perceived international cooperation as an additional source of political Iegitimacy 

often promoting a discourse that the federal center's iil-managed budgetary and tax 

policies were to blame for the regions' economic problems. Thus, the argument was made 

that an active international cooperation may alleviate those problems and in the same 

the  sustain regionai-based identity and promote electorai support for local leaderships. 

However, in order to achieve a comprehensive international cooperation the Russian 

regions face severe limitations when it cornes to personnel availabk, regions' institution- 

building and legd h e w o r k .  On the other hand the perseverance of regional 

leaderships' criticism of federai center's policies may lead to the regionaiization of the 

institutions of coercive power thus making the police and arrny locally fimded which 

wouid M e r  open the issue of army's and police's ~ o ~ a l t ~ ? "  However, this regional 

fonign policy discourse did not demonstrate a capacity to decisively influence either the 

Russian secMty discourse or the state institutions. 

The continuhg economic hardship in Russia and 'anarchization' of the economy 

subsequently stcengthened the perception that there was a need for state intervention and 

regdation. The NationctZ-Patriots promised that they could end the "criminalization of the 

economy; the widespread despair of citizenry; the decline in spirituaIity; the detenoration 

of the army; the gutf between the people and their nilm; the disunity of s~ciet~."~ '  It 

was the same perception of state nationaihm (renewd) that had previously imited the 

" See Sergei Borisov, uVneshnepoliticheskaia deiatehost' mssbkih regionov kak atri'but ïh politicheskoi 
s a m o i d e n ~ i , "  [Foreign PoIitid Activity of Russian Regions as an hdicator of their Politicai 
Selfidentification] Chto hotiat regioMy Ravii wat do Rupsian regions Wmt] (Mosfow: Cmegie 
Moscow Centre, 1999). 
xo Ibid Aleksandr Sagunm 
%' A Lebed in Nezavkimaya gmerq Thc Cment Digtst of the Pmt&wiet Press 4 1 (1995): 1. 



National-Patrr*ots that later became almost a dominant pubiic perception determining the 

outcome of the December 1995 pariiamentary electiom. In these elections, the 

communist leader Zyuganov best expressed this dorninant perception on Russia's nature 

by saying that "statehood and spirituaiity are twui pillars of the Russian ideasda 

Spintuaüty in this case meant more the value system, or in the conception of the 19' 

century thuiker Danilevsky "culturaI-histoncal types," rather than a religious f~th?63 The 

dilemma of which value system to put in the place of the oId communist value system 

was solved by providing an eclectic agenda which encompassed the legacy of Russian 

experiences h m  communist and pre-communist times such as social justice, a sense of 

belonging, aad sec*, and which forges a telationship with old mythologies, the 

colIective histoncd memory and new hopes for progress. The achievement of a 

consensual perception of Russia's nahue facilitated the efforts of the National-Patriots to 

take Russia on her own way toward modemkation instead of foflowing the Western 

pattern of universaiism proposed by the ~tlanticists? Therefore. by using the notion of 

progress and modernization, the new bbschools of thought" were much more grounded in 

rationalism than the 19' centtuy "schools of thought". At the same time, the strategk 

thought of the new "schools of thought" cannot be viewed as isolationist or messianic as 

the 19' cenhuy "schools of thought" were (especidy in their Slmophile and 

Etitmanism sîreams), 

However, the West perceived the National-Patnots as primariîy anti-dernocrsttic 

and isolationist, especidy fiom 1994 o n d  This coincided with the deche of politicai 

ibid, N~misUnqyu gazeto, 4. 
* See Gemadj Zypganov, Y i  v Rarriil [I kiieve m Rusia] (Vomnezti: Vomaezb, 1995): L 5-17. 
364 S.M.Samnylov, "Nekbedmo li stoknovenie tsivüizatm? - chast II," F Ciah ofCiwTiom 
Unavoidablle? - part tm] SSM&onomi& P o l i e  I'ologiia 2 (1 995): 6 1. 



support in Russia for Kozyrev's foreign policy of ItPartnership with the West". This 

dissatisfaction in Russia originated h m  different perceptions of what Russia's power 

base was, and was unrelated to the issue of democracy versus mti-democracy. On one 

side, the Atlanticists vision of national strength and power was not based on the military 

power of the country but on its economic weU-being. In their understanding, the well- 

being of citizens is the main indicator of a successfbl foreign policy. Therefore, the main 

goal of their foreign policy was to make Russia more powerfbi by providing the best 

possible environment for her citizens to increase their individual wefl-being. The 

Atlanticists observed that Russia required t h e  for this scenario, as weli as some degree 

of amicable understanding fiom other great powers. On the other side, the Atlunticists 

vision of increasing national strength and power was linked to preventing 'non- 

democratic developments' inside ~ w i a ~ ~ ~  

But one could argue that both püiars of the Atlanticists expectations, related to the 

i n m e  of national strength and power, were not controlled by Atlanticists themselves. 

As weU, preventing rnondemocratic developments' in Russia was not within the control 

of the Atlanticists. At the same t h e ,  the wiilingness of other great powers to pursue the 

most preferable (to the Atlanticists) kbd of relations with Russia, depended primarily on 

the Western powers and their interests and calculations. Therefore, one could conclude 

that the Atlanticists were actuaiiy incapable of decisively influencing the best scenario for 

their foreign policy objectives. 

" in this context, the expression 'non-demdc deveIopments' was useci more rhetoricaiiy and wiâh the 
pinpose to poiitidly label opponents of the AtIanticis~rr policy agenda, then as a scholarly demarcation. 
This mis mahiy due to the faa that the understandMg ofdemoctacy was different among différent Russian 
politicai groups. 



At the same tirne, the external event of the expansion of NATO became 

increasingiy important in Russia. This event brought about a coaiescence of the Narional- 

Putriots arormd one perception?" that Russia was in danger, and that world poIitics is a 

stage of cornpetition where ody power cound6' The September 1995 NATO document 

on NATO expansion in Eastern Europe, together with the West's air strikes against the 

Bosnian Serbs, fùrthemore, strengthened unity around this perception not only among 

National-Patriots but among almost all segments of the Russian political elite.'" The 

National-Patriots perceived the concept of security in state terms, and it meatlt, 

consequently, that Russia should not aiIow itself to be dragged into a meaningless and 

inferior relationship with the West. "We need to combine a policy of deepening our 

relations with the West with a policy of independence, to gain tirne to build up our 

economic and politicai strength, and to prevent situations that could perpetuate our 

weakne~s."~~~ Therefore, the advantage of the concept of "Russia fïrst" was that it 

incorporated the Kozyrev's "Partnership with the West". It was possible because the 

Natioml-Patriots bloc ais0 wanted cooperation with the West, but on new terms. 

It appeared evident during the 1994-1996 Chechnya crisis that the AtIunticists lost 

public support to continw with their foreign policy concept. The Naliomlists and Neo- 

Ewasiam wete united in accusing the govemment of bad performance in this crisis and 

"The forthcornhg expansion of NATO bas rmited Rwia's nihg elite. Everyone now d i z e s  that this 
action must be opposed vigorousiy and that a Iimit must be & a m  somewhere to the expansion of the 
Western al1iance." Seyoclirya, ïk Current R i g a  of the PastSmiet Press 2 t (1995): 1, 
367 That was exactly what some cautious observers, mch as US Senator Bill Bradley, were afiaid of. %y 
advancing NATO to the bordets of the former Soviet Union wMe simu1taneously Msisting on continued 
disarmament, we wouid revive the impression of a military threat h m  the West m the mh& of many 
Russians." - Bill Bradiey, "Eurasia Letter: A Misguided Russia Poiicy," Foreign Poli' 10 1 (1995/96): 92. 

"An unofficiai four-how archange of opniions among repee~entatives of Russia's academic elite and 
politicai esîablishment and mcmben of the Councii on Foreigu and Def- Poücy that was he1d at the 
Russian Academy of Scimces' Mate of Europe Iast Fnday off& an example of unaaimity rare in the 
p-Soviet era." Nkzwisimaya gmoto, The C m m  Dipst of the PostS'kt Press 40 (1995): 25. 
" Sergei Karaganov, deputy director of the Russian Aeademy of Science's lnstitute of Emope, m 
Mmkovskijw novusti, The Current Digest of the PmSmOYfr'et P m s  27 (1995): 23- 



in accusiug the West for its interfaence in Russian intemal affairs. Whcn at the 

beginning of 1995 the EU suspended its Agreement on Cooperation with Russia due to 

Moscow's military intemention in Chechnya, the interest of the National-Pah7Ôts bloc in 

foIlowing Kozyrev's policy of "Cooperation with the West" absolutely disappeared. 

Therefore, they accused Kozyrev of being naive and an idealist in dealing with the West. 

They accused him of m a h g  too many concessions for too Little benefit The opposition 

perceived Kozyrev as a traitor to Russian interests and prionties. His removal in 

December 1995 represented a nnal poiiticai victory for the heady dominant perception 

of the Russian nationai interat and an apparent institutionaikation of the agenda "Russia 

first". 

3.6 Conclusion 

Discourse andysîs fïr~dings from this chapter indicated that: schools of thought 

acted as social movements that Muenced state institutions through public discourse; 

intelligentsia, including officiais fiom state institutions, inteilectuaüy belonged to schools 

of thought and generated their discourse; absence of majority party in parliament and 

President's non-party affiliation indicated that politid parties were less instrumentai in 

the 1995 Russian foreign policy change than schools of thou& party alliance changes 

were better mderstood by trachg their discourse and theoreticai thinlring than ideology 

or programmatic orientations because political parties with often seemingiy incompatibk 

worldviews were at the idea Ievel belonging to the same cbschool of thought" so that 

"schools of thought" practidy acted as more devant social movements than any party 



aibance. Therefore, if the understanding of changes in Russian foreign policy drning the 

1990-96 period was the ob jdve  of this chapter then it could be concluded that Russian 

culture, expressed through sets of ideas of c'schools of thought" on core foreign policy 

beliefs of identity, prosperity and security, sipnincantly innuenced public policy 

prescriptions. For that pirrpose the evolution of Russian security discourse in the 1990-96 

period was traced and better understood by analyzing the emergence of "schools of 

thought." At the same the security discome, promoted by those c'schools of thought," 

was used as the vital component in understanding changes in Russian foreign policy 

during this penod. Vital Lin. between 19' and 2 0 ~  century "schools of thought" could be 

seen in re-actualization of sec* dilemmas and quests about identity, security and 

prosperity. The core issues of Russian sectnity discourse debated in the 1990s were as 

those in the 19' century: the a h  to situate its identity on the --West scde (6th 

AtIanticists opkg for the West, Nationatlists for the East and Neo-Eurasicnts creating the 

symbiosis of two); the airn to situate a security paradigm on the isolation-integration scale 

vis-&-vis the West (Atlanticiiss opting for unconditional Întegration, Norionalists for 

assertive coexistence, and Neo-Eurasians for temporary isolation); the aim to situate 

prosperity on an individual-coilective scaie (Atlanticists opting for individuai prosperity, 

Nationalists for state prospenty, and Neo-Eurasim for societai and state prosperity) . 

The main developmental mode1 dilemma of the 1990s was pradcaliy the same as in the 

19" century: how to find adequate policy solution to accommodate globaihtion impact 

with preservation of national strength aud iden*. Russian traditional national thought 

on all those issues re-emerged thmughout the 1990s avdanche of re-printed books and 

artic1es fkom 1 9 ~  century authors. Variety of discourse categories and conceptu;il 



hneworks h 1 9 ~  century. especidy those of Westerners, SZavophiies and 

Ewasiam, strongiy resonated among the contemporary "schools of thought." This 

indicated strong cultural influence over politics as it also demonstrated that the primary 

intellectual allegiance of Russian intelligentsia was toward bbschoois of thought." 

This chapter indicated that, if the perestroika period represented the rejection of 

Soviet-type foreign policy, then the seKIabeled Democraticforces represented, in all the 

heterogeneity of their views, the continuation of Gorbachev's and Shevemadze's poiicies. 

However, when the predominance of a discourse conducted by the Dernomatic forces 

ended, this represented the end of these poücies of universdism during the 1990-92 

penod. This discoune was supeaeded by debates conducted by the ernerging "schools of 

thought" on formative issues of Russian state building. such as riaticmal character and 

perceptions of the world. Thus, the world was no longer perceived through the lem of the 

Democraticforces ' as divided between democratic and totaiitarian states, but as either a 

mdti-polar world or one divided between the center and periphery. While the Atlanticists 

proceeded on the basis of the democratidtotaiitarian world perception, the Nationalists 

and Neo-Eurasiarzs offered the alternative perceptions of multipolarity and center- 

penphery relations. Durhg the 1992-94 penod, the discursive convergence matenalized 

in the agenda of inclusivism and similarity of poiicy prescriptions gradually merged the 

Nationdists and Neo-Eurasians into the broader "school of thought" of the National- 

Patrfots. This b'school of thought" argued for the "Russia fïrst" policy prescriptionS 

instead of the "Cooperation with the West" principle irnplemented by the Atlanticists, as 

state poiicy during the 1990-95 period. The 'XussÎa W7 pruiciple refemd to: the 

necessity that stGe power be increased to guarantee secnrity, pmspaity and idenMy for 



Russian society; an inmaseci and active role for the Russian state in the 'near abroad' 

region; protection of the Russian-speaking minority in the 'near abroad'; and an active 

engagement in crisis management in hot-spots of Russia's special interest such as the 

former Yugoslavia. It could be argueci that, during the 1994-95 period, "Russia fi&" 

evolved fiorn the miaority advocated policy prescription to a dominant discursive 

category. At the end of this evolution, it could be concluded that by the end of 1995 

"Russia M' had ernerged as a "school of thoughf' and it consequently decisively 

influenced Russian foreign poiicy institutions. The foreign policy debate in Russia of the 

1990s was primarily generated as an echo of the evolving events in the 'near abroad' and 

the former Yugoslavia These two areas were present in the secdty discoune much more 

than any other international relations issue. 

Equally significant was the phenornenon that security discourse had, by the end of 

1995, reached a consensus in ternis of policy prescription. It was noteworthy that this 

consensual policy prescription was reached despite the existence of differeat worldviews. 

For example, security debate participants mch as Baburin and Arbatova held different 

perceptions on international issues, but proposed quite similar or identical policies as 

remedies for Russian security challenges. It will be argued in chapters N and V that the 

"Russia nrst" discourse m e r  evolved during the 1995-99 period and fhgmented into 

the two competing cbschooIs of thought" of the "reluctant realists" and the "advocates of 

£îrmness and brinkmanship." This fragmentation occurred dong the lines of dBerent 

policy prescriptions despite the fact that the security discoune participants had common 

worldviews and perceptions, especidy on the issues of the CIS, NATO expaasion and 

the NATO b o m b h e n t  of Yugoslavia 



4. From URussia f h t w  to the emergence of areluetant reaiism" (19964998) 

The goal of this chapter is twofold: to present and assess the development of 

Russian secwity discourse; and to demonstrate its Muence on state institutions during 

the 1996-98 period. For that purpose the cbschooIs of thought" wiii be traced dong the 

discoune generated around the issues of the 'near abroad' and the Yugoslav crisis. This 

discourse will be presented, as in chapter III, by using chmnologicai and thematic 

method. The National-Patn*ots discourse of "Russia fint" became dominant in speech 

and text and totaily marginalized Atlanticists ' "Cooperation with the West" by the end of 

1995. This brought about the institutionaiization of "Russia ntst" agenda, visible in the 

replacement of Andrei Kozyrev by Evgenii Primakov. This development also redted in 

metamorphosis of "Russia first" h m  a discursive category into a ''school of thought" 

(helped by National-Pahiots inclusivism project as shown in chapter III). Due to the fact 

uiat "Russia nrst" was based more on public policy consenms than on shared worldviews 

it is vital to remember that its core theoretical thuikuig was based on tenets of 

Atlanticism, Nationaiim, and Neu-E~~ani i i sm which brings to the fore reievance of 19' 

century cultural heritage. 

It will be argued in this chapter that s e c e  discourse continued to evolve m e r  

fiom 'XRuss ia resuIresulting in the emergence of new "schools ofthought". The evohkg 



events in the 'near abmad' and the former Yugoslavia produced new policy diiemmas 

that were addressed by the Russian secUnty discourse participants. Novelty with this new 

discome, polarized among "reluetant reaiists" and the "advocates of brinkmanship and 

h e s s , "  was that it produced phenomenon of discursive and institutional division upon 

proposed public poiicy measures while discome participants kept sharing the same 

worldviews. This phenomenon m e r  validates the thesis of vitai rdevance of cultural 

heritage and importance of "schools of thought" as indicators of intelligentsia's 

intellectual &filiation and as a key for understanding differences among debate 

participants. At the same t h e  this phenomenon Uidicates that "schools of thought" play 

the role of social movements in Russian society as it also indicates their ability not only 

to change society but also to evoIve themselves. 

4.2 The end of AtfanticiSts' institutiond dominance 

The December 1995 pariiamentary elections in Russia redted in the victory of 

anti-government political parties. One of the institutionai consequences of this victory 

was the removal of Atlmticists proponents such was Andrei Kozyrev, Minister of Foreign 

Affairs, fiom the govemment ranks?" This removd was iinked to the growing 

perception that Russia was not benefiting Eom relationships with the w d 7 '  The 

question of what Russia should do in order to foster its national interest had been 

" Fmm 1992 to 1995 "likrals w m  mcceaSmgly perceivcd as an arrogant elite with rie regard for the 
pnce that faxmation with the West and Wcstua advice was exacthg h m  the Runian rn8sses." Ilya 
Rize1,Nationol I . i .  and Foreign Policy; Natrbdnolimr ancl Ie<i<loship ip P o I d  Rwia md UkrPine 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1 998),226. 

Survey data mnal mat in 199 1 pubüc support for a foreign business p-ce m Russïa was 54% white 
m 1995 that support was only 33%, with SPA oppose& T m  in the US dmpped steadüy, so the m e y  
h m  1993 indicated that 5 1% ofthose quedioued kiieved that the US would take advantage of Russia, 
whle in 1996 7 1% believed that the US wouid takt advantage of Rka. Iiya RM, 247. 



collstatltly debated since 1990, but by the end of 1995, a tentative consensus on the 

response to this question was reached: "Russia first''" It seems that a consensus 

emerged fiom common beliefs and values held by securïty discourse participants, 

resdting in the creation of the broad action platfom of "Russia ntst". A common 

perception of international events m e r  strengthened this consensus. These perceptions 

primariiy adciressed the West's behavior? or as Russian scholar Dmitriy Trenin descnaed 

it, ccaithough it is premature to talk about a wave ofanti-Amencanism in Russia, US. 

imperialism and NATO militarism are graduaiiy retuming to their fonner places in the 

perception not oniy of people and structures ûaditionally responsible for conducting 

foreign aad defense policy, but dso society as a  hol le.''^* 

Duh~g 1996 "Russia first" represented the dominant discursive practice as well as 

a very broad poiitical alliance beîween different "schools of thought!' This alliance 

prirnarily invoIved the Nationaiists and Neo-Ewasians '%chools of thought." 

Furthemore, it could be said that "Russia first'' existed for a year or two as a "school of 

thought" on its own. Therefore, it could be argued that it emerged as a specific "school of 

thought" where sectrrity discourse is concemed, but since it was also a discursive 

category, it began fhgmenting once the discourse becarne ~olarked. The evolution of 

Russian secinity discourse into the "Russia first" conseasus was primariiy made possible 

by the shared anti-Atlunticist perceptions of the Nutiunalists and Neo-Ewasians. It was 

noteworthy that the Neo-Ewasians were aattAtlmticist in the sense of being anti-USA 

and that they were not mti-Europe at dl; imlüre the founder of EwmCantmz, Rince 

Set Peter Trtlscotî, Rwia F h t ;  Breubg with the We~t (London, New Y o k  1. B. Tauris PubIishers, 
1997)- 

Sec Dmitny Ttenin, " R d a  and the West: Avoidiiig Complications," Internzztionai Aflaus (Moscow) 
42 (January-Febmary 1996): 32. 



~rubetskoi?" However, it wouid be argued that the 'Xussia W' consensus discourse 

staaed £kgmenthg toward the end of 1996 and throughout 1997 due to disagreement on 

policy proposds. What emerged, on the basis of different poky proposais, were two 

discursive groups that can be tentatively named "reluctant realists" and the "advocates of 

h e s s  and brinkmanship." Looking at party mat ions  we can tentatively situate the 

majority of "Russia first" proponents within the l'no-mutual-attacks-alliancell formed in 

September 1997 among 32 poiiticd parties and movements. Those ieft aside more or less 

made up the "reiuctant realists" wing. Among the alliance members, the most prominent 

were: Zyuganov's Russian Federation Communist Party, Tyullùn's Russian Communist 

Worker's Party, Anpilov's Working Russia, Achdov's Officer's Assembly, Shenin's 

Union of Commmist Parties/Communist Party of Soviet Union, Baburints Russian Union 

of AU the People, Rogozin's Congress of Russian Communities, Skurlatovts Revivd 

Party, and Rutskoi's The Great Power move~nent?~~ In this chapter, the evolution of 

Russian security discourse durhg the 1996-97 period and its relationship with the state 

institutions will be traced by focushg ou debate between main foreign policy advocate 

groups and individuals. The responsiveness of Russian foreign poiicy actions to the 

sec* discourse evolution during the same period will be evaluated. 

374 See V.L. 'ïsymbmkii, "Ostmv R w  Perpektivy mssiskoi geopoiitiki," F s h d  Russia; Prospects of 
Russian Geopolin'cs] PolrS 5 (1993): 6-24- 

See The C~urrent Digm of the PartSrniet P m  37 (1997), tnou1aîed h m  Sevociityu 30 September 
1997,3, 



4.3 "Russin first" worfdviews became predominant 

1996 began with Kozyrev's resignation, a long awaited event by the Russian 

opposition parties. Critics were so predominant that YeItsin did not have much choice but 

to sacrifice his Iongest acting Minister (Kozyrev had been Russian Minister of Foreign 

Affairs since 1990). The unanimous chorus of the opponents of AtZanticism argued that 

Kozyrev was persondy to blame for several defeats of Russia. foreign policy. The Iist of 

criticisms leveled against Kozyrev could be quite long but, essentidly, it entailed 

perceptions that he was "catering" to the Americans; gave too much concessions to some 

chauvinist CIS countries; was to blame for Russia's absence fiom the table when the 

outcome of Yugoslav crisis was decided in Dayton; and did not efficiently oppose NATO 

It codd be argued that the created consensus in security discourse findy 

influenced institutions and new foreign policy ideas became predominant in the Russian 

executive branch. 

Evgeniy Primakov, head of Foreign Intelligence Service was nominated to replace 

~ozy rev?~  Phakov  imbued the public discourse of the executive branch with his brand 

of socio-econornic detennùiism characterized by his skeptical view of globaîization. This 

was a clear departme h m  Koyrev who attempted to portray globalkation oniy in 

positive t e m .  Consequently, the foreign policy objectives initially proposed by 

Prixnakov were much Iess global in their scope than those advocated by Koyrev. The 

sobering eEéct of the war in Chechnya, that suggested the Iimitations of Russian power, 

n6 See The Cutfertl Digest of rk Patit-Sayiet Press 1 (1996)* transIated h m  Litwahvnqya grnetci 1-2, IO 
January 1996, 
On Rimakov's persoriaiity and biography see Thr Cmmt Digest of the Pmt-Soviet Press 20 (1996), 

transfated h m  hestiiz 15 May 1996,6, 



probably contniuted to this direction. On the other band, this foreign policy proposai ais0 

reflected the institutional acceptance of "Russia nrst" viewpoints traceable in Primakov's 

remarks that "despite the current difficuities, Russia has been and remains a great power, 

and its policy toward the outside world should correspond to that stat~s.''~~~ In one of his 

first public appearances, Primakov outüned the "toppnority tasks for Russiats foreign 

policy": activities aimed at creating favorable conditions for securing Russia's temtorial 

integrity; strengthening integration processes in the CIS, especially in the economic 

sphere; and the stabilization of existing regional hot spots in CIS and the former 

YugosIavia and the prevention of new hot spots?79 However, this action plan was soon 

accompanied by more conceptuai and doctrinal presentations by the new Foreign 

~in.ister?*~ These more detailed and elaborate presentations offered an insight into the 

govement's worldviews and perceptions. At this point, these views and perceptions did 

not significantly differ fiorn those held by the "Russia nrst" proponents. The main 

assessrnent of world poiitics, articdated by Prllnakov and shared by "Russia firstt' 

advocates, was that it was based on competition and not on democratic cooperation 

among states?' Therefore, Russia wilI best maintain its interests if it keeps a position as 

one of the centers of power in the mdti-polar world. This way, it was assumed, Russia 

wouid have enough leverage to compete with other centen of power for concessions on 

some issues. The emergence of a muiti-polar worid was something that Russia's secunty 

discourse participants considercd as a new worid order, and one that would Nit Russia. 

See llso Currenf Digest of the Post-Soyiet Pless 2 (1996), translated h m  MmAovskiye noyasti 2,14-2 1 
January 1996,13. 

See T i  Ctment Digest of the Pmt-Soyikt Press 2 (1996), transiated h m  M m b s h  w m t i  214-21 
Ianuary t 996. 
380 Sce Yevgtfliy h a k o v ,  The World on the Eve ofthe 2Ist Cenhiry," Inf~narional A f î  (MOSCOW) 
42,5/6 (1996): 2- 15. 

ibid., Rmiakov 1996. 



Since, American President Bush had coined the term "new world order" after the end of 

the cold wa?" 1989-91 "velvet revolutions, " and the Gulf War tbis expression was used 

in Russian politicai discome in a primdy pejorative way? The content of this term in 

Russia implied American disrespect of n o m  of international law and the use of dictate 

over sovereignty of other States. Since every pst-1990 ccschool of thought" perceived 

Russia as a great power, the emerging perception of a aew mdti-polar international 

system as an opposition to American dictate became the common denominator in Russian 

security discoune by the mid'9Os. 

Therefore, the international system was, according to Russian security discourse, 

based on the pIirallel existence of several centers of power, and it was called a mdti-polar 

world. The perception of Russia as a great power was built on the empincai fact of 

Russian nuclear and military might and her assumed infiuence in the CIS region. Similar 

significance was given to the militasy, econornic and poiitical might of EU, Japan and 

China in their respective regionai domains. Consequentiy, it was claimed that the US 

cannot dictate its own t e m  to these " centers of power" and that this 'polycentnc 

structure' by itself mates a mdti-polar world as a ûuly new world order and not the new 

world order announced by Bush. However, what Russians desîred in this new order may 

appear quite eclectic. For example, Primakov stressed that the creation of new lines of 

division shotdd be avoided, thinking primarily of lines of division and frictions between 

the cmters ofpower. At the same tirne, according to p1.imakov, the roles of leaders' and 

'followers' &ouid be avoided, for example between the USA and Russia, and not w i t b  a 
\ 

For the end ofthe cold war couid be used Bush-Gorbachev Mdta mening m 1989, and nibsequent 1990 
Paris dedaration. 

Toasts at a DUma Hosted by President Bu& m Moscow Juiy 3 1,199 1, set 



regional power system, for example between Russia and CIS member?a These 

perceptions might appear to resemble neo-reaiist cold-war prescriptions. But, the 

foiiowbg two Russian policy prescriptions were diverging nom this neo-realist nature. 

FVsf it was argued that the democratization of international economic relations was 

needed, wMe, second, it was dso suggested that cooperaîion in solving fimdrunentd 

world issues was necessary. It could be argued that this economic prescription resembled 

more the demand of the non-aligned movement's ''Group 77," while the suggestion 

conceming cooperation resembled Gorbachov's "new thinking" policy. Therefore, none 

of the perceptions were in fact new but it was quite innovative that they were grouped 

together in one common concept - a multi-polar world of "Russia first". 

Conceming policy, or the practical govemmental side of implementation of this 

"Russia firsthorldview, Phakov suggested the strengthening of the OSCE and the 

reform of A formula for eventuaI cooperation with NATO was sought w i t b  the 

framework of"specia1 relations" between Moscow and Bnissels. These "special 

relations" were to have been modeled on NATO-France relations and it was argued that 

only if NATO rejects this or some similar proposal should other measures be takenJa6 

Therefore, NATO was not necessdy perceived as a threat but as an alliance with which 

Russia shouid conclude "a strategic partnership agreement", thus developing cooperation 

dong the Lines of protection of common interesda7 It is indicative that Koyrev's 

"Partnership with the West" in politicai, economic, and rnilitary spheres was rwluced 

' ~ 4  ibid. Rmiakov 1996. 
'= Md, PrEmakov 1996. 
'& Se+ the by two promincm strategic experts Dmiay Cbemogorsky and Sergei Kommov în Tho 
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'" Se+ Yury Davydov, the Institute ofthe US and Cauada, m rite Current Digest of tk PastSbvii P r e ~ s  
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ody to the rnilitaq-strategic sphere ofpartnership under Primakov. The case ofNAT0- 

Russia cooperation in Bosnia was offered as a blueprint for the f'uture. Thus, the "Russia 

W" agenda was not antitiWestern or neo-imperialist in its content, as some Western 

commentators have argwd, but more of a realistic understanding as to what couid be 

achieved with existing re~ources?~ Ftrrthermore, PrhRimakov stated that Russia's goal was 

not to stop East European countries fiom joining NATO but to obtain the West's respect 

for Moscow's own sectnity dilemmas and inter est^?^^ This ody confirmed that Russia 

was more interested in strengthentig CIS integration thaa in playing some globd role, 

despite Primakov courteous statement about developing a "civilized partnership with 

former cold-war foes" . 

General Lebed offered a similarly sobering viewpoint on relations with NATO? 

He reiterated that aeither the "admiration of Westemizea" nor "alarmism of patriots" 

represented good policy vis-à-vis NATO enlargement Instead, he argued that Russia 

should join Partnership for Peace whiIe, at the same t he ,  he advised that Moscow should 

te 391 reject any attempts at creating a counter-alliance, labeling these proposais "ridiculous . 

Therefore, throughout 1996 the security argumentation of the "Russia tllst" discourse was 

increasingiy inclined towards the understanding that Russia's nuclear capability was the 

best and cheapest deterrence and security guarantee for the time being. It was assumed 

that Russian societai energy and resources should be directed toward domestic reforms 

3a See Zbipniew Bmzhdù,  Thc Grandchess&w& Annrican primacy mid its ge~~trategic imperutives 
(New Yotk: BasicBooks, 1997). 
3a9 See Tie Current D i , t  of the PmtSwiet Prw 9 (1996). aaoslated h m  NezavrSimajm guzeta 1 March 
1996. 
'90 Sec The C~enr Digest of the PostSoviet Press 20 (1996), aaa~lawl6mm Nezavisùnoye voyeruzoye 
06aaeniye 16 May 1996,4. 
391 Nèztavi&ihqte voywwye 06rr?renje 16 May lW6,4. 



(poiiticai, economic, and military) and not foreign poücy engagements and rivalries that 

couid not bring any positive resuits in the short tem. 

PNnakov7s replacement of Koynv, aside Eom representing a personal and 

discursive shift, dso brought u p n  additional institutiod change in Russian foreign 

policy. Additional institutionai change occrnnd by the creation of the Foreign Poücy 

Council. The Foreign Policy CounciI was created at the beginning of 1996. This body 

was part of the Presidency and it represented an avenue for the President to streamline 

and control the initiative and preparation phases of foreign policy. The Foreign Policy 

Council was created as a coordinathg body "which carries out the preliminary 

examination and interdepartmentai study of RF foreign poiicy questions and the 

preparation of the appropriate proposals for the Russian Federation Presidentd* The 

Council was composed of representatives fiom the Ministries of Foreign Affairs, 

Defense, the Security Services and the Presidential office advisers that clearly 

undermined Kozyrev-era Ministry of Foreign Mitirs exclusive authority for dealing with 

international affairs. This council complemented the work of Security Council by dealing 

only with foreign policy issues and Ieaving security and rnilitary issues to the jurisdiction 

of Secirrity ~o&iI. 

As the 1996 Presidential eiections approached, the Russian politicd space became 

more polarized and emotiondy charged speeches fiiied the politid discourse. 

zyuganov'w Iead this trend in an attempt to elec- a quite disiIIusioned electorate with 

" Neavtsimoye vcynnoye 06w=eniye 16 May 1996,4. 
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his quest for patriotism and protection of the nation and the state as a whole? In temis 

of strategic discoime, Yeltsin recalled Russian history in terms of advocathg ad~antages 

recalled history hi terms of czarist-en  border^.^^^ As a reaction to these election messages 

and the rhetorical hostility expresseci toward members of the opposing electoral bloc, 

many politid d y s t s  cautioned the public about the dangers of political extremism and 

strongly advocated consensuai policy r n a k i ~ ~ ~ ? ~ '  Tsipko, a renowned scholar, even 

argued against presidential elections because "the people d l  be choosing between 

artificially inventeci, not real, alternatives for the development of Russian s o ~ i e t ~ . " ~ ~  

Even among media more inclined to the National-Patriots, the perception of "elections 

without red choice" became dominant with a strong message that, in order to avoid 

catastrophic scenarios, mutual concessions among Russia's major players werr very 

much necessary as short-term sac~.ifices?~~ Similar concem were raised by the most 

prominent Rwiau  businessmen in a public statement issued on the fiont page of the 

Apnl27.1996, issue of Kommersmt-Dai& with reprints on almost all other national 

fiont pages?0 The appeai of these wealthy Russians was that society was divided and 

that compromise and concessions were needed. In the same message the 'paüiotic bloc' 

was advised not to become nationdistic while the argument was made that democratic 

39s See The Cment Digest of the P a ~ t - S ~ e t  h 4 (1996), translateci h m  PravfQ Rossii 18 Ianuary 
1996. fn terms of quantththe andysis it shodd be mentioncd t h  Zyuganov's e1ecti-on pIatform mentioned 
word "communism" only once while the word nfhtherh.nd" was mentioned 18 thes. Peter Tiuscott, 233. 
3% Peter Truscog 242 
'* Se+ Lidia Shevtrova ofthe Moscow Carnegie Ceater m 7 k  C m n f  Digesr of the PmtSoviet Press 8 
(1996), translated h m  Mmhk@e Novasli 18-25 Febniary 1996, 

See me Cutrenî Digest of the PostSoviet Press 7 (1996), praMlated h m  Nezav&imaya gazeta 20 
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mechanimis should not be rejected just because the word democracy had become 

comrpted. Thenfore, the c d  made here for an alliance of 'anti-cfisis' political forces was 

based on the emergence of a unitjhg perception. This unifying perception was that 

growing domestic politicai differences would hamper the countryk developmental 

chances and increase security risks. Conseqwntly, at that the ,  the growing perception 

was that Russian political space was divided between the 'bpopulists" and "realists". 

Howeva, the notion of realism was quite different fiom what is generally understood by 

reaiism in the theory of international relations. According to Yegor Stroev, the Federation 

Council speaker, the realists were "redisticaiiy thiaking people."40' This primarily meant 

that advocates of ideologicaiIy-based projects were identified as destabilizers, while those 

who argued for practicd agreements on the basis of lowest common denominator were 

deemed to be practicd problem solvers. Various Russian political and interest groups 

welcomed the discourse of "Russia first", with its ''redistic assessments of reality" and 

problem-solving capacity, as a sign of national stability. Thus this discourse came to 

prevail in foreign and domestic policy thinking. Another perceived benefit of having 

"realists" taking charge of Russian foreign policy was in theV presumed capacity to 

provide a counterweight to American geostrategic thinking?02 It was assumed that 

American sec* thinking was dominated not by democratic or comervative ideologies 

but by bCpragmatism" of a more pureiy realpoltik nature. It was argued that Russia's 

seciinty discourse should adopt a similar profile?o3 

*' See The Crurent Digest of the PostSmiet Press 5 (1996), traasiated h m  Mmbsk&e novosti 4 (28 
January - 4 Febniary I996), 9. 
'O1 Andrei Krutskikh, "Pragmatists m Amaiclm P o ü f d  Science," Imm'ollclI A f a h  (Moscow), 3 
(1997): 84-96. " iincirei ~rutskikh. 95. 



The fact that foreign poiicy was absent fiom the June t 996 Presidential election 

campaign couid signai that a political conseIlsus was estabiished around this issue, 

especiaily aAer Primakovls appointment The dismissal of Defense Minister Pavel 

Gmchev constituted a si@cant contribution to this foreign policy consensus. Dislike 

for Grachev had been growhg steadily among the Russian political eiite due to emerging 

degations of corruption and his evident poor management of Chechen war, not to 

mention the personal grievances of many communist and nationalist politicians agaiast 

Grachev due to his support for Yeltsin in the 1993 attack on the Parliament building. 

Therefore, in order to improve his re-dection chances as well as to demonstrate that he, 

too, was among proponents of "Russia First", Yeltsin quickiy appointed General 

Aleksandar ~ e b e d  to the post of Secretary of the ncwiy-created Seciinty Council and 

General Igor Rodionov to the post of Minister of Defense. Lebed chaired the Secwity 

C o d ,  a coordmating body on defense, economic and intelligence security, responsible 

only to the President 

However, it could be argued that at the moment when "Russia first" became 

endorsed as a unanimous discursive and foreign poiicy view it began to hgment. One 

possible reason for such a hgmentation could be found in an emerging politicai division, 

as a consequence of the Presidential election campaign? between "the cornmunists" and 

"the rest". This is probably why Primakov, with his socialist-looking worldview that 

suggested economic determinimi, was almost never criticized in the communist- 

dominated Parliament, even though he vocdy opposed some of the foreign poiicy 

prescriptions coming fiom the ~ational-~at~otss" It is noteworthy that his position was 

For exampie, sec the article "A rninister the opposition dam't ausen in Obskkyagmeta 37 (19-5 
September 1996), 4, ireaslated m Ine Ct117ent Digcst of the PmtSm'et Press 39 (1996). This respect 



not repetition of old-fashioned cornmunifi mwhanicism but rather an adjusted socialist 

worldview. Prirnakov therefore pursued "Russia fbt" despite the fact that many 

National-Putriots had in mind alternative tactics in achieviug the same goals For 

example. Primakov clearly stressed that he would pursue an active policy, despite the fact 

that many advocates of "Russia nrst", predominantiy communists but also Lebed, argued 

for Moscow's withdrawal fiom the international scene Russia solves its domestic 

problems? On the issue of the CIS Primakov was also going aga& what many 

National-Putrtots desirecf - restoration of the USSR. The Russian Minister of Foreign 

Affairs cdled for strengthened CIS cooperation without any desire to jeopardize the 

independence of Soviet successor states? However, bis overail vision that Russia was 

not fiinctioning well, that the current politicai and economic situation was not functioning 

well, coincided with the views of "Russia first" proponents. Primakov opposed Russia's 

status as a mere raw material supplier to the world, and he clearly indicated his belief in 

the convergence theory, and therefore he did not necessarily believe in the absolute 

mpremacy of the capitalkt system!07 This was probably what was ringing the West's 

alam beUs more than anything else, since it created an image of the resmergence of the 

cold war ideolopical stnxggle between socialism and capitalism. General Rodionov, 

Minister of Defense, was another Yeltsin's appointee who pleased "Russia fïrst" 

proponents. With his cold war rhetoric Rodionov was denniteiy more suitable for "Russia 

toward Rimakov was partiy due to 60 coase-en personaiity as wel1 as the fact that he opposed the 
more polemic-drivea Kozyrev. 
4M See nP CUIWU Digest of the PcwtSoviet Prev 26 (1996), translated from MasAovsk@e nwosti '2 (23- 
30 June 1996): IO. 
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firsttl despite the fact that some of his alarmist views on "penetration by some foreign 

powers into the CIS area" were 01d-fashioned zero-sum 

On the academic fiont of the security discourse, much more credible thinkers than 

Gen. Rodionov began presenting views on the advantages of a security arrangement that 

would include "...a synthetic concept that contains the features of a m o d e m  national 

idea and isolationism" Sergei Kortunov, one of the most prominent Russian 

international relations experts, mggested that such isolationism shodd actudy resdt in 

the creation of alternative alliances. Kis mdti-polar vision was based on the assumption 

that the U.S., China, Germany and Japan cannot objectively be Russian allies since they 

had clearly nvaiing interests towacds each other!'* While concluding that Russia's 

attempt to achieve a workable strategic partnership with the USA had failed, he suggested 

the strengthening of some sort of alliance with the Ukraine, Belanis, Kyrgyzstan, 

Kazakhstari, Georgia and ~rmenia.~'' These demands for disengagement fiom the 

Kozyrev-era embrace with the USA were not solely based on security calcdations but 

dso on deeper philosophicai disappointments with American culture and behavior?'' 

It could be also argued that the rise of General Lebed to one of the highest places 

in the state hierarchy, nameiy to the post of secretary of the Sec- Corncil, represented 

the institutiona1i;lation of "Russia first" ideas while, at the same tirne, it c m  be argwd 

" Set Rodionov's outlme of the Russian ww m i  doctrine in Z%e C~en, Digw ofthe PostlSaviet 
Press 50 (1996), translated fiom Nezavisimoye voennoye obmreniye 22 (28 Novembet 1996): 1 ,4, " Set Dmîtcii Baluev, "Moddon in the national Idca;" Internationai Afaks (Moscow) 42,516 (1996): 
113. 
''O See Sergei Komuiov, URussia m Search of AIIies," I n t e r M t i d  Affairs (Moscow) 42,2 (1 996): 148- 
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41 t Sergei Kortunov, 150. 
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that his removai las than four months later confirmed the emergence of divisions within 

"Russia first" ~iew~oints:"~ Lebed outiined as his reason for joining Yeltsin in the 

second round of the 1996 Presidential elections the danger of commMists coming to 

power, or, in his words, "an old idea that left behhd much bloodshed and grief 'Pl4 

Lebed, an outspoken critic of Russian involvement in Chechnya, was put in charge of 

negotiations with the rebed repubîic's leadership. On the other hand, Lebed's over- 

publicized work at the Security Council, incIuding the reform of the Russian Amy, gave 

an impression of him taking state power in his han&. Adding to this perception was 

Yeltsin's sudden creation of Defense Council and appointment of Yury Baturin to the 

post of Secretary of this newIy-created body. The Defense Council was a "permanent 

advisory body to the President in the area of rnilitary development and is responsible for a 

broad range of problems haviag to do with prepmtions to defend Russiats population and 

territory against the threat of war, and for coordinathg the actions of the pertinent 

ministries and dep~en t s . "415  Creation of the Defense Council Ieft Lebed's Security 

Council without jurisdiction over the most important security area - defense. 

At the end of August 1996 Lebed brokered and signed the peace treaty in 

~ h e c h n ~ a . ~ ' ~  Even though he emerged as the rational and pragmatic savior of peace and 

Russian soldiers' lives, the g e n d  was accwd of treason by the signincant portion of 

poiiticd forces, especidy in the pages of Zama daily. Therefore, a spiit appeared 

between the staunch proponents of war measures, both within and outside the 

4U Ivan Rybkh replaced G a d  Lekd See Ivan Rybkin, uDomestic Challenges to RussïaTs Secmity," 
Intemationui AfluVs (Moscow) 4 (1997): 132-144 
"' See The Cmeni Digest of the Pmt-Sovief Pr- 25 (1996), ûmslatcd h m  2hdhya 19 June 1996,l. 
'* See The Cment Digest of the PmtSoyief Press 30 (1996), translated h m  Neulvisimaya gcpettz 26 Iuly 
1996, 1. 
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government, and those who favored a hait to any military action and who advocated the 

search for a peacefd solution through political negotiation and accommodation. This split 

dso brought about a split in the "Russia fi&' consensus. It is important to mention that 

the conflict in Chechnya did not emerge because Yeltsin's opposition wanted radical 

measures, but because Yeltsin himseifand his office implemented and p m e d  a radical 

poiicyJ'7 Consequently, the split within "Russia Mt did not emerge dong the lines of 

government vs. opposition, but within both governmental and opposition ranks. 

Fortunately for Primakov, the Chechnya issue figured as an intemal policy matter and 

was out of his juisdiction. 

However, during 1996 Minister Primakov pursued policies in the sphm of 

foreign policy implementation that were more or Iess dong the path approved by the 

majority of participants of Russian foreign policy discourse. This path should in no way 

be considered as anti-Western. For example, Russia made concessions to the West on 

some Bomia-related issues. Igor Ivanov, Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs, made clear 

that those accused of war crimes, including Karadzic, should not participate in the 

upcoming Bosnian e~ections?~ Ody two months earlier, Ivanov had expressed the view 

that even indicted persons couid participate in elections as long as they had not k n  

convicted in a triaL4I9 On the other hanci, Russia was not able to get similar concessions 

fiom its Western allies on the Yugoslav issue. After visiting Belgrade in June 1996, 

Prixnakov attended a meeting with NATO corntries in Berlin. At this meeting he 

proposed lifting sanctions against Yugoslavia, but the US opposed this as they wanted to 

"' See Iobn B. Dtmiop, Rtls~pta Con@mts Chechyu; RWLF of Sepuratist Conjiict (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Ress, 1998)- 
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use the embargo to pressure Milosevic to get rid of ~aradzic?~' The Russian side was 

quite disillusioned by this outcorne, as the prevailing view, especiaiiy among CcRussia 

first" proponents, was that the May 1992 UN sanctions, introduced due to the deged 

involvement of Serbia in the Bosnian civil war, were no longer necessary. The continued 

existence of sanctions brought to mind the Iraqi and Libyan examples, but what raised 

even more concern among the Rwians  was that the UN, the institution that imposed 

sanctions. was being ignored as the body that should remove sanctions. This 

ineffectiveness of the UN to play an important role signaled to "Russia W' that the 

world was developing more toward the mono-polar. rather than multi-polar, system. 

More anti-westem rhetoric was, on occasion, Iaunched in discourse oriented 

toward domestic cc~lswnption, especiaily by members of Russia's legislative branch. For 

exampfe, communist MP IlyuWUn, Duma Secmity Cornmittee Chairman, came out with 

degations about a CIA plot in  ela anis?^' What was more interesthg in ternis of Russian 

sec* discourse andysis was the fact that bis ailegations were based on a papa 

produced by Federd Intelligence Service, the same institution that Primakov had chaired 

just months before this ailegation was made. The report on CIA activities was most 

probably prepared under Rimakov's chairmanship and only made pubiic while he was 

already the Minister of Foreign Affairs. This fmt further contributed to Primakovts 

credibility within the 'XRusa first" and, especidy, communist ranks. 

Another sectnity discourse that was emerging within Russia was one regarding 

military sectrrity, and it was pharily launched by army officials. This discourse couid be 

deheated on two issues, namely, the position of the Russian military within the Russian 
-- - 

a~ Sec Tht Cment Digrst of the PostSoviet Prw 23 (1996). ûauslatcd h m  hestia 8 J r w  1996. 3. 
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institutional hmework, and the formulation and implementation of Russian mi l i tq  

doctrine. Some authoa argued that the military department, dining the Minister 

Grachev's teaure, achieved substantid autonomy from civilian oversight and c o n t r o ~ . ~ ~  

Consequentiy, the miütary seemed to be primarily interested in terms of payment issue, 

since this was, although arguably, the only item of military policy not controlled by the 

militriry itself. However, the issue of the formulation and implementation of military 

doctrine couid not be seen as an separate issue, if only because of the fact that the 

Russian militslry was involved in peacemakiag and peacekeeping missions dong the CIS 

perimeter and in the Balkans, and in actual war in the breakaway republic of Chechnya- 

This use of numerous Rwian military uni& in a variety of hot spots raised the question 

of the terms, conditions and mandate of deployment. Every deployment was done upon 

the political orders of civilian executive branch and so there was Little reason to be 

alanned that the army was not under civiiian control? Aithough, it could be argued, at 

least on the basis of the Moldovan and Abkhazian examples, that once deployed in the 

theater of operations, the army had a more independent role due to the incapacity of 

civiiian decision making in the combat-demanding real the. 

However, the issue of military doctrine becarne the main arena of  coaflicting 

mterrsts fiom the executive, legislative and miIitary side. Since the control button was 

clearly in the hands of the executive branch, especiaiiy a f i  the formation of the Defense 

Council, the most powerful weapon at the disposai of the legislative branch and the 

military department tu press for their interests was the generation of s p d c  discourses 

- - 
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and perceptions. The annyls main interest was in the econornic and technical provisions 

of military doctrine, and in this it had the support of the IegisIative branch. The executive 

branch in aii this civil-mrlitary 'iit for tat" only pressed for changes in military doctrine, 

since it was not ready to commit any more fiuiding for meaningful military reform. 

Therefore, the executive pushed for cosmetic changes in military affaVs and targeted 

changing military doctrine. As the Defense Couacil Secretary, Yury Baturin said, "in 

accordance with the Constitution and in comection with the changed geopolitical 

situation a new doctrine is ~~eeded."~*~ General Rodionov, Minister of Defense, after 

unmccessfully trying to block changes in military doctrine, acted quickly and launched 

his own proposal for a new military doctrine? This opened up space for the ernergence 

of two competing discourses on mibtary issues. Basically, Rodionov argued that the 

world, especially in Russia's neighborhood, is very much conflict driven and that Russian 

interests were everywhere in danger, presumiag that the appropriate protection of Russian 

interests could be achieved by more military fimdingP26 He said that "fïrst and foremost, 

the sphere of Russia's.~tr;itegic interests extends to the independent States of the CIS, 

which quite recentiy were republics of the former USSR. Relations with them are of 

paramount importance for us in both the politicai-economic and military ~pheres.'~~' 

Rodionov did not hesitate to mention that "certain Western countries" were involved in 

. - 
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preventing M e r  integration processes in the CIS region? The NATO enlargement 

was presented in the very same aiarming tone? 

This assessment of the international situation was s h d  by almost d "Russia 

fmt" proponents. The extent of intemal "Russia first' ciifferences was almg the hes of 

to which extent this situation was acute and what the possiibiIities wue of real, rnilitary 

confrontation between Russia and some other country. The executive branch claimed that 

this worldview was quite alarm*st and the Presidency tried to downplay images of Russia 

confronting other countries, especidy with Western countries. However, the executive 

païd much more attention to sections of Rodionov's military doctrine proposal that 

pointed at the need for domestic changes. These changes, proposed by Rodionov, were 

accornpanied by the perception that the real security threat rest in inadequate domestic 

assessment and management of countermeasures of potential foreign b a t s .  Therefore, 

the credibility of the entire executive branch was d e d  into question. Rodionov 

suggested the centrabation of aii armed forces, and reorientation from combat 

prqarations on the basis of small-scale wars to preparations for a large-scaie war as weli. 

These two proposais defïnitely put the executive branch at odds with the military 

department. There were several reasons for this. The issue of putting the entire m e d  

forces under a single military commaad would simply deprive President Yeltsin of 

having the final say on security issues. The proHeration of armed forces in Russia, with 

severai ministries holding substantiai armeci personnel and military hardware under their 

cornmanci, was an issue of Kremlin-style checks and balances. M e t  the August 199 1 

" Ibid Neraykrntqye voyiiennoye obozren@eZ 
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miütary coup, and October 1993 storming of the Parliament building, the executive 

branch was trying to develop l e s  dependence on military when it cornes to ushg 

coercive power. Thus severai ministries and govemment agencies developed rapid 

reaction units, anti-riot police, or anti-terrorist troops, wMe the border troops lost their 

formerly close Soviet-era Links with the Ministry of Defense. The proliferation of these 

arrned formations could also indicate a shift in the focus of the executive branch fkom 

foreign to domestic threats. It was obvious that the conscript-based Russian army could 

not be trusted in possible actions, in times of political tunnoil, against its own people. 

The existence of these rivai armed formations denoitely made the army leadership f e ~ l  

abandoned and mistnisted and so the grievances against the executive branch steadiiy 

grew. 

On the issue of refocused combat eaining, the perception of the executive branch 

was probably that the West and other of Russia's neighbors would negatively mess  

large-scde war training. The executive branch wanted to make sure that no one wodd 

feel threatened by some demonstrations of emerging 'Russian imperialism' and it re- 

focused combat W g  toward preparations to fight smd-scale wars. It could be argued 

that the emerging civil wars in the CIS countnes were exactly the small-scale wars 

envisioned and so this focus made sense. However, Generai Rodionov argued that by 

depnving the army of the ability to fight a large-scale war, the secrtrity of Russîa wouid 

be seriously undermined if a formidable adversary chaiienged security. 

Some authors retained that the anny had valuable points in this debate over new 

military doctrine but that the Ministry of Defense was mab1e and incapable of presenting 

its message clearly and efficiently. For example, Pavel Felgengauer, a respected politid 



analyst, argued that Russian genemls only issued empty threats by relaying on old- 

fashioned Soviet-era public relations, thus undermining the chances for substantial poücy 

changes? He ais0 said that "the military department has no qualified market economists 

or "golden pens" who codd write a speech or an article civilians would understand, and 

the ministry is not headed by aa influentid politician who could command the attention 

of the press and of society.""' However, the message Rodionov was sending to the public 

about the dangers of NATO enlargement resonated broadly. The government wanted to 

sign a partnership-üke agreement with NATO, while the most vocal skeptics proposed 

the creation of a counter-posing Russia-led rnilitary alliance?32 

This proposal for a Russia-led alliance was sotnethhg that "Russia W 

proponents constantly argued in favor of when discussing the CIS countries. Therefore, 

the Ministry of Defense's security discourse merged with the existing "Russia nrst" 

economic-political discourse about the future of CIS. CoincidentaHy, at that the ,  the CIS 

was having its fifth anniversary and many voices even within the government were 

ca lhg  an increased concentration of powers in the CIS AEairs ~inistr~." Even though 

these appeais for a more un.iiïed legal and economic mechanism within the CIS made 

sense in ternis of giobalization processes going on in other parts of globe, especidy in 

Europe, this issue of developmeut was not welcomed by political brokers in the Russian 

executive branch. Simply put, by giving more power to the mdtilaterai institutions, the 

430 See The C'ment Digest of the PostSmet Press 50 (1996), translated fiom Sevociirya 15 December 
1996,3. 
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President of Russia would no longer be able to exexcise the same amount of unrestrained 

power withh and outside Russia. This was dennitely not something to which Yeltsin 

would agree. On that issue, Yetlsin had the support of some other CIS presidents who 

feared that their powers would be constraiued by the emagence of some CIS 

codederation 

However, General Rodionov went Mer in his antitiNATO sectrrity discourse by 

arguing for the creation of a CIS defense alliance?3s His views were quickly rejected by 

the Residentiai Press Secretaq, Sergei Yastrzhembsky, who said that Rodionov's report 

"should be construed oniy as his personal reflection on hypotheticd threats to Russia's 

security that may or may not emerge dong the perimeter of the state border.''436 This 

proved to be a growing confrontation on security-related issues between the executive 

bmch and the Ministry of Defense. However, the only way to discredit "Russia first" 

security concem and proposais was for the e x e d v e  to argue for a Russia-NATO 

partnership agreement, support for which the K r e m h  enjoyed h m  some portions of the 

Rwian legislative bmch, primarily from the Yabloko It could be argued that 

the weakest side in their argument was that this was an agreement the r e h t i o n  of 

which was absolutely beyond Moscow's control and entirely according to NATO's 

wishes. It was noteworthy that Russian disarmament experts basicaily echoed Rodionov's 

fears about NATO enlargement. Strong arguments were made that, in the case of NATO 

'Y See ïhL C m n t  Di' of the Pmt-Smiet Press 52 (1 9%). translateci ûom SévO.ya 27 Daember 
1996,3. 
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eniargement, a variety of disarmament treaties, primdy the CFE, shouid be 

renegotiated, othemise Russian sec* would be under~nhed?~' 

Dmkg 1996, Primakov tried to promote "Russia first" worldview abroad, 

especiaiiy in his visits to US. The main goal was to present to Arnericans the benefits of 

the "muiti-polar world" concept. But he was not successful in getting this message across 

probably due to two reasons. First, the Americaas did not want to b i t  their power and to 

colistrain themselves to be d e d  by muMateral organizations such as the UN or the 

OSCE. Second, the concept of a "muiti-polar world" probably sounded to the White 

House security advisers as another bipolar scenario, or even Iooked to hyper-cautious 

American 'cold war nostalgies,' as another Russian trick.' Primakovls speech at the 1996 

session of the UN General Assembly in which he sought to identify the mdti-polar 

system as a democratic system was not sufncient to convince his American counterparts 

that they shouid refuse to take advantage of NATO eniargement and US mono-polar 

~ u ~ r e r n a c ~ ? ~ ~  Primakov argued for "the development of an equal partnmhip, something 

that does not, of course, preclude the existence of differhg approaches to individual 

problems" as a much Iess inhate and cooperative formula fiom that used during the 

Whiie Russian foreign policy views differed fiom the US on issues of NATO 

enlargement and Iraq, the Yugoslav crisis demomtrated again that Russia could be a very 

-- 
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useful Western dy. From the beginning of the 1996/1997 standoff between the Serbian 

regime and opposition parties over the disputed resuits of municipal elections, Moscow 

argued for didogue between the two sides and for the recognition of opposition 

victories?' Unke the US, Moscow did not blarne the Belgrade authorities for violence 

and threaten them with sanctions, but rather Russia condemned violence in general, 

realizing that the standoff couid only be soived by consensus and mutuai concessions 

rather than the victory of one side over the other. Moscow probably reiied on the fact that 

they could work with Milosevic, but not necessarily with the disunited Serbian 

opposition, on possible diplornatic formulas to solve either Serbian domestic or regional 

issues. Thus Moscow ended up portrayed as anti-democratic and pro-sociaiist for the 

policy that was, essentially identical to that implemented by the West The only 

difference was that the West gave vocal support to the Serbian opposition and tbreatened 

MiIosevic with sanctions, but, at the end of the day, the arrangements were always solely 

concluded with Milosevic. However, fiirther events proved that this Russian position was 

quite adequate when the spring 1997 agreement between Miiosevic and the Serbian 

opposition was reached and violence and sanctions were avoided. Thus, it comes as no 

surprise why Russia, unlike other Western countries, was able to sign a trade agreement 

with Serbia, thus resolving the issue of outstanding oil payments. At the same tirne, an 

accompanying miiitary agreement was ngned with provision for fuhrre arms deliveries 

once the international sanctions are removed h m  ~ u ~ o s l a v i a ? ~  
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ui the domestic discourse on foreign policy Primakov, as a Middle East expert, 

started differentatiog between Islamic extremism and Islamic fiindamentalism, deeming 

ody the former one as danger~~.43 Such a differentiation of terms had both domestic 

and foreign piirposes. Domesticdy, this could indicate that the Russian secirrity 

discourse of "Russia W sought to dissociate itself fiom some extremist anti-Islamic 

views usually attributed to extreme segments of the Russian political spectnim during the 

wars in Chechnya and Tajikistan. Primakov wanted to make sure that the multiethnic 

Russian federation wouid treat its citizens equally? The foreign purpose of this 

discourse was to detach Russia fiom the anti-Islamic views and policies of the Amencan 

administration and to leave open space for Russia to engage and cooperate 6 t h  regimes 

even as fuadamentalist as those of Iran or the Taliban in Afghanhan. 

4.4 Discursive and poiicy shift from Koyrev9s "equai partuership" to Prhakov's 

"diversified relations" 

The start of 1997 began with traditionai end-of-the-year public sunreys of the 

most important events of the previous year. These sunreys couid be used as an indicator 

of how much foreign poficy issues weE nsonating in the memory of average Russian 

citizens. However, in the fist of the ten most important events of 1996, the journal 

-- - 
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Mosbvskiye novosti, did not list any foreign poiicy events, but did Est quite a nimiber of 

security-related events? The rankuig of events was as foUows: 

1) The wages and pension papent  crisis (coasidered important by 42% of people); 

2) The peace agreements aad troop withdrawal fiom Chechnya (39%); 

3) The Russian presidential election (26%); 

4) Lebed's activity as Security Corncil Secretary (1 8%); 

5) Terrorist acts in Moscow and other Russian cities (13%); 

6) Yeltsin's heart surgery (12%); 

7) The seizure of Pewomaiskoye and Kizlyar by militants (12%); 

8) The Russia-wide miner's strike (1 1%); 

9) The regional elections in Russia (9%); 

10) The Russian airmen's escape from captivity in Kandahar (8%). 

It was obvious that domestic social and political events such as labor unrest, 

financial problems and elections drew the most attention fiom c i b .  Severai security 

issues starting with the war in Chechnya, Islamic terrorism on Russian territory and 

ending with the successful escape of a Russian cargo plane crew 6om Taliban captivity 

in Afghanistan, demonstrated the public's high sensibility to security concems. Such a 

split between domestic and security issues can also sigr@ that the specifics of foreign 

policy debate had devance primarily among the elite members and much l e s  arnong the 

general public. A s idar trend couid be detected in 1997. The end-of-the-year public 

swey placed two security related issues, oamely the Russian troops puii out from 

Chechnya and the kidnapping of people in Chechnya and Tajikistan, among the ten most 

Set Ine Cumnt Digest of the fastSrniet Plea I (1997). tmmlatcd h m  M'Aovs&iye novmti L (29 
December 1996 - 5 January 1997): 6. 



important events of 1997" However, the foreign policy debate remained vibrant among 

the Russian political elite with the "Russia fh tn  discourse advocating, more and more, an 

assertive policy. 

On the other hand, implementation of assertive measures created fiutber dissonant 

voices and opinions among the "Russia first" ranks. Thus discourse again became very 

nch with rival emerging perceptions. The catalysts for such a discourse were Primakov's 

assessments on the future directions of Russian foreign policy, and practical policy 

measures, among them the threat of economic sanctions against ~stonia? Primakov, in 

his first 1997 in te~ew,  outlined Russia's main short-term goals: these included a steady 

path dong the perception of a mdti-polar world but now accompanied by the proposal 

for diversification in relations. Thus, Moscow would not build its Links ody with the 

West, but dso with China The upcoming visit of Jiang Zemin to Moscow and the 

signing of severai treaties (including treaties on economic and military relations, border 

cooperation and regional security measures) clearly signified that a shift was 

underwayf8 Opposition to NATO enlargement was stated as one of the priorities, and 

t e m  used in expressing this position were quite confiontationd, while a new Iinkage of 

the amending CFE Treaty to NATO enlargement was quite explicitly stated?' in terms 

of relations with the CIS countries, M e r  integration, primady dong the lines of a 

Russia-Belanis treaty on forming a commmity between these two countries and the 

"Treaty of Fouf on deepening economic and cuitUral cooperation among Russia, 

" Vera Nikitina, "God la godom: 1997;" [Year by Yair: 19971 Monitoring 06sktvennogo mneniia 6 
(1998): 41. 
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Belanis, Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzsîm, were outlined as pri0rities?50 Primakov also 

warned that a varÏety of pressures, including economic sanctions, would be implernented 

ag& Estonia until this country changed its repressive policy toward the Russian- 

speaking minority ' 
Dissonant voices among "Russia kt'' began opedy to question the vaiidity of 

II 452 such a t'con£iontationai policy . These alternative perceptions argued that relations 

with NATO shodd create more options for Russia than h p l y  to lead to a stalemate in 

talks and a codkontation-like fuhire. It is noteworthy that all the opponents of NATO 

enlargement used, as a bitter remainder, the West's promise fiom 1990 given to 

Gorbachev that NATO wouid never go M e r  than East Germany. However, dissonant 

voices h m  "Russia first," for aU practical purposes, did not blame the West for not 

respecthg its wor& by simply stating that the geopolitid situation had changed. 

Therefore, these voices, which might be refemd to as "reluctant reaüsts", cautiously 

assessed the situation and advised proceeding dong Iess costiy directions. At the same 

tirne they began more and more to dissociate from the "Russia first'' discourse and 

viewpoints by describing these perceptions as "con£iontational" and "empty rhetoric"? 

The "reluctant realists" also argued that severai open questions in relations with the US 

had emerged, such as, the Russian h a ' s  delay in ratifjhg the START II treaty and the 

threat that American Congress would Molate the ABM treaty. At the same the ,  

Washington complained about Moscods nuclear technology transfers to Iran and anti- 

%id, 
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missile systems sales to cyprus? "Russia first" proponents and the "reluctant realists" 

both shared the beiief that 1997 would be a turning point in Russian foreign policy, with 

the '6reluctant realists" emphasiPng, primarily, the approachuig crisis in U.S.-Russia 

relations? 

In line with expected radical foreign palicy changes, the executive offered a 

highly divisive policy as a cornterbalance to NATO enlargement, namely, union with 

~elarus?'~ The divisive effect of this proposal on Russian security discourse was that the 

positions taken by those in favor and opposed were quite polarized without much space 

left for consensus. The "reluctant realists" considered integration between Russia and 

Belanis au UIlSfabIe and unnecessary arrangement. This initiative of Yeltsin came to be 

viewed as a timely political manewer directed at buying some support fkom domestic 

National-patriots &tics. The proponents of "Russia flustn advocated that this agreement 

was the right step towards the creation of broader security and economic cooperation 

within the CIS framework, thus pressing for extension of this agreement to other 

countnes as well!" On the other hand, such divided and polarized secdty discome, 

and policy perceptions were sornething that gave a free hand to the executive, Yeltsin in 

partidar, to exercise his favorite role of unchdenged arbiter. 

At that time a public survey on the nature of Russia was published~s8 The survey 

showed that Russian society was spiit between two poles, practically foiIowing the 
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divisions in Russian elite's secinity discourse. According to the pou, the public mood was 

split almg the lines of "Westem-oriented democrats" and "restorers of socialid.  

However, when one looks more closely into the characteristics of perceptions expressed 

by "the Westem-oriented democrats," the conclusion can be made that this group was, on 

many points, not as "Westernt' as some would think. The rnajority ofthis group believed 

that Russia is distinct fiom the West and that Russia's developmentai path shouid be 

different "from the Western one.w459 Aiso, it tums out that this group felt humiliated, 

more than other groups in society, by the outcornes of Russia's post-communist transition 

that tumed Russia into a supplier of raw matenals. The perception of Russia's past among 

this gmup was sornetimes more glorious and pridedriven than in other groups. These 

perceptions left enough space for shared beliefs with other groups in society and this was 

most probably the explmation for the emergence of "Rwia nrst" and for its acceptance 

among the population. On the other hand, différences in the interpretation of various 

concepts amoag groups were wide enough to explain the fÎagmentation in "Russia first" 

discourse. For example, "the restorers of socialism" had a ciiffixent understanding of 

Russian distinctiveneu from that of "the Western-oriented democrats". " What they had in 

mind was not the special features of Rwia and its people that must be taken into account 

as real diffTculties in moviag toward the West, but speciai features that make Russia 

supior to the West and, therefore, enable the country to reject any movement in that 

direction. Therefore, it codd be claimed that due to the emergence of a certain 

discourse focus, &*ances cm be cfeated due to the existence of s h e d  perceptions. 



However, it could also be claimed that these alliances were not stable and had a 

tendency to osciilate whenever change in discourse focus appears. These osci11ations 

were possiiy due to the différent value systems among the interacting groups. Discourse 

focus wouid mean the shift fiom more general evaluations to more specifïc poücy 

prescriptions. The Ievel of agreement mong various groups pdcipating in the discourse 

wouid decrease as the discome became more specinc and policy prescription oriented. 

However, during 1997 the bonds of "Russia firstn appeared to erode rather gradually. The 

most probable reason for this gradualism was that some fllndamentai pemeptions were 

shared across the board so that the argument could be made that this was a common set of 

values or, rather, a compatibility of values that lmited the two polarized groups. These 

values were: 

"1) The life of an individuai person is the highest value; 

2) The law is mandatory for everyone - fiom the Resident to the ordinary citizen; 

3) A person's property is sacred and inviolable; 

4) The stronger the state, the greater the well-being of its citizens; 

5) The stronger the state, the more stnctly human rights and freedoms are observed 

thnein; 

6) The most important human rights are the rÎght to life and the nght to defend one's 

personai honor and dignity; 

7) Russian citizens need fitedom just as much as people in the ~ e a " ~ ~ '  

Specid attention should be paid to values 4 and 5 where the emphasis was on the state 

and its power as a guanintor for social weU-being and human rights It codd be argued 

that precisely these shared beliefs faciltated the emergence of "Russia firstn and helped 

Md. 



its existence. The graduai rather than instant f'ragrnentation of "Russia nrst" was a 

hction of the strength of these two shared beliefi. The strength of these two beliefs was 

probably due to the widespread perception that the state is the most viable agent of 

change and that Russian society did not have a better medium for m e r  successful 

development than to rely on the state's strength- At the same time, the strength of these 

public beiiefs was accompanied by the absence of their o p e r a t i o ~ t i o n  Uito cleariy 

defined stnitegies for implementation. This opened up space for the elite's interpretation 

of these strategies. Furthemore, if the elite did not seem to be united on the issue of the 

best strategies or policy prescriptions, the executive played the role of uncontested 

decision maker. 

NATO enlargement and Russia's policy response were an example of that trend. 

Russian Foreign Mister Primakov indicated several times that Russia expected more 

than a codtat ive formula offered by NATO. What Moscow wanted was a "Iegally 

binding" document,962 Such a document would enhance Russia's statu as a great power 

and wouid help materi& its s e c e  interests. These interests concemed opposition 

over NATO Eastward enlargement and the eventd depIoyment of NATO troops and 

weapons, especially nuclear ones, on the territones of new member States. Russian 

demands also included the creation of comprehensive accords that wouid "deal with joint 

reaction to crisis situations and joint peacekeepi.ng."463 Russia was not entirely happy 

6 t h  how cooperation in peacekeeping mission was proceeding, having in m i .  the 

experience of Bosnia (ironidy, this experience was often used by NATO as an example 
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of successful cooperation with Russia). What Moscow demanded was more participation 

in political decision-making and poiicy planning. 

For its part, NATO offered Russia "special consultative status within NATO and 

formulation of a new economic aid prognun."464 Primakov's proposal was better known 

as "16+1 formulat1 and was more dong the mode1 of France's status within NATO. At the 

same tirne, NATO's proposal was something more than Partnemhip for Peace status in a 

sense that there would be a consultative NATO-Russia entity that would meet 

periodically. These NATO offers clearly feu short of any of the expectations of the 

Russian politicai elite. On the other hand, Russian public opinion was more and more 

manimous in its negative view toward NATO enlargement while being quite divided 

over adequate security strategies that Russia should adopt in response. Thus 50% of 

respondents were against the former Soviet republics joinhg NATO while 41% opposed 

former Warsaw Treaty couutries joinùig NATO. However, on the issue of what Russia 

should do, respondents varied in their prescription fiom 26% suggesting to stay out of 

any military blocks, 22% suggesting that Russia should pursue cooperation with NATO, 

17% advocating creation of a counterpoising military ailiance, 8% demanding that Russia 

join NATO? 

The Rwian political elite was apprentiy similarly united in its negative 

perception of NATO enlargement and, accordingIy was divided in its views on what 

stnitegy Russia should adopt vis-à-vis this issue?6 For example, at the 1997 World 
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EconotnÏc Forum in Davos Russian PM Chernornyrdin was mequivocally opposed to 

NATO enlargement but in favor of NATO-Russia coopexation? At the same meeting, 

Anatoly Chubais, Deputy PM and the President's Chief of Staff, and the strongest pro- 

Westemer in the executive branch, argued that the implications of NATO enlargemeni 

wouid be damaging for Russia-West relations and would negatively a e c t  Russian 

cooperation with the MF, the Council of Europe, the WTO, the Paris Club and other 

~r~anisrations~~'  Chubais also said that al1 of Russia's political forces opposed NATO 

enlargement, adding that "For me persody, for example, this is the first time in five 

years that 1 have held the same position as Mr. Zhirinovslq and Mr. Zyuganov" - and 

Chubais noted that this position is shared by 99 of every 100  uss si ans?^ 

Therefore, domestic opposition to NATO enlargement was stable but policy 

prescriptions for the response werc the object of various disagreements On the other 

hand, it would be untenable for Russia to continue without a policy response vis-à-vis 

NATO, especialIy siace the date for the admission of new members was rapidiy 

approaching. Therefore, the executive pushed for the signing of a Russia-NATO founding 

act thus capitalking on divisions among the politicai elite whiie, at the same time, 

keephg open the possibilities for other khds of Russia-NATO arrangements. However, 

one episode pior to the signllig of the foundug act showed that the executive was 

perhaps a h i d  of negative reactions fiom some segments of the establishment, especiaIIy 

the military. Thus, the Resident f h d  Defense Minister General Rodionov, shortiy before 

- -- - -- 
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the Russia-NATO document was to be signed. This removal of the top military officer 

was explallied as a step toward pmper military tefonn with General Rodionov beùig 

accused of failing to implement this reform. Many critics ofthis step noted Yeltsin's 

attempt to change the discourse focus fiom the Russia-NATO relations to the issue of 

rnilitary reform in ~ u s s i a ~ ' ~  This maneuver by Yeltsin hgmented the expected 

opposition to the signing of Russia-NATO founding act, a document that dennitely fell 

short of being legally binding and in accordance with the expectations of "Russia first'' 

proponents. General Igor Sergeyev was nomipated in Rodionov's place; he was expected, 

according to the executive, to move between the "Russia first" and "reluctant realists" 

rather than hold a finn position in either group~" 

A few days later in Paris, the Russia-NATO Founding Act ("The Founding Act on 

Mutual Relations, Cooperation and Security Between the Russian Federation and the 

North Atlantic Treaty Organization") was signeci? The treaty envisioned creation of the 

Permanent Joint CounciI as a biannud meeting of Ministers of Defease and Foreign 

Affairs. However, this body was of a consukative nature, which ailowed Yeltsin's critics 

to argue that the agreement did not give any mbstantiai reassurance that Russian sec* 

concerns wodd be protected. On the other han& Yeltna argued that this fkamework gave 

Russia an oppominity to be engaged in discussing and solving vital security issues 

together with NATO instead of becoming isoiated? It was quite arguable as to whether 

isolation was the proper description for Russia's foreign policy activity at that moment, 

and a summary List of some events points rather to the opposite. For example, in March 

"O See The Cumnt Digest of the PostSoviet P l w  21 (1997). ûanslaied h m  S i o v ~ a  P May 1997,l. 
*' S a  The Currenî Digest of the PmtSoviet Press 21 (1997), tnmslated h m  Sevdhya 24 May 1997.1.3. 

See Tire Cwens Digest of the Part4miet Prsss 21 [1997), aanslated fimm livestiiz 28 May 1997,1,3. 
See rite Cment Digest of the PostSmiet Press 21 (1997), tninslated h m  RossiiSkïye vesti 28 May 
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1997 there was a summit between Yeltsin and Clinton in Helsinki. Tn A p d  1997 Russia 

and Belanis signed a Union Charter. In ApriI 1997, an agreement betwcen Moldova and 

Tnuisdniester republic was signed under the mediation o f ~ u s s i a ~ ' ~  In late April 1997, 

the Chinese nesident visited Russia in bis nrst foreign trip since Deng's death. On this 

occasion, Russia and China signed a declaration envisioning the creation of a mdti-polar 

world and the strengthening of the role of UN and Sec- ~ouncil!'~ In May 1997, 

Armenia ratiEied the Russia-Annenia treaty on Russian military assistance and military 

bases on Armenian ~oil?'~ In the same month a more comprehensive peace treaty 

between Russia and Chechnya was signed. In late May 1997, the Ukraine-Russia Black 

Sea FIeet Treaty was signed, thus reducing possible dispute areas between Moscow and 

Kiev?' Thetefore, there was little basis for the perception that Russia was descending 

into isolation not was th= any need to blame Minister Primakov for going too slowly in 

negotiations with NATO??* However, the first cracks between Foreign Minister and the 

Resident were aiready visible since Yeltsin wanted the Russia-NATO treaty signed 

before the Juiy 1997 NATO Madrid Surrrmit, thus speeding-up negotiations and probably 

negatively afTecting the content of the agreement+479 Yeltsin apparently wanted to please 

domestic critics with some security arrangement achievement before NATO officidly 

invited three new memben at the Madrid meeting. 

See nie Cwcnt Digest of the PostSoviet Press 15 (1997), translated b r n  ~ezmrSimaya gmeta 12 
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Diiring the same period (the fÏrst haüof 1997), Russian relations with Serbia did 

not depart fiom the eadier pattern of Moscow's poiicy. Even dining the severai months 

long dispute in 1996-1997 between the Milosevic govemment and Serbian opposition 

over the remlts of municipal elections the Russian Ministry of Foreign Affairs pursued a 

role of constructive engagement rather than a role of applyhg pressures. Therefore, this 

policy remained different fiom the poücy p m e d  by Western countries, especidy the 

US. The poiicy of diversification fiom the West was quite visible on this issue. With 

regard to Russian foreign poiicy discourse, the issue of Serbia's disputed municipal 

elections moved the policy prescriptions of the Russian Ministry of Foreign Affairs much 

closer to that proposed by the Russian Duma This "agreement on fiuidamental 

positions," on the issue of Yugoslavia, between the legislative and executive branches 

could sirmifv the predominance of "Russia fîrst" viewpoints and another indication of 

how discursive ideas influenced state instituti~ns?~ The reason to c iah the synthony of 

th& views can be foimd in cornparhg two declarations that both the Duma's delegation, 

headed by deputy speaker Sergei Baburin, and deputy Minister Igor Ivanov, issued 

separately after their respective nsits to Belgrade in Febniary 1997. These declarations 

coincide on ail four elements: the disputed Serbian municipal elections are an intemal 

problem; the problem should be soIved through direct negotiations between the 

govemment and the opposition; any aggravations of the dispute could lead to a wider 

destabihtion of the Balkans; Yugoslav-Russian state relations should not be affected by 

intemal events in both coun.tries?' Political commentators in RusGa who sought to 

question the vaIidity of any Yugosiav-Russian long-tenn prospects for cooperation ofien 
-- - 
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used the last point On the one han& it was argued that Russian economic problems at 

home madt it an incapable donor abmad. Thus, once Serbia achieves a sec* 

agmment with the West, her need for Eendship with R d a  will disappear. On the other 

side, Russian communists argued that the Serbian opposition was truiy pro-Western and 

that it was even snubbing Russia as an eventuai strategic ally? The response of "Russia 

first" to these critics was articulated by Igor Ivanov, who said that the USSR focwed on 

individuais and repimes in its foreign relations while contemporary Rwia foilows its 

national interests and "common bonds" which were, in the case of Yugoslavia, 

"histoncal, cultural, economic, political, geopoiiticai, ~ t r a t e ~ i c . " ~ ~ ~  It shouid be also noted 

that while one part of the Russian political space, the more lefüst oriented groups, had 

some reservations toward the Sctbian opposition due to theu pro-Western standing, with 

level of d y s i s  king politicai aniliation, the more nationalist segments of the Russian 

political space, viewed Serbs affirmatively and with no reservations, primarily using a 

religious or ethnic level of analysis. Thus, even some prominent Russian politiciaas, 

including Moscow's mayor Yury Luzhkov, often referred in their discourse to l'the 

1, 484 Orthodox Serbs" while advocating protection of "Serbian interests . 

4.5 Identity and religion 

The issue of religion ended up behg very important for post-communist identity 

building m Russia The development of such an identity significantly infîuenced security 

" See Tho C m  D i p t  of the PmtSmiet P m  32 (1997). d a t e d  h m  Prawdz-5 13 August 1997,3. 
Jt3 NezuvLshnaya gazeta 5 February 1997,4. 
a4 See Tho Cmmt Digest of the Pm-Soviet Press 52 (L996), Wnslated h m  Sevdya 26 DeCernber 
1996,I. 



discourse. When it cornes to the role of Orthodoxy, two phases of this identity building 

cm be detected. The first phase began with the rejection of "percstroika" and with the 

acceptance of the capitaiist market economy. The &cal economic reform that followed 

heavily influenced value system. In these circumstances the Christian Orthodox Church 

emaged as an anchor for the nation's beiief systexm The state quickly acknowledged the 

importance of the Church in replacing former communist ideology and practicdy 

incorporateci it as another state institution - chaplains being quickly htroduced in the 

Russian =y. Thus, the state-church relationship, and appropriation of the church as 

another public institution and a custodian of national identity characterized this phase. In 

qualitative te=, this phase couid aiso be characterized as "the honeymoon between the 

Church and politics" due to Orthodox Christianity's widespread acceptance. Regionai 

leaders, in order of busting their image and Iegitimacy, were especiaily keen to develop 

good relations with the Orthodox Church and often urged the state to hUow the suit. 

Yuriy Luzhkov, mayor of Moscow, said that "Russian authorhies and society mut  repent 

before the Church and try to compensate it for property lost in Soviet tir ne^.'"^' 

The second phase, starting in the second half of the 90s, was characterized by a 

society-church relationship. Dinerent assessments of the role that the Chmh should have 

in society and politics took place both within and outside the Church. At the same time, 

various political parties attiiiuted different devance and meaning io Orthodox 

Christianity while, at the same the, not insisting on the institutional evolution of the 

Church or rethinking Ïts d e .  Thmfore, almost e v q  political party and poiitician was 

stiU very rnuch supportive of the Chmh's presence in public Mie, but they differed m 

their assessments of the role that ûrthodox Christianity shodd play in society. "Russia 
- - -  - 
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first" proponents believed that there was a need for a symbiosis between ethnicity, 

Oahodoxy and the state? Consequently, a geostrategic argument for an alliance or 

partnership relations with other Christian Orthodox states became sustained. In order to 

dismiss Western stereotypes attributed to Orthodoxy as a synonym for Empire, they 

argued that "it is not hard to prove that the= is not aud never has been any organic lulk 

between Orthodoxy and the imperiai practice of subjugating other peoples. Anglican 

Bntain was once far more irnperialistic thaa Orthodox ~ussia."~" The argument of the 

"reluctant reaiists" was quite the opposite: they advocated a secuiar, and tnily 

multicdhrral, identity policy at home and demanded a more universalistic moral credo 

when it came to foreign policy abroad. ûtherwise, they argued, inhumane acts wouid end 

up again being approved by the Church, as was the case with the Chechen war or 

sanctions agaiast ~bkhazia"~ Orthodox Church, in words of Patriarch Aiexy II of 

Moscow and All Russia, argued, ' k e  have common task with the state - to cestore moral 

heaith of s~ciety.'*~~ 

There were also reconciiiatory voices that tried to bridge the positions on identity 

and ethics between "R&a fïrst" and the "re1uctant reaIistsl'. Some scholars argued that 

there was a need for a new ethic for successful Russiaa rnodernizati~n!~~ The conclusion 

was that the Church could not oEer such a role since "... Oahodoxy ... is once again 

picking not society but the state as its partner, and, generaiiy speaking, is legitimipng the 

gangsters, the niting oügarchy and the nouveaux riches." A new ethic that would balance 

a6 See The Current Digest ofthe PmtSoviet Press 35 ( 1  997), trauslated h m  Neravirimaya gazetu 20 
August 1997,2, 
~7 Neavishayu gmeta 20 August 1997,2. 
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between "...a heightened iodividualistic awareness of fieedom, ... and a soüdârity based 

on voluntary self-denial" was neededpg' 

However, it was noteworthy that "Russia first" addressed Orthodoxy as a belief 

and cdhnal identity category, whiie the "reIuctant realists" perceived it as an institution. 

"Russia first" proponents perceived the Oahodoxy credo as being above the state (it had 

an attributed metaphysicd ongin) but nonetheless in the service of the nation, with the 

state as the benefiting organizatiod form of the Russian nation. Church top leadership 

mpported this position by stating that "Russia came to exist as a state on the basis of the 

Orthodox religion. So it is only on the basis of the Orthodox religion that the Fatherland 

can regain its magnificence.'dg2 The "reluctant realists" perceived the Church as 

subordinated to the state and serving ody interests of the elite, thus being of no relevance 

to what citizens wmt. Therefore, the issue of the custodian of national identity was still 

open, and consequentiy, the debate over security and foreign policy remained a fonrm of 

expression of various identity views. It was noteworthy that Russian ethnic minorities 

aiso participated in the identity debate, being primarily interested in the Iegal h e w o r k  

of minority rights. It might corne as a surprise to a Western observer that Russian 

minorities iasisted that Russian personai identification car& should have some indication 

of bearers' nationality while Russians wanted to have personal documents without 

indication of their nationa~ity?~~ 

Nézavisimaya gazeta 25 Septemba 1997,7. 
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4.6 Accommodating the "multi-polar worldtt vision: the "national idea" in foreign 

POW 

Another attempt was made by Primakov in the sphere of foreign policy actions to 

move forward in discourse while still implementing the "mdti-polar world" concept In 

the second M o f  1997, the Russian Foreign Minister visited several Latin American 

countries, and successfully brokered a UN-Iraq agreement that haited the announced US 

bombing of Baghdad. In the discourse that accompanied these foreign poiicy activities he 

introduced the category of "national idea" in Russian foreign policy ~n~le rnen ta t io t l~~~  

Therefore, the foreign poücy activities that were underway were not only perceived by 

Rimakov as a result of the previous discursive consensus reached by "Russia M1 on 

what is the beneficial foreign poticy behavior but were dso a springboard for the 

attempted consensus on nation-building. This endeavor couid indicate that, within the 

executive branch, the Ministry of Foreign Mairs and the Minister Primakov, in 

particuiar, had emerged as the force that sought to engineer national consensus. On the 

other hanci, since 1992, the role of the Russian Residency, as the main body of the 

executive branch, had been to capitalize on discorck in society and to play the role of 

h a l  arbiter, fke h m  any responsibiiity. Thus, Primakov's attempt at this poiitical 

engineering could have been perceived as a challenge to YeItXs conduct of politics, as it 

wouid erode the very base of Resident's power. During his ministerïai term, Primakov 

494 The cstegory of "nationai idea" was launchai by Y e W  in aaly FaiI 1997 as "the task of putthg 
together a system, a set of ideais and ideas - an ideology, in the final andysis - iu order to unite and 
consolidate our society and direct its energy into a constructive and creative channel." See The Cment 
Digest of the Post7Smiet Press 45 (t997), traasiated h m  Svodizya 12 November 1997,3. 



was perceived in positive temis by almost aU segments of the Russian politicai 

and especidy by the academic comm~nity!~~ This fact created an opportunity for him to 

try to appease the existing gap between "Russia fïrst" and the "reluctant realists". 

Such an attempt can be seen in Primakov's year-end account of Russian foreign 

poiicy activities and achievements in 1997P9' Prhakov clearly offered the "Russia first" 

discursive line of ccdiversincation of Iinks" in bis account of Russia's relationship with 

the West, indicating three directions of activities: the G-8; Asian-Pacific Economic 

Cooperation; and cooperation with the EU on the basis of the signed Agreement on 

Partnership and Cooperation between Russia and the EU. However, as a compromise 

with the "reiuctant realists," the levei of the relationship was described as a "strategic 

pmtnership," thus focusing on meaningful, pragmatic and constructive relationships 

instead of declarative prophesies of Russia's own power and significance. Even more 

appealing to the "reluctant reaIistst' must have been Rimakov's approach to NATO 

enlargement. He said that "practicai cooperation with NATO" instead of 

"counterproductive confrontation" guided Russian foreign policy. Such a view was dong 

the lines of the foreign poiicy prescriptions offered by the "reluctant realists". 

In 1997, innuentiai Russian academic j o d s  strongly voiced their editorial 

positions toward the muiti-polar worid concept, the creation of a "nationai idea" in 

foreign policy and "pragmatism" in security measures. NATO enlargement emerged as 

the singie most debated issue. The j o d  Intemtioml Affdrs primarily focused on 

495 S e v 0 . y ~  12 Novemk 1997.3. Also s e  The Czœrent Digest of the PastSaviet Press 48 (1997). 
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regional secririty and integration issues. The region that was rnost andyzed was CIS and 

s e v d  proposais for M e r  integration were made, thereby proposing altemative 

alliances. This was dong the lines of the multi-polar world vision. NATO enlargement 

was considered a future security risk but the policy pmposals advocated constructive 

engagement Înstead of confrontation, thus pumiing the "reluctant realists" discourse. 

Significant attention was given to UN themes whiie it was noteworthy that several 

representatives fiom the legislative branch presented thek views on International Afl2r.s 

pages, demonstrating an ali-inciusiveness. The prominent philosophical j o d  Voprosy 

Filosofii, aside ftom traditional articles dealing with ontological and epistemological 

issues, presented a fonun for &quent in-depth debates on Russian national idea 

Constant efforts were made to probIematize and undentand the specifics of Russian 

cuiture and history. The accent was on the benefits of accommodating the Russian 

nationai idea hto public policy and foreign policy security activities. Another dominant 

theme was the process of transition fiom traditional to civil society. Samuel Huntington's 

"Clash of Civilizatorîs" oRen emerged as a point of reference and Russian authors 

predominantly advocated a "pragmatic" response to what they perceived as the American 

interventionist security threat. The "pragmatic" response included maintenance of 

Russian spe&cs but aiso geopoLitical containment through the creation of "alternative 

alliances". Nosh SowemenmR focused on the Russian national idea but, in its general 

tones, abandoned its rnaverick image h m  previous years and practicaily became 

mainstream. It was strongly emphasized that Russia was a great power in a multi-polar 

world, practicdIy the same iine employed by Rimakov or any member of executive and 

legislative branch, The themes of Slmophilim and re-assessment of Stalinism and 



Leniaism were prominentiy covered. What was probably most important in terms of the 

Russian security discourse was the accent on Neo-Ew&m dl-inclusiveness instead of 

the quests for division in society. This practically represented the "reluctant realists"' 

quest for domestic consensus and the "pragmatic" agenda of avoiding connicts by 

creating domestic consensus and foreign "alternative alliances". During the 1997 period 

MEMO was defhitely more oriented towatd Russian d e r  than international issues. The 

dominant theme was Russia and the world market and this theme fkquently argued for a 

ccpragmati~t' orientation when protecting Russian economic interests. This was foliowed 

by debates on the specincs of Russian capitalism and how best to continue with economic 

development, noting some negative consequences of globaiization and fm trade. Again 

the accent was not on Russia abandonhg the capitalist economy but on how to best 

protect Russian interests. Issues of NATO enlargement and the role of Russian miiitary in 

the economy and politics were the second most frequent therne. The "reluctant realists'" 

approach was advocated on the issue of mating "alternative alliancesy' while at the same 

the, rnaintaining constructive relations with NATO. Svobodnaia myd ' showed Iittîe 

interest in security issues and carried iess contradictory articles with the exception of a 

socioIogical d y s i s  of the war in C h e ~ h n ~ s t ~ ~ *  The themes of Russian history, social- 

democracy and Mantism dorninated the pages of S v o b o ~ u  mysl ' during the 1997. 

However, the articles that addressed the issues of the Russian politicai system argwd for 

the acknowledgment and respect of Russian speçincs and advocated "pragmatismY' as a 

prerecpisite of successfuI pditicai and economic development. 

*" See B. Kagariitskü, "Chechemkaia voina I obshestvennoe menie," SvobaaCrio mysl' L (1997): 33-44. 



4.7 Conclusion 

Discourse analysis findings fiom this chapter were charted in chronological and 

thematic marner. This method facilitated understanding of discursive evolution and 

institutionali;ration of ideas generated by "schools of thought" during the 199698 period. 

Several findings fiom this chapter stand out as a link with the thesis core: state 

institutions' worldviews were generated by "schools of thought" such was the case with 

Atlanticism and ''RRusa fi&'; the implementation of "Russia firse' discome and policy 

prescriptions as the state policy was an evidence of the impact ideas have on public 

poiicy choices; foreign poiicy discourse primarily evolved around the issues of 'near 

abroad' and the former Yugodavia as those two themes dominated text and speech of 

debate participants; M e r  evolution ofCbRussia first" indicated that uschools of thought" 

acted as social movements which were able of mathg consensual solutions about the 

public policy choices even when holding diffierent wortdviews. 

Thus, the fîrst two years (1 996 and 1997) of Primakov's ministerid term began 

with the prevailing consensus of "Russia fht" worldviews among the Russian foreign 

policy institutions and proceeded towards a growuig spiit in the Russian security 

discourse between the proponents of "Russia fïrst" and the "reluctant realists". Primakov 

h d u t i o n d y  implemented the concept of a mdti-polar world which was the dominant 

perception of security discourse participants in the last years of Kozyrev's tenue. This 

concept incorporated the new dimension of reiationship with the West, notabîy the shift 

fiom Koyrev's "equal partnersbipn towards the policy of security rdated "strategic 

partnership" and Ccdiversified relations. "Diversilied re1ationst' meant that dtemative 



international alliances could be estabîished ifRussian political and security needs 

required it Despite practical steps by Primakov to pursue a " d i v d e d  relations" policy, 

the achial redts were not beneficial, especidy in terms of participation in the nsolution 

of the Yugoslav crisis and controllhg NATO enlargement, while some success was 

achieved in CIS &airs. The perception that results were not beneficial produced 

fragmentation within "Russia nrst" and the maverick discourse of the "reluctant realists" 

emerged. The "reluctant realists" argued for pragmatic and constructive foreign policy 

involvement, aware that Russian power resources were Iimited. This view faciütated the 

emergence of a perception that temporary isolation could be as beneficial since present 

relations with the West were not benefiting Russia, while confrontation with the West 

was simply beyond Russia's capacities. 

h te- of links with the 1 9 ~  century c~schools of thought" severai cornparisons 

could be made. F i  Russian sec* concepts remained synthetic thus possibly being 

labeled eclectic. For example, "Russia first!' concept was based on: international relations 

theory approach of neo-reaiism; Group 77 economic analysis; some prescriptions of 

Gorbachev's "new thinking" poücy. Second, the identity issue provoked contendhg 

security policy prescriptions, such as shüt from "equal partnership" toward "divetnfied 

relations." A similar impact of identity issue on foreign policy prescriptions was visible 

throughout the 19& century debate between Westerners, SZavuphles and Pan1SIm'sts 

espcciaily &er the Crimean war in 1856. Conseqyently, foreign policy prescriptions 

aimed toward isolationisms not only during the periods when the state was facing 

mternatiod challenges and power erosion but dso when the debate on identity perceived 

the consequences of modemity and gIobaiÎzation as dangerous for Russia. Tmd, the 1 9h 



century intelligentsia and the 20' century political e h  had a dominant role over the 

Russian s e e t y  discourse, though pa t e r  si@cance should be attriiuted to the public 

opinion of the contemporary Russia due to the different nature of politicai systern. 

However, despite the fact that the public surveys revealed that the Russian public was 

much less enthusiastic about Russia's interventions in Chechnya in 1994 and Bosnia, or 

anti-NATO policy than its eiite, it was also reveaied, that as  alternative discourse would 

emerge reflecting the dominant discontent these ideas were not able to Muence the state 

institutions, with exception of Chechnya in 1996. It was rather the case that institutional 

poiicy changes were obtained due to the new security discourse resuiting in security 

policy changes such as  the creation of altemative alliances, the continuity of active 

Balkan policy, isolation fiom the dependency on the West. Fourth, despite the periodical 

consensus between the security discourse participants an unanhnity was never reached 

and the debate and emergence of new discursive positions continued. Fifth, the general 

worldview of a divided world was characteristic for almost d l  2 0 ~  centtuy Russian 

secinity discourse participants. 

However, by the end of 1997 several signs indicated the possibility of having 

again some kind of national consensus on foreign poücy by the inclusion of the discourse 

on a "national idea" It could be argued that institutionally this consensus could oniy 

emerge at the expense of Presidentiai power. The years of the pst-YeItsints presidency 

could indicate how this presumable contradiction w d d  be solved. It wilI be shown in 

chapter V how the agenda of the "rcluctant reaiists" hstrated some Tussia first" 

members and contriiuted to the emergence of the "advocates of h e s s  and 

brinkmanshfp." At the same t h e ,  the "nationai idea" concept remained underdeveloped 



and haîiy ended up as the policy prescription of isolation. The concept of isolation was 

the shared perception of the "re1uctant realists" and the "advocates of brinkmanship and 

finnness," but the two groups attnbuted different content to this category. For the 

"reluctant realists," this concept meant that an unnecessary confrontation was avoided 

while at the same time unproductive and uneven relations were avoided. For the 

c'advocates of bridananship and finmess,'' isolation meant, primarily, the protection of 

the power base of Russian cultural and civiiizationd uniqueness and protection from 

negative influences of globahation. However, in t m s  of public policy choices, both 

discursive groups considered isolation a beneficial policy prescription. 



5. Unsuccesmil institutionakation of "Russia k t "  and the emergence of flexible 

isolationisms (1998-2000) 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter will follow the development of Russian sec- discome and the 

according foreign policy behaviot in the 1998-2000 period. The focus of this analysis wiil 

be placed on discourses developing around the "near abroad" and issues c o n c e h g  the 

former Yugoslavia. It wiii be argued that during this period the main trend of debate was 

the hgmentation of "Russia fïrdt into the two discursive strrams of policy proposais, 

namely the "nluctant realists" and the "advocates of brinkmanship and hnness." It was 

noteworthy that both streams shared almost the same "Russia first" worldviews. During 

this period the Iink between ideas and institutions was expressed in graduai 

institutionalization of the isolationist foreign policy proposal. This development 

happened due to the incapacity of "Russia fïrst" to long term institutionalize despite its 

over-aU prevdence in the 1997 semity discourse. "SchooIs of thought" performed their 

role of social movements and infiuenced state institutions through discourse. At the same 

time cbschooIs of thought" acted as sets of idees and cultural traits and transmitted 1 9 ~  

century theoreticai heritage thus linking the 2om centiny isoIationist concept of '%land 

Russia" with the 19" centrny concept of ' ' w i i ~ e s s ' "  (smobytnost 3. This duai nature of 



"schools of thought" and the interaction of continuity and change in Russian post- 

communist politics finthet vdidated the thesis' focus on culture sensitive foreign policy 

analysis. 

5.2 uReluctmt realistrm vs. the uadvocates of brinkmanship and fimness" 

The fdure of PM Rimakov to bring fongevity to a political consensus upon 

which bis instihitional and leadership ascendance was built couid be explained by the 

shift in Russian security discourse. This SM€ involved a change in discursive content. It 

mdted in disappearance of several key TRussia fïrst" categories such as "multi-polar 

world", "great power", and in the increased frequency of usage of terms nich as "national 

idea", "unity" and "common sense". The previous stabiluing effect of "Russia on 

Russian security discourse in terms of diminishing polarkation among "schools of 

thought" was predominantiy related to the perception of where Russia was heading in its 

developmentd path, The consensus over the developmentd path was based upon 

rejection of notions that Russia shouid go toward the West or toward the East and it was 

temporarily solved by the perception that Russia was where it is and it shodd not go 

anywhere. The fiagrnentation within "Russia nrst" was more imminent and vinîle over 

the issues of international crisis management and the use of force in fmign politics. The 

use of force in foreign policy was increashgly perceived as l e s  cost-effective resulting in 

a decline in advocacy for foreign policy coercion. On the other hand this did not 

necessdy Ie& to RusslCan cornpliance with western demands, instead it led to nelltrality, 

or, to use an acimittedly awkward term, to "passive opposition" toward the West In no 



way should this be understood as an approval of certain Western j o d s t i c  accounts of 

Russia as a "rogue state" but rather as an increased self-consciousness on the part of 

Russia's security discourse participants about negative effects of globalkation and the 

demand for preservation of Russian specincs and distinctiveness through isolation. The 

elasticity of this isolation was going to be negotiated between the "reluctant realists" and 

the ccadvocates of brinkmmhip and h e s s "  on a case-by-case basis. 

"Reluctant realists" were those who argued that the most suitable security 

arrangement for Russia by which it would mdmhe its deveiopmentai chances was to 

neither aily itself with the West nor to confiont the West The perception grew that 

European integration processes embodied in EU and NATO policies of enlargement were 

quite far away from realistically considering Russia as a Mi-tirne member in the 

foreseeable fiiture. The "reluctant realists" calmly stressed that Russia is too big for any 

of those orgmizations and that therefore Moscow shodd keep its kedom of action and 

not nish to become a member. However, there was no intention by this discursive Stream 

to ignore or negate the importance of these organizations since they were stiil perceived 

as potentid partners on selected issues. 

The "advocates of brinkmanship and firmness" constituted another strearn 

emerging h m  the "Russia nrst" "schooi of thought." Opposition to any compromise on 

crucial security issues that would f d  short of fidfihg RusSIan national interest was one 

of the main characteristics of this discursive group. The perception that Russian military 

might could be used as leverage in future poIitical confîontations oriented this discursive 

group to believe in the possibiIity of win-win scenarios in international disputes such as 



the Cuban missile crisis ui the early 1960s?* Another dominant perception within this 

group was about the expansionkt nature o f  the West, usually identined with the US. The 

US was perceived as an hegemonic power, ready to use force against those it disiilces, as 

in the case of the bombing of Bosnian Serb positions in the summer of 1995. but at the 

same t h e  it was an hegemonic state that could be made vuLnerab1e by having the same 

amount of force used against it, such as the case in the fded peacekeeping mission in 

Somalia However, this discursive stream could a h  be individuated as the group 

occasiondly raiiying around selected issues, primarily the ones with confikt management 

demand, than as a pemanently established alliance. The existence of "reluetant realists" 

and the "advocates of brinkmanship and hnness" proved that the security debate in 

Russia was evolvhg h m  the "Russia nrst" consensus and offerhg a variety of public 

policy proposais. The existence of this variety foilowed by the tack of consensus 

significantly helped the Presidency to capitallle on domestic policy imperatives. in the 

following section I will show how this debate innuenced executive branch and profiled 

its pubüc policies. 

499 The brinlmiauship situation in the Cuban aisir was solved by mutuai w i t h d r a .  of Soviet weapoas 
h m  Cuba and Americm weapons h m  Turkey. 



5.3 Viftory of Yeltsin's domesüc poliey imperatives over the CIS-reiated foreign 

policy issues: he-1997 period 

5.3.1 Phme one: AUantich' snubbing of Central Asia 

Before 1997. Russian security discourse related to CIS issues codd be divided 

into two phases. These phases. namely 19914993, and 1993-1996. corresponded with the 

impiemented foreign policy. During the first phase the issues related to the Centrai Asian 

region were deemed insignificant for Moscow while the contlict in Moldova and relations 

with Ukraine occupied the centrai stage. It should be remembered that at that t h e  the 

Atlanticists were formdathg and executing Russian foreign policy. This "school of 

thought" "pointedly ignored the Central Asian states" believing that "close politicai, 

economic, rnilitary and strategic relations with the corntries of the region could obstruct 

Russia's rapid htegration into Western s tn i~ tu res . "~~~  There weie several more specifïc 

reasons for this perception and consequent behavior of the Atlanticists. 

The main economic viewpoint of this schoof of thought was that terms of trade 

and hancial operations with the Central Asian States represented a net economic l o s  for 

Russia and that this would be augrnented in the fbture if Russia kept close ties with those 

economies. The main political viewpoint of the Atlmticists, due to the authontarian 

nature of Central Asian political systems, was that close ties with them would "discredt 

the new Russian leadership" and strengthen leAist and nationaikt advocates in ~ussia?' 

loo S a  Andrei Kortunov and Sergei Louriev, "Russi5tand Russians in Cenaal Asia," E t h i c  Cttaflenges 
6eyond Borders; C h e  md Rurrimi Perspectntes of the Central Asiùn Conzuzàhn e d r  Yongjm Bang 
and Rouben Azmm (London: Maadïan Ress, I998), 98. 
'O' Andrei Kortunov and Sagei Lomiev, 98. 



The main secinity viewpoint of the Atlanticists was tbat "Centrai Asia will always be a 

source of instability" and that Russia wiU be better off ifit leaves this dangentus 

region? Therefore, geopoiitically, the Atlmticists believed that "a focus on Central Asia 

i nS03 may needlessly displace ... Russiats 'rerehirn to Europe. 

On the other hand, critics of the Atlanticists view claimed that Russia hastily 

abandoned Central Asia even against the WU of region statesr leaders. Russia's daterai  

military pd-out and the canceiiation of common currency in the form of the "ruble zone" 

created more instability in the region than it benefited Russia at home. Especiaily vocal 

critics of the Atlanticists were the Neo-Emzsiians, and this critique practically generated 

the emergence of a rival discourse. This rival discome was based on several viewpoints. 

First, it was argued that the regional sec* dilemmas were going to be better 

served if Russian troops stayed in the region and tried to create "the integrated system of 

Russia's military s e c ~ r i t y . " ~ ~  Furthemore, it was claimed that the fact that a large, 

Russian-speaking minority resides in Centrai Asia should oblige Russia to play the active 

role ofa regionai peacekeeper uistead of p u h g  out its troops and waiting until some 

extremist challenger emerged Neo-Ewasrùns were especidy womed of local hot spots 

being reguiated by an out-ofkegion country or ~ r ~ a n i z a t i o n ~ ~ ~  The main economic 

viewpoint of the Neo-Eumians was that by canceling economic ties with Centrai Asia, 

rnany Russian industries and enterprises wodd be forced out of work. At the same time, 

Central Asian markets wodd be closed to Russian goods that are otherwise non- 

cornpetitive in Western markets. In the final economic analysis, Neo-Eurasim bisted 

S02 Ibid 
sm ibid., A n h i  Korûmov and Secgei Lounev, 99. 
" ibid., Andrei Korttmov and Sergei Lounev, 100. 

Ibid 



that more integration in finance, monetary policy, and îrade couid lead toward the 

creation of "a common markettt beneficiai for everybody in the region, Russia 

inciuded? 

53.2 Phase two: The retanr of CIS mdtilateralism 

The reality of 1992 and 1993, characterized by a huge influx of Russian-speakhg 

nfhgees fiom Central Asia, the emergence of local ethnic conflicts and demands h m  

regional countries for Russian mediation in local hot-spots, as wel1 as domestic ewnomic 

pressufes fkom negatively afEected Russian industries urged Moscow to rexonsider its 

policy vis-à-vis Centrai Asia Therefore fiom 1993 util  1996 Moscow implemented a 

different approach.507 Dur i~g  this period "bilateral and muitilateral agreements aimed at 

restoring severed links were signed. Russia's hancial assistance to the Central Asian 

states started to increase. The emigration of the Russian-speaking population was 

discouraged and deait ~ i t h . " ' ~ ~  This renewed focus by the Russian executive branch on 

muitiiateralism in Central Asia through the CIS mechanism has produced more than 200 

signed treaties but ody a few implemented onedW This discrepancy between words and 

deeds in CIS and, particdarly, the durability of unresolved Centrai Man territorial and 

ibid 
Aithough, some Westeru authors, nich as Neil MacFarlanc argued that the change was due to the trade 

off with the West over the Yugoslav civil war. The argument was that Russia received sttategic concessions 
in the CIS region, such as revision of CFE îreaty fl ank hi&, for the appmval of Western policies vis-à-vis 
the former YugosIavia See Neil MacFarlane, "Realism and R=*m Strategy after the Collapse of the 
USSR" O n @ b  Politia; Re&m andstafe S&ategks Aper îhe Cold Wm eds. Ethan B. Kapsieh and 
Michael Mastanduno (New Yok Columbia University Press, 1999), 243, 

Ibid, Aadrei Kor&tmov end Sergei Loanev, 103. 
M9 See Andrei Kortuuov and Andrei ShoumikhM, "Russia and CentraI Asia: Evolution of Mutual 
Perceptions, Policies, and Interdependence," Eihnic Challenges beyond Bor&; Chr'nese and Russian 
Pempeztbes ofthe C-al Asian CO- &, Yongjm Zhang and buben Azman (London: 
Macmtllan Press, 1998)- 20. 





groupings of CIS c o d e s .  The increase of multilatd commitments that were 

excIuding Russia attracted the attention of Russian secuity discourse participants. For 

example, almost aii CIS countries joined the Council of Empe  and expressed an active 

interest in teaching cooperation agreements with EU and NATO, but they also staaed 

creating sub-regionai alliances to tackle more specific issues. For example, durhg the 

October 1997 session of the Couacil of Europe Georgia, Ukraine, Azerbaijan and 
8 

Moldova created an unofficial group - GUAM - to deal joiatly with the creation of an oiï 

and transportation comdor fiom Centrai Asia to ~ u r o p e ? ~  Along the same iine leaders 

of Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan, Turlanenistan and Tajikistan met in Ashkhabad, 

to discuss regional security and oil and gas pipelines issues?" Thus the prospects for 

Russia benefiting from king the main 02-transit country and sec* guarantor for the 

Caspian oii became very bieak. 

During this period, the settiement of three hot spots in the CE, narnely, 

Tramciniester, Abkhazia and Nagorno Karabakh became internationdized, making 

Russia's role and its overai1 signifïcance less and less crucial. Therefore, these processes 

of "geopoliticd plumlism" were consîdered by the participants of Russian secdty 

discourse to be a major blow for Russia's strategic interests and the blame for such a 

development was put on Moscow's The Liae of cnticism was that Moscow 

leadership &ssed the t h e  and opporhmity to create a workable s e c e  and economic 

alliance among the Soviet successor states? "Reluctant reaiists" were adcihg that Russia 

did not have adequate economic incentives to off i  to the regional corntries. The 

-- - 

See Thc C m n t  Digert of the Part-SmiU P m  4 1 (1 997X translaied h m  hestiu 15 Octokr 1997.3. 
See The Cumnt Di@ of the Past-Smvid Press 2 (1998). translated h m  h m t a  6 January 1998,3. 
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argument could &O be raised about the security guaranties that Russia was exknding to 

the region. Several countries, such as Azerbaijan, Georgia, Moldova and Ulaallie, were 

quite suspicious about the end-goai of Russian military presence on their soil, having in 

mind the mle the Russian amiy played in civil wars or other crisis situations in those 

countries. 

Other CIS countnes have created more vague pofiticai sub-groupings such as the 

Central Asian Union, which is composed of bd&tan, Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan and 

Tajikistan. Thus, when it cornes to collective security the leaderships of these states were 

more inclined to see Moscow as a threat rather than a protector. Consequently, they 

pursued cnation of sub-regional politicai alliances that excluded Moscow. S a ,  it is an 

ironic coincidence that Russia had. among al1 the CIS coumies, probably the most 

democratic poiitical system despite the fact that it was perceived as an Uiterventionist 

power?'6 Withk Rusaan security discoune only AtIanticists argued that Centrai Asian 

CIS states were authoritarian and non-democratic. Therefore, they wouid be the oniy 

"school of thought" that could foUow the liberal rhetoric of Western countries in foreign 

policy by giving precedence to h u m  security ahead of state sovereignty. On the other 

hanci, the Aflanticisfs wrre proponents of principles and not of reulpolitik when it came to 

crisis management implementation. In contrast to, for example, what the West did during 

the Yugoslav crins (1 99 1 - 1999). "Russia £kt" proponents argued that '%a.-bandes 

leaders in "near abroad" provided for "genuine stability and hedom fiom economic 

Thii imy could ftirther remind us of the kliefl artidated by Woafrow WiIson, mat democfacies do 
not wage wars (or that tky do not wage wars ody agaht other democracies as Kant advocated it eariier). 
The fear of intervention, when assessed agamst the post-communkt reality, could show interestMg 
record: Russian troops were aowhece, except in initiai phases of Transdniester and AbkhaPan conflicts, 
uniIatetally deployed. 



upheavaIs.'~*" Thus "Russia fïrst" proponents cannot be labeled as non-democratic or 

perceived as "great Russian expansionistsn forjudging Cenüal Asiau politid systems 

only on the bais  of Russian secinity needs or rights given to Russian-speaking minority. 

It wouid be mon consistent theoreticaily to perceive "Russia first" proponents as 

followers of the policies of South-East Asiaa countnes where stability and economic 

growth were put ahead of democratic principles, the developmental path theoreticdly 

outhed in the e d y  work of Samuel Huntington or in some Iater, neo-institutionalism 

Writings?' 

When it cornes to perceptions of ethnicity and the dangers of nationalism, Russian 

security discourse was detectably diverghg from mainstream western scholarship. 

Epistemologically, contemporary western scholarship on nationalism primarily belongs to 

post-positivism and was, in Iast two decades, criticai of the agency role the state played in 

constructing nationali~m.~'~ Within Russian academic discourse on nationalism there was 

a predomùiant viewpoint that attributed the agency in chic issues to ethnic 

consciousness (or psychology) and c ~ i t u r e . ~ ~ *  However, it shouid be pointed out that the 

sequencing of this Russian discourse was not out of touch with the developments in 

western scholarship on ethnicity issues. Quite the contrary. Around the same time in 

"' See lk Cwent  Digest of the PwtSoviet Press 43 ( 1  %8), translated h m  Nsw6rmaya gazeta 28 
October 1998,9,12, 
"%e Samuel HuntMgton, PofiticaI Orab in Chmghg Societiies (New Haven: Yale University Press, 
1968); Theda Skocpol, Bringing the Shte Bock In (Cambridge .  Cambridge University Press* 1985); 
whüe even some civil Society advocates argued thai economic deveIopmtnt is precondition for seK 
sustaioabte d e m m c y  due to dangers of failed economic reforms, see Claus W e ,  Vietiizs of Transition; 
The eart European andeast German Eqp-ience (Cambtidge, Massachusetts: The MIT Press* 1997). 
5 19 Most prominent representatives of this scholarship are John BreuiDy, N a n l o d h  and the State (New 
Yotk: St, Martin's Press, 1982); Ernest GeIiner, N"ons d Natiodism (Ithaca, N E  ComeU University 
Press, 1983); Benedict Anderson, lmagined Corrmnmities (London: Verso, 1983); Eric Hobsbawm, Naiom 
rmdNattonalh sime 1780 (Cambridge, Engiand: Cambridge University Press, 1990)- 
520 See Babakov Vladmiir and Semenov Vitaüy, Nal~ionolnoe s~arculk i mtsioItO[~ia Wkultwa 
(rnetodoIogrcheskieprobfemy) [Nationai Conscienmess and National CuIture (methodological Rob1em)l 
(Moscow: Rosskkaia Akamedia Nauk, 1996). 



Europe there emerged a 'counter pst-modeniistt d e m i c  discourse on nationalism 

primarily expresseci by medievd historians who argued dong simiIar lincs as Russian 

scholars and highlighted the relevamie of culture, venracular history and reügioan' 

When it came to poiicy prescription, Russian scholars argued for a specific path of 

nation-building that post-Soviet societies should follow in order to avoid ethnic conflicts. 

Therefore, Russian scholars would foilow more closely the economic determinism 

approach and argue that Central Asian States would be more stable and ethnic conflict- 

fkee ifthey fohwed the Chinese economic refom model? 

The Russian Presidency was mare of the sIow Pace of CIS integration and of the 

emerging criticism of the executive brmch's inactivity in reversing this trend. In another 

move that was intended to show the President's corrrmitment and expediency in solving 

CIS problems, Bons Berezovsky, a controversid entrepreneur and Yeltsin's main election 

campaign sponsor, was appointed the CIS Executive ~ecretary." This nomination 

followed the March 1998 sacking of PM Chemomyrdin and the appointment of 

Kiriyenko to the post of Russian Prime Minister. By these changes Yeltsin aimed to show 

his cornmitment to change and disiike ofpoor performances in domestic as weii as in CIS 

politics and to aim for a qyditative change by appointing a more dynamic and business- 

iike personnel. It could be ais0 argued that, by these changes, Russian institutions became 

more open to new ideas and concepts. However, the pre-crisis stage of Russian economy 

"' See Adrian Hastings, ThP Construction of N'atîorrtrOod,; EltUticiryI Religion md Naionalh (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1997); Tborhc Tde-Petre, Englcmd the natiorr Language, Litmature and 
Nattbnarl IriéntiiyI 129û-f 340 (Clarendon Press, 1996). 

See Alexander Saüaky and Vladmiir Fisyukov, "Cmtrai A s k  Towards Ethnic Hannony Through 
Openness and Refom?" Erhnic Chaflenges beyand B o t h ;  Chinese and Russin Perspectives of the 
C m &  Asion C o m d h m  eds. Yongjin Zhang and Roaben AziP'an (London: Macmilian Ress, 1998), 
166-179, 
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during 1998 aad an increased international presence in the CIS region made many of the 

former Soviet states ductant to tie themselves into close relations with Russia. 

The Caspian Sea oil and gas reserves were a major contesting issue among the 

maritime countries throughout the '90s. The potential for lucrative eamings and the 

presence of foreign oil companies started margllralizing the Russian role in both security 

and economic terms. For the first time Russian oil companies started acting against the 

interests of theù own government, dernonstrating the effects of this crisis of authority. 

Evert atternpts by the Russian govemment to try to apprehend the seabed issue in a 

bilaterd way did not rnaterialize. Therefore, it shouid not be sufprising that the signing of 

the Caspian treaty on dividing the seabed between Russia and Kazakhstan was postponed 

a second time.n4 

It couid be also argued that Moscow's security umbrda became l e s  vital for the 

CIS states as their state-building period entered a more mature and stable phase. Thus, 

reliance on Russian military presence was diminishing especially in the countries that 

were able to mate their own rnilitary forces. The Georgia-Russia border troops treaty 

was one indicator of this trend? This agreement emphasized the graduai pd-out of 

Russian border troops, 3,000 soldiers in total, h m  Georgia According to the treaty 

Georgia wouid independently monitor and guard its own borders by the end of 1999n6 

The increase of operational and combat capabiüties of the Georgian anny was directly 

proportionai to the a p e d  departure of Russian troops. This pullout rnay also indicate 

Georgia's leadership dissatisfaction with the role Russian military played during the 

See Thc Current Digest of the PmtSmiet Press 26 (1998), traaslated fmm N é 2 a w y c r  grneta 27 Iune 
1998, 1. 
" Sce Thc C m n t  Digen of the Posl-Smët Press 26 (19983. trauslartd h m  .!kvoûizjra 2 Itdy 1998,3. " SÏmilar agreement on borda t m p s  puii-ouî was signed wah Kyrgyntan. 



Abkhaz conflict. Moscow initidy assisted Abkhazian rebels in supplying them with arms 

and volunteers (one of them being Chechen commander Shamil Basayev) Eom the 

Caucasus region. At the begianing of the '90s helping Abkhazia was used as leverage for 

threatening Georgia for becoming a federal state and in derno~tsfpating to Tbiüsi a need 

for Russian help to contain this sec* h t .  At the same time Georgia was 'convinced' 

to join CIS and to let the Russian army stay on its territory. However, once Abkhazia 

became a possible &y of Chechnya in creating a Caucasian people's republic, Moscow 

switched its alliance toward the Georgian leadership. However, this border troops' pullout 

from Georgia was not related to the Russian peacekeeping contingent in Abkhazia 

Russian troops at the Abkhaz-Georgian border, stationed there since June 1994, have a 

mandate fiom the CIS heads of state and were accompanied by the UN military 

 observer^.^' 

Countries that cultivateci their own regionai aspirations, such as Uzbekistan, 

started gradually perceiving Moscow's secinity umbrella as unnecessary. At the 

beginniog of 1999 Uzbekistan officidy declared that it wanted to quit its membership in 

the CIS collective security ûeaty while at the same time offerhg its own security 

umbreila to some regionai co tmt r i e~ .~~  Some CIS countnes, such as Azerbaijan, started 

perceiving the presence and proirimity of Russian troops as a security threat? Thus it 

should be no surprise as to why, after the successful NATO campaign in Kosovo and 

increasing Russian military involvement in Chechnya, Azerbaijat offered one military 

See The Gwent Di* of the PostSoviet Presr 31 (1998), transIated fmm Kommmmt--Di& 4 August 
1998,s- 

See The Cmem Digest of the Post-Soviet Press 5 (1999), translateci h m  NamNisimq gmeta 4 
Febmary 1999, 1. 

in Azerbaijan Foreign Miaiïoy.s statement was said that "Azerbaijan regards Russian-Armenian rnilitary 
cooperation and the Russiaa military prescnce m Armenia as a thttat to b semity." - see The Cwtent 
Digest of the PmtSoviet Press 6 (1999), üansiiitexi h m  Obshchaya gazeta 1 t -17 Febniary 1999,I, 5. 



base to NATO in the summer of 1999. In balancing local rivalries in the Caucasus region, 

judging by military sales, Moscow started cleariy favoring Armenia. Azerbaijan's 

bittemess in regard to Moscow's military role during the Nagorno-Karabakh dispute and 

economic and diplornatic pressures during the Caspian seabed negotiations probabiy 

culminated at the beginning of 1999. At that thne Moscow delivered to Armenia Russian 

state-of-the-art airaefense systems by which Erevan officialiy joined the CIS's Unined 

Air Defense System composed of Russia, Belanis and ~aza~istan?' nie reaiity of the 

situation indicated that when it cornes to security issues Russia does not treat CIS 

countries with an even hand. Explmation of such a phenornenon varied among the 

participants of Russian security discourse. "Russia first'' proponents perceived in a 

positive üght any Russian secwity anangement in the "near abroad" while "reluctant 

dists" gave priority to calcdations of cost-effectiveness of such involvements. 

Another hot spot in the CIS where Russian troops were stationed but welcomed 

by the local regime was Tajücistan. Even though Russian troops in Tajikistan played a 

significant roie in domestic political stmggies their primary mandate and concern was to 

mooitor and protect the Tajücistan-Afghanistan border. The number of mujahedin 

incursions fiom Afghanistan had grown since the end of Afghanistan's civil war. These 

incursions reached a climax in the summer of 1998 when Taüban troops came within a 

less than 20km fiom Tajikistan's border."' As the Taliban demonstrated a state-building 

capacity and its intention of spreading its innuence across the Mgharistan borders, it 

becarne a much more formidable challenger for CIS stabiiity than the incursions of 

" See The Crrrroru Digest of the PmSoviet Prev 3 (1999). translated h m  N~avMmaytz gazera 19 
January 1999,2. 
n' Sec Thr C m  D i p t  of the PmkSoviet Press 32 (1998), translated h m  Kommersant-Dai& 1 1 
August I998,2. 



mujahedïn gangs across the CIS border that occurred during the early '90s. Central Asian 

states, Uzkkistan especiaüy, were Uitmsted in coorbt ing  their security efforts with 

Russia in containkg the Taliban's thmit. However, Russian foreign policy activities on 

this issue could be characterized as driven more by "reluctmt realists" than they were 

guided by "Russia Mt perceptions. Not oniy that security discourse in Russia indicated 

growing dissatisfaction with the reliability and 'loyalty' of Central Asian leaders and 

regimes but also the c l a h  often underhed by Primakov about the need to p m e  an 

"active and multiIdirectionai'' poiicy have redted in Moscow's attempt to expand its 

inauence even beyond the CIS borders." Cowquentiy Moscow started establishing 

"taiks with moderate elements withui Taiiban" while in the same time it approached Iran 

as a potential aIIy in the spheres of influence chess-game agahst the (Saudi Arabia and 

Pakistan supported) ~aliban." It was prominentiy reported in Russian media that the 

Taliban issue was not entirely about security but also about oil and gas pipelines 

routeses" Thus, according to "reluctant realists" Russia c m o t  reLy entirely on the 

goodwill of CIS leaders, since their long-tem economic interests do not necessarily 

coincide with those of Moscow. Therefore, alternative alIiances shodd be created since 

many CIS states wanted to achieve economic independence fiom Russia. For Russia 

these alternative alliances, at Ieast on the s e c e  issues regardhg Afghanistan, included 

the one with Iran and the United States. Duriag the August 1998 US missile strikes on 

aiIeged temorist strongholds in Afjghanistan and Sudan, Moscow officiaiiy expressed 

condemation and concern. The entire action was perceived by the Russian diplomacy as 

a "dangerous precedent" that undermined coiiective securïty mechanisms and the legd 

Sec nie Curent Digest of the PmtSoviet Press 17 (1998), tmslatcd àom T d  29 April199û, 4. 
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foundations of UN? However, pnvately, Russian officiais were quite pleased that 

Washington joined Moscow in the struggie against the TaIiiban's potentid expansionisn 

and support of terrorismn" 

Ttierefore, as new economic and security reaiities emerged in the CIS there was a 

growing need for the improved institutioaal fhnework that could accommodate those 

changes. Economic crisis in Russia forced rnany CIS states to start building alternative 

policies that were weakening CIS economic ix~te~ration.~' Whiie "Russia W' 

proponents were sharing the same critical consensus with "reluctant reaiists" about the 

slow Pace of integration and cooperation among CIS coutries their prescriptions were 

radicdy different. "Russia k t "  proponents argued for tightening of CIS institutions and 

creation of more bodies with supra-national empowered mandates. "Reluctant realists" 

were arguing for development oftwo-tier integration processes within the CIS namely the 

fast track and the slow track. They would argue that some countries were more interested 

in closer economic intcgration then other members. Thetefore, the fast track countries 

shouid be fke to pursue more developed integrational policies without forcing the less 

enthusiastic countries to join them but in the same time not ostnicinng them fiom CIS? 

Furthemore, one of the proponents of this discursive group, Boris Berezovsky, the CIS 

executive secretary, suggested the abolition of consensus vote?' In practcd terms this 

measure would deprive Russia of some behind-the-scene Ieverage in the CIS but would 

See The Cirmnt Digest of the PcwtSoyiet Pms 34 (1998), tnioslaîed from Kommersanî-Dai& 22 
August 1998,2, " Kommersrmt-Dai& 22 August 1998.2. 
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dennitely make orgarlization more dynamic and practical solution driven. This proposal 

of Beremvsky's was also not weU perceived by the Russian presidency due to its 

domestic consequences. For example, in the situation when Russian discourse on CIS 

was divided between two policy proposals. the Presidency would instead adopt an 

entirely different, third measme, or a mixture of both suggested proposals in order to 

capitalize on domestic divisions. The proposed absence of a consensus vote in the CIS 

wouid simply deprive the Presidency of its domestic nnal word since what the Russian 

Presidency proposes could end up being voted against within the CIS. In this scenario 

domestic critics of the Presidency would have empirical proof that the Presidency's policy 

was wrong so that the next the it would be more responsive to its domestic critics. It is 

noteworthy that on the @de of CIS policy more concemed with security issues, 

Berezovsky advocated for the possibility of CIS enlargement having plimarily in mind 

Iran as a prospective mernber." However, there was no indication that any discursive 

consensus existed that some paaicular country should join CIS while at the same time 

there was a shared perception that having an 'open door' policy in CIS would be 

beneficial for Russia by strengthening its "pole" of "the multi-polar world" vision. All 

this indicates how "reluctant realists"' worldviews became institutionalized into the 

foreign policy measines taken by Russian predency vis-à-vis CIS region. 

In the same time it was more and more accentuated by "retuctant realists" that 

Russia codd not joh NATO or EU not ody because those organïzations did not want 

Russia in, but because Russia "was too big for those orgmizations." Russian Foreign 



Igor Ivanov used this "reluctant realist" perception by the end of 19985~' Thus, 

instead of biaming the West for such a policy the "reluctant realists" understood the 

ramincations of Russian power and capabilities. On the other hand "Russia first" 

proponents kept arguing that Western policies were to blame for Russian exclusion fiom 

Eum-Atlantic integrations. Due to Miaister Ivanov's statement it could be argued that 

security discourse of "nluctant redists" practicaiiy became institutiomiked in the 

Russian executive branch by the end of 1998. Paradoxidy, it happened when the most 

prominent member of "Russia nfit" Yevgeniy Primakov became Russian PM. 

An interesthg interplay of perceptions did happen when Russian media started 

presenting Amencan dissatisfaction with Primakov being nominated to the post of PM. 

Americans were perceived as arguing that they did not have any Men& in Russian 

govemment any more since the PM'S orientation was degedly "anti-~merican."~~ Th, 

in reaction, Russian se&@ discourse started generating perception that a 'cold peace' 

was emerging between the two former super-powers. The image of ahost 

co&ontational relations between Russia and US was reinforced by the presentation of 

their diplornatic disagreements over the Yugoslav Kosovo aisis and Iraq crisis. 

hominent scholars, mch as Sergei Rogov, director of the Russian Academy of Sciences 

Institute of the US and Canada, argued that the US did not perceive Russia as a partner 

any more.543 Therefore, the Russian security discome participants perceived the 

American approach to Russian-American relations more and more as "candid realism". 

- - - -- 
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Consequently, more and more disappointments with the US poIicy started characterizing 

reactions of Russian security discourse participants regardless of their political 

afnliations. One example of this type of consensual perception was the unanimous 

condemnation by ail Russian political parties of the US missile strike agaiost Iraq in 

December 1998. These perceptions culminateci in an institutionai response demonstrating 

again the LinL ktween the ideas iduencing institutions. The Russian executive branch 

foilowed this consensus and withdrew its ambassadors nom Washington and London to 

Moscow "for cotlsultations." 

Clinton's 1999 State of the Union Address ody reinfiorced the perception in 

Russia that Washington embarked on the policy of "neutraliPng" Rwia  and that the era 

of clear partnership was over? The main security consequence of this perception in 

Russia was the alarming reaction of the rnilitary establishment. The high representative of 

the Russian Defense Ministry, Gen. Leonid Ivashov, director of the Chief Administration 

for international Military Cooperation, cnticked the US for its new missile defense build- 

up as a potentiai violation of the ABM treaty.s45 Aibright's January 1999 visit to Moscow 

served as a sign of temporary relief that relations were not worsening d e r  than as a 

visible hrm toward the irnproved Moscow-Washington Links. Russian media and the 

foff owing d t y  discourse perceived this visit in the same ambigwus manner? 

Almost everybody was aware that the reai showdown of Russian-American relations, the 

Kosovo crisis, was Iooming arouad the corner. 

See nie Cumnt Digest of the Post-Smiet Press 3 ( t 999). traaslated fmm Sevodiryu 22 Ianuary 1999,t, 
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5.5 The Yugoslav Factor 

nine were severai reasons why the Yugoslav crisis was important for Russian 

s e d t y  disco-me. For Russian security discome participants the Yugoslav cnsis 

represented a test case of future world order. They perceived that this was the precedent 

upon which the West is going to profile its actions in future. At the sune time there was a 

significant Russian military contingent deployed in the former Yugoslavia, often 

positioned in the most dangernus areas, bringing to fore strategic and military 

significance of this crisis. Russian media, prht and broadcast, intensely and constantiy 

reported about this crisis making it part of Russian every day Me. This crisis was 

practicaiiy the ody multilateral crisis management, outside of the CIS perimeter, were 

Russia was participating as fÙIl-fledged member, thus having a stroag Say. Last, but not 

the least, the former Yugoslavia was the area of Russia's strong bilaterai diplornatic 

activity, involving executive and legisiative branches, with yearly number of visits 

counting in teas."' 

On many occasions dinllig 1998 and 1999, the Russian security discourse was 

dominated by one theme - the Kosovo crisis. Therefore, NATO edargement, CIS security 

and economic issues were aimost matpinaiiwd as discursive refereuces by the resonance 

of the newest Yugoslav crisis in Russian foreign policy debates, print and broadcast 

reportkg. Comspondingly the Russian executive branch was very much involved in 

bilaterd and multiIaterd negotiations and activities dealing with the Yugoslav crisis. 

in 199445 period Russian specid aivoy Vitalii Churkm, visited various cap= m the Ban<aris almon 
fifty times. 



The Kosovo a i s i s  erupted in early March 1998. Aithough political conflicts, civil 

disobedience and poiice repression characterized the Kosovo scene for more thao a 

decade, the outbreak of armed conflict was a phenornenon that emerged after the signing 

of the Dayton peace agreement in November 1995. In the early 1996 on the Albanian side 

of the Kosovo political spectnim the Kosovo Liberation Amy (KLA) was created as a 

miiitary contestant of Yugoslav territorial sovereignty over the province. Frustration 

among Kosovo Albanian politicians that they were not bcluded in a comprehensive 

Baikan peace and temtoriai seniement in Dayton made most radical mges believe that 

oniy by their own military rebeilion could they hope for a Dayton-Like legd and territorial 

dividends and re-arrangements. Thus the KLA decided to foUow the path of military 

confrontation with the Yugoslav regime, ending the "peaceful resistance" strategy 

practiced by Ibrahim Rugova's "shadow governmentl'. DDurg 1996 and 1997 this 

confrontation was primarily confineci to ambush attacks on police patrols and selective 

killings of those Albanians who were in any way integrated into the Serbian and 

Yugoslav state structure in Kosovo. Robust and un-selective response of Yugoslav 

security forces fbeled the conflict and this led to the emergence of Iow-intemity guerilla 

warfine in March 1998. The Contact Group convened rather quickly after major armed 

clashes in March and condemned the Yugoslav side and the use of force. 

However, ualike other members of Contact Group, Moscow did not put bilaterd 

pressure on Belgrade over the Kosovo issue. Moscow rather stated that "a more flexibIe 

approach to the Kosovo problem is a condition for Yugoslavia's full letlrm to the world 

comrnunity.""* Therefore, Moscow was foUowing the mdtilateral policy of the Contact 

Se+ ï k  Current Digest of the Post-Suviet Prtss 9 9 (I 998). translated h m  Kommersont-Duily 5 M m h  
t 998.4. 



Group rather than pursuing d a t e r d  Belgrade-fnendly actions. The Contact Group's 

policy was to condition the full removal of sanctions aga- Yugoslavia in return for 

changes of Belgrade's domestic and regional policies. On the other hand, since 1994 

officiai Moscow was quite often demanding the fidi removal of sanctions against 

Yugoslavia, mentionhg the f i t  that the UN sponsored sanctions in 1992 were imposed 

due to Belgrade's aiieged involvement in the Bosnian civil war. Moscow sustaiued that 

once the war in Bosnia was over there were no legal grounds to use sanctions any 

more.sg Despite its rhetoric at home, the executive braach in Moscow was still behg a 

cooperative partnef in the Contact Group and any Western perceptions that Moscow was 

behaving in a 'pro-SerbV way wouId be hard to nib~tantiate.~~~ It codd be argued that the 

1996 ministexial change in Russian Foreign Ministry resulted in the ministry's shift 

toward "Russia ~ ' '  worldviews so that it coincided with the dominant sectuity 

disc~urse.~~' But it could be also argued that d e r  the Serbian local eIection crisis in 

19964997 and the 1998 outburst of military clashes in Kosovo, Russian securÎty 

discourse vis-à-vis Yugoslavia reflected predorninantly "reluctant reaiiststr viewpoints?" 

The primary attention of the Russian executive branch was directed toward the 

possible NATO intervention in ~ o s o v o . ~ ~  Primakov was partictiiariy clear in not 

wanting NATO troops to be involved in any of the hot spots in Europe. His argument was 

" It was &O consistent mth the Russian activity in UN on cmthg the sanctions ~ m o v a ï  mechanism tbat 
would ix universal. Moscow considered protracted sanctions against suc6 as Iraq, Libya, Yugoslavia 
as a couater-productive. " During the course of the Yugoslav cML war Russîa practidy never implemented aay imilatcial 
measure that was opposite to Contact grop policies. See Nebojsa Bjelakovic, "Russian Poiicy Toward the 
YugosIav CEvrl Wm (199 1-1995)," MA. wsay, Carleton University, 1995. 
Y' One of the tnst foceign vishg ofnew miniset Rnnalrov was to Belgrade m Iune 1996. 
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based on the fear that any intervention could become a precedent.sM This fear was shared 

across the Russian sec* discourse and it was assumed that by dowing any NATO 

&tmy intervention to happa the role and devance of the UN Security Council wouid 

d i ~ a ~ p e a r ~ ~ *  MarginaiiZatioa of the UN was commonly perceived by participants of 

Russian security discourse as the end of Russia's power status and the coiiapse of "multi- 

polar world" system. Such a development would practically isolate Russia h m  the 

international scene and put it back into the exclusivity of CIS. In order to avoid this 

scenario "reluctant realists" were wüling to give many more concessions to the Westem 

corntries than "Russia fllist" proponents. Only the minority of those debating on foreign 

poiicy dilemmas were advocating for m e r  polarlzation with regard to the West over 

any issue?6 Their argument was that by givhg up one strategic concession the 'domino 

eEect' erosion of Russian international power would follow? Milosevic's June 1998 

visit to Moscow gave more reason to "reluctant realists" viewpoints than to those of 

"Russia fim" proponents. To Russian semrity discourse participants it became obvious 

that Milosevic was not a diable strategic partner but only an opportunistic autocnit who 

demands a lot and who delivers M e .  'lherefore, the proposed policy of "reluctant 

realists", such as concerted effort within the Contact Group, was a better solution than the 

"Russia nrst" proposal of confrontation with the Contact Group and reliance on 

international law, OSCE mdtilated fiamework and especidy on the UN Security 

554 S a  lk Cment Digest of rhe PartSrniet P r w  22 (1 9981, trauslated h m  NmSimaya  gazetu 30 May 
1998.1.6. 
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Cound veto right in any intemational conflict management, especidy the one in the 

Balkans* 

During this visit Milosevic may have quickly realized the limits of Russian 

willingness to engage in the Ballraas and thus he agreed to seved concessions with 

Moscow, thus accommodating the "reluctant reafists'" The two most 

important cornpliances by Milosevic were to begin the Serb-Albanian didogue and to 

agree on an international presence in Kosovo. Americans by that tirne took the initiative 

within the Contact Group by demanding more concessions from Milosevic and were 

unhappy by Russia's active and successki brokerage with Belgrade. On the other band, 

the Russian executive branch was quite unhappy with NATO maneuvers close to 

Yugoslav temtory, in A.Ibaniassg However, regardless of this dislike of NATO activities 

in the crisis area a majority of Russian security discourse participants preferred peaceful 

codict resolution achieved through multilateral diplornatic efforts?" 

The way the "reluctant realists" s e c e  discourse advocated for creation of 

"alternative alliances" on the CIS issues mirrored the way Russian foreign policy 

perfonned on the Yugoslav issue. in August 1998 Russian troops participated in NATO 

maneuvers in Albania signahg that Moscow was not in disfiivor of international forces 

containing the Russian contingent entering Kosovo as peacekeepers? Therefore, despite 

being perceived as Belgrade's close dy, Moscow did not want to back-up Milosevic's 

Set The Cmenf Digest of the PastSm'et Press 24 (1998). translated h m  Tnd 18 Jme 1998,4. 
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poiicy, and what was more Unportant Moscow visibly dernonstrated that it wanted to 

cooperate with NATO. 

This toning d o m  of conflictual and polarizatiod viewpoints vis-&-vis security 

issues coincided with the emergence of the discursive category of an "ideology of 

common sense" introduced by Gen. Lebed dining his victorious gubernatoriai electorai 

campaign in Krasnoyarsk in May 1998.5~ The appeal to "common senset' in 

contemporary politics was particulariy nsonant in election discourses of "catch-ail" non- 

ideoiogical conservative politicai parties such as Silvio Bedusconi's "Forza Italia" in 

M y ,  Mike Harris' "Rogressive Cornervative party" in Ontario, or Preston MaMing's 

"Reform party" in Canada. The goal of this discoune was to achieve consensuai solutions 

rather than to polarize the political landscape. The consequence was that this electoral 

tactic became a political pladorm and an identification and program marker for the 

politicai forces that launched it. In Russia there was a fertile soi1 for the emergence of 

"catch-dl" discursive categories. The public survey resuits fiom August 1998 on the 

question "what idea today codd unify the people, or Russian society", showed that the 

rnajority prefemd broder identification denominator over irreconcilably polarized 

minorities that preferred typical ideo~ogies?~ Thus, 35.3% of respondents preferred the 

idea of reviving Russia as a mighty state, a great power. 8.3 % respondents said that this 

idea shouid be socialisrn; 5.6% respondents said it shouid be democracy; 5% respondents 

" See The Cwent Digest of the Pmf-Svicet Press 20 (1998), transtated h m  ftogi, 20 (26 May t 998): 18- 
22. " The Bureau of Applied Sociologid Research did the survey. See The Cment Digest ofthe Pmt-Smiet 
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said it should be comrnunism; 4.4% respondents said it should be "ethnie Russian 

national distinctiveness;" while 2.5% respondents said it should be a religious idea? 

At that time, in a way, personal changes at the top of the Russian state also 

resembled this public and discursive inclination for the consensual solution and for the 

marpiaaiization of ideologicdy polarized minorities. During August 1998 President 

YeItsin fired Kinyenko and unsuccessfully tried to reinstaii Chernomyrdin to the post of 

PM. In September 1998 Russia had a new PM, Evgeniy Primakov, who was able to 

achieve consensus with almost ail parliamentary groups."5 However, it should be 

mentioned that as a pmdox, Primakov as a PM was able to gain support for his policies, 

but only at lower common denominator from the one that he as a "Russia first" proponent 

would prefer in the field of foreign policy. Practicaliy speaking, this meant that the 

"reluctant reaiists'" discourse became the predomiaant worldview within the Russian 

security discourse and it was predomùiant in the executive branch as well. The newly 

appointed Minister of Foreign Affairs Igor Ivanov's speech at UN General Assembly 

refiected in a way this trend. Ivanov was respondhg to the increase in tensions between 

Yugoslavia and NATO. Belgrade was threatened with air strikes due to the Yugoslav 

leadership's reluctance to aiiow an OSCE monitoring mission to enter Kosovo. Minister 

Ivanov argued against the bombing saying that "force of Iaw shouid prevd over the Iaw 

of force".s66 In a visionary manner, he predicted that the use offorce against Yugoslavia 

could "lead to a wider wat" with negative consequences for the region and ~urope?' 

" NermrSimajm gazefa 6 August 1998,s. " See lk C m n t  Digest of the PostSoviet Prea 37 (1998), translateci h m  Kommmant-Dai& 1 L 
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Therefore, the missing part that wouId otherwise characterke the "Russia £i.rst'' discourse 

was the Iist of Russian coercive responses to this situation. On the other hanci, despite the 

fact that this position of willingness to cooperate mdtilaterally in coaflict resolutions was 

the main characteristic of "reluctant realists," the tone of opedy blaming the West in 

Russian security discourse, even by the Russian executive, was set? This tone probably 

contributed to the fact that many "Russia first" proponents gave full support to the 

executive branch on the Kosovo issue. Dornestically, support had created a discursive 

majority on the security issues while the minority of "advocates of brinkmanship and 

finmess" was temporarily marginalized. Thus, the Kosovo crisis presented an event that 

fragmented "Russia nrst" into the 'teluctant realists" and the "advocates of brinkmanship 

and fkmness." 

During October 1998, as the spiralllig of NATO bombing threats against 

Yugoslavia was increasing, the Russian secinity discourse became more and more anti- 

NATO. in less than ten days Russian secmity discome shified from the principled 

pledges that Russia was against the use of force in the ~alkans'" toward heavily anti- 

NATO acc~sations?'~ However the tone of the discourse did not confuse the "reluctant 

realists"' approach to the management of this crisis, which was visible on the issue of 

Yugoslavia joining the Russia and Belanis Union. During the October 1998 Milosevic- 

Holbrook shuttle diplomacy the Yugoslav side issued several statements indicating its 

interest in joinhg the Russia and Belanis Union. This was probably a part of 

9% See an mtenriew with Minister Ivanov in The C m m  Digest of the PmSaviet Press 39 (1998), 
translated fiom Nezmirimuya guzeta 30 September 1998,1,6. 
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YugodaGa's negotiation tactic with the US. On the Yugoslav side the main initiator of 

this request was Serbian Deputy PM Vojislav Seselj, leader of Radical party. His 

interlocutors on the other side were never Moscow's government officiais but 

representatives of Natiomlist-Pafriots and Belanis President Lukashenka. Russian 

security discourse participants were skeptical about the sincerity of Yugoslav intentions, 

seeing in Belgrade's request only a temporary search for a scciIrity shelter and not a 

sincere long-term stnitegic cornmitment. Russian dailies Sevodnya and Kommersant- 

Daily were quite anti-Milosevic for some the and these media portayed this Yugoslav 

initiative in a very critical manner, occasiondy ridiculhg Seselj. M a t  is even more 

important as an indicator of the dominant perception of "reluctant realists" within the 

Russian executive branch was the flat rejection of Moscow onicials of any Yugoslav 

membership in Russia and Belam Union despite the fact that Seselj was invited as an 

official guest to the Union's Parliamentary Assembly session."' A few weeks later 

Seselj's appearance at the Parliamentary Assembly of the Union of Belanis and Russia 

was ridiculed even by the pro-govemment livestia. The predominant perception, the one 

of "reluctant reaiists", was that the admission of Serbia to the Russia-Belanis Union was 

deemed unredistic and undesirable? 

However, it is noteworthy that the dominant understanding in Russia was that 

even officid Belgrade did not believe in the rapid reaiization of such an admission 

attempt, so that Russian seciirity discourse participants in general did not develop any 

It was staîed that "Russian Foreign Mmimy considas idea ofYugoslavia joinmg union of Russia and 
Belam prexnatureaturen Se+ The Cment Digesî of the PostSmef Press 42 (1998), translated h m  Sévodjzyu 
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sentiment of bittemess vis-à-vis b el grade? Acaially, such an understanding follows the 

"reluctant realists" worldviews on what the state should do or attempt to do in an 

international arena pRor to resorting to coercive measures. Therefore, it would mean that 

"reluctant realists" would have pursued the same attempt ifthey had been in the position 

of Yugoslav policy makers. Evidence for such a clairn could be found in Russia's staunch 

opposition to NATO enlargement and its subsequent signing of the Russia-NATO 

Agreement. At the beginning of 1999 it seemed that on the Yugoslav issue the "advocates 

of brinlananship and h e s s "  were loosing the discursive battle against the "reluctant 

realists". However, on some less vital Balkaa issues such as the creation of the Balkan 

Peacekeeping Corps the criticism and rhetoric of the "advocates of brinkmanship and 

firmness" were adopted across the Russian politicai ~ ~ e c t r m n ? ~ ~  

h January 1999 the Kosovo crisis entered into a new phase, which forced Russia 

to re-asses its foreign policy in taclcihg these new realities. Fights between the KLA and 

Serbian police and military re-emerged after the October 1998 Milosevic-Holbrook 

agreement In Racak village a major clash took place leaving behind almost 50 kilied 

penons. According to the OSCE Kosovo Verifkation Mission the Belgrade police were 

to blame for the killings and, what is more important, these forces were perceived as 

having performed deliberate killings of Albanian civilians. The outburst of anger, which 

enipted in Western capitals, indicated that a harsher policy toward Milosevic's Serbia was 

on horizon. Moscow softened the UN Secirrity Council resolution on Racak by delehg 

the e n t h  blame for the incident fiom the Setbian side and by iasistiag that both sides, 

hestia 4 November 1998,t. 
n4 Decision of Romania and E3uigaria to joirt NATO-sponsored "Baikan PeacekeepMg Corpsw was 
criticized in a harsh manuer even by the Russian acecntive branch. See The C m n t  Digost of üie Pan- 
Soviet Press 2 (1999), transIated h m  Vremya MN 13 January 1999,6. 



Belgrade and KLA, should soIve their problems by politicd means." At the same time 

Russia insisted that muitiiateral organizations such as the UN and OSCE should play the 

crucial role in peacefdiy solving the Kosovo aisis. Ofncids in Moscow perceived that 

these organiirirtions, the OSCE in particular, were Moscow's ody avenues in effectvely 

innuencing European &airs? '6 the more specinc issue of the Kosovo crisis the 

majority of Russian security discourse participants did not have any illusions about 

Milosevic, but despite this the blame for the outbreak of hostilities was also put on 

Albanian extremists and on the war rhetoric coming fiom NATO. "Reluctant realists" 

believed that "the belligerent statements coming out of Brussels and Washington were 

prompting the Albanians to continue fighting and were blocking a political solution to the 

problem*"sn This way the discourse in Russia resembled the one fiom October 1998, 

when NATO dso threatened to bomb Yugoslavia over the Kosovo issue. Discourse 

participants were inclined to build consensus over this issue. However, it wouid be 

premature to predict that such a consensus was a sign of general political consensus in 

Russian society? It was d e r  a sign of shared viewpoints about the selected issue. On a 

variety of other issues the Russian Ministry of Foreign Anairs has been blamed for 

hadequate policies. Cntics of Minister Ivanov argued that "Russia's unpredictability 

" See Tlie Cumn, Digest cf t h  PustSoviet P m s  3 (t999), uan~lated h m  Inestia 20 Ianuary 1999,t. 
S?6 See nie Current Digest of the PustSmiet Press 3 ( 1  999), tmsiaed h m  Kommerstznf 2 1 lanuary 1999, 
4. 

See The Cwent Digest of the Pmt-Soviet Prsss 4 (1999), translateci h m  Nezavisimaya gazeta 29 
J a n w  1999,6. 

Famous Russian scholar T m  Zasiavskaya q e d  that Rusian society was far away h m  any 
consensus about basic vahies, as hdianed by major@ of pubiic surveys. She beiieved that some cuIturaI or 
human idea, r&a than poiiticaf or economic one, couid evenhially integrate society. Thor, she q m s e d  
the wideqead dissatisfiictioa with divisiveness and perceiveci desire for the consensus m society. See The 
Ctvrent Digest of the PamSmiet Preu 5 (1999), trauslated ficm Noviye bestia 27 Ianuary 1999.4. 



became a factor shaping the way most states and intemational organizations relate to" 

~ussia~~~ 

The Russian Ministry of Foreign Anairs uqed the Contact group to press for a 

political and multilated solution to the Kosovo problem. Probably under strong pressure 

fiom Moscow, Milosevic agreed to participate in Contact group mediated talks with 

Kosovo Albanians in Rambouillet, France. The Serbian delegation was practically 

teamed up with Russian diplomats whiie the Albanian side enjoyed practically not only 

the sympathy but also the help of American side?** This way the Ramboui1let taks 

resembled the cold war Soviet-American rivairy and on occasions ended up behg the 

negotiation between Moscow and ~ashin~ton.~*'  As this situation might have been 

flattering to the Russian side it also created a huge disappointment in Moscow about how 

much the multilaterd diplomacy was shunned by American interventionism and this 

dictate of terms. During the nrst phase of Rambouillet negotiations, Yeltsin reiterated that 

foreign intervention in Kosovo would be something that Russia would strongiy oppose.5n 

Thus, the state institutions folhwed the deveIopment of ideas Iaunched w i t b  the 

security discourse. 

Rambouillet talks had two phases. The nrst phase was practicdy a diplornatic 

victory for Yugodavia shce the Albanian side also did not want to sign the final 

" See The C m t  Digest of the Past-Smiet Press 4 (1 999). tninslated h m  Kommenarzt 23 January 1999, 
2. 

As Kosovo was part of Republic of Sabia and as Montenegrin leadership did not support Milosevic's 
policy in and about Kosovo at the Rambouiiiet t a k  t h m  was practicaüy not a Yugoslav but Serbian 
delegation. 
" This was kciiitated by the fact that Serbian and Albanian delegations have been seated in two différent 
conference mm and foreign diplomats were 'shunl'mg' between them. Thus, ït could be stated that direct 
Serbian-Albanian talks never too k place. " As rhetoric became qgite heated Y e h  even said thaî "we won't let aiiyone touch Kosovon. See The 
Crurent Digest of the PmtSayieet Press 7 (1999), üanslated h m  Nerautsimaya grnetu 19 Febniary 1999, 
t ,6. 



agreement. The outcorne of the nrst phase of Rambouillet talks coincided with the US 

Unposing sanctions on IO Russian scientinc institutes degedly involved in helping Iran 

develop nuclear and m i d e  caPabilitied8 This was an older issue in RussiananAmencan 

relations. Washington was from time to time accushg Russia of supplying missile 

technology to India and Iran. Accusations that Russian scientSc institutes were involved 

in cooperation with their Iranian counterparts over the construction and maintenance of 

Iraaian nucleat facilities were particularly serious since the US was assuming that the 

nuclear technology codd be used in terrorist or other (possibly anti-Tsrael) rnilitary 

purposes. The Russian side was denying any involvement in developing military-related 

nuclear projects in Iran, citing that the Rwian institutes were applying the UN Atomic 

Energy Organktion standards. Moscow bitterly pointed out that severai other cotmüies, 

Canada included, were bidding for the same cmtracts. But the timing of Washington's 

accusations and the severïty of the actual measures (cuning a h d y  allocated fiuids to 

those institutes) were making Russian security discourse participants quite angry. 

The end of second phase of the Rambouillet talks created a bitter reaction in 

Russia as weli. The Russian delegation at RambouiUet was not involved in drafting the 

documents or in arnending them. The "take it or leave it" approach was forced by 

American side? This approach practically comered the Serbian delegation in having to 

unconditionally accept the military annex to the already signed poiiticd agreement on 

KOSOVO."~ This way the miütary amex was presented to the Serbian and Russian sides as 

Sec Tk Cwent Digest of the PostSoviet Pr= 8 (1999), translaîed h m  Izvesti. 26 February 1999,3. 
As an mdicaîor that the= were other options for successful conflict resohtsion see Johan Gaituug and 

Cari Jacobsen, Sxwciiitg for Peme: the R d  tu T r a r t c d  (with contriiutions by Kai Frithjof Brand- 
Jacobsen and Fm Tschudiï (London, Sterhg, VA: PI- Press, 2000). 

See Robert Fi The Tmjm home cbat 'startedp a 7-y war;" ZXe 1-nt 26 Novemkr 1999: 
"In the kt days of the Paris peace Eallcs on Yugosiavia Iast March, sornethfng extmordmary happe6  The 
Serb delegaîion - af€er agreemg to a pditicat revohrtion m Kosovo - was presented wit6 a milm 



an ultimatum since its clauses serious1y undemiined Serbian temtorial sovereignty over 

KOSOVO?' This was why practicaily nobody in Russîa blamed the Yugoslav side for 

rejecting the military annex. Russian security discourse participants nearly unanimously 

approved the behavior of the Russian delegation at Rambouillet taiks, including the 

temporary break-up of the Contact Group and the fact that Moscow was against the 

military amex and for the political document. Many commentators even ridicded how 

Serbia was "demonized" by Americans predicting an outburst of war since it niited 

tegitimacy needs of Milosevic and NATO alike?87 This last point seemed to represent at 

best the position of the "reluctant realists" . On the other side, even the "advocates of 

brinkmanship and firmness" who bellicosely argued against the NATO threats could not 

give much mdit to Milosevic's ethnic policy record in Kosovo. Thus, despite the 

accusations against NATO and dislike for how the Kosovo crisis was haadled by 

Washington both the biggest groups of seCUl"ity discourse participants shared the 

viewpoint of Milosevic's significant responsibiiity concerning the Kosovo crisis? 

The beginning of the NATO bombing campaign against Yugoslavia (March 24, 

1999) represented international issue No. 1 in Russian security discome for months to 

appendk to the treaty, which demauded the vimial NATO occupation of ail Yugoslavia The Serbs tumed 
it down and NATO went to war. Yet 79 days laîer, NATO - which had nbseti to contemplate a change in 
the military document - Io& an oimest in the anna and at the fial ciratnatic meetings on the Macedonian 
border was content with a NATO force inside or@ Kosovo? 

Fmm Yugoslavia was demanded to grant a total mimunity ruid &dom o f  action to NATO tmop over 
its miire tmitory, the type ofconditi011~ that Bosnian and Macedonian governments had to agree to on 
mHer occasions. The consequeme of such a "specid statusn was seen in the occasion of car accident in 
which Macedonian cabmet mmiact aud dnmken NATO armored vehicle crew kined bis entire family at 
the end o f  September 1999. The perpetrators ofthis aime were simply ranoved h m  Macedonia badc to 
No~w~Y- Strangefy enough NATO did not &kt in ia J<me 1999 agreeruent wah Yugoslav army to obtain 
the tame specid status m Yugoslavia c o f i m g  Ets troops ody to Kosovo arra 
'" Evm daiIy S k v 0 . y ~  was ridicuiing American portrayat of Sabia as an "evü Empiren seeing m this an 
ideologicai pceparation for military actionII See The C~o~em Digest of fhe Post-Soviet Press 11 (1999). 
transiated h m  kodirya 17 March t 999,3. 
588 See Dmitrï Trmin and Yekaterina Stepanova, eds. K ~ Q Y O :  Inp Imenianomf As- of the Cris& 
(Mosco~  Gandaif Press, 1999)- 



corne. The Russian reaction to NATO strikes was overwhelmingly critical. Leading daily 

newspapers argued against the war, while many poLiticiatls demanded that Russia 

unconditionally help serbiaSgg It was noteworthy that even among this unanimous 

condemnation of NATO a few voices were pointing out that Milosevic is not worth 

Russian-American c o n f i r ~ n ? ~  These voices actuaily established a rivahg level of 

anaiysis, one that focused on Milosevic as a political figure and not on Yugodavia as 

sectnity and political space. This way the Kosovo issue was presented in personality 

politics fashion and not as international Iaw issue or a seategically important issue. nie 

existence of two Ievels of d y s i s  indicated the division between the "reluctant realists" 

and the "advocates of bridunanship and b e s s " .  Due to such a change in the level of 

d y s i s  PM Primakov's decision to cancel his flight to Washington (while in the air) after 

he leanied about NATO's first air stdces provoked a split reaction in ~ussia?~'  The split 

was between those who wanfed to help Serbia despite Milosevic's poor domestic and 

international record and, on the other hami, those who did not want Russia to take the role 

of Milosevic's protector?E 

However, at this point, even two very p roben t  members of the "reluctant 

~alists" school (Vladimir L u b  and Grigory Yavluisky) supported Primakov's 

' ~ 9  See Tk Cment Digest of t k  PtxtScwiet Press 12 (1999), ûanslated h m  Seyoriirya 25 March 1999,1, 
3 ; Netmisimaya gazeta 25 March 1999,l; Rossitskayu gazeta 26 March 1999,Z. 
'PO See nia Cumnr Digest of the P~~~t -Soy tè t  Pr- 12 (1999), tmslaîed fiom h t s t h  26 March 1999,L. 
"' Dai% &v+a and Kononmunt w m  d c a l  ofRmiakov's decision, whiie hestia and Rassiis&uya 
gareta were supportive. See The Ctcrrerrt Digest of the PostSmr'et Pres;r 12 (1999), translateci fiom 
SévO.ya 25 Match I999,I-2; Kommersanî 24 March 1999,l; best io  25 March 1999,l; Rarsiiskaya 
~uzezu 25 March 1999,1. 

At the begimhg of the Yugoslav civil war M e  smular spiit ocainad among the sentricy discourse 
parti0cipants m Russi& See Jelena Guskova, JUgmIov~Aa kriia i R-a ~ugoslav Crisis and Russial 
(traasîated h m  Russian) (Belgrade: iMPP, 1996). 



decisi011,~~~ The public ininnimity in condemning NATO did not mean that Milosevic was 

given carte blanche to carry out his policies. Quite contrary, the condemnation of NATO 

was somewhat on an e q d  level with the condemnation of Milosevic or the KLA. An all- 

Russian public survey showed that 46.3% of the respondents blamed NATO for the war 

while Milosevic and KLA were blamed by 16.7% and 12.896, respectively. Thus blarne 

for the war was put in a baianced way on ail involved participants which demonstrated 

quite a sophisticated understanding on the part of the Russian public about the dynamics 

and nature of ethnic warfare? Furthermore the same poii revealed that 83.4% of the 

Russian public preferred peaceful solution to the problem while only 2.8% wanted Russia 

to enter the war on the Yugoslav side. As a way out of the crisis, the public expressed 

perceptions that either diplomaticaiiy persuading Milosevic (26.2% of the respondents) or 

energizing muMateral diplomacy thtough the UN or the OSCE (57.2% of the 

respondents) codd bring an end to the crisis. Therefore, there was a belief that talks with 

Milosevic would eventuaiiy bring an end to the war. On the other hand it could be argued 

that Milosevic perceived or was trying to use those peace-talk emissaries as evidence that 

there was substantial outside support for his policies.595 This clash of perceptions could 

be used as an explanation for the humiliating remit of the first unofficial visit of Russian 

delegation, composed of politicians of Liberal provenience, namely Gaidar, Nemtsov and 

Fyodorov, to Belgrade. Their reception was cold and with no results, although some 

Russian commentators argued that the whole mission was aimed toward Russian 

" OAen prrsented by the Western media and some ana(ysts, nich as Brzzhski, as the most Western 
paIia'cian in Russia Grigory Yavbky harshiy criticized NATO and US. He stated that "the United Staîes 
would be solely to blame for ignitiag a war in EmpepeW See The Cromu D i g ~ ~ t  of tk Pm-Smët Press 12 
(1999), trstnsfated h m  N~auSimrya guzeta 25 Mar& 1999,1,3. 

Set Tiio Cmem Digest of the PastSmèt Press 13 (1999), mnsiated h m  Konrnerss~rm 3 1 Mardi 1999, 
3 - 
s9s As oftai gidicaîed on the pages of, by Miioîenc controiied, daity P o l i t h  



domestic scene in order to show that "liberais were better than commUtZists in war-crïsis 

situationst1 ?96 

The real interlocutor, (accordhg to Belgraders perception) PM Primakov arrived 

the next day to Belgrade in an attempt to h d  a way out of this diplomatic stalemate. The 

failed UN Security Council Resolution that asked for an end to NATO air @es caused 

this diplornatic  talem mate?^' The Russian executive branch probably reaüzed that 

multilateral arrangements were not possible anymore and quickly embarked upon shuttie 

diplomacy with Belgrade. It was probably believed that any results of such bilaterai 

shuttle diplomacy were keeping dive the prospects of a diplomatic solution instead of 

putting al1 hopes for the conflicts' end into the han& of the fortunes of war. There were 

indications that Primakov worked on the plan for the North-South division of Kosovo, 

with the South being open to the presence of international forces and the North, 

predominantly Serb populated, being monitored by Russian troops."* This option, as any 

other proposed by Russian side, did not question Yugoslav territorial sovereignty over 

Kosovo, 

On the home fiont Russian diplomacy seerned to be trying to distance itself from 

Milosevic due to the bellicose rhetoric of "advocates of brinkmatlship and firmness". This 

distancing was dso done in order to keep Russia's credibility as an international 

negotiator and partner to the West, On March 3 1,1999, Aleksandr Avdeyev, FBst Deputy 

Minister of Foreign Affain, said at the meeting of the Federation Council that 

-- 

" See The Current Digest of the PcxtSoyiet Press 13 (1999), paiislated h m  NezayrSrinuya gmeta 3 1 
March 1999, 1,6+ 
597 This UN Smnity Cotmcil cesoiUh*ou was supported oniy by Chma, Namibia and Russia See nte 
Cwent Di* of the Post-Smiet Pms 13 (1999). aaristaiaI h m  Kommerssmri 27 March 1999.1. '" See m e  Ctrnent Digest of the PmSmiet  Press 13 (1999). wnslated h m  Rmir;Shya gmeta I Apcil 
1999,1,7. 



"responsi'bility for the escalation of the confüct in the Balkans lies half with NATO, 

which is nipporting the Kosovo separatists, and haifwith officiai Belgrade, which hasn't 

made the proper efforts to settle the problem of interethnic relations in ~osovo."~" A few 

days later this statement was followed up by a remark fiom Bons Yeltsin, which 

underlined that "Russia will not d o w  itselfto be drawn into a waC600 By using this 

discourse, the Russian executive branch was making clear that its position was one of 

"reluctant realisrn," meaning thaf in this particdar situation, Russia wodd try to reach a 

peaceful solution without using coercive rneasures since its goal was not to wonen its 

relations with the West or with Yugoslavia On the other side of discursive spectnim the 

"advocates of bt.inkmanship and firmness", through the heated speeches of communist 

and nationdia politicians and high ranking generais, argued for unconditionai help to 

Yugoslavia including ditary assistance!oL Application of nich a discourse into the 

policy measures wodd most probabiy bring Russia into a brinkmaflship situation with the 

West - the unsurpassable brink king the use of nuclear weapons. 

The executive branch implernented this "reluctant realists"' position most likely 

in a concerted effort with Milosevic, during Russian Ambassacior to Yugoslavia Yury 

Kotov's ta& with Ibrahim Rugova on ApriI6,1999? These talks were probably an 

attempt to divide the Aibanian political space into pro-KLA and anti-KLA forces and to 

achieve a separate political agreement on Kosovo with the latter group. Such a policy was 

consistent with the appmach the Russian government foiiowed in other CIS ethaic hot 

spots. These telks with Rugova gave the impression to Rnssia's security discourse 

'J9 Set The Cumnt Di* of the PostSmiet P r w  13 (19991, tmsIaîed h m  Kommmant 1 Aprü 1999,I. 
600 S a  The Current Digest of the Past-Smiet Press 14 (1999). translatcd h m  Komersant 7 Aprü 1999,2. 

See The C~eni Digest of the Pcwt-Satiet P m  14 (1999). îranslated h m  livestiu 7 Aprû 1999,2- 
" bestiicr 7 April1999,2. 



participants of Yugoslav cornpliance and the possibility of a peacefully negotiated 

resolution. But shce NATO was consistent in rejecting every counter-proposal corning 

fiom Yugoslavia, the foreign policy debate on how to help Yugoslavia intensined in 

Russia. Debates over YugosIavia joining the Russia-Bela. Union intensined and it 

seemed that PM Primakov was in favor of such an arrangement at the beguining of Apd 

1999.m3 Public debates, street rallies, pundits' reactions and the necessity to react to the 

crisis constantiy in 'real the' made Yeltsin appear marginaiized. Therefore, in order to 

regain control of events Yeltsin ordered re-targethg of Russian nuclear mheads toward 

NATO countries, while keeping his pledge against Russia being dragged into the warOm 

This way he attempted to legitimize with both discursive camps, "reluctant realists" and 

the "advocates of brinkmanship and fimmess," respectively. The next logical step for 

Yeltsin was to take full control over the negotiation process with Yugoslavia and NATO, 

especiaily after it seamed that Russian diplomacy headed by Primakov had reached a 

dead end. Disctusively and practicdy, Primakov seemed to have left NATO to its war 

fortune, in fact opting for the viewpoint of the "advocates of brinkmanship and finmess". 

5.6 Russian 'new course' on Kosovo 

Thus, on April14,1999, Yeltsin nominatecl Chernomyrdin as speciai envoy for 

Kosovo talks. The intention of such a move was to "bring Yeltsin back into decision 

" See l%e Czurent Digest of the hst&wiet P m  15 (i999), tnucr laîed h m  Neu~visimaya gazera 10 
A ri1 1999,3. 
JN~mirimap gaeta 10 April1999.3. 



makuig and to avoid the militsry wing to prevaiI? Chemomyrdin was cleariy against 

anti-Western rhetonc and policy, and aga* the project of Yugoslavia joining the 

Russia-Belanis uniodo6 In case Chemomyrdin's efforts proved to be unsuccessful or 

highly unpopular, Yeltsin could always fire him and dissociate himeIf fiom any similar 

pursuits. Therefore, the President was following the "nluctant reaiists" policy approach 

with Chemomyrdin's nomination but was also keeping an open door toward joining the 

"advocates of brùikmanship and fümness" should Chemomyrdin's effort fail. However, 

after ody two weeks in his role of special envoy, Chemomyrdin established a 

relatiomhip of trust and "a dialogue" with the G-7 countries, the US especially, and 

thereby managed to muginalize policy ptoposals of hard-Liners in the West, Russia and 

~u~oslavia? It shouid be outlined that in this particular crisis the Western hard-liners 

were advocates of more vicious bombing of Yugoslavia and a ground troops invasion, 

while perceiving Russia in "cold war" tems of suspicion and discnist (therefore not as a 

partner, but as an adversary). Russian hard-liners on this issue perceived the West in 

"cold war" terms of distrust and confrontation and advocated for an open military 

assistance of Yugoslavia YugusIav hard-liners hoped for a revival of the "cold war type" 

rivairy between Russia and the US, beiieving this wodd grant them fieedorn of action 

domesticdy as was the case during Tito's era. 

Despite the fact that Russia severed its official ties with NATO and did not 

participate at NATO's Washington anniversary, Moscow's govemment has proceeded to 

" See The Current Digest of the PostSmiet Presz L 5 (1999), ûauslated h m  Nézuvkrinaya gazetu 15 
A ri1 1999, t,3. 
'Sa The Cment Digest of the Past-Smiet Press 16 (NW), ~ns la ted  h m  Novje best ia  17 A p d  
r 999,t-2, " See The Current Digest of the P~srSmet Press 17 (1999), bansiaieci h m  Komrnemmt 28 April1999, 
2. 



participate w i t b  the G-8 h e w o r k  (at this point it was an enlargeci Contact Group) in 

searching for a diplornatic solution to the Kosovo crisis. At this point the tiireat of any 

finther polarization with the West over the Kosovo crisis seemed to vanish, which 

represented a clear victory of the "reluchnt realists"' viewpoint, showing that partnership 

with the West on selected issues was possible and beneficid. Automaticdly, such aa 

outcome of&auS placed PM Primakov in the camp of those who lost in this cxisis 

management effort by relying on minority viewpoints. Quite a few Russian commentators 

anticipated Primakov's f d  by noting that "thus, it must be noted that in siightly more 

than seven months, Yevgeny Primakov has gone fiom king a powerfûl fi- who was 

supposed to have united the political elite, which had been darnaged by the (August 17, 

1998) defadt - and who actually did unite it for a while - to a man a g a .  whom 

practically everybody seems to be playing!'608 It seemed that the PM had eatered into the 

confiict over policy implementation with the President at the worst possible tirne, since 

Primakov was backed ody by a fiaction of political forces and advocated a minority 

policy viewpoint. Apparent instihdionalizatiotl of "Russia first'' through the nomination 

of Primakov to the poa of Minister of Foreign Affairs and consequently to the PM post 

did not last long due to the changing nature of the dominant security discourse in Russia. 

As the spiit between "reluctant realists" and the "advocates of brinkmanship and 

firmness" represented "Russia first" hgmentation, the PM cleariy became associated 

with the "advocates of brinkmanship and firmness". Futile efforts of Primakov to 

60 See nie Currenf Digest of the PostSuvieet Press 17 (1999). tmsIated h m  N'avikmi'gazeta 29 
April 1999, I, 3. 



institutionally implement "Russia first" and later "advocates of brinlananship and 

b e s s "  worldviews brought about his political d o ~ ~ l f d . ~  

On the issue of the YugosIav crisis, anotha significant development contributed 

to marpinaiization of the "advocates of bridbanship and &messN. This development 

took place in the discursive field and it reflected on the implemented codict 

management approach on the part of the Russian executive branch. In Russia it was 

possible, unlike in the West, to buiid up a perception and to cultivate a discourse, which 

advocated that both NATO and Milosevic were wrong. This perception and the discome 

it engendered produced a confiict management proposal that enabled Russia to cooperate 

with NATO while criticking it.6" As Primakov was inapt for such a policy he was fied 

and replaced by Sergei Stepashin on May 12, 1999.6'' 

Still, some isolated voices were presenting this situation from a different angle. 

The respected commentator Andtanik Migranyan aimed to explain the foundation of the 

"reluctant realists"' strategic perceptions. He argued that its foundation originated from 

the period when the state leadership and "reluctaut reaüsts" wrongiy perceived "the 

victory over the US" in the 1998 averted Iraq bombingPi2 He argued that this 

- - -  

an Another account of Rmiakov's Fall was bat he did oot del& ihus that he was not an actioa-driven 
poiiiciah See The Cwent Digest of the P ostSoviet Pms 34 (1999). tcanslatcd fforn NezaviksUaya gmetu 
20 August 1999,3. Primakov's prepraîion of &ha[ prosecutions against compted taycoons and 
UivoIvement of Yeltsia circle in fikit activities M e r  fàcilitated the PM'S d o m .  
''O See Tirr Cwrent Digest of the Post-Soviiol Press 1 8 (1 999), traaslaicd h m  Kommersanf 7 May 1999.2. 

See The Current Digost of the PostSoviet P r w  19 (1999), iranslated h m  N e 3 a v ~ ~ a  gazetu 13 May 
1999,f, 3. 
612 Migranyan said that " F i  they took the view that for the fim tirne shce Shevardnadze and Kozyrev 
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endless milaterai couresions and unconditionai support far the US and Western countnes, Russia was 
tiygig m formutate its owa interests aud to qhdd those mtmsts m a region once considend a key zone in 
Soviet foreign policy. Second, they believed tbat the US and its allies had taken these Russian interem 
seriously, made a choice not to -1 with Rnssia, and refi.ained h m  daterai actions m the Persian 
Gulfregioa. And ffnalJy, they mterpreted the (US'S) decision not to Jailte Iraq as au ample  ofcooperation 
between equais, which guzvanteed Russia the nght of serioris influence and prirtnership with the US aud 



misperception Ied "reludant realists" to reach similar concIusions during the NATO 

bombing of Yugodavia Migranyan argued that another element, that of domestic policy, 

decisively influenced the state policy over the Yugosiav issue. This domestic policy 

element was built on the rationale that any kind of help h m  Yeltsia to Yugoslavia would 

be a domestic victory for communists and nationaüsts, which wodd provoke a tide of 

anti-WestenUsm. Consequently, this tide wouid make Yeltsin and his team obsolete."" 

However, it seemed that Yeltsints endorsement of the "reiuctant realists"' cnsis 

management proposal could not happen without some sort of compromise with some 

special groups that belonged to the "advocates of brinkmanship and firmness", namefy 

the military. Russian rnilitary's bittemess over the govemment's course of action dining 

the Kosovo crisis was immense. Therefore, the Presidency, in order to detach the m y  

fiom the camp of the "advocates of brinkmatlship and firmness" or at l e m  to neuûaiize 

them as a vocal opposition, clearly proceeded dong four concessions. The nrst 

concession by the Presidency to the army was to aiiow for the change of strategic 

thinkllig within the Russian defense doctrine. This change was opening the door for the 

use of "Iow yieids" nuclear tacticai missiles in conventional warfare as a countermeasure 

to NATO hi&-precision &se This practicdy meant that Russian military, 

as not bving an adeqnate hi&-acnnacy missiles would prefabricate short-range nuclear 

missiles into the conventional unes. The second concession came as an announcement 

that "Boris Yeltsm gave the green Iight to a new phase in the Russian "star wars" 

NATo? See The Cment Digest of the Past&vid P m  20 (1999), translaSed h m  N d i m a y a  gazeta 
28 ApriI f 999,1,6. 
'* N e i m c r y a  gmeta 28 April1999,1,6. 
'" See ï k  Current D i p t  of the Pust-Swiet P m  21 (1999), panslated h m  Szvocfiiya 6 May 1999,I-2. 



p~grmgram"615 But probably the most important concessions are the two remaining ones 

that dealt with tacticai deployment and institutional subordination issues. 

The thitd concession by Yeltsin to the Russian military was the "green Iight" for 

the rapid deployment of Russian pmtroopers to Slatina ahport in Kosovo. 616 

Chemomydin negotiated the agreement with EU representative Finish President 

Ahtisaari and Milosevic in Belgrade at the beginaing of June 1999, the end of the war 

was almost imminent. A few days Iater the Yugoslav side signed an agreement with 

NATO accepting the d t a r y  pullsut from Kosovo. Chemomyrdin clahed that al l  four 

conditions Yettsin had given him were incorporated into the peace plm?7 Despite the 

rriticism coming fiom the communist ranks,618 the Russian public generaiiy viewed 

Chemomyrdin's mediation in a supportive wayO6l9 This was another indicator that the 

viewpoints and discourse of "reluctant realists" were predominant in Russian society. 

According to the survey conducted by the All-Russia Center for the Study of Public 

Opinion, 53% of respondents believed that the peace plan assisted by Chemomyrdin was 

helpful in promoting peace in the ~aIkans.~*~ AdditionaiIy, 64% of respondents expressed 

the view that Russia should work jointiy with the Western countries in solving the 

Kosovo crisis, 

Nevertheles, Chernomyrdin was severely criticized for betraying Russian 

interests by Defense Minister Marshd Igor Sergeyev and by the director of the Chief 

'" See me Cturent Digest of the P mtSmiet Press 21 (1 999, Pdaslated fkom hestia 22 May 1999,3. 
'" See ihe Current Digest of the PatSoyiet Rers 24 (1999), tradated h m  Nezmbimqa gazeta 16 June 
1999, 1,6. 
617 The four conditions bemg: end the bombing; ensare Yugoslavia's temtorîal mtegrity-, establish broad 
autonomy for Kosovo; eLlSUre a domirtant mIe for the UN Ïn any Kosovo operation. See The Cmenr Digest 
O the PartSrniet Press 23 (1 999). translatecl h m  Kommmunt 9 June 1999,l-2, 
"See Tn.C~tDigorofkPm-Smi~Reo23 (1999),tmslmedhrn Ymny.MN9Jmic 1999.6. 

See The Current Digest of the Pm-Smiet P m  23 (1999), tmslatcd h m  Nmiye IZvestia 10 Jtme 
1999,L 
" Novje Inestha 10 June 1999.1. 



Administration for International Military Cooperation, Gen. Leonid I V ~ S ~ O V P ~ ~  This 

criticism by the top army officiais and the f& that NATO did not want any presence of 

Russian troops in Kosovo probably prompted the implementation of the decision to 

rapidly deploy Russian peacekeepers h m  Born-a to the most vital strategic object in 

Kosovo, the Slatina airport. This deployment was logisticdy performed in cooperation 

with the Yugoslav anny. Since this deployment came as a total surprise, the reactions to it 

may best indicate the hi& rate of approval in Russia for such a risky operatiodn Aimost 

every Russian commentator and poLitician was enthusiastic about the Russian troops 

deployment in Kosovo. Lukin and several other "reluctant realists" placed the whole 

action within the framework of international law by saying that it was "...an attempt, in a 

rather drarnatic and bold form, to show that as long as the UN exists, international 

agreements must be complied ~ i t h . " ~ ~ ~  NATO simply did not want any Rusian troops in 

Kosovo, while by this surprishg deployment the Russian arrny entered Kosovo prior to 

any intemational troops. But this rapid deployment cotdd not be sustaîned to any long- 

term strategic advantage for Russia. Subsequent deployment of Russian paratroopers 

fiom Russia was blocked by the decisions of NATO-aspiring Romania and Bulgaria not 

to give the over fight permission to Russian military planes. This tense situation between 

Russia urging to send reinforcements to Kosovo and NATO rapidy deploying its own 

troops, was solved by direct agreement between Russia and NATO according to which 

more than 3,000 Russian soldiers were plmed for deployment in KFOR Russian troops 

did not get a sector of responsibiüty of theV own but as an eventual concession they were 

Kommersant 9 Iime 1999,I-2. 
ez Thm w m  several accounts by Western jomnalistr mdicatmg that KFOR commander Gen. Miehael 
Jackson nnived the order fbm the NATO commander Gen. Wesky Clark to take the airport by force* The 
renisal of the British gaierai savd the worId ofpasstiIe nueIear-power conflct. 

See 7 k  C m m  Digest of the Pmt4aviét Prers 24 (1 999). translateci b m  hestiu I 5 Jtme 1999,L, 4. 



under the Russian chain of command instead of NATO's, However, Russia's initial desire 

to be deployed to Serb-populated areas was manipulated by NATO so that Russian 

soldiers ended up king located in the most troublesome areas* those hown to be KLA 

strongholds. 

Finally. the fourth concession by the Presidency to the army was the promise that 

the Ministry of Defense wouid have the institutional upper hand in a i l  combat situations, 

thus eliniinating the Ministry of Interior and some other interest groups as rivals. This 

concession was, more than anyihing, related to the 1999 Chechen cnsis. Dining this crisis 

was visible that the amy was not used as political leverage, such was the case in 1994- 

1996 warfate, but as the mean of achieveing an end goal. Dining the 1999 Chechen crisis 

the anny had available ali resources it wanted and demanded, as well as the upper hand in 

the chah of command. The question that remains to be answered on this occasion is this: 

for how long wiIl the army control ail relevant decision-makhg during the Chechen war? 

Or more simply, when will the anny be subjected to the domestic policy needs of 

Kremlin, since constitutiondy this is the Kremlin's right, and furthemore, what wiIl be 

the reaction of the army on such an occasion? 

5.7 From the Kosovo aftemath to the emergence of Chechen warfare 

Assessments of Moscow's involvement in the Kosovo crisis dominated the 

Russian sec* discourse once Miiosevic agreed to NATO's terms. The assessments' 

common themes were satisfaction that the codict was over and that the Russian army 

and Russian diplomacy were prominently paxticipating in the crisis management. Thus, 



the viewpoint of the "reluctant realists" that Russia codd p m e  a policy ofnot aligning 

with Milosevic whiIe simultaneously opposing NATO bombardments was proven in 

practice as tenable. This viewpoint M e r  argued that Russia successfuly avoided king 

involved in the war and facilitated the end of the war while at the same tirne its role 

became very important. The following commentary h m  the newspaper V i a  MM 

provides one of the most representative evduations of Russia's role in the Kosovo crisis 

fiom the 'teIuctant realists'" viewpoint: "durhg the Bakin war, Russia made the most 

important choice in our country's recent history. We didn't aily ourselves with NATO, 

but, thank Ood, we didn't become its enemy either. Now, Russia and the West cm 

become partners who may not have any reason to love each other, but have to work 

together if only because therets no getting away fiom each ~ t h e r . " ~ ~ ~  

Russian PM Stepashin continued with this foreign policy course by cntically 

assessing Milosevic's domestic policies but arguing against the a~ouaced 'ho-aid" 

Western policy toward ~erbia? Russia's long-standing argument about the negative 

effect the embargo has had on Yugoslav citizens and society was in this way reaf£inned. 

Almost dl security discourse participants in Russia shared this perception. The 

govenunent continued with the course of not relying ody on Miiosevic as the interlocutor 

fkom Yugoslavia by hosting Montenegrin President Milo Djukanovic in August 1999."~~ 

During the August 1999 preparation of the Stability Pact, Russia u~successfully 

attempted to include Yugoslavia in the List of participants arguing that there will be 

13'' See nie Cmm D i p t  of the P 0stSoviet Press 27 (1999). aaaslated h m  Vremya MN 5 Iuiy 1999,6. 
S a  The Cwmnt Digest of the PostSm'et P m s  3 1 (1999). iranslated h m  Kommersant 3 1 JuIy L999, 

1. 
See Tk Cwent Digest of llre Posl-Soyiet P m  3 L (1999), translated h m  N~.avrSimtyagazeta 3 

August 1999,6. 



neither peace nor stabiiity in the region if aii corntries were not included in muitiiateral 

co0peratioIl. 

In August 1999 Stepashin was fired and new PM Vladimir Putin was 

aPpointed? This change had nothing to do with foreign policy or with security 

discourse but was strictly related to domestic power shuggles and the ûgony of Yeltsin's 

presidency. After a series of bombing attacks in Russian cities and military incursion of 

Chechen fighters to neighborhg Dagestan PM Putin embarked on a faster and latger 

miütary campaign in Chechnya, thus giving the &y on that domestic issue to the 

"advocates of brinkmanship and fumness". Discursively "the protection of territorial 

sovereignty and the fight against terrorism" were the premises of Russian rnilitary 

engagement in chechnyaP2* These two discursive premises were the same ones that 

almost every Russian security discourse participant had endorsed as ri&- policy when 

they were performed by Yugoslav authorities in Kosovo. Therefore, it cornes as no 

surprise that dmost dl participants of the Yugoslav security discourse were supportive of 

the Russian military intervention in Chechnya 

Severai discursive elements characterized Russian security debates involving 

Chechnya Chechen incursions in Dagestaa, and subseqwnt bombing attacks in big 

Russian cities were labeled "terrorist attacks" and not ethnic or reiigious violence. The 

podi1it.y of "spread of internationaI terrorism" was another d i s d v e  category used to 

anhate "near abroad" countnes to d y  with Russia in con-g this security risk. 

" ViadÏmii Vladimîrovich Puth had qnin a grip ove  Russian security mstiMions as the Secrr<ary of the 
Security Corncil and D i o r  of the Russian F e d d  Secmity Semice. See 7Xe Current Digest of the Po* 
Soviet Press 32 (1999), trans1ated h m  Kommetscmt tO August t 999,3, 

ïu September 1999 Rmn prsentcd to Duma his "Anti-tem,rist action pian to defmd the state.'' See The 
C~ent Digest of the Pmt-Smiet Press 37 (t999), tmlated h m  Kommersant 15 Sqtember 1999, Z 



and intelligence ~ o o ~ e r a t i 0 ~ 1 , ~ ~ ~  This cooperation was predictable especially if one keeps 

in mind the friendly mood and the declarations signed during the August 1999 Bishkek 

summit. Leaders of Russia, China, Kazakhstan, Kyrgizsuin and Tajikistaa met in Bishkek 

but the meeting had more than a regional significance. Yeltsin argued that he was ready 

"to do battle with Westemizers' and in the same time "agreed'' with his Chinese 

cornterparts on the c'multi-polar worlâ" vision and necessity for strategic partnetship 

between Rusna and China Furthemore, a declaration statbg that human rights are an 

intemal &fiair, quite contrary to Western universdistic stand on this issue, was ~i~ned.6~'  

[t could be argued that the return of "multi-polar world" vision was more related to a joint 

anti-American positioning with C h h  and the creation of ccaiternative alliances" than as a 

continuity of Primakov's concept of foreign policy. Both "reluctant reaiists" and the 

"advocates of brinkmanship and firmness" endorsed the form of Yeltsin's remarks but the 

content ody suited the former group since there were no outiined policy steps of rivairy 

with the West. 

Two other discursive categories became pre-dominant in security debates over the 

Chechnya warfhre: first, the perception that "there is no political solution" for this 

c~nflict;~~' second, that "Chechnya deserves what it is gening."632 By relying on these 

two categories aimost alI security discourse participants approved in this way the use of 

force. It was significant, however, that the rhetoric was unveiIed in terms of the legal 

necessity for such an action and not in some hate language. The reliame on some soa of 

See The Ciment Digest of the Pmt-Sowkt Pms 37 (1 999). translateci fiom hestiur 16 September 1999, 
1, 
QO See The Cment Digest of the PiutSrniet Press 34 (1999), aan~lated nom SevO.ya 25 August 1999,I; 
Rwi&kuya gaseta 27 Angust I999,3; Vremya MN 27 August 1999,6. 
"' Sec Tire Canent Digest of the Post-Suviet Press 39 (1999), mnstated h m  Viemyu M 2 7  September 
1999, 1 * 
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legal arguments opened up the possibiiit, of "reluctant rmlists" to join the "advocates of 

brinkmanship and firmnessn in this action. The "reIuctant realists" codd conceivably be 

labeled as 'sofk supporters' of the use of force in this crisis, especiaüy with regard to the 

huge humanitarian concems and the past experience of unsuccessful military campaigns 

against Chechaya The Russian public reflected the prevdmce of this discome of %ot 

having other solutions at disposition" combined with 'soft support' for the military 

intervention. nius, ody a relative majority unconditionally approved the bombing of 

chechnya" 

The aftermath of Kosovo and the Chechnya warfare redted in an o v e d  

rethinking of Russian securîty doctrine. In its October 1999 meeting the Secrrrity Corncil 

adopted a new version of the "General Prïnciples of Russian Federation National 

~ e c u r i t ~ . ' * ~  This document represents direct evidence of how recent international issues 

changed security perceptions and how that change was reflected in Russian political 

institutions. The change of perceptions was based on the view that the wars in the 

B a h s  and the Caucasus indicated that security threats codd be of a military nature and 

that they could corne fiom abroad (in the previous security concept the accent was on 

domestic threats and their non-&tary nature). The prescription was that those threats 

should be detemd by both nuclear and conventionai means (in the previous concept the 

accent was on nuclear detenence). The emphasis on conventionai forces indicated that an 

increase in defense spending was to be expected as weii as the favorîng of military 

uistead of police force. Another new component of national security was the ernergence 

Accordmg to the pubüc numy conducted by the Agency for Regionai Politicai Research 49% of 
Russians approved bombing of Checbaya, 36% opposed it while 15% were undecided See The C m n t  
Di* of the PmtSmet Press 38 (1999), translated h m  Nm&e bes t ra  24 September 1999,t. 

See The Cment Digest ofhe PartSrnie f m s  40 (1 999). trimslated h m  Kommmmrl6 October 
1999,S. 



of '?he concept of information security." Thus an inmase of intelligence activity or the 

significance of this department is to be expected, One confinnation of such a trend codd 

be the appointment of the deputy director of FSB, who was in charge of the bureau for 

forecasting, d y s i s  and strategic planning, (Lt Gen. Sergei Ivanov) to the post of 

Secretary of the Security ~ouncil."~ This concept of national s e c m  could be regardeci 

in policy terms as doser to "~uctant  realists'" prescriptions whiie it was in its rhetoric of 

o v e d i  protective positionhg vis-à-vis 'foreign threats' also close to the discourse of "the 

advocates of brinkmanship and firmnes~."~ Thus changes in Russian officiai rhetoric 

and domestic security policy steps could be understood as going dong the prescriptions 

of '?he advocates of brhkmanship and firmness" whüe Moscow's practical steps with the 

Contact Group, OSCE and UN proceeded dong the policy proposds of the "reluctant 

realistsf17 AS Russia came under criticism by Western couutries due to its military 

intemention in Chechnya, the official rhetoric of the Russian Ministry of Foreign Anairs 

became more and more anti-Western, almost recdiing the cold-war period, but the 

practicai steps of Russia in the international arena were not at al1 c~nfiontational?~ 

However, the public opinion seerned to be quite split on policy issues, as was also the 

sec* discourse in Russia, but also quite d e d  in its anti-Amencan views, again as 

was the security discourse in Russia Pubk s w e y  results indicated that the public was 

Us See Tho Cment Digest of the PmtSoviet Prev 46 (1999). translated fiom Sevociirya 16 November 
1999,2. 

On smnity  interrsts s e  N9. Gusakov and NA. Zotova, NmPonai'njrie interesy I 
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almost spiit on the emerging issue of how to respond to the US "star wars" prognun: 47% 

of respondents proposed that Russia should build its own defense system, whiie 32% of 

respondents suggested negotiations with Americans; 52% of respondents deemed nuclear 

attack on Russia quite possible while 38% considered this development quite impossible. 

But the overwhelming majority of 72% expressed their anti-American position when 

claiming that they were convinced Americans would trick Russia anyway."g Yeltsin 

himselfrepeated this popular feeling durhg bis December 1999 visit to China where he 

warned against the "American dictate to the ~ o r l d . ' ~ ~  

The resuits of the Russian December 1999 parliamentary elections and the 

subsequent resignation of Yeltsin, at least in the short term, did not change much in 

Russia. policy vis-à-vis Yugoslavia and Chechnya Russia's policy vis-à-vis the Kosovo 

cnsis was that the region shouId rernain within Yugoslavia while enjoying substantial 

autonomy and international assistance. At the same t h e  Russia continued to 

consûuctively participate with other Contact Group countries in concerted efforts to find 

a politicai solution for this problem. Despite the western reluctance to foiiow suit, 

Russian humanitarian aid and economic and technicd cooperation with Yugoslavia 

continueci, but never violating the international embargo. On the institutional side of 

foreign pdicy with Yugoslavia, the Russian Minister of Defense visited Belgrade (an 

almost traditional end-of-the-year visit) for the signing of the new miütnry-coopemtion 

agreement, though this did not inciuding arms h o s t  at the same t h e  Moscow 

See The Current Digest of the PastSuviet Press 47 (1999), tramlad h m  Vremyu MN 17 Novembn 
1999,3. 
" Set ni0 Cwent Digest of the PmSuwiet P m  50 (1999). translated h m  Kommerstmt LO December 
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hosted the leader of the biggest opposition party in Serbia, Vuk Dtaskovic, in continuity 

6 t h  its approach not to rely on Müosevic as the only Yugoslav interl~cutor?~ Moscow's 

policy toward Chechnya also kept the same direction of robust military involvement, 6 t h  

the army having the major say in strategic, organizational and logistical issues and with 

the public raiiying behind the arguments of the security discome participants. 

In 1999 Uiauential Russian academic j o d s  did not feature a common theme 

except the implied, shared understanding of Russian distinctiveness and the fiequent 

portrayal of the US in hegemonic, almost negative, tones. Internationcd Affairs dedicated 

signifîcant attention to the regional security issues and the Kosovo crisis. The journal 

offered abundant criticism of NATO enlargement and subsequent handling of Kosovo 

crisis. There were still strong themes of 'new pragmatism' needed toward the West, 

practica3Iy something that resonated as a synonym for the "reluctant realists"' analytical 

tools. The US. was quite negatively portrayed while the EU was viewed in a positive 

manner as a cooperation-prone partner, which was a typical Neo-Eutasian perception. 

Nash Sovremennik substantially reduced space dedicated to politics. The expected 

outburst of anti-NATO and pro-Serb texts in this, judging by previous years, rather 

patriotic-oriented j o d  did not materialize. The most predominant themes were Russia 

and the world and Russian past. However, the identity category that was emerghg was 

one of "island Russia" that praaicaiIy opens the space for Neo-Euras*am and nationaüsts 

to merge completely on the issue of 'what is Russia'. This conmaution to the 

distinctiveness issue (identity, se-, development and consequentiy fimûe) attributed 

to R k a  specinc and autochthon rather than Western dnual and developmental pattern. 

S e  î?re Cwem Digest of the Pmt-Smet Press 47 (1999), translateci aOm NewUinraya gazeta 26 
N o v a  ber 1999,6. 



Voprosy Filosofii gave prominent attention to the issues of Russian distinctiveness by 

focusing on Russian traditionai philosophy and Russian-specSc quests into ontology and 

the totdity of knowledge. In addition, lessons of pst-modemity were debated with an 

emptiasis on the continuity within the history of ideas and a variety of social foms. This 

couid be understood as the philosophical foundation for eventual policy claims related to 

the distinctiveness debate and the justification of protecting such distinctiveness. 

Svobodnaia Mysl ' was preoccupied with the idea of a W d  way". Within the broder 

theme of experiences of Russian post-comunist transition two quests for the 

accommodation of Russian distinctiveness emerged. The frst one was about the necessity 

of hding a third option for domestic rrfonns between the extremes of market and 

statism. The second quest was about the foreign policy dilemma of how to identify 

Russia with the East but not to antagonize it with the West (or how to avoid 9raps" of 

Westernism and "deadaids" of "pochvennichestvo" - ("pochvennichestvo" being here 

understood as SIavophilism). MEMO primariiy deait with issues of globaiization in order 

to evaluate directions and complexities of this process. Russian post-communist 

transition and Russian foreign policy were anaiyzed primady from the standpoint of 

giobalization. In their concluding rem& authors were either leaning toward 

acknowledging either an open ended ontologicai complexity or Russian distinctiveness in 

the form of N e o - E w ~ m i . .  In an ethical way this couid open the space for a claim for 

the vaiidity and approprïateness of protecting such distinctiveness. 



5.8 Conclusion 

The 1998-2000 period represented a m e r  evolution of Russian security 

discourse and its hgmentation nom the ''Russia ht" consensus into the two streams: 

"reluctant realists" and the "advocates of brinkmanship and h e s s " .  This development 

resulted in the failure of "Russia to institutionalize its public policy choices with 

PM Primakov's sacking as f ia l  evidence, Consequentiy significant discursive categories 

associated with "Russia fht," such as characterization of the world as a "muiti-polar 

world" and characterization of Russia as a "great power," were gradually nplaced with 

categories such as "nationai idea", "unity", and 'ccommon sense" which could facilitate 

fiiture emergence of new worldviews. The debate over these emerging categories was 

reflective of the polemics among ''reluctant realists" and the "advocates of brinkmanship 

and ~ e s s "  on the CIS, Yugoslav and Chechen issues. These new categories in 

question were practidly inward-Iooking as they assessed the questions of 'what is 

Russia' and 'how to an- the world.' Thus these categories were ontologicai on the 

issue of Russia and epistemologicai on the issue of the world and not coherent 

ontoIogical and epistemoIogicaI h e w o r k s  on Russia or the world Precisely this 

ontological focus on Russia and epistemologicai focus on the world provides the link 

with the 1 9 ~  c e n w  "schools of thought:" ontologicdy, in the 1 9 ~  centriry scholarship, 

Russia was the world to discover, epistemologicaiIy, in the 1 gm century scholarship, the 

in& of what pubüc poücy to apply as Russia's response to modernization and 

globa1i7ation development depended on d y t i c a i  lenses (materiaiists/positivists arguing 



for modernizatiodglob~tion, and idealistdpost-positivists arguing against 

unconditional modernizatiodgiobali;rati~n)~ 

Visible response of Russian state institutions to the ideas originating fiom the 

security discourse, which couid be traced in implemented foteign policy measures, 

indicated the contuiued Link between ideas and institutions. "Russia first'' was primarily 

outward-looking in having its focus on the ontology of the world and Russia's active 

place in changing it whüe "reluctant realists" and the "advocates of brinkmaaship and 

fïrmness" ~presented inward-Iooking "schools of thought," king primarily oriented 

toward protection of Russia's power nom h a d  outside influences. As the prevalence 

of cost-effective anaiysis became the intelligentsia's dominant epistemological tool of 

world examination the lesson leamed was that Russian international input cannot be 

sustained in alI international events to the point of guaranteeing sipnificant output or 

benefit. The scarcity of Russian international input was addressed by calls for bigger 

domestic 'Wty" since it was believed that concentrated domestic effort was the best 

stnitegy for some international gains. Thus, the argument would go that a politically 

unined and not divided RusGa codd play a more sipnincant international role. The 

"unity" shouid be achieved around the "mtiond idea". Both 'kluctant realists" and the 

"advocates of brinkmanship and h e s s "  shared the notion of Russian distinctiveness. 

As this emerged into an ontologicai understanding it aiso becarne a positivist ethicai 

category. The policy prescription of such an ethicai claim was to pmtect such 

distinctiveness. Therefore, the discursive change fkom "Russia first" toward "reluctant 

realists" and the "advocates ofbrinkmaaship and h e s s "  reflected on seclrrity 

parmeters of Russia by the change of direction h m  the issue of how Russia codd act in 



the world toward the issue of how much Russia should interfi with the world in order 

not to aegatively affect her distinctiveness. 

This argument suggested that the evaluation of Russian internatiod interventions 

should be based upon "common sense" and this was the place where "reluctant realists" 

and the c'advocates of brinEmianship and h e s s "  mostiy mer.  At this point in Russian 

security discourse the "common sense" category could practicaüy stand as a synonym for 

the best fiordable security strategy. The security risk caicuiations on the side of 

ccreluctant realists" developed toward a selective use of force and a reduced (but 

cooperative) participation in intemational crisis management. The argument of this 

school of thought was that Russia carmot participate in more than a few crisis 

management efforts and that the use of force was beneficial ody against a weaker 

adversary due to the poor state of the Russian army. On the other hand the security risk 

cdculations of the "advocates of brllikmanship and fimess" developed toward the 

approval of total deternnce vis-à-vis and adversary accepting the participation in 

spiralhg of international hostilities that could lead toward war. The argument of this 

school of thought was that nucIear forces and Russian militaxy might guarantee that the 

adversary would not opt for total conflict and wodd instead back d o m  or offer some 

compromise solution. But what is exactly "cornmon sense" in secitrity policy for those 

two schools of thought wiU probably be resolved on a case-by-case basis with one side 

making concessions to the other depending on the nature of a particula. inîecnationai 

Cnsis in question: the Kosovo crisis king the mode1 of the "reluctant realists"' approach 

and Chechen warfare being the example of the "advocates of brinkmanship and firmness" 

approach. 



As Russian distinctiveness was perceived by both discursive groups to be the 

main "national idea" and as it was an inward-looking orientation, the expected security 

strategy could be one of 'flexible isolationisrn'. This could mean that Russian foreign 

poiicy institutions will be primarily interested in CIS potitics, and graduai isolationist and 

protective efforts rather than in international or crisis management leadership. As the 

nature of discourse is never dennite, the m e r  evolution and bargaining arnong 

cornpethg discursive groups and 'cschooIs of thought" wiIl show the elesticity of such an 

isolationism in coming years. 



CONCLUSION 

This thesis offered cm understanding of how durhg the 19904999 period Russian 

foreign poücy experienced signifiant changes resulting in a shift fiom the "Cooperation 

with the Westt' agenda toward the more assertive "Russia first" agenda and ending the 

decade with the ckIuctant reaüsts'" quasi-isolationists agenda. 

The main argument of this thesis was that the inter-connectedness of ideas 

and institutions might be used as an explanation for the change in foreign policy 

behavior. The basic departing point of the inquiry was buiit on Philip Lawrence's 

approach to the unity between participants and debate. This approach was 

Unplemented with reference to the issue of how the change in redity-defining 

assumptions couid be found in the existing politicai elite discourses - text and 

speech. The argument posited that subseqwnt changes of those assumptions 

resulted in changing policy prescriptions. The Russian example indicated that there 

is a strong link among participants and debate, since the former either created the 

discourse that validated existing state policy or neated the foundation for diffemit 

poIicy prescriptions. Specinc of Russia was that such a process was possible due to 

the duai ontological nature of "schools of thought' - as social movements and as 

sets of ideas. This approach also represents the link between behaviorist 

scholarship (in attributhg the role of agency to the elite) and post-modem 



scholarship (in using the discourse as the medium of change and discoinse analysis 

as the research method). 

The analysis of Russian security discourse firrther demonstrated that there 

was a continuous debate among political ekes and that this debate was primdy 

related to foreign policy foundhg issues, or the '%ore foreign policy beliefs" of 

secmity, identity and prosperity, as defined in the work of Chitticic, Billingsley and 

Travis. Competing perceptions on these issues were presented by different political 

groupings. The si@cant marker for the Russian case was the nature of those 

discursive groupings: these groupings were cded  "schools of thought" because 

they did not foilow political parties' affiliation lines but rather the lines of ideas 

and thinking. Thus, the monitoring of ccschools of thought," as indicated in the 

works of Andrei Tsygankov, proved to be a bener indicator of cornpethg concepts 

of Russian national interest and security concerns than focuskg solely on the state 

institutions or major political parties. 

Another h i h g  of the search for interconnectedness among ideas and 

institutions was that the evolution of Russian pst-communist security discourse 

indicated that its departing point was not nom zero. The rich heritage of the 

Russian 19' century "schools of thought", Gorbachev's perestroika and Western 

social science scholarship represented fertiie ground for the growth and emergence 

of coherent 2om century 'cschooIs of thoughtn. A speciai emphasis in this thesis was 

placed on the Russian 1 9 ~  century hentage of ideas due to its partial neglect in 

contemporary analysis of Russian foreign policy- Discourse analysis indicated that 

ideas put forward by the lgm century "schools of thought" had a strong influence 



on the foreign policy debate and security thinking and public policy choices in 

contanporary Russia 

At the thne of the USSR's break-up it was obvious that the Dernomatic 

forces ' discourse dominated both the political scene and state institutions. The 

worldview expressed by this 'cschool of thought" depicted the international scene 

as one divided into democratic and totaiitarian spheres, whiie the Russian national 

security concerns were subordinated to the mdtilateral cooperative efforts of a 

univerdistic vision of common good The Atlmticists foreign policy agenda of 

"Cooperation with the Wed' was an institutional expression of such a predominant 

discourse. Alternative discourses of the Nationatists and the Neo-Ewasicnts 

emerged and started their 'march on institutions' by offering worldviews of a 

muiti-poIar world and a center-periphery world. As the c'schooIs of thought" 

presented a vibrant interchange rather than staunch fbndamentalism, the emerging 

situations of concessions and rapprochements were quite common within the 

Russian foreign policy and security discome. As Nationalists and N e o - E u ~ u m  

clearly comprornised on the worldview issue in favor of a multi-polar world vision, 

so the Antlunticists, NationuIis~s and Neo-Ewasians did on the issue of Russia's 

developmental path by jointly arguing for a path of renewai. They chose this over 

two other options, namely, mergïng,/miting with the West or insisting on the 

rebirth of Russia. On the issue of identity, the shift was achieved through the 

Atlanticists insistence on democracy and nKdom and the Natiooalbts meta- 

historical concept toward the merger of nationhood and statehood categories 

through the NalionulIPatriots agenda of inclusivism. The issue ofprosperitj 



experienced a shift from the AtIanticist focus on the individual to the National- 

Patriots prioritization of the state as provider and guarantor of prosperity. As the 

basic understandings of Atlantictsts foreign policy were discdvely changed, so 

the actud policies started changing as weli. Thus, the changed discursive content 

became predominant and, consequently, it influenced state institutions by 

becoming a discourse of institutions and rrsulting in the change of foreign policy 

behavior. An indicator of how new discourse has inauenced institutions could be 

seen in the change of discourse of the executive branch and the implementation of 

new poiicy measures that became so characteristic after Rimakov became the 

Minister of Foreign Aff'. These policies and the dominant discourse that existed 

at the time were known as the "Russia agenda The downfail of Rimakov 

cohcided with another discourse shift, visible in the hgmentation of "Russia 

first>' into the "reluctant realists" and the "advocates of finmess and 

brinkmanship." The Kosovo crisis was quite instrumental in the disintegration of 

"Russia fïrst" and the subsequent formal adoption of the "reluctant realists" foreign 

policy proposais. "Reluctant reaiists" shared the perception that the erosion of 

power deprived Russia of the capacity to play a larger international role or to be an 

equal partner with the West. This schooi of thought presmied that partial isolation 

could be a beneficial policy, as it wouId empower Russia towds  a fiiture r e m  to 

the mtemational scene as an equal player. The mstitutiod predominance of 

"rehctant reaiists" on the issue of the former Yugoslavia was rnatched with the 

equal institutional predominance of the "advocates of finmess and brinkmanship" 

on the issue of Chechnya. The pst-Yeltsin dynamic of institutionai cohabitation of 



these two discourses will probably remit in a f i d e r  evolution of Russian security 

and foreign policy discourse accompanied by the emergence of new c%chools of 

thought." 

As 1 indicated earlier the foilowing graphitai description of how changes in 

Russian fonign policy behavior occurred in the last ten years couid be used as a 

practical tool: 

Events==>Debates=>Redefhition of national inte->Change in foreign policy 

behavior 

This study demonstrated that the focus on the second stage of this process, 

namely on the phase of Debates, couid help our understanding of domestic 

reasoning for (and proposed alternatives to) desired foreign policy changes. This 

focus on the Debates phase puts forward the question of the relationship between 

power and the significance of discourse. In the example of Russia, this question 

couid be fonnulated as: how one can explain the phenornenon of the existence of 

similar policy prescriptions despite different perceptions? For example, on severai 

occasions Nationulists and Neo-Eurosim had different perceptions on the issues 

of security, identity and proqmity but quite M a r  poiicy prescriptions, especially 

on the issues of the former YugosIavia and the "near abroad." My finding was that 

shared discursive categories among those who debated foreign pohcy facilitated 

the emergence of diances - otherwise we wouid have difficdty in expiainhg how 

such a diverse political figures and movements sided together. The sharing of 

discursive categories was twofold and it encompassed siinilar întellectual mots and 

shared realitydenning asstunptions or woddviews. When desmihg the 



phenornenon of similar intellectual roots, the most important issue that emerged 

was the relevance of links between the 19' and 2om century "schools of thought" 

As mentioned in chapter 1, there is a need for an originai Russian typology of 

ccschools of thought," othemise, the Western hmeworks would not be able to 

entirely cover and describe nuances and specincs of Russian discourse. The iink 

between the 19' and 20' century "schools of thought" was visible on severai 

accounts: existence of a synthetic worldview (concept inaugurated by the 19' 

century thinker Alexander Radishchev); use of synthetic categories; the intra- and 

inter- linkages among the competing "schools of thought," practically 

complementing and not necessari1y annihilating each otheq the preference for the 

'?hird way" of Russian development when addressing the globalisation question; 

the Russian distinctiveness issue, based primady on the concept of cultural- 

historical types (mostly developed by the 1 9' century Pan-Sluvist thinker Nicholas 

Danilevslq); the concept of a divided world and a divided Russian identity (a 

concept developed by the 19" century thinker Leontyev); and the ontologicai and 

epistemologicd heritage of German îdealism and didectics. 

From those cornmon intellectual roots the shared reality-defhing 

assumptions or worldviews could be detected. The main reality-defining 

assumptions, as mentioned before, were ailswers to questions about identity, 

secdty, and prosperity. The discourse d y s i s  demoll~trated that the undedying 

ismes of Russian secunty discourse throughout the '90s resembled those of the lgm 

century: the aim to situate its identity on the East-West scaie; the aim to situate its 

secmity paradigm on the isolation-integraton scale vis-à-vis the West; the aim to 



situate its prosperity on the individual-coIIective scde. Furthermore, the search for 

an understanding of particdm shifts in Russian foreign poücy demonstrated that 

those shifts were actuaIiy periods where new discursive consensus was achieved. 

Those periods came about through the shared reality-definuig assumptions or 

worldviews. For example, the a h  of situating Russian identiv osciliated from the 

perception of Russia heading toward a Western pattern in the view of the 

Atlanlicists, toward Russia being East and West in ccRussia first" (Neo- 

Ewasiunim), to Russia king perceived as neither East nor West (ccisland Russia") 

by the cLreluctant reaiists" and the "advocates of finmess and brinkmanship". The 

a h  to situate a prosperity paradigm oscillated fiom the Atlanticists ' exclusive 

emphasis on individuai, toward the almost exclusive emphasis on the state in 

"Russia fîrst," to the somewhat more balanced position of the c'reluctant realists" 

who placed an equal emphasis on the roles of the state and the individuai. 

Consequentiy, the aim to situate a security paradigm oscihted ftom the 

Atlanticists ' "Cooperation with the West" toward the assertive "Russia first" 

agenda and ending the decade with the isolationist limited partnership with the 

West of 'creluctant realists." The thesis demonstrated that the Yugoslav civil war 

and 'near abroad' issues were the most influential events that shaped Russian 

seMity discourse and decisively contniuted, as reference points, to the creation of 

reality-denning assumptiom or woddviews. 

From the ontologicd view, the agency in this thesis was placed on poMd 

elites and this represents a cIearIy behaviorist position. But the more complete 

answer to what f o m  the ontological foundation in my work is actuaiiy the 



discount itself. Initialiy, this might look iike an eclectic mixture of behaviorisrn 

and post-positivism, of empiricism and narrative. In relaying in my thesis on 

Campbell's work 1 aimed to reconcile this apparent inconsistency by arguing that 

aarrative/ideas are pradce. Thus, by keeping the primarily behaviorist approaches 

of the FPA as a useful starting point, and supplementing them with a more heuristic 

approach of discourse maiysis, a better understanding of poütical phenomena was 

achieved. The epistemology in my thesis was the conseyence of such a dual 

ontologicai choice so that my methodology rested on pubiic surveys, content 

analysis of tex& and speeches and contextualization of actuai foreign pulicy 

practices. This approach also foklowed the prescriptions of the "second generation" 

of FPA scholarship: to complement FPA approaches that focus on decision making 

(thus on the elites) with those that focus on foreign policy context (discourse in my 

work). This dual focus created an opportunity to merge comparative politics (by 

focusing on domestic political processes and phenomena) with intemational 

relations, and it resulted in the interdisciplinary nature of this study. Furthemore, 

the study represented a culturally sensitive FPA by focushg on specinc Russian 

theoretical thinking regarding national interests and security dilemmas. There was 

significant FPA scholarship that was cu1turaUy sensitive but it rarely focused on 

specinc conceptuai and theoretical thinking of the country in question. In this way 

my study makes a contncbution that U s  that particulair gap. 

In an attempt to reconcile the relevance of universal and country (case) 

specinc research tools and findings of this study, 1 mentioned Bakhtin in my 

introd~ction. E s  work symboüzes the ongoing que* between the ztnivefsal and the 



particular. For some, his approach symboIized universality. while for others. he 

represented the paramount of national thinking. Bakhtin hiinself acknowledged the 

dual nature of our main medium of existence - Ianguage (text and speech). This 

duiity was represented both in his notions of dialogism and muhial outsideness. So 

if1 have to decide clearly where to situate the signüicance of my study on the scaie 

of generd-spedic 1 wouid rather believe in the interconnectedness of the social 

sciences thaa in clear-cut divisions that advocate that some methods and hdings 

are of general or specinc relevance. This way my study couid be a valid 

contribution to East European studies as it couid, with few accommodations, be 

implemented as a FPA method to some other non-Russian case studies. 
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